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‘Express Mailing Label No.: EV312205282US Attorney Docket No. 10000-25US
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TITLE OF THE INVENTION

(0001) Method For Capturing And Displaying A Variable Resolution Digital Panoramic Image

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0002] This application is a continuation of International Application No. PCT/FR02/01588,

filed May 10, 2002 the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003]=Thepresent invention relates to obtaining digital panoramic images and displaying

panoramic images on computerscreens.

[0004] Fig. 1 represents a classical device allowing a digital panoramic image to be produced

and presented on a computer screen. The device comprises a digital camera 1 equipped with a

panoramic objective lens 2 of the "fish-eye" type, having an angular aperture on the order of 180°.

The camera 1 is connected to a computer 5, such as a microcomputer for example, equipped with a

screen 6. The connection to the microcomputer 5 may be permanent, when, for example, the camera

1 is a digital video camera, or temporary, when, for example, the camera1isastill digital camera

equipped with an image memory,the connection then being carried outat the time the imagefiles

are to be transferred into the microcomputer.

[0005] Fig. 2 schematically represents the appearance of a panoramic image 3 obtained by

meansof the panoramic objective lens 2. The round appearance of the image is characteristic of the

axial symmetry of panoramic objective lenses and the image has dark edges4 that will subsequently

be removed. This digital panoramic imageis delivered by the camera 1 in the form of a computer

file containing image points coded RGBAarrangedin a two-dimensional table, "R" being the red

pixel of an image point, "G"the green pixel, "B"the blue pixel, and "A" the Alpha parameter or

transparency. The parameters R,G, B, A are generally being coded on8 bits.

[0006] The imagefile is transferred into the microcomputer 5 which transformstheinitial image

into a three-dimensionaldigital image, then presents the user with a sector of the three-dimensional

image in a display window 7 occupyingall or part of the screen 6.

[0007] Fig. 3 schematically showsclassical steps of transforming the two-dimensional

panoramic imageinto a panoramic imageoffering a realistic perspective effect. After removing the

black edges ofthe image, the microcomputerhasa set of image points forming an image disk 10 of

center O and axes OX and OY. The imagepoints of the image disk are transferredinto a three-

dimensional space defined by an orthogonal coordinate system of axes O'X'Y'Z,the axis O'Z being
7078397 v1
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perpendicular to the plane of the image disk. The transfer is performed by a mathematical function

implemented by an algorithm executed by the microcomputer, and leads to obtaining a set of image
points referenced in the coordinate system O'X'Y'Z. These image points are for example codedin

spherical coordinates RGBA(@,9), @ being the latitude and @ the longitude of an image point. The

angles @ and @ are codedin 4 to 8 bytes (IEEE standard). These image points form a hemisphere 11

when the panoramic objective lens used has an aperture of 180°, otherwise a portion of a

hemisphere. The microcomputerthushas a virtual image in the shape of a hemisphere one sector 12

of which, correspondingto the display window7,is presented on the screen (Fig. 1) considering

that the observer is on the central point O'of the system of axes O'X'Y'Z, which defines with the

center O" of the image sector 12, a direction O'O"called "viewing direction”.

[0008] _—_In order to avoid the imagesector displayed 12 having geometrical distortions unpleasant

for the observer, the classical panoramic objective lenses must havea distribution function of the

imagepoints accordingto the field angle of the object points of a panoramathatis as linear as

possible. Therefore, if two points A’, B', situated on the same meridian of the hemisphere 11, and

the corresponding points A, B on the image disk 10 are considered, the ratio between the angles

(A'O'Z) and (B'O'Z) mustbe equal to the ratio between the distances OA and OB onthe imagedisk.

[0009] Dueto this property of linearity of a classical panoramic objective lens, image points

correspondingto object points having an identical field angle form concentric circles C10, C20...

C90 on the imagedisk 10, as represented in Fig. 4A. Classically, “field angle of an object point"

means the angle of an incidentlight ray passing through the object point considered and throughthe

center of the panorama photographed,relative to the optical axis of the objective lens. Thefield

angle of an object point can be between 0 and 90° for an objective lens having an aperture of 180°.

Therefore, the circle C10 is formed bythe image points corresponding to object points havingafield

angle of 10°, the circle C20 is formed by image points corresponding to object points havinga field

angle of 20°, etc., the circle C90 being formed by the imagepoints havinga field angle of 90°.

[0010]_Fig. 4B representsthe shape ofthe distribution function Fdcof a classical panoramic

objective lens, which determines the relative distance dr of an image pointin relation to the center

of the image disk according to the field angle o of the corresponding object point. The relative

distance dr is between 0 and 1 andis equalto the distance of the image pointin relation to the center
of the image divided bythe radius of the image disk. The ideal form of the function Fdcis a straight

line of gradient K:

dr=Fdc (a) =K a

7078397 vi
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in which the constant K is equal to 0.111 degree” (1/90°).

[0011] This technique of displaying a digital panoramic image sector on a computerscreen has

various advantages,particularly the possibility of "exploring" the panoramic imagebysliding the

image sector presentedon the screento the left, the right, upwards or downwards, until the limits of

the panoramic image are reached. This techniquealso allows complete rotationsof the image to be
carried out when two complementary digital images have been taken and suppliedto the

microcomputer, the latter thus reconstituting a complete panoramic sphere by assembling two

hemispheres. Another advantage provided by presenting a panoramic image on screenis to enable

the observer to make enlargements or zoomson parts of the image. The zoomsare performed

digitally, by shrinking the image sector displayed and expanding the distribution of the image points

on the pixels of the screen.

(0012) Various examples ofinteractive panoramic images can be found on the Web. Reference

could be madein particular to the centralsite “http://;www.panoguide.com"("The Guide to

Panoramas and Panoramic Photography") whichgivesa full overview ofall the products available

to the public to produce these images. Software programsallowing digital panoramic photographs

to be transformedinto interactive panoramic images are offered to the public in the form of

downloadable programs or CD-ROMsavailablein stores.

[0013] Despite the various advantagesthat this technique for displaying digital images offers,

the digital enlargements have the disadvantage of being limited bythe resolution of the image sensor

used whentaking the initial image and the resolution of an image sensor is generally much lower

than that of a classical photograph. Therefore, when the enlargementincreases, the granulosity of

the image appears asthelimits of the resolution of the image sensor are being reached.

[0014] To overcomethis disadvantage, it is well known to proceed with pixel interpolations so

as to delay the apparition of the blocks of color which betray the limits of the resolution of the

sensor. However, this method only improves the appearance of the enlarged image sector and does

not in any wayincreasethe definition. Another obvious solution is to provide an image sensor with

a high resolution, higher than the resolution required to present an image sector without

enlargement, so that there is a remaining margin of definition for zooms, However,this solution is

expensive as the cost price of an imagesensor rapidly rises with the numberofpixels per unit of
area.

[0015] Someattempts have been madeto improve the quality of the enlargements, by changing

the optical properties of the panoramic objective lenses themselves. Thus, U.S. Patent No.

5,710,661 teaches capturing a panoramic image with two overlocking objective lenses using a set of
7078397 v1
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mitrors. A first set of mirrors provides an overall view, and a mobile central mirror provides a

detailed view on a determined zone of the panorama. However,this solution does not offer the same

flexibility as digital zooms, particularly when the imageis not displayed in real time, as the observer

no longerhasthe possibility of choosing the image portion that he wants to enlarge once the

photograph has been taken.

BRIEF SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

[0016] Therefore, the present invention comprises a method allowing the physical limits of

image sensors to be circumventedandthe definition offered by digital enlargements concerning

certain parts of a digital panoramic imageto be improved, without the need to increase the number

of pixels per unit of area of an image sensoror to provide an overlocking optical enlargement

system in a panoramic objective lens.

[0017] Thepresent invention is based on the observation that, in several applications, only

certain zones of a panoramic imageare ofa practical interest and are likely to be expanded by the

observer by meansof a digital zoom. Thus,in applications such as video surveillance,

videoconferencing, visio-conferencing, a panoramic camera canbe installed against a wall or on the

ceiling and there is generally no reason to make enlargements on the zones of the panoramic image

correspondingto the wall or the ceiling. Similarly, as part of a videoconference performed by

meansof a panoramic camera, the most interesting zone is generally situated at a specific place

situated towards the center of the image (in the case of individual use) or on the edgesof the image

(in the case of collective use or visio-conferencing). Furthermore, when usedfor recreation and

leisure, most panoramic images comprise parts that are less interesting than others, such as the parts

representing the sky or a ceiling for example, the most useful part generally being in the vicinity of

the center of the image.

[0018] Therefore, the present invention is based on the premise that a panoramic image has

some zonesthat are not very useful and that can tolerate a reasonable definition to the benefit of

other zones of the image.

[0019} Onthebasis ofthis premise,the idea of the present invention is to produce panoramic

photographs by meansof a panoramic objective lens that is not linear, which expandscertain zones

of the image and compresses other zones of the image. The technical effect obtainedis that the

expandedzonesof the image cover a numberofpixels of the image sensorthatis higher than if they

were not expanded, and thus benefit from a better definition. By choosing an objective lens that

7078397 vi
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expands the most useful zones of an image (which depend onthe intended application), the

definition is excellent in these zones and thedefinition is mediocre in the zonesof lesser importance.

[0020] Thus, the present invention proposes a method for capturing a digital panoramic image,

by projecting a panoramaonto an image sensor by meansof a panoramic objective lens, in which

the panoramic objective lens has an image pointdistribution function that is not linear relative to the

field angle of object points of the panorama,the distribution function having a maximum divergence

of at least 410% comparedto a linear distribution function, such that the panoramic image obtained

hasat least one substantially expanded zoneandat least one substantially compressed zone.

[0021] According to one embodiment,the objective lens has a non-linear distribution function

that is symmetricalrelative to the optical axis of the objective lens, the position of an imagepoint

relative to the center of the image varying accordingtothe field angle of the corresponding object

point.

(0022) According to one embodiment, the objective lens expandsthe center of the image and

compressesthe edges of the image.

(0023) According to one embodiment,the objective lens expands the edges of the image and

compressesthe center of the image.

[0024] According to one embodiment, the objective lens compresses the center of the image and

the edges of the image, and expands an intermediate zone of the image located betweenthe center

and the edges of the image.

(0025) According to one embodiment, the objective lens comprises a set of lenses forming an

apodizer.

[0026] According to one embodiment, the set of lenses forming an apodizer comprisesatleast

one asphericallens.

[0027] According to one embodiment,the set of lenses forming an apodizer comprisesatleast

one diffractive lens.

[0028] According to one embodiment, the objective lens comprises a set of mirrors comprising

at least one distorting mirror.

[0029] The presentinvention also relates to a methodfor displaying an initial panoramic image

obtained in accordance with the method described above, comprising a step of correcting the non-

linearity of the initial image, performed by meansof a reciprocal function of the non-linear

distribution function of the objective lens or by meansof the non-linear distribution function.

7078397v1
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[0030] According to one embodiment, the step of correcting comprises a step of transforming

the initial imageinto a corrected digital image comprising a numberof imagepoints higherthan the

numberofpixels that the image sensor comprises.

[0031] According to one embodiment, the method comprisesa step ofcalculating the size of the

corrected image, by meansofthe reciprocal function of the distribution function,so that the

resolution of the corrected image is equivalent to the most expanded zoneofthe initial image, and a

step of scanning each imagepointof the corrected image, searchingfor the position of a twin point

of the image point on the initial image and allocating the color of the twin pointto the image point

of the corrected image.

[0032] According to one embodiment, the initial image and the corrected image comprise an

image disk.

[0033] According to one embodiment, the method comprisesa step oftransferring the image

points of the corrected image into a three-dimensional space anda step of presenting one sector of

the three-dimensional image obtained on a display means.

[0034] According to one embodiment, the method comprises a step of determining the color of

image points of a display window,by projecting the imagepoints of the display window onto the

initial image by meansof the non-linear distribution function, and allocating to each imagepoint of

the display windowthecolorof an image pointthat is the closest on the initial image.

[0035] According to one embodiment, the projection of the image points of the display window

onto the initial image comprisesastep ofprojecting the image points of the display window onto a

sphere or a sphereportion, a step of determiningthe anglein relation to the center of the sphere or

the sphere portion of each projected imagepoint, and a step of projecting onto the initial image each

image pointprojected onto the sphereor the sphere portion, the projection being performed by

meansofthe non-linear distribution function consideringthe field angle that each point to be

projected has in relation to the centerof the sphere or the sphere portion.

[0036] Thepresentinventionalso relates to a panoramic objective lens comprising optical

meansfor projecting a panoramainto an image plane of the objective lens, the panoramic objective

lens having an imagepointdistribution function that is not linear relative to the field angle of object

points of the panorama,the distribution function having a maximum divergenceofat least 10%

comparedto a linear distribution function, such that a panoramic image obtained by meansofthe

objective lens comprises at least one substantially expandedzone andatleast one substantially

compressed zone.

7078397 v1
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[0037] According to one embodiment,the panoramic objective lens has a non-linear distribution

function that is symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens, the position of an image

pointrelative to the center of an image obtained varying according to the field angle of the

corresponding object point.

[0038] According to one embodiment, the panoramic objective lens expands the center of an

image and compressesthe edgesof the image.

[0039] According to one embodiment, the panoramic objective lens expands the edges of an

image and compressesthe center of the image.

[0040] According to one embodiment, the panoramic objective lens compresses the center of an

image andthe edgesof the image, and expands an intermediate zone of the image located between

the center and the edges of the image.

[0041] According to one embodiment, the panoramic objective lens comprisesa set of lenses

forming an apodizer.

[0042] According to one embodiment, the set of lenses forming an apodizer comprisesat least

one asphericallens.

[0043] According to one embodiment,the set of lenses forming an apodizer comprises atleast

one diffractive lens.

[0044] According to one embodiment, the panoramic objective lens comprises polymethacrylate

lenses.

[0045] According to one embodiment, the panoramic objective lens comprises a set of mirrors

comprisingat least one distorting mirror.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0046] The foregoing summary,as well as the following detailed description of preferred

embodimentsofthe invention, will be better understood whenread in conjunction with the

appended drawings. For the purpose ofillustrating the invention, there are shownin the drawings

embodiments whichare presently preferred. It should be understood, however,that the invention is

notlimited to the precise arrangements and instrumentalities shown.

[0047] In the drawings:

[0048] Fig. 1 described above represents a system for displaying a digital panoramic image on

a screen;

[0049]_Fig. 2 described aboverepresents a panoramic imagebeforeit is processed by a

computer,

7078397 v1
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[0050] Fig. 3 described above shows a classical method for transforming a two-dimensional

panoramic imageinto a three-dimensional digital panoramic image;

[0051] Fig. 4A and 4B described above showthelinearity of a classical panoramic objective

lens;

[0052] Figs. 5 and 6 show oneaspect ofthe method accordingto the present invention and

respectively representa distribution of image points obtained with a classical panoramic objective

lens and a distribution of image points obtained with a non-linear panoramic objective lens

according to the present invention;

[0053] Figs. 7A and 7B showa first example of non-linearity of a panoramic objective lens

according to the present invention;

[0054] Fig. 8 shows a second exampleof non-linearity of a panoramic objective lens according

to the present invention;

[0055] Fig. 9 showsathird exampleof non-linearity of a panoramic objective lens according to

the present invention;

[0056] Fig. 10 represents a system for displaying a digital panoramic image by meansof which

a methodfor correcting the panoramic image according to the present invention is implemented;

[0057] Fig. 11 schematically showsa first embodimentof the correction method according to

the present invention;

[0058] Fig. 12 is a flow chart describing a methodfor displaying a panoramic image

incorporating the first correction method accordingto the present invention,

[0059] Fig. 13 schematically shows a second embodimentof the correction method according

to the present invention;

[0060] ‘Fig. 14 is a flow chart describing a methodfor displaying a panoramic image

incorporating the second correction method according to the present invention;

[0061] Fig. 15 is a cross-sectionof a first embodimentof a non-linear panoramic objective lens

according to the present invention;

[0062] Fig. 16 is an exploded cross-section of a system of lenses present in the panoramic

objective lens in Fig. 15;

[0063] Fig. 17 is a side view of a lens present in the panoramic objective lens in Fig. 15; and

[0064] Fig. 18 is the diagram of a second embodimentof a non-linear panoramic objective lens

according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

7078397 v1
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[0065] A - Compression/expansionofaninitial image

[0066] Fig. 5 schematically represents a classical system for taking panoramic shots, comprising

a panoramic objective lens 15 of optical axis OZ anda digital image sensor 17 arrangedin the image

plane of the objective lens 15. Here, four object points a, b, c, d will be consideredthat belong to a

panorama PM located opposite the objective lens and respectively having angles of incidence a1,

02, -02, -a.1. As explained in the preamble,the field angle of an object pointis the angle that an

incidentlight ray passing through the object point considered and throughthe centerof the

panorama PM,marked bya point "p" on Fig.5, hasrelative to the optical axis OZ of the objective

lens. In this example,the angle 1 is equal to two times the angle 02. On the imagesensor 17,

imagepointsa’, b’, c', d' corresponding to the objectpoints a, b, c, d are located at distances from the

center of the image respectively equal to d1, d2, -d2, -dl. As the distribution of the image points

accordingto the field angle of the object points is linear with a classical panoramic objective lens,

the distances d1 and d2 are linked by the followingrelation:

di/al = d2/a2

Asthe angle a1 is here equal to 202,it follows that:

dl = 2d2

[0067] Asis well knownby thoseskilled in the art, the term "linearity" here refers to a ratio of

proportionality between the distance of an image point measuredrelative to the center of the image

andthe field angle of the corresponding object point. The notion of “linearity” in the field of

panoramicobjective lenses is therefore different from that prevailing in the field of paraxial optics

(in the vicinity of the optical axis) when the conditions of Gauss are met.

[0068] Fig. 6 represents a system for taking shots of the same type as above,but in which the

classical panoramic objective lens 15 is replaced by an objective lens 18 accordingto the present

invention, the image sensor 17 being arranged in the imageplane ofthe objective lens 15. The

projection onto the image sensor17 of the object points a, b, c, d having angles of incidence al, a2,

-a2 and -c11 relative to the axis OZ of the objective lens and to the center "p" of the panorama are

considered again. On the image sensor 17, the corresponding image points a", b", c", d" are located
at distances from the center of the image respectively equal to dl’, d2’, -d2', -dl'’. |
[0069] Accordingto the present invention, the objective lens 18 hasa distribution function of

the image points that is not linear. Theratio of the distances d1', d2', -d2', -d1' are not equal to the

ratio of the anglesof incidence a1, «2, -02, -a1. In the example represented, the distance d2'is

clearly greater than d1'/2, such thatthe central part of the panoramic imageprojected onto the image

7078397 v1
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sensor 17, which correspondsto a solid angle 22 centered on the optical axis OZ, occupies a

greater area on the imagesensor 17 than the area it occupies in Fig. 5 with the classical panoramic

objective lens (hatched zone). This central part of the panoramic image is therefore projected onto

the image sensor with expansionofits area, in relation to the area the central part would occupyif

the objective lens were linear. The result is that the numberof pixels of the image sensor covered

bythis part of the imageis greater than in previous practices and that the definition obtainedis

improved. Onthe other hand, the part of the image delimited by twocircles respectively passing

through the points a", d" and through the points b", c" is compressedrelative to the corresponding

part in Fig. 5, and the definition on the edges ofthe image is less than that obtained with a classical

linear objective lens, to the benefit of the central part of the image.

[0070] By applyingthe principle accordingto the present invention, which involves expanding

one part of the image and compressing anotherpart of the image, the part to be expandedandthe

part to be compressed can be chosen according to the intended application, by producing several

types of non-linear objective lenses and by choosing an objective lens suited to the intended

application. Depending on the intended application, the mostuseful part of a panoramic image may

be located in the center of the image,on the edge of the image, in an intermediate zone situated

betweenthe center and the edge of the image, etc.

[0071] Figs. 7A-7B, 8 and 9 show three examples of non-linear distribution functions according

to the present invention.

[0072] Thedistribution function shownin Figs. 7A and 7B correspondsto the example in Fig. 6,

that is a panoramic objective lens that expands the imagein the center. Fig. 7A represents

equidistant concentric circles C10, C20,..., C90 present on an imagedisk, eachcircle being formed

by imagepoints corresponding to object points having the samefield angle. Thecircle C10 is

formed by the image points corresponding to object points having a field angle of 10°, the circle C20

is formed by imagepoints corresponding to object points havingafield angle of 20°, etc. By

comparing Fig. 7A with Fig. 4A described in the preamble,it appears that the circles C10 and C20

are further from the center of the image and further from each other than the circles C10 and C20

obtained with a classical objective lens, while the circles C30 to C90 are closer to each other. This

panoramic image thus has an expanded zonein the center and a compressed zone on the edgeof the

image disk.

[0073] Fig. 4B represents the curve of the corresponding distribution function Fdl. The

classical linear distribution function, expressed by Fdc = Ka andin the form ofa straight line of
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gradientK,is also represented as a guide mark (the constant K being equal to 1/90 for an objective

lens having an aperture of 180°,i.e., a gradient of 0.111 per degree). The field angle o of the object

points is represented on the X-axis and is between 0 and 90°. Therelative distance dr of an image

pointin relation to the center of the image disk is represented on the Y-axis and is between 0 and1.

The curveof the function Fdl hasa higher gradient than the straight line Fde for angles o of

between 0 and 20°, then a lesser gradient after 20° and up to 90°. A high gradient means an

expansion of the image and a low gradient means a compressionofthe image.

[0074] As demonstrated in this example, the curve Fdl has a point of maximum divergence Pd

at the angle & = 20°. “Point of maximum divergence"refers to the image point Pd(«) at which the

greatest gap in relative distance dr in relation to a corresponding point Pdl(c) on the linear

distribution straight line Ka can be observed. In this example, the point Pd(a=20°) hasa relative

distance dr equal to 0.5 relative to the center of the image while the corresponding point Pdl(a=20°)

on the linear curve Fdc hasa relative distance dr of 0.222. The maximum divergence DIVmax of

the distribution function Fd1 accordingto the present invention can be calculated by a formula of

the type:

DIVmax% = [[dr(Pd) - dr(Pdl)]/[dr(Pdl)]]*100

1.€.:

DIVmax% = [[dr(Pd) - K*a(Pd)]/[K*a(Pd)]]*100

In which dr(Pd)is the relative distance in relation to the center of the point of maximum divergence

Pd, dr(Pdl) is the relative distance in relation to the center of the corresponding pointon the linear

distribution straight line Fdc, a(Pd) being the abscissa of the pointPd,i.e., the field angle of the

corresponding object point.

[0075] In the example considered here, the maximum divergence is therefore equal to +125%.

This value of maximum divergence accordingto the present invention is clearly higher than that due

to the possible design errors or manufacturing errors of a classical panoramic objective lens, which

is of a few percent. Generally speaking, a non-linear objective lens accordingto the present

invention has a maximum divergence onthe order of 10% at least, to obtain an expansion ofthe

useful parts of the image whichresults in a clear increase in the numberofpixelsof the image

sensor covered bythe useful parts and a substantial improvementin the definition obtained.

[0076] An average rate TX of expansion or compression of onepart of the image contained

between twocircles passing through points Pd1 and Pd2 is also defined. The rate TX is the ratio

between the area delimited by the two circles passing through the points Pd1, Pd2 andthe area
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delimited by two circles passing through points Pdll, Pdl2 of the same abscissa belonging to the

linear distribution function Fdc. The rate TX can be determined by a formulaofthe type:

TX = [dr(Pd1)’ - dr(Pd2)’ V/ [(dr(Pdl1))” - (dr(Pdl2))’]

1.€.:

TX = [dr(Pdl)”- dr(Pd2)" V [K"[(a(Pd1))* - (0(Pd2))"T]

[0077] A rate TX higher than 1 indicates an expansion ofthe part of image considered while a

rate TX lower than 1 indicates a compression of the part of image considered. In the example of

function Fd1 considered here, the average rate of expansion/compression TX ofthe central part of

the image, delimited by the circle C20, is equal to 5.07, i.e., an average expansion bya factor 5 of

the central part of the image and consequently a 500% improvementof the definition obtained for a

constant numberof pixels of the image sensor.

[0078] Fig. 8 represents another example of distribution function Fd2 according to the present

invention, here having a point of maximum divergence Pd at the angle «=70°, and havingarelative

distance in relation to the center of the image of 0.3. The maximum divergenceof the curve Fd2is

—61.4% here, and the average rate of expansion/compression TX of the central part of the image

delimited by the circle C70 (not represented)is 0.5, i.e., an average compressionbya factor of 0.15

of the central part of the image. The expandedpart of the imagehere is thus located here on the

edge of the image, betweenthe circle C70 andthe circle C90, and has an averagerate of

expansion/compression of 2.3. Thus, an image disk obtained with a panoramic objective lens

havinga distribution function conforming to the function Fd2, has a high definition zone onits

edges, that lend themselves well to digital enlargements, and a low definition zoneinits central part.

[0079]__Fig. 9 represents a third exampleof distribution function Fd3 accordingto the present

invention, having a first point of maximum divergence Pd1 (a=30°, dr=0,1) and a secondpoint of

maximum divergence Pd2 (a=70°, dr=0,9). Thus, two maximum divergences can be seen, one

negative and equal to -70%,andthe other positive and equal to 15.8%. A compressed image zone

can also be seen between the center O of the image and the circle C30 passing throughthe point

Pd1, an expanded image zone betweenthe circle C30 andthe circle C70 passing throughthe point

Pd2, and a compressed image zone between the circle C70 andthecircle C90 forming the edge of

the image disk. The averagerates of expansion/compression TX(0,C30), TX(C30, C70), TX(C70,

C90) for each of these zonesare respectively equal to 0.09, 1.6 and 0.48. An image disk obtained

with a panoramic objective lens having a distribution function conformingto the function Fd3,has a
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high definition zone in its intermediate part, which lendsitself well to digital enlargements, and two

low definition zonesin its central part and onits edges.

[0080] B-C rrection of the non-linearity of the initial image

[0081]_Afirst aspect of the present invention was described above, according to which a non-

linear distribution of image points onto a digital image was provided to improve the definition of the

image in expanded zones, by increasing the numberofpixels of the image sensor covered by the

expanded zones. Before describing examples of embodiments of non-linear panoramic objective

lenses according to the present invention, a second aspect of the present invention will be described

which involves correcting the non-linearity of the image disk obtained in order to present the

observer with an image free from optical distortion.

[0082] This second aspectof the present invention is implementedat the stage of the processing

of the initial image by computer, to present an interactive panoramic image on a screen. The means

for implementing the methodofthe present invention are shown in Fig. 10 and are classical in

themselves. A digital camera 20 can be equipped with a non-linear panoramic objective lens 21 and

connected to a microcomputer 22 comprising a screen 23. The digital images [Mi taken by means

of the camera 20 are transferred to the microcomputer to be processed and displayed on the screen

23, in a display window 24. A processing program comprising an algorithm for transforming and

displaying the imagesis first loaded into the microcomputer, by means of a CD-ROM 25or by

downloadingvia the Internet for example. The camera 20 canbea still digital cameraora digital

video camera and the connection to the microcomputer can be permanentor otherwise. In the case

of a video camera, the microcomputerreceives a flow of images that it processesin real time to

display them on the screen.

[0083} In this context, the correction method according to the present invention can be

performed according to two embodiments. A first embodimentinvolvescorrecting the initial image

by meansof a function Fd”thatis the reciprocal function of the distribution function Fd according

to the present invention. As the distribution function Fd is known and determinedat the time the

non-linear objective lens is designed, it is easy to deduce the reciprocal function Fd" therefrom.

This correction step allows a corrected image to be obtained in which the non-linearity due to the

objective lens according to the present invention is removed. The corrected imageis equivalent to

an image taken by meansof a classical panoramic objective lens and can then be processed by any

classical display software program available in stores, provided for transferring the image points of

an imagedisk into a three-dimensional space and for interactively displaying a sector of the image

obtained.
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[0084] The secondalternative of the method involves using the distribution function Fd in an

image display algorithm working backwards,that is defining in real time the colorof the pixels of a

display window using the image points of the image disk.

[0085] First embodiment of the correction method

[0086]_Fig. 11 showsthefirst embodimentof the method accordingto the present invention.

Hereit is assumedthatthere is an initial image Img] comprising a non-linear image disk ID1 of

radius R1, having for example an expansion zone in the center (circles C10 and C20). Theinitial

image Img]is transformedinto a corrected image Img2 comprising a linear image disk ID2 of

radius R2. The radius R2 of the image disk ID2is higher than the radius R1 of the initial image disk

ID1 and the image disk ID2hasaresolution equal or substantially equal to the resolution offered by

the zone of the image disk Img] in which the greatest density of information (i.e. the zone in which

the imageis the most expanded)is to be found. Here, the zone with the greatest density of

informationis the central part of the image delimited bythe circle C20.

[0087] The main steps of this methodare the following:

initially, the size R2 of the linearized image disk ID2 is calculated by meansofthe

reciprocal function Fd", considering on theinitial image disk ID1 the place in which the imageis

the most expanded,sothat the corrected image Img2hasa resolution equalor substantially equal to

the resolution offered by the zone of the image Img] in which the greatest density of information is

to be found,

then each pixel of the image to be calculated Img2 is scanned,and the position ofits twin

point on the image Img]is searchedfor, and then

the color of the corresponding point on theinitial image Img] is allocated to the point of

the new image Img2.

[0088] This method is implemented by meansof an algorithm described below (algorithm 1), in

which:

A is the angular aperture ofthe objective lens,

D is the distance of an image pointrelative to the center of the initial image disk ID1,

R1 is the size in pixels of the radius of the initial image disk ID1 (i.e. the numberofpixels

between the center and the edge of the image disk),

R2is the size in pixels of the radius of the linearized image disk ID2,
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Iand J are the coordinates of an image point in the image produced, the coordinate point

(0,0) being in the center of the image,

U andVare the coordinates of a twin pointin the original image, the coordinate point

(0,0) being in the center of the image,

"Current_angle" and "Previous_angle"are iterative parameters,

DAM is the minimum angular difference between two object points corresponding to two

adjacent image points onthe initial image disk ID1 (i.e., the maximum resolution of the image disk

ID1 expressed in angular difference), and

Fdlin” is the reciprocal function ofa distribution function of a classical linear objective

lens, of the type: Fdlin(a)=Ka, with K=2/A, i.e. K=1/90 with an objective lens having an angular

aperture of 180°.

Algorithm 1

[finding DAM]

1/ DAM = A/2

2/ Current_angle = 0

3/ For D = 1 to R1 [with incrementsof 1]

4/ Previous_angle = Current_angle

5/_Current_angle = Fd’'(D/R1)

6/ If DAM > (Current_angle - Previous_angle) then

I DAM = (Current_angle - Previous_angle)

8/ Endif

9/ End for

[determining the radius R2 of the disk ID2]

10/ R2 = (A/2)/DAM

[calculating the new image]

[scanning each pixel of the image to be calculated Img2] ©

11/ For I=-R2 to +R2 [with an incrementof 1]

12/ For J =-R2 to +R2 [with an incrementof 1]

[searching for polar coordinates (R’,8) of the twin point on the image Img] using the coordinates

(R,6)of the point of the image Img2]

13/ R = V(P+J?)
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14/ If R < R2 then

15/ If J <0 then

16/ 6 = arc cosine(I/R)

17/ If not

18/ @ = -arc cosine(I/R)

19/ Endif

{conversion of the radius R to find the radius R’]

20/ R'= R1*Fd(Fdlin” (R/R2))

as Fdlin’/(R) = R/K and K=2/A,it followsthat:

20' /R'= R1*Fd((R/R2) * (A/2))

[return to the Cartesian coordinates]

21/ U=R’*cos(8)

22/ V=R’*sin(@)

[allocation of the color of the point]

23/ Img2[1,J] = Img1[U,V]

24/~—sIf not

[allocation of the color black to the points outside the image disk]

25/ Img2[I,J] = Black

26/=Endif

27/ End for

28/ End for

[0089] Note that the step 14 avoids calculating all the points situated outside the imagedisk(the

points are outside the image disk when R > R2). Moreover, the algorithm 1 can be improved by

subsequently performingabilinear interpolation on the image Img2,in itself well known by those

skilled in the art, so as to smooth outthe final image.

(0090) Fig. 12 is a flow chart giving a general overview of the steps of a method for capturing

and interactively presenting a panoramic image on a screen. This flow chart is describedin table 1

in the Appendix, that is an integral part of the description. The steps $1 and S2,respectively the

acquisition of the imageandthetransfer of the image into a computer, are classical in themselves.

The step of linearising the image disk $3 is performed in accordance with the methodof the present

invention, by meansof the algorithm described above for example. The step S4, called
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"digitization", is also classical. This step involves transferring the image points of the corrected

image disk Img2into a three-dimensional space of axes Oxyz in which the imagepoints are for

examplereferencedin spherical coordinates. The step S5 is also classical, and involves displaying a

sector of the three-dimensional imagecalled display window on a screen. The display windowis

moved upwards or downwards dependingonthe user’s actions, or is enlarged at the user’s request.

Whenenlarged,the definition is better than in previous practices in the zones correspondingto the

expandedparts oftheinitial image.

[0091]|Second embodimentof the correction method

[0092] The second embodimentof the correction method according to the present invention is

shown in Fig. 13. Schematically, this method involves projecting the image points of an image

sector correspondingto a display window DWontothe image disk ID1of the initial image Img].

This method doesnot require calculating a corrected image disk, contrary to the previous

embodiment.

[0093] The imagepointsof the display window DWare referenced E(i,j) in the coordinate

system ofthe display window, expressed in line coordinates i and in column coordinates j. The

points E(i,j) are first projected onto a sphere portion HS of center O and of axes OX, OY, OZ,to

obtain image points P(px, py, pz) belonging to the sphere portion. This sphere portion coversa solid

angle that correspondsto the aperture of the objective lens used. The example considered until now

wasof a panoramic objective lens having an aperture of 180° andthe sphere portion HS considered

here is therefore a hemisphere. The image points P thus determined are then projected onto the

image disk Img1 by meansof the non-linear distribution function Fd according to the present

invention, which first requires calculating the field angle o of the points P in relation to the center O

of the hemisphere. The center O of the hemisphereis the virtual equivalentof the center "p"of the

panorama, having been usedasthe reference,in the description above, to determine the angles of

incidence ot of the object points and the shape of the function Fd. The projection of the image points

P onto the image disk ID1 allows image points p(pu, pv) to be obtained on the imagedisk, in a

coordinate system of center O' (correspondingto the center of the image disk) and of axes O'U and

O'V. The axis OZ in the system of the hemisphere HSis perpendicular to the plane of the image

disk ID1 and passes through the center O' of the imagedisk, such that the axes O'Z and OZ are

merged.
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[0094] Asit will be clear to those skilled in the art, the correction of the non-linearity of the

image disk is implicit here since the image points p(pu, pv) corresponding to the image points EQ,j)

of the display window DWare"retrieved" from the image disk ID1, by meansof the function Fd.

[0095] The method accordingto the present invention is implemented by meansofan algorithm

described below (algorithm 2), in which:

i and j are the coordinates of a point E(, j) of the display window,

Imax and Jmax are the numberof columns and the numberoflinesof the display

window,corresponding to the dimensions in numberof pixels of the display window,

Ex, Ey and Ez are the Cartesian coordinates of a point E(i,j) of the display window DW

in the coordinate system OXYZ,

Px, Py and Pz are the Cartesian coordinates of a point P on the hemisphere HS,

pu and pv are the Cartesian coordinates of an image point p of the image disk in the

coordinate system O'UV,

L is the size of the image disk, in numberof pixels,

M isthe centerof the display window DW,

the "viewing direction"is the direction materialised by the point O andthe center of the

display window M,the display window formingthe base of a pyramidof vision of the observer the

top of which is the point O (observer’s position),

60 and @0are the longitudes andlatitudes corresponding to the viewing direction from

the point O towards the center M ofthe display window,

Screen_Pixell[i,j] is the color (RGBA)ofa point E (i,j) of the display window DW,

Image_Pixelli,j] is the color of the point P(i,j) of the hemisphere HS corresponding to the

image disk, the coordinate point (0,0) being situated in the center of the imagedisk,

R is the radius of the hemisphere HS(arbitrary value chosen so as to improve the

accuracyof the calculations, R is for example chosen to be equal to 10,000),

@ is the angle in relation to the center O of an image point “P situated on the hemisphere

(represents the field angle at the moment the shot of the corresponding objectpointis taken),

aux1, aux2 are intermediate variables,

"Zoom"is a variable defining the enlargement, having a default value equal to R, and

"V" is the square root function.

Algorithm 2

1/ For i=-Imax/2 to i=Imax/2 do [by increments of 1]
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2/ For j=-Jmax/2 to j=Jmax/2 do [by increments of 1]

[calculation of the Cartesian coordinates Ex, Ey, Ez of the point E of the display windowin the

system OXYZ]

3/ Ey =j*cos(@0) — Zoom*sin(@0)

4/ Ez = Zoom*cos(@0) + j*sin(@0)

5/ aux 1 = Ez

6/ Ez = Ez*cos(60) — i*sin(@0)

V Ex = i*cos(60) + aux 1*sin(80)

[calculation of the coordinates of the point P correspondingto the point E]

8/ aux2 = R/V(Ex*Ex + Ey*Ey + Ez*Ez)

9/ Px = Ex*aux2

10/ Py = Ey*aux2

1t/ Pz = Ez*aux2

[calculation of the coordinates of the point p correspondingto the point P, in the coordinate system

(O'UV), by means of thefunction Fd]

12/ X = Px/R

13/ Y =Py/R

14/ r= V(X*X + Y*Y)

15/ Ol = arcsine(r)

16/ U=Xrr

17/ V=Yi/r

18/ pu = L*U*Fd(a)

19/ pv = L*V*Fd(a)

20/ Screen_Pixel[i,j] = Image_Pixel[pu,pv]

21/ end for

22/ end for

[0096] A request for enlargement (zoom)bythe userresults in the algorithm modifying the

"Zoom" parameter. When the "Zoom" parameter is equal to the radius R of the hemisphere, the

display window DWistangential to the hemisphere (Fig. 13). When the parameter "Zoom"is

higher than R, the window DW moves awayfrom the hemisphere (along the axis given by the

viewing position 0M), which correspondsto a shrinking of the pyramid of vision and an
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enlargementof the imagesectorpresented in the window DW. The enlargementof the image sector

presented to the observeris therefore equal to the ratio of the "Zoom" parameterby the radiusR.

[0097] Whenthe steps 18 and 19 have been performed with a "Zoom" parameter higherthan R,

a gain in definition is obtained in the zones in which the image has been expanded at the time the

shotis taken as therearestill. While the resolution limit is not reached, two adjacentpixels on the

image disk which correspond to two adjacentpixels of the display window. In the compressed

zones of the image, the search for the closest pixe] by meansof the relations L*U*Fd(a) and

L*V*Fd(c) results, on the other hand, in the algorithm finding the same image pixel for several

adjacent pixels of the display window on the image disk. However, these compressed image zones,

benefiting fromalesser definition on the image disk, are considered secondaryfor the intended

application, in accordance with the premise on which the present invention is based.

[0098] Generally speaking, any other projection method can be used,the essential step

accordingto the present invention being that of finding the field angle o of the object points on the

hemisphere, in relation to the center of the hemisphere,so as to use the distribution function Fd in

the calculations.

[0099] _It will be understood that the algorithm 2 is applicable when there are two

complementary image disks, one corresponding to a front photograph andthe otherto a rear

photograph of a panoramaat 360°, the second photograph being taken byrotating the panoramic

objective lens by 180° around an axis passing through the center of the panorama. In this case, two

hemispheres and two image points called "Front_Image_Pixel” and "Rear_Image_Pixel"are

defined:

Front_Image_Pixel[i,j]: color of a point E(i,j) on the hemisphere correspondingto the

front photo, the coordinate point(0,0), being situated in the center of the image disk,

Rear_Image_Pixell[i,j]: color of a point E(i,j) on the hemisphere corresponding to the rear

photo, the coordinate point (0,0) being situated in the center of the image disk.

[0100] Thesteps 18 and following ofthe algorithm 2 are therefore modified as follows:

18/  pu= L*U*Fd(a)

19) pv = L*V*Fd(a)

20/-—s If Pz >= 0 then

21/ Screen_Pixel[i,j] = Front_Image_Pixel[pu,pv]

22/ ‘If not Screen_Pixelli,j] = Rear_Image_Pixel{L-pu,pv]

23/—Endif
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24/ end for

25/ end for

[0101] Fig. 14 is a flow chart giving a general overview of the steps of a method for capturing

andinteractively presenting a panoramic image on a screen. This flow chart is described in table 2

in the Appendix, that is an integral part of the description. The acquisition S1 and transfer S2 steps

described aboveare again included. The step S2 is followed by an interactive display step S3'

performed in accordance with the methodthat has just been described, implicitly incorporating a

correction of the non-linearity of the image disk through the use of the distribution function Fd to

find the points corresponding to the pixels of the display window on the imagedisk.

[0102] II - Examples of embodiments of a non-linear panoramic objective lens according to

the present invention

[0103] Here, one object of the present inventionis to provide a panoramic objective lens having

a non-linear distribution function Fd,that is simple in structure and with a low cost price. Below,

two examples of embodiments of non-linear panoramic objective lenses according to the present

invention will be described,the first being a direct-type objective lens and the second ofindirect

type, that is using mirrors.

[0104] First embodiment

[0105] Apodizersare optical systems well knownbythoseskilled in the art, used to change the

energydistribution (amountoflight) of a source oflight at the pupil. They are particularly used to

level out the energy in a laser beam or even,in the field of photography,to limit the diffraction of

light through the lenses. Using an apodizerasa filter is also well known, to cover the aperture of an

optical instrumentin order to remove the secondary ringsof a diffraction pattern. Whenitis

desirable to separate the images of two neighbouring pin-point sources, these secondary rings are a

nuisance and reduce the resolution. "Apodization"can thus be performed,that is these secondary

rings can be removedby placing an adequatefilter in the plane of the pupil.

[0106] Here,the idea of the presentinvention is to use an apodizerfor a different purpose: the

principle of the apodizeris used to control the angular distribution of a panoramic objective lens and

to obtain the non-linearity sought.

[0107]_Fig. 15 represents, by a cross-section, an example of an embodimentof a non-linear

objective lens 30 accordingto the present invention. The distribution function Fd obtained by

meansofthe objective lens 30 is the function Fdl described above in relation with Fig. 7B, the

objective lens 30 thus expanding the imagein the center.
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[0108] The objective lens 30 comprises a system oflenses that is also represented in Fig. 16 by.

an exploded view. A divergent optical group formed by lenses L1, L2, L3, and a convergentoptical

group formedby lenses L4, L5, L6, L7 can be distinguished. A diaphragm D1 is arranged between

the lenses L6 and L7.

[0109] Parts B1 to B4 andparts I3 to I6 are provided to hold the lenses. The part B1 forms the

bodyof the objective lens and comprises a cylindrical cavity in which the lenses L2 to L6 are

arranged. The part B2 is screwed onto the body B1 andallowsthe front lens L1 to be fastened

againstthe frontof the part B1, the back of the lens L1 being in contact with the frontof the lens L2.

The parts B3 and B4are fastened with screws (notrepresented) against the rear part of the body B1.

The part B3 holds the diaphragm D1 and comprises a cavity for receiving the back lens L7. The

part B4 presses the lens L7 into the part B3 and comprisesa rear sleeve F1 equipped with a thread

allowing an imagesensor to be fastened, such as a CCD sensor for example. Theparts I3 to I6 are

dividers allowing the distances between the lenses L2 to L6 inside the body B1 to be adjusted with

precision.

[0110] The divergentoptical group L1, L2, L3 defines the field angle of the objective lens 30,

here of 180°. The frontlens L1 is a divergent meniscus in PMMAwith an asphericalfront and a

concave back. It must be said that PMMAorpolymethacrylate is organic glass with a low cost

price, belonging to the category of plastics. The lens L2 is of the planoconcave type and is made of

borosilicate BK7 (standard optical mineral glass). Its front (plane side) is pressed against a flat part

of the back of the lens L1, which extendsat the periphery of the concave part (useful part) of the

back of the lens L1. The lens L3is also of the planoconcave type and is in BK7. Its concave sideis

oriented towardsthe front, opposite the back of the lens L2.

[0111]|Theconvergent optical group L4, L5, L6, L7 forms an apodizer within the meaning of

the presentinvention and determines the non-linear distribution function Fd, which is obtained here

by meansof a-spherical lenses and a diffractive lens.

[0112] Thelens L4 is of the planoconcave type and is in PMMA.Its concavefrontis a-

spherical. The lens L5is of the planoconvex type andis in BK7,its plane side being oriented

towards the front. The lens L6 is a meniscus in PMMAhaving a concaveand aspherical front and a

diffractive convex back. This diffractive back has a diffraction grating made upof circular

diffractive zones centered on the optical axis of the lens, the profile of which is represented in Fig.

17. Finally, the back lens L7is of the biconvex type and is in BK7. The back lens L7 focuses the

luminousflux onto the imageplane,at the spot provided for the image sensor.
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[0113] The asphericalfronts of the lenses L1, L4 and L6 are determined by meansof a formula

of the type:

z(t) = [(C#P(1 + V(1-(1+k)*C2*1")] + Ayr? + Agr’ + Agr® + Agr’ + Agr”?

in which:

"k" is a conicity constant,

"Al", "A2", "A3", "A4", "A5"are constants for adjusting the coefficient of conicity according to the

position,

"z" is the shape of the surface,

"r" is the radius at the center, and

"C"is the radius of curvature.

[0114] Thediffractive back of the lens L6 allows the numberof lenses required to produce the

objective lens 30 to be reduced. In the present embodiment,it avoids for example providingat least

three supplementary complexlenses. It is determined by meansof a formula of the type:

((r) = al (t/RO)’ + a2 (r/RO)*

in which:

"r" is the distance in relation to the center ofthe lens of a point considered, located on the surface of

thelens,

a1 and «2 are constants defining the phase shift of the wave surface,
"RO"is a constant allowing r to be normalized, and

"(" is the phase shift introduced bythe diffractive surface at the point considered.

[0115} The lenses in PMMA LI, LA and L6 are manufactured using a method called "diamond

turning” well knownbythose skilled in the art, which involves milling the surface of the lenses

along a meshofpoints.

[0116} The solid angle of propagation ofthe light rays in each lens is marked on Fig. 15 by

black lines. The light rays pass through the optical group L1, L2, L3, pass through the apodizer L4,

LS, L6, L7 while being stopped down by D1.

[0117] The determination of the parameters defining the aspherical sides mentioned above,the

formula of the diffraction grating of the lens L6, the calculation of the diametersof the lenses and of

the distances betweenthe lenses, are within the understanding ofthose skilled in the art using the

classical computer-aided lens design tools.

[0118] Second embodiment
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[0119] Fig. 18 schematically represents a non-linear objective lens 40 using a distorting mirror.

The objective lens 40 comprises, at input, a divergent optical group consisting, for example,of the

three lenses L1, L2, L3 described above, defining the field angle of the objective lens. Opposite the

optical group a plane mirror M1is located whichreflects the luminous beam ontoa distorting mirror

M2ofaspherical concave shape. The beam reflected by the mirror M2is sent onto an image sensor

43. |

[0120] —_ In this embodiment, the irregularities of sphericity that the concave part of the mirror has
determined the angular distribution function Fd sought for the intended application (distortion in the

center, on the edges...). The result obtained is equivalentto that of the optical system described

above. Obtaining the distribution function Fd is within the understanding of thoseskilled in the art

using computer-aided lens design tools which allow,in addition to designing lenses, reflecting

surfaces to be designed and focused.

[0121] Onealternative of this embodimentinvolves providing several distorting mirrors so as to

combine distortions or simplify complex distortions by characterising a type of distortion per mirror,

which has the advantage of facilitating the engineering work.

[0122] Yet another alternative involves using one or more deformable mirrors to produce a so-

called "adaptive" optical system. Deformable mirrors comprise a layer of piezoelectric micro-

pistons coveredby a reflecting layer. Each piezoelectric piston is activated individually, so that the

distortions of the mirror can be controlled at several points to obtain the desired shape. This device

can be driven by an integrated circuit comprising several configurations of the micro-pistonsin its

memory, to obtain a distribution function Fd that is adjustable according to the intended use, which

avoids providing several objective lenses.

[0123] Generally speaking, adaptive optics are in themselves knownbythoseskilled in the art

and used in high-precision telescopes to correct the optical defects of the lenses or atmospheric

distortions. Deformable mirrors also exist in the field of optical disks, if reference is made for

example to the U.S. Patent Nos. 5,880,896 and 5,745,278.

[0124] Therefore, meansthat are in themselves known are also used for different purposes, not

to correct a lens but to obtain, on the contrary, a non-linear angular distribution function.

[0125] It will be understood that various other alternatives of the present invention may be

made. In particular, although the description above was of non-linear panoramic objective lenses

with axial symmetryrelative to the optical axis, in which the position of an imagepointonly varies

with the field angle relative to this axis of the corresponding object point (whichgivesa distribution

of points in concentric circles, as seen above), the frameworkof the present invention also covers
7078397 v1
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providing objective lenses the non-linearity of which is not symmetricalrelative to the optical axis,

such that the expandedparts of the image may,in this case, not be set on the centerof the image.

[0126] It will be appreciated by thoseskilled in the art that changes could be madeto the

embodiments described above without departing from the broad inventive conceptthereof. It is

understood,therefore,that this invention is not limited to the particular embodiments disclosed, but

it is intended to cover modifications within the spirit and scope of the present invention as defined

by the appendedclaims.
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APPENDIX(forminganintegralpart of the description)

Table 1

S1 - Acquisition

- Taking a panoramic image by meansofa still digital camera ora digital video camera

equipped with a panoramic objective lens having a non-linear distribution function Fd

S2 — Transfer of the imagefile into a computer

- Transfer of the imagefile (image disk) into a microcomputer

- Storage in the auxiliary storage (optional)

S3 -Linearisation of the image disk

- Transfer of the image points of the initial image disk into a second virtual image disk

comprising more image points than the initial image disk, by meansofthe function Fd!

=> Obtaining a linear image disk

S4 - Digitization

- Transfer of the image points of the second image disk into a system of axes OXYZ in

spherical coordinates = Obtaining a panoramic image in a hemisphere

S5 — Interactive display

- Determination of the image points of an image sector to be displayed

- Display of the image sector on a display window

- Detection of the user’s actions on a screen pointer or any other control means,

- Detection of the user’s actions on keys for image enlargement,

- Modification of the sector displayed (sliding the image sector displayed on the surface of

the hemisphere and/or shrinking/expanding the imagesector displayed)
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Table 2

S1 — Acquisition

- Taking a panoramic image by meansofa still digital cameraora digital video camera

equipped with a panoramic objective lens having a non-linear distribution function Fd

$2 — Transfer of the imagefile into a computer

- Transfer of the image file (image disk) into a microcomputer

- Storage in the auxiliary storage (optional)

§3' — Interactive display with implicit correction of the non-linearity of the initial image

A - Determination of the color of the points E(i, j) of an image sector to be displayed using

the points p(pu, pv) of the imagedisk:

1 - determination of the coordinates Ex, Ey, Ez in the coordinate system OXYZ of each

point E(i, j) of the sector to be displayed,

2 - determination of the coordinates Px, Py, Pz of points P of the hemisphere

correspondingto the points E(i, j),

3 -— calculation of the coordinates, in the coordinate system O'UV ofthe imagedisk, of

points p(pu, pv) correspondingto the points P of the hemisphere, by meansofthe function

Fd,

B - Presentation of the image sector in a display window,

C - Detection of the user’s actions on a screen pointer or any other control means,

D - Detection of the user’s actions on enlargementkeys,

E - Modification of the image sector displayed (moving and/or shrinking/expanding the

image sector)
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CLAIMS

Weclaim:

1. A methodfor capturing a digital panoramic image, by projecting a panoramaonto an

image sensor by meansof a panoramic objective lens, the panoramic objective lens having an image

point distribution function that is not linear relative to the field angle of object points of the

panorama,the distribution function having a maximum divergenceof at least +10% compared to a

linear distribution function, such that the panoramic image obtained has atleast one substantially

expandedzoneandatleast one substantially compressed zone.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the objective lens has a non-linear

distribution function that is symmetricalrelative to the optical axis of the objective lens, the position

of an image point relative to the center of the image varying according to thefield angle ofthe

corresponding object point.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the objective lens expandsthe center of

the image and compresses the edgesof the image.

4. The method according to claim 1; wherein the objective lens expands the edgesof the

image and compressesthe center of the image.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the objective lens compresses the center of

the image and the edges of the image and expandsan intermediate zone of the image located

between the center and the edgesof the image.

6. The methodaccording to claim 1, wherein the objective lens comprises a set of lenses

forming an apodizer.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the set of lenses forming an apodizer

comprisesat least one asphericallens.

8. The method accordingto claim 6, wherein the set of lenses forming an apodizer

comprisesat least one diffractive lens.

9. The method accordingto claim 1, wherein the objective lens comprises a set of

mirrors including at least one distorting mirror.

10. A methodfor displaying an initial panoramic image obtained in accordance with the

method according to claim 1, the method for displaying comprising:

correcting the non-linearity of the initial image, performed by meansofa reciprocal

function of the non-linear distribution function of the objective lens or by meansof the non-linear

distribution function.
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11. The method according to claim 10, wherein the step of correcting comprisesa step of

transformingthe initial image into a correcteddigital image comprising a numberof image points

higher than the numberof pixels that the image sensor comprises.

12. The method according to claim 11, further comprising:

calculating the size of the corrected image, by meansof the reciprocal function of the

distribution function, so that the resolution of the corrected image is equivalent to the most

expanded zoneofthe initial image, and

scanning each image pointof the corrected image, searching for the position of a twin
pointof the imagepointon theinitial image andallocating the color of the twin pointto the image

point of the corrected image.

13. The method according to claim 11, wherein the initial image and the corrected image

comprise an imagedisk.

14, The method according to claim 11, further compnising:

transferring the image points of the corrected image into a three-dimensional space, and

presenting onesectorof the three-dimensional image obtained on a display means.

15. The method according to claim 10, further comprising:

determining the color of image points of a display window,by projecting the image

points of the display window ontothe initial image by meansof the non-linear distribution function,

and

allocating to each image pointof the display windowthe color of an imagepointthatis

the closest on the initial image.

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein the projection of the image points of the

display windowonto the initial image comprises:

projecting the image points of the display window ontoa sphere or a sphere portion,

determining the angle in relation to the center of the sphere or the sphere portion of each

projected image point, and

projecting onto the initial image each image point projected onto the sphere or the sphere

portion, the projection being performed by meansof the non-linear distribution function considering

the field angle that each point to be projected hasin relation to the center of the sphere or the sphere

portion.

17. A panoramic objective lens comprising:

optical meansfor projecting a panoramainto an imageplane of the objective lens, the

optical means having an imagepointdistribution function thatis not linear relative to the field angle
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of object points of the panorama,the distribution function having a maximum divergenceofat least

+10% comparedto a linear distribution function, such that a panoramic image obtained by means of

the objective lens comprisesat least one substantially expanded zone andatleast one substantially

compressed zone.

18. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17, having a non-linear distribution

function that is symmetricalrelative to the optical axis of the objective lens, the position of an image

point relative to the center of an image obtained varying according to thefield angle of the

corresponding object point.

19. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17, wherein the lens expandsthe

center of an image and compresses the edgesof the image.

20. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17, wherein the lens expands the

edges of an image and compressesthe center of the image.

21. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17, wherein the lens compresses the

center of the image and the edgesof the image, and expands an intermediate zoneof the image

located between the center and the edges of the image.

22. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17, further comprising a set of

lenses forming an apodizer.

23. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 22, wherein the set of lenses

forming an apodizer comprisesat least one asphericallens.

24. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 22, wherein the set of lenses

forming an apodizer comprises atleast one diffractive lens.

25. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 22, comprising polymethacrylate

lenses.

26. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17, comprising a set of mirrors

comprising at least one distorting mirror.
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ABSTRACTOF THE DISCLOSURE

A methodfor capturing a digital panoramic image includes projecting a panorama onto

an image sensor by meansof a panoramic objective lens. The panoramic objective lens has a

distribution function of the image points that is not linear relative to the field angle of the object

points of the panorama, suchthatat least one zone of the image obtained is expanded whileat least

anotherzone of the image is compressed. When a panoramic image obtainedis then displayed,

correcting the non-linearity ofthe initial image is required and is performed by meansof a

reciprocal function of the non-linear distribution function of the objective lens or by meansof the

non-linear distribution function.
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S1 — Acquisition

- Taking a panoramic image by meansofa still digital camera
or a digital video camera equipped with a panoramic lens
having a non-linear distribution function Fd

S2 — Transferof the imagefile into a computer

- Transfer of the image file (image disk) into a
microcomputer
- Storage in the auxiliary storage (optional)

S3 -Linearisation of the image disk

- Transfer of the image points of the initial image disk into a

secondvirtual image disk comprising more image points than
the initial image disk, by meansof the function Fd"

Obtaining a linear image disk

S4 — Digitisation

- Transfer of the image points of the second image disk into a
system of axes OXYZ in spherical coordinates Obtaining a
panoramic image in a hemisphere

S5 — Interactive display

- Determination of the image points of an image sector to be
displayed
- Display of the image sector on a display window
- Detection of the user’s actions on a screen pointer or any
other control means,

- Detection of the user’s actions on keys for image
enlargement,
- Modification of the sector displayed (sliding the image
sector displayed on the surface of the hemisphere and/or
shrinking/expanding the image sector displayed)
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S1 — Acquisition

- Taking a panoramic image by meansofa still digital camera
or a digital video camera equipped with a panoramic lens
having a non-linear distribution function Fd

S2 — Transfer of the imagefile into a computer

- Transfer of the image file (image disk) into a
microcomputer
- Storage in the auxiliary storage (optional)

S3' — Interactive display with implicit correction of the
non-linearity of the initial image

A - Determination of the colour of the points E(i, j) of an
image sector to be displayed using the points p(pu, pv) of the
image disk:

1- determination of the coordinates Ex, Ey, Ez in the
coordinate system OXYZ of each point E(i, j) of the sector to
be displayed,
2- determination of the coordinates Px, Py, Pz of points P of
the hemisphere corresponding to the points EQ,j),
3- calculation of the coordinates, in the coordinate system
O'UVofthe image disk, of the points p(pu, pv) corresponding
to the points P of the hemisphere, by means of the function
Fd,

B - Presentation of the image sector in a display window,
C - Detection of the user’s actions on a screen pointer or any
other control means,
D - Detection of the user’s actions on enlargement keys,
E - Modification of the image sector displayed (moving
and/or shrinking/expanding the image sector)
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expanded panoramic secondfield of view. The profile of the or each
convex portion provides a varying gain between the fields of view in
the radial direction to limit variation in the solid angle of view across
the image plane of the imaging device.
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RESOLUTION INVARIANT PANORAMIC IMAGING

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to generating wide angle images of spaces, generally referred to as

5 panoramic imaging.

BACKGROUND ART

Panoramic imaging is becoming an important tool in the area of mobile robotics and machine

10 vision. There are many documented methodsfor recording a panoramic view of a scene. One

simple method involves having a series of cameras mounted onaring to give views around
the entire 360° of horizon. This involves, say, four cameras if they each have a field of view

of 90° and someintegration of images. There are also a numberof single camera methods for
panoramic imaging, including rotating a camera about its vertical axis and taking pictures

15 continuously to obtain a full panoramic view. Another approach uses wide angle Jenses to
achieve a large field of view, but these lenses are heavy, expensive and distort the image.

Anattractive approach to panoramic imaging is to mounta single fixed camera under a curved

reflective surface covering a hemisphere such as with a conical, spherical, hyperboloidal, or

20 other profile. The optical axis of the camera is aligned with the central axis of the mirror. A

knownfamily of constant gain reflective surfaces have the advantage that they can produce

large fields of view such as for a hemispherical or hyperboloidal mirror yet preserve a linear

relationship between changes in angles of incidence and reflection of light rays viewed by the
camera. This linear relationship simplifies image processing and ensures constant elevational

25 resolution of the image. The shape of the surface is determined by the gain of the linear

relationship. For a unity gain, the surface is a cone; for higher gains, the surface is specified

by a family of polynomial functions. For ease of explanation in this specification the

panoramic plane will be considered as being horizontal and the field of view as vertical as —
would be the case for a robot moving in a horizontal plane. It will be apparentthat in the

30 general case orientation of the planesis arbitrary.

‘
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All the mirror shapes mentioned above share a common draw back. Thatis that the CCD
cameras used for imaging invariably have uniform Cartesian arrays of pixels to capture the

- polar imageof the scene, and so the pixel density per solid angle increases with the radius of

the polar image. The unwarping process transforms the image from polar to Cartesian
5 coordinates so that the angular coordinate in the original polar image mapsto thex-coordinate

in the unwarped image while the radial coordinate. maps to the y-coordinate. Thus the pixel

density in the unwarped image varies from low for small x values which correspond to the
centre of the original image to high for large x values which correspondto the outer rim of

the polar image. This is illustrated in Figure 1 which shows the unwarping of an image
10 captured with a hyperboloidal mirror. The variation in image quality is clearly evident in thex

unwarped version.

One way to circumvent this problemis to use a specially designed CCD camera with a polar
array of pixels with a pixel density which decreases with radius. There are alignment

15 problems with such an approach.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

In a first aspect this invention provides a panoramic imaging system including an imaging

device having an image plane anda first field of view, a first reflective surface having atleast

20 one circularly symmetric portion convex in a radial direction disposed in said first field of
view to provide an expanded panoramic second field of view, the profile of the or each

convex portion providing a varying gain between the fields of view in the radial direction to

- Jimit variation in the solid angle of view across the image plane of the imaging device.

25 Preferably, the profile of the convex portion provides a substantially uniform solid angle of
view across the image plane. That is, the shape ensures that the resolution in the imageis

invariant to changes in elevation. Thus, where the imaging system involves a device with an
array of uniformly spaced pixels in the imageplane, the shape of the reflective surfaces results

' in solid angle pixel density invariance. :

30

+
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Theprofile of the reflective surface in polar coordinates is preferably determined by solving

the equation

< = cot [-% fa +40]

where rr is the radial distance from thereflective surface to the imaging device

5 6 is the angle from the optical axis of the imaging device

a (8) is the mirror gain given by

a (0) = B, {tan (0) + tan? (6)]

2b - )

tan?(6) - tan?(8)

10

and are the maximum and minimum elevations viewed 8 and 6 are the maximum and
minimum radial angles imaged.

In one approach r can be plotted against 6 at selected intervals to describe the profile by -

15 solving the above equation for selected values of 0. For example determining values of r for

incremental values of 8 of about 1/5° has been foundto produce a sufficiently accurate profile

for practical application.

There are a number of methods for panoramic range finding. One method uses a cone mirror

20 above a camera. The camera mirror assembly is either displaced during image collection, or
two camera mirror assemblies are used to obtain the two views necessary for range finding.

Although this method provides range information in the horizontal plane at video rates,its
drawbacks are that no range information is available in the vertical (elevation) direction,

objects must be more than a minimumdistance from the camera and there maybea blind spot
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due to the second camera system.

A discontinuous, axially symmetric mirror, which is in essence a coaxial mirror pair, mounted

above a camerato obtain two views of a panoramic scene for stereo disparity range finding

5 is known. There are however no proposals concerning specific mirror shapes to achieve

specific desirable properties. Additionally, known constant gain mirror profiles have been
generalised to derive a family of such coaxial mirror pair profiles for panoramic stereo
imaging and processing based on disparities in the vertical plane.

10 In another aspect this invention provides for range finding using a panoramic imaging system
containing two resolution invariant mirrors. Preferably the mirror or reflector surface has at
least two of said convex portions arranged to respectively provide at least partially

overlapping panoramic second fields of view for range determination. The second fields of
view are preferably substantially co-incident. In the preferred form of the invention the two

15 convex portions form a continuous mirroror reflective surface.

In a further aspect this invention provides a design for a back to back stereo mirror system

with the desirable property of equal pixel sharing between two cameras and thus the two

stereo images. The stereo cone in this case is preferably symmetric in the directions

20 orthogonal to the camera axis which is a desirable property for some applications. In this

aspect of the invention the imaging system preferably includes two first reflective surfaces

each having an associated image plane with correspondingfirst fields of view, and at least one
corivex portion of each first reflective surface providing respective panoramic second fields
of view, said first reflective surface being arranged back to back such that said reflective

25 second fields of view at least partially overlap.

A second reflective surface can, in some applications be interposed between the image plane

and the second reflective surface. This allows positioning of the imaging device for example

behind thefirst reflective surface. In some variations ‘an apperture can be providedin thefirst

30 reflective surface to providethefirst field of view from the imaging device.
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In anotheraspectthis invention providesa reflective surface for use in a panoramic imaging

system including an imaging device having an imaging plane anda first field of view, said
reflective surface having at least one circularly symmetric portion convexin a radial direction

with a profile providing varying gain in the radial direction between an expanded panoramic

5 second field of view provided by the reflective surface and the first field of view to limit
variation in the solid angle of view across the image plane of the imaging device.

In yet a further aspect this invention provides mirrors having minimalintrusive designs, which
intrude to a minimal extent into the viewing "hemisphere". These are also termed forward

10 facing designs. They involve an additional planar mirror and camera relocation within the

primary reflective surface. The attraction of this arrangementis that the first reflective mirror
surface profile is the same design as in a more conventional arrangement.

The invention will be further described, by way of example only with reference to the

15 accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 iJlustrates an unwarping process for a prior art panoramic imaging system;

Figure 2 schematically showsthe relationship between camera image and horizontal
20 view direction in a panoramic imaging system;

. BNSDOCI D: <WO__0042470A1_1_>
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Figure 3 illustrates geometric relationships betweena reflecting surface and a camera
used to derive mirrorprofiles according to this invention,

Figures 4A and 4B,are graphs showing a comparison of a constant gain mirror with
5 a variable gain mirror used in the imaging system according to this invention,-

Figures 5A and 5B, shows ray traced scenes respectively reflected in constant and
variable gain mirrors,

Figures 6A and 6B, graphically illustrates a comparison of panoramic imaging systems
respectively utilising double constant and variable gain mirror configurations;

10 Figures 7A and 7B, showsraced traced images of scenes respectively corresponding
to panoramic imaging systems utilising double constant and variable gain mirror
configurations,

| Figure 8 schematically illustrates relationships between cameraandreflective surfaces
used in range calculation utilising a resolution invariant double mirror according to this

15 invention;

Figure 9 schematicallyillustrates a back to back mirror configuration accordingto this
invention;

Figure 10 schematically illustrates a double back to back mirror configuration
according to this invention;

20 Figure 11 schematically illustrates a forward looking panoramic imaging system
according to this invention; and

Figure 12 shows a system utilising a combination of the arrangements in Figures 10
and 11.

25 BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

The various aspects of this invention will, for clarity, be described under separate

subheadings.

1 Resolution Invariant Mirror Families

30
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This section describes a family of mirror designs that achieve the objective of resolution

invariance, or equivalently solid angle pixel density invariance.

5 1.1 Constant Image Pixel Density - The Variable Gain (a) Mirror

In accordance with one aspect of this invention resolution invariance is achieved by adjusting

the mirror profile to imagerelatively less of the scene in the centre of the imageand relatively
moreatthe perimeter. That is, a mirror profile is selected to maintain a constant relationship

-10 between the pixel density and theangle of elevation in the scene or more precisely, the solid
angle. The muror gain a, is the relationship between the change in elevation of rays incident
on the mirror and the change in ‘the angle of rays reflected into the camera as follows

- 5?
+ 30 (1)

15 where d¢is the change in vertical elevation and 6@is the change in angle of reflected rays

received by the camera. With resolution invariance a becomesa function of image angle 0

whichis related to the radial coordinate in the image, p, as shownin Figure 2.

Figure 3 schematically shows an imaging system including an imaging device in the form of

20 acamera having an imageplane anda first field of view. A reflective surface or mirroris ...

in the first field of view to provide an expanded panoramic second field of view. The surface

is circularly symmetric and convex in a radial direction.

Consider a mirror profile (7,6) in polar coordinates where r is the radial distance to the

25 camera and 6 is the angle from the optical axis of the camera to the point on the mirror
surface as shown in Fig. 3. The angle of incidence ofa light ray relative to the mirror is y

and the angie of an incoming light ray with respect to the vertical is d. Then
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Y= tan”! rd8 Q)
dr

subject to the geometric constraint (from the law of reflection)

2y+O+hean (3)

5 Differentiating (2) and (3) with respect to 6

ay ad tan™! rdO From (2)
di «dé \ dr

wif) - 2) From (3)

so, substituting « from (1) gives

d -] rd8 1
— ftan”{] ——]}{ =-— (i+sle(eiiae9

10

Now,for a variable gain mirror, a is a function of image angle 6 (related to the radial
coordinate in the image, p) so (4) becomes

d . dBfia (22 | Vel +08) (5)

-Or, rearranging

. 45
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di4 =r cot{-'4 /(1 +a (8))d6] (6)

The equation for the mirror gain, « (®) to achievepixel density invariance can be found using

the following theory.

1.1.1 Pixel Density Invariance Profiles

yf

There are p(p) pixels in an area-of radius ¢ in the image. More formally, there are

p(p) = nKp?

pixels in an area of radius o , where « is the numberof pixels per unit area, a constant.

Differentiating by p gives

ple) =27Kp . (7)
op

Now, the radius in the image, s is related to the radial angle of a ray reflected from the

mirror, 8 by the focal length of the camera, f (a constant)

p =ftan(0) (8)

so differentiating p(p) by © and substituting (7) and (8) gives
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ap(p) _ 9p(p) op
60 op 30

= 2nxp poe) (9)
= 2uKf* sano +tan(6))

Now,it is required that the image pixel density be invariant to angle of elevation in the scene
which leads to more of the scene being imaged towards the perimeter, so

pP(p) = BH + Cd) - (10)

whereBand C(¢) are constants. Differentiating both sides of (10) by ¢ and substituting (1)

and (9) gives

ob _ op(p)
ap ad

- Sp(p) , 00
p 30 36 (11)

_ 2nxf* tan(6)(1 +tan?(8))
— a0) .

10

Rearranging (11) gives

 (8) = a| tan(9)[1 + tan2(6)]
= B, [tan(6) + tan*(8)]

(12)

where B, is a constant. Integrating this expression for «(8) by 6 gives an expression for o

15 (see (1)), the elevation of an object imaged at angle 8. That is
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B

b = > tan*(8) + (6=0) (13)

where ¢ (8 = 0) is a constant of integration.

The constants B, and ¢@ (8 = 0) can be determined from the maximum and minimum values

5 of @ and @ which are knownfor a desired mirror configuration, using (13).

2p 226-9) |
“ tan?) - tan?(0) | (14)

B

$(8 = 0) =o - > tan’ (&)

It appears not possible to find an analytical solution to (6) if « is a function of 6, so thereis
no explicit equation for the mirror shape. Instead, a differential equation solver is needed to

10 find solutions to (6) over the range of 0 (the mirror surface).

Figures 4A and 4B show for comparison a constant gain mirror and a variable gain mirror

with the same camera field of view and range of elevations imaged. The rays shown are

constantly spaced in 0, with about 2° between each ray. It is clear from Fig. 4A that in the

15 constant gain case these rays are constantly spaced in ¢, with about 8.5° between each ray,
and from Fig. 4, that the spacing between the rays in the variable gain case increases with

increasing d. So, in the variable gain case, a greater proportion of the scene is imaged
towards the outer edge of the polar image. This is also shown in Figures 5A and 5B, ray
traced images reflected in a constant gain and variable gain mirror with the same range of.

20 elevations visible.
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1.2 Panoramic Stereo Using a Variable Gain Mirror

A mirror with two convex portions or a double mirror is required. The radial profile of a
5 double mirror is shown in Figure 8. The mirror arrangement for panoramic stereo with

variable gain mirrors will necessarily be different than for constant gain mirrors due to the
variation of the mirror gain, «. The gain must vary in a constant fashion overthe entire

double mirror so that the constantpixel density

theorem will hold over the entire image. If the minimum and maximum elevations viewed (p

10 and @ ) are to be equal for bothmirrors in the double mirror system, the range of reflected
angles (0 - @ ) cannot be equal for the two mirrors, The minimum and maximum angles of
reflected rays captured by the camera overthe entire mirror surface are known from camera
geometry. Therefore the minimum ray reflected from the lower mirror (@, ) and the
maximum ray reflected from the upper mirror (6, ) are known. So, since (12) holds over the

15 entire mirror, B, is constant, and from (14)

2 - o) ___ 2- ®)
(tan? (6,) - tan?(8,)) tan? @,)-tan*(0,)

tan?(8,) - tan?(6,) = tan*(8,) - tan?(8,)

tan?(6;) + tan’(8,) = tan’(®,) + tan’(8,)

(15)

It is desirable to minimise the gap in the radial direction between the images from the two

mirrors so as to maximise usage of the camera field of view. For minimum gap 6, = a, ,
so

2 tan?(6,) = tan? (,) + tan*(8,)

5=tan” [=e + eo (16), = tan ———
2

20
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Figures 6A, 6B and 7A, 7B show graphical and ray traced comparisons of constant and

variable gain double mirror systems viewing the samescene.

2.4 Calculation of Range for a VariableGain Panoramic Stereo System

The information available for range calculationare the image angles for a single object

reflected in both mirrors, 0, and @, as shown in Figure 8. The two mirrors 6, and 6, form

a reflective surface. The differential ‘equations (6) for the surfaces are known. In the
calculations that follow only the lower mirror is examined as the results are identical for the

10 upper mirror.

In order to find the position of object P, the equations of the incident beams from P to each

mirror reflection point (r,, 6,) and (r;, 8,) must be found. These equations can then be ‘solved
simultaneously to give the position of object P, (Xp, yp).

15

1
CcYp| jl -m,, iT]

Xp} |l -mp| [Cp

M1 my (17)

My - My, My ~My,|\Cy

_1) 1 |{Cp
Mj 77, My— My,
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where m,, is the gradient of the incident beam to the lower mirror and C,, is the equation
constant. The equation constant is given by

Cy =¥y ~My, X (18)

where

x, =r, sin G,

y, = r, cos 6, (19)

are the Cartesian coordinates of the reflection point (r,, 6,). The gradient of the incident

beam is found using the law ofreflection

m,, = tan| tan”! 1) tant! | tant] (20)
ad, Mr; dy,

where m,, is the gradient of the reflected beam from the lower mirror to the camera and

dy,/dx, is the gradient of the lower mirrorprofile at the reflection point. The gradient of the
reflected beam is

Mp, =tan8, (21)

The gradient of the mirror profile for the lower variable gain mirror is found as in the

constant gain case, from
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BD BW By
dx, d0, 4,

dr, ;

8,nn sin6, (22)
dr ! .

——sin8, +r,cos8
dé, 1 V i

where dr/d0 for either mirrorof the variable gain mirror configuration is found by integrating

(5) and substituting (12).

J aan = 5 fa + a (8)) dOar

-1 do = i ~ B, + 3tan (- 4 5 8 5 J (tan (8)+tan°(@)) dO (23)
la_Be

= --6 - —*tan?(6) + D
2 4

where D is a constant of integration. Rearranging (23) gives

B= + eat -4o ~ Feu?) +0] (24)

Now from (23) and (2),

B

D=y7+t =8 + 7 tan’ (8) (25)

10 so, for the lower variable gain mirrorprofile
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similarly for D,, for the upper variable gain profile.

So, by substituting (24) into (22) gives the gradient of the variable gain mirror profiles at any
5 point. Note that as in the constant gain case, the gradient depends only on 8.

The equation constants for the incident beam equations from (18) require the polar coordinates
of the reflection points from each mirror, (r, @,) and (r, 6,) . Since the variable gain mirror
equations are not known exactly, 7, and 7, must be found using a differential equation solver

10 to find solutions to (26) at 8, and, 8.

2 Back-to-back Stereo Mirror Families

A key disadvantage of single camera stereo panoramic systems is that since there are two
15 images of the "same" scene, the pixels assigned to each imageis half that for non stereo

panoramic imaging and the two images do not share an equal number of pixels in constant
gain schemes. Actually, the panoramic stereo double mirror method typically causes the view
of a scene in oneradial direction to be compressed into around 1/4 the field of view of the
camera. ,

20

A methodto achieve panoramic stereo with less image compressionis to use two cameras and
twosingle curved mirrorsurfaces back to back, as shown in Fig. 9. This method compresses
the imaged sceneinto 1/2 the field of view of the camera, and indeed each image has an equal
share of the total number of pixels -available. There are, however, possible alignment

25 problems with this system as with any stereo system using two cameras to Capture two views
of a scene.

An advantageof the schemeproposedinFig. 9 is that the stereo cone can be symmetric about

70
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the horizon using two cameras with equal fields of view and the maximum and minimum

angles of elevation reflected by the two mirrors being equal. The angle covered by the stereo
conein this case is 2@ - x. Fig.9 shows the general case where the maximum and minimum

angles of elevations viewed by each camera reed not be equal. The range of elevations must
5 still be equal for the fields of view to be aligned.

The number of free parameters to be specified are reduced here as the minimum angle of

elevation (@ ) and from one mirror must be parallel to the maximum angle of elevation (@ )
from the other mirror. This is to ensure that the fields of view are parallel. So, with reference

10 to Fig. 9

b=n-o (26)

In the schemeof Fig. 9, the mirror families can be either constant gain or resolution invariant.

15

2.1. The Use of Double Mirrorsin a Back to Back Design

Fig. 10 shows a back to back design incorporating double mirrors. Although the figure shows

20 constant gain mirrors, the double mirror can also have a variable gain. The advantageto this
system is that the stereo cone from the back to back configuration combines with the stereo

cones from the double mirror configuration to increase the total area imagedin stereo. In this

configuration, the fields of view of each double mirror pair need not be aligned as in previous
examples. For symmetry about the horizon ¢g, =G@ ,% =G@ ;

25 6, = G, and b, = 6, . The constraints
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align the three stereo cones.

It is also possible to increase the total stereo cone further by allowing the mirror pairs to have

different gains.

3 Forward Looking Mirror Design

An example ofa forward looking mirror design is shown in Fig. 11. For many applications,

it is desirable to have a panoramic camera looking out from, say, a hemisphere, somewhat as
an eye of a bird, or perhaps two such on either side of a "nose cone". There are aerodynamic
considerations or other protrusion considerations which motivate such a "forward looking"

system. This configuration is termed forward looking because the camera faces towards the

scene. Either a constant or variable gain mirror (double or single) could be used for the

curved mirror in the system. The planar mirror is an annulusor circle interposed such that

all rays reflected from the curved mirror are reflected into camera o positioned behind the

curved mirror. The dotted lines in Fig. 11 show wherethe reflected rays would convergeif

the planar mirror was removed and the dotted camera shows the camera o’ for an equivalent

system without the planar mirror.

In orderfor the rays reflected by the planar mirror to converge at the new camera position,
the planar mirror must be the perpendicular bisector of the line joining the old and new

camera locations. Hence the distance between the camera locations is 2D where D is defined

in Fig. 11 as the distance from either camera to the planar mirror. The introduction of the

planar mirror into the system does increase the possibility of alignment difficulties as the

planar mirror must be perpendicular to the camera axis andalso be positioned so as to reflect
all rays from the curved mirror into the camera without occluding the view of the curved
mirror.

* BNSDOCID: <WO__0042470A1_I_>
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The maximum value for D,D , is when the maximum beam reflected from the mirror system

(the 6 beam reflected at point b on the planar mirror) into camera o grazes the curved profile

at c. In this case

r cos (8){tan (8) + tan (6)]
2 tan (6) olD=

D , defines the minimum heightfor the mirror system, H . In practice, the value for D needs
to be slightly smaller to avoid occlusion, leading to a larger mirror system height. The general

equation for the height of the mirror system is
10

H =rcos(®) - D (28)

It should also be noted that 6 must be greater than zero for camera o to be located behind

the curved mirror. Also, > > 6 if the minimum elevation ray ©} is not to be occluded by
the planar mirror.

15

Fig. 12 shows a design that incorporates the ideas of Sections 2 and 3. It consists of two

forward looking systems back to back, giving a design reminiscent of a eye mounted on a

stalk, such as a crab's eye. The "stalk" for this system would be hidden from view by the

lower planar mirror. In this arrangement portions are provided in the curved mirror to

20 provide for reflection of rays from the curved surface to the camera by the plane mirrors.
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The foregoing describes only some aspects of the present invention and modifications can be
made without departing from the scope of the invention.
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CLAIMS:

1. A panoramic imaging system including an imaging device having an image plane and

a first field of view, a first reflective surface having at least one circularly symmetric portion

5 convex in a radial direction disposed in said first field of view to provide an expanded
panoramic secondfield of view, the profile of the or each convex portion providing a varying

gain between the fields of view in the radial direction to limit variation in the solid angle of

view across the image plane of the imaging device.

10 2. A panoramic imaging system as claimed in claim 1 whereinthe profile of the or each

convex portion provides a substantially uniform solid angle of view across the image plane.

3. A panoramic imaging system as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2 wherein theprofile of

the or each convex portion at least approximates a profile defined in polar co-ordinates by the

15 equation:

e a cot | - % fa + «(6)) 40

whereris the radial distance from the reflective surface to the imaging device

@ is the angle from the optical axis of the imaging device

a (8) is the-mirror gain given by .
20

a (8) = B, [tan (6) + tan’ (6)]

2($ - o)

tan*(@) - tan?(@)
a

and@are the maximum and minimumelevations viewed 6 and @ are the maximum and

minimum radial angles imaged.
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4. A panoramic imaging system as claimed in claim 3 wherein the profile of the or each
convex portion includes by a series spaced apart points defined by determining distance r for
selected values of angle 6.

5. A panoramic imaging system as claimed in claim 4 wherein the selected values of 0
are separated by about 1/5°.

6. A panoramic imaging system as claimed in any oneofclaims | to 5 including a first
reflector surface having at least two of said convex portions arranged to respectively provide
at least partially overlapping panoramic second fields of view for range determination.

7. _ A panoramic imaging system as claimed in claim 6 wherein said panoramic second
fields of view are substantially co-incident.

8. A panoramic imaging system as claimed in claim 7 wherein said at least two convex
portions form a continuous reflective surface.

9. A panoramic imaging system as claimed in any oneof claims 1 to 8 including two of
said first reflective surfaces each having an associated image plane with corresponding first
fields of view, and at least one convex portion of eachfirst reflective surface providing

respective panoramic secondfields of view,said first reflective surface being arranged back
to back such that said reflective second fields of viewat least partially overlap.

10. A panoramic imaging system as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 9 further including
second reflective surface interposed between the image plane and said second reflective

surface.

11. A panoramic imaging system as claimed in claim 10 wherein the imaging device is
positioned behind the second reflective surface. _

0042470A1_|_>
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12. A panoramic imaging system as claimed in claim 11 wherein an aperture is provided
in said first reflective surface to provide said first field of view from the imaging device.

5 13. A panoramic imaging system as claimed in any of claims 10 to 12 wherein said
second reflective surface is substantially planar. :

14. A reflective surface for use in a panoramic imaging system including an imaging

‘device having an imaging plane anda first field of view, said reflective surface having at least

10 one circularly symmetric portion convex in a radial direction with a profile providing varying

gain in the radial direction between an expanded panoramic second field of view provided by .
the reflective surface and the first field of view to limit variation in the solid angle of view
across the image plane of the imaging device.

15 15. A reflective surface as claimed in claim 14 wherein the profile of the or each convex
portion provides a substantially uniform solid angle of view across the image plane.

16. A reflective surface as claimed in claim 14 or claim 18 wherein the profile of the or

each convex portion at least approximates a profile defined in polar co-ordinates by the
20 equation:

ar -
— =rcot|-% 1 + «(8)) dO- , Ja+a(@y

whererris the radial distance from the reflective surface to the imaging device -

8 is the angle from the optical axis of the imaging device.

a (0) is the mirror gain given by

25 a (8) = B, [tan (6) + tan’ (6)]

CO)

tan?(6) - tan?(8) ©
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and are the maximum and minimumelevations viewed 0 and @ are the maximum and

minimum radial angles imaged.

17. A reflective surface as claimed in claim 16 wherein the profile of the or each convex
5 portion includes by a series spaced apart points defined by determining distance r for selected

values of angle 6.

18. A reflective surface as claimedin claim 17 wherein the selected values of © are

separated by about 1/5°.

10 .
19. A reflective surface as claimed in any one of claims 14 to 18 including a first reflector
surface. having at least two of said convex portions arranged to respectively provide at least
partially overlapping panoramic second fields of view for range determination.

15 20. A reflective surface as claimed in claim 19 wherein said panoramic second fields of

view are substantially co-incident.

21. A reflective surface as claimed in claim 20 wherein said at least two convex portions

form a continuousreflective surface. ©
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D s ription

The present invention relates generally to visual im-
aging systems, and more particularly to visual imaging

by the techniquesof this invention, and are also not eas-
ily manipulated for further display, eg pan, tilt, etc.

The technique disclosed in the U.S. Patent No.
5,185,667 overcomes some of the above-identified:

systemsand techniques which provide useful electronic 5 drawbacksin thatit is able to capture a near-hemisph ric
manipulation of wide angle hemispheric scenes. field of view,correct the image using high speedcircuitry

The collection, storage, and display of large areas to form a normal image, and electronicatly manipulate
of visual information can be an expensive and difficult and display the image at real-time rates.
process io achieve accurately. With the recent increased For many hemispheric visual applications, however,
emphasis on multimedia applications, various methods 10 a system of the type described by the ‘667 patent has
and apparatus have been developed to manage visual limitations in obtaining sufficient information of critical
data. A unique class of multimedia data sets is that of and useful details. This is particularly true when the cam-
hemispheric visual data. Known multimedia methods era is,oriented with the central axis of the lens perpen- ~
and apparatus attempt to combine various multimedia dicular to the plane bounding the hemisphere of acqui-
imaging data, such asstill and motion (or video) images, 75 sition (i.e. lens pointing straight up). In such applications,
with audio content using storage media such as photo- the majority of critical detail in a scene is contained in
graphicfilm, computer diskettes, compact discs (CDs), areasof the field along the horizon andlittle or no useful
andinteractive CDs. Theseare usedin traditional multi- details are contained in central areas of the field located
media applications in various fields, such as entertain- closer to the axis of the lens (the horizon being defined
ment and education. Non-multimedia applications also 20 as the plane parallel to the image or camera plane and
exist that would employ hemispheric visual data, such perpendicularto the optical axis of the imaging system).
as in security, surveillance, unmanned exploration, and For example, in surveillance, the imaging system is
fire and police situations. However, as will be ‘described * aimed upward and the majority of the critica! detail in the
below, the known methods and apparatus have certain scene includes people, buildings, trees, etc. most of
limitation in capturing and manipulating valuable infor: 25 which are located within only a few degrees along the
mation of hemispheric scenes in a rapid (ie real-time) horizon(i.¢., this is the peripheral content). Also, in this
and cost-effective manner. - example, although the sky makes up the larger central

One well-known multimedia technique is used at area ofthe view,it containslittle or no useful information
.theme parks, wherein visual information from a sceneis requiring higher relative resolution.
displayed on a screen orcollection of screens thatcovers 30 To obtain sufficient detail on the critical objectsinthe
almost 360 degreesfield of view. Such a technique un- scene, the technique should be able to differentiate be-
fortunately results in the consumption of vast quantities tween the relevant visual information along the horizon
of film collected from multiple cameras requires special- and the remainingvisualinformation inthe scenein order
ly-designed carriages to carry and support the cameras to provide greater resolution in areas of higher impor-
during filming of the scene,and necessitates synchroni- 35 tance. The system describedby the '667 patent does not
zation of shots during capture and display. The technique differentiate between this relevant visual information
is also limited in that the visual image cannot be obtained contained along the horizon and the remaining visual in-
with a single camera nor manipulated for display, eg pan, formation in this scene: Thus,it fails to yield a sufficient
til, zoom, etc., after initial acquisition. Hence, this tech- quality representation of the critical detail of the scene
nique, while providing entertainment, is unable to fulfil 40 for projected applications. _
critical technical requirements of many functional appli- Instead, techniques ‘described above concentrate
cations. Other known techniques for capturing and stor- on obtaining, storing, and dispiaying the entire visual in-
ing visual information about a large field of view (FOV) formationin the scene, even when portionsofthis infor-
are described in US Patent Nos. 4,125,862; 4,442,453 mation are not necessary: or useful. To obtain the
and 5,185,667. In US Patent No. 4,125,862, a system is 45 near-hemispheric visual information, such techniques
disclosed that converts single information from a scene require specific lens types to map image. information in
into digital form, stores the data of the digitized scene the field of view to an image plane (where either a pho-

. serially in two-dimensional format, and reads out the ~ tographicfilm or electronic delectoror imager is placed).
data by repetitive scan ina direction orthogonaily related Known examples of U.S. Patent No. 5,185,667 and U.S.
to the direction in which the data was stored. US Patent 59 Patent No. 4,442,453 respectively use a fish-eye lens
No. 4,442,453 discloses a system in which a landscape and a general wide-angle lens. As these lenses mapin-
is photographed andstored on film. Thefilm is then de- formation of a largefield withoutdifferentiation between
veloped, with display accomplished by scanning with the central and peripheralareas, information from the pe-
electro-optical sensors: at "near real-time" rates. These riphery will be less fully representedin the image plane
techniques, however, do notprovide instant visualimage. $5 than from the central area of acquisition.
display, do not cover thefield of view required tor desired U.S. Patent No. 4,170,400 describes a wide-angle
applications (hemispheric or 180 degreesfield of view, optical system employing a fibre optic bundie that has
do.not generate visual image data in the format provided differing speometric shapes at the imaging ends. Al-

= - 2
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thoughthisis useful in itself for collecting and reposition-
ing image data, bending oflight is a natural characteristic
of optical fibres and not exclusiveto that patent. Further,
4,170,400 employs a portion of a spherical mirror to gath-
er optical information, rendering a very reduced subset
of the peripheryin the final imaging result. This configu-
ration is significantly different from the multi-elementlens
combination described in the present invention.

Impertections in the image representation of any
field inherently result from the nature of creating an im-
age with any spherical glass (or plastic) medium such as
a lens. The magnitude of these imperfections increases
proportionally to the distance a pointin thefield is from
the axis perpendicular to the optical imaging system. As
the angle betweenthe optical axis anda pointin thefield
increases, aberrations of the corresponding image in-.
crease proportionalto this angle cubed. Hence, aberra-
tions are more highly exaggerated in the peripheral are-
as with respect to more central areas of a hemispheric
image.

Although the lens types above achieve aview of a
large field, the valuable content fromthe peripheral areas
lacks in potential image quality (resolution) mapping be-
causethe imaging device and system doesnotdifferen-
tiate between these areas andthe central areas of less
valuable detail. Often, the difference between the imag-
ing capabilities between the two areas is compensated
for by using only the central portion of a lens to capture
the scene("stopping the lens down"). This worksin effect
to reduce the image quality of both areas such that the
difference in erroris a lesser percentage of the smallest
area even the central area can resolve. Simultaneously,

this compensation technique further degrades the per-
formanceof the lens by timiting the amountof light which
is allowed to enter the lens, and thus reducing the overall
intensity of the image.

Moretypically, the peripheral content imaged by a
conventionallens is so degraded in comparison with the
central area that the lens allows for only a minimal area

of the periphery to be recorded bythe film or electronic
imager. As a result of these "off-axis" aberrations inher-
entto large fields, the relevant informationof the horizon
in the scene can be underutilized or worse yet -- lost.

Another limitation in patent 5,185,667 is its organi-
zation for recording only views already corrected for per-
spective. The nature of that methodology is that the spe-
cific view of interest must be selected and transformed

prior to the recording process. The result is that no ad-
ditional selection of views can be accomplished after the
storage process, reducing system flexibility from the us-
ers perspective.

Hence, there is a demandin the industry for single
‘camera imaging systemsthatefficiently capture, store,
and display valuable visual information within a hemi-
spheric field of view containing particularly peripheral
content, and that allow electronic manipulation and se-

lective display of the image post-acquisition while mini-
mizing distortion effects.
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The present invention provides a new andusefulvis-
ual imaging system that emphasizesthe peripheral con-
tent of ahemispheric field of view using a single camera.
The capturedvisual information can be stored as a single
image using conventional chemical-based(film) or elec-
tronic data storage techniques. Theinvention allows us-
er-selected portions of a hemispheric sceneto be elec-
tronically manipulated and displayed from the stored vis-
ual databasein a real-time and cost-effective manner.

Accordingto the presentinvention thereis provided
a system fdr electronic imaging and manipulation of a
hemisphericfield of view, comprising:

a camera for receiving optical images of a hemi-
spheric field of view and for producing output signais or

affecting photographicfilm-based materials correspond:
ing to the optical images;

an optical imaging device associated with the cam-
era for producing optical.images throughout the hemi-
spheric field of view for optical conveyance to-:the cam-
era, the optical system having a configuration adapted

to capture and enhance an image of peripheral regions
of the hemispheric field of view;

an image processing device associated with the
camera andthe optical imaging system for receiving op-
tical imagesfrom the lens andforproviding digitized out-
put signals representative of the received optical images;

input image memory for receiving the digitized out-
put signals from the imager device and for storing the
digitized output signals; ,

imagetransform processing circuitry for selectively
accessing and processing the digitized output signals

from the input image memory according to user definedcriteria;

output image memory for receiving the processed
signals from the image transform processor, and

an output display or recording device connectedto

the output image memory for recording the signals in the
output image memory.

Suitably the optical system magnifies a portion of the
field of view within a range of approximately oneto for-
ty-five degrees above the horizon of a captured image
of a hemispheric field of view, and preferably the optical
system has a configuration which images a peripheral
portion of the hemispheric scene ontoat least 50%of an
imaging area of an imaging device.

The optical system may include a wide field multi-el-
ementlens positioned to direct an image to a light trans-
mitting fibre array, particularly one wherein thefibre array
is geometrically arranged to have a generally annularin-
put end and a generally rectangular output end, or
wherein the fibre arrayisgeometrically arranged to have
a generally annular input end and ‘a generally circular
output end. Preferably the fibres of the fibre array have
an imaging accuracyon the orderof three microns. The
system is most suitably one wherein the focal length of
the wide field lens is scaled to match a desired magnifi-
cation of the peripheralfield of view.

The system is suitably configured such that the op-
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tical imaging system includes a colour-aberrated multi-
ple elementwide fi Id lensin combination witha gradient
index hemispheric lens, in particular whereinthe image
processing device is an electronic imager, and preferably
of the type wherein the image processing device is a
charge-coupled device.

The system of the inventionis preferably one where-
in the image processing deviceis photographic film, and
morepreferably further includes a capture and conver-
sion device that convertsthe optical images on the pho-
tographic film into digital output signals for input to the
input image memory. A suitable capture and conversion
device is an NTSC-to-digital converter.

Data from the capture and conversion deviceis pref-
erably input to a source image framebuffer, in particular
wherein the image transform processing circuitry com--
prises an image re-sampling /sequencer, the image
re-sampling sequencer preferably controls address se-
quencing ofpixels in the source image frame buffer, and
the image transform processing circuitry suitably further
comprises row and column’warp engines.

The image transform’‘processing circuitry may fur-
ther comprise a warped:image buffer connected to.the
warp engines and to which an output of the source image
frame buffer is input. /‘The image transform processing
circuitry mayfurther‘somprise a look-up table containing
transformation parameters for perspective correction of
hemispheric field oi view images. Such image transtorm
processing circuilry preferably further comprises an in-
terpolation coefficient buffer connected to the look-up ta-
ble to update the transformation parameters, and con-
nected toa multipty/accumulate unit. -

Inthe system of the presentinvention the outputdis-
play may be wom onor altached to a viewer's head, so
that the orientation of thé viewer with respectto the im-
aged surroundings is electronically conveyed andinter-
preted as user controls.

According to a’ ‘second embodiment of the present
inventionthere isprovided asystem for imaging and ma-
nipulation of a hemispheric field of view comprising:

(i) an optical system for producing an optical image
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of a hemispherical field of view, the optical system .
having a central lens axis coaxial with a central axis
of the hemisphericalfield of view and a configuration

which emphasizes through differential magnification
of peripheral content of the hemispherical field of
view, the optical image having a defined usable
image area whenprojected onto a plane;

(ii) a camera optically coupled to the optical system
for receiving optical images of the hemispherical
field of view and for producing an output correspond-
ing to the optical images, :

(iii) input image memory coupled to the camera for
receiving and storing the output from the camera,

__0695085A1_j_>
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(iv) a processor coupledto the input imagem mory
for selectively accessing fram the input image mem-
ory and processing output from the camera, the
processorfor transforming the output from the cam-
era according to user defined criteria into a proces-
sor output which has a peripheral image content
emphasis which differs from that of the optical sys-
tem; :

(v) output image memory“coupled to the processor
‘for receiving and storing the processor output; and
(vi) an output deyite coupled to the output image
memory for rendering the stored processor output
into a visual image transformed from the optical
imagein accordance with the user defined criteria.

The optical system suitably has a configuration that
imagesthe peripheral portion of a hemispherical scene
onto a portion of the optical image usable image area

whichis at least aboutfifty perent of the optical image
usable imagearea.

Preferably the optical sjstem has a configuration
that, images the peripheral.portion of a hemispherical
scene onto a portion of the:optical image usable image
area which ranges from aboutfifty percent to aboutnine-
ty percentof the optical image usable image area.

Alternatively the optical system may have a config-
uration which emphasizes through differential magnitica-
tion at least a portion of that contentof the hemispherical
field of view which lies between a base plane of the hem-
ispherical field of view and a right cone defined about
said central lens axis, said cone having an included an-
gle of forty five degrees between said central lens axis
and a line generating said cone and with said line gen-
erating said cone passing through the point of intersec-
tion of said central lens axis with said base plane.

More preferably the optical system has a configura-
tion that images‘the peripheral portion of a hemispherical
scene onto a portion of the optical image usable image
area which is’‘no more than about ninety percentof the
optical image usable image area, and may suitably be
an optical system comprising:-

(ija widefield multi-elementlens; anda coordinated
fibre array geometrically arranged to have a gener-
ally annular input end and a generally rectangular
output end; or é

(ii) a widefield multi-elementiens:; anda coordinated
fibre array geometrically arranged to have a gener-
ally annular input end anda generally annular output
end. é

(iii}a colou r-aberrated wide field lens; and a gradient
index hemispheric lens.é

The system maysuitablyfurther comprise an imager
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device interposed between the camera and the input im-
age memory for receiving the output from the camera
and for generating a digitized output, and further wherein
the input image m mory, the processor, and said output
image memory receive, store and processthedigitized
output. Preferably the camera comprisesa light sensitive
electronic image capture element and the imager device
comprises an electronic digitizer circuit. More preferably
the system further comprises photographicfilm for pho-
tographically capturing said output from the camera and
further wherein the imager device comprises a capture
and conversion device which converts the photographi-

’ cally captured output from the camerainto the digitized
output.

The system of this embodimentis preferably one
wherein the processor comprises image processing and.
warping circuitry for transforming the output from the
camera according to userdefined criteria into a proces-
sor output which has a peripheral content emphasis
which differs from that of the optical system, and more

preferably the image processing and warping circuit
comprises an arithmetic logic unit (ALU), and further.the
processor comprises a storage memory device coupled
tothe ALU for receiving and storing control programsfor
determiningthe functions served by the ALU, and a con-
trol program stored in the storage memory’ device. and
accessible to the ALU for controlling the operation of the
ALU to transform the output from the camera according
touserdefinedcriteria intoa processor output which has
a peripheral/centrat content emphasis whichdiffers from
that of the optical system. f

The processor suitably genérates processor output
which represents a selected portion of the hemisphericalfield of view. v

The system aptly includes an output device compris-
ing a visual display devicefor displaying a visual image
closely adjacent the eyes of an observer.

In the preferredembodiment of the invention the
processor generatesprocessor output which represents
a selected portion of the hemispherical field of view, and
the system further comprises:

sensors for detecting the orientation of the head or
eyes of an observer, and

a link between the sensors to the processor for

modifying the generation of processor output as a func-
tion of the detected orientation of the eyes of an observer.

In a further preferred embodimentof the presentin-
vention there is provided a method for electronically cap-
turing, storing, and manipulating a hemispheric fieid of
view, comprising the steps of:

providing an optical system having a configuration
‘that enhances the peripheral portion of the field of view,

capturing the hemispheric field of view with the pe-
riphery-enhancing optical system and imaging thefield
of view onto an imager device by enhancing the periph-
eral field of view,

storing the captured imageas a single image,
selectively accessing a portion of the stored image
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according to user-defined criteria,
transforming the stored image so that the stored

image can be displayed as a perspeciive-correct image,
displaying the perspective-correct imagein a us-

er-defined format.

Preferably the transforming step comprises manip-
ulating the peripheral~enhanced image into a perspec-
tive-correct image.

In this preferred embodiment the periphery-enhanc-
ing optical system optionallyselectively magnifies visual
content within an arc of between 10 and 45 degrees up
from the horizon in a hemispheric field of view onto the
imager device.

The method mayalsoinclude a storage step com-
prising storing the captured image onto photographicfilm
and the step of selectively accessing.a portion of the
stored image comprising converting.the image from the

photographicfilm into digital output format. The storage
step preferably comprises storing the captured image in
electronic storage. ‘

In a further embodiment of the present invention
there is provided a methodfor electronically manipulat-
ing a hemispheric scene having an enhancedperipheral
field of view stored |‘as an image on photographic film,
comprising the steps of:

converting the image on the photographicfilm into
electronic output signals,

selectively accessing a portion of the output sig-
nals according to user-defined criteria,

transforming the accessed portion of the output -
signals by manipulating the peripheral-enhancedfield of
view so that the stored image canbe displayed as a per-

_Spective-correctimage,
displaying the perspective-correct imagein the us-

er-defined format.

In yet a further embodimentof the present invention
there is provided a method for generating image se-
quences over physical distances from a reducedsetof
enhanced-periphery hemispheric images, whereininter-
mediate imagesare interpolated from a combination of

adjacent hemispheric images, the method comprising
the steps of:

defining how many intermediate images are need-
ed to satisty the simulation of motion-videoorfilm-based
movie cameras;

interpolating needed intermediate images from a
combination of adjacent hemispheric images;

identifying or electronically tagging interpolated im-
ages, then storing or recording them forlater introduction
to the image processing subsystem;

loading original and interpolated image data seis
in appropriate sequence to the image processing sub-
system at rates sufficient to simulate real-time motion
video, and

displaying the perspective-correct imagein the us-
er-defined format.

in yet a further embodimentof the present invention
there is provided a system for electronic manipulation of
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a hemispheric scene, comprising:
a camera imaging sysiem for imaging a hemi-

spheric field of view;
an optical system associated with the camera im-

aging system for producing the optical images through-
out the field of view for optical conveyance to the camera
imaging system;

an imager device associated with the camera for
receiving the optical images from the lens and for pro-
viding digitized output signals:

input image memory for receiving the digitized out-
put signals from the imaging device and for storing the
digitized output signals;

image transform processorcircuitry for selectively
accessing and processing the digitized output signals
from the input image memory according to user-defined
criteria;

output image memory for receiving the processed
signals from the image transform processor means,

an outputdisplay device or electronic recording de-

vice connectedto the output image memory for display-
ing or recording the signals in the output image memory
according to user-definedcriteria;

__ the optical system having a configuration that em-
phasizes the peripheral contentof the field of view of a
hemispheric scene as compared to the central content,
such that the imager device receives magnified optica!
images of the peripheral portion of the hemispheric field
of view.

Thevisual imaging systern ofthe invention involves
ithera stillimage or a moving picture camera,electronic

or otherwise, having a lens with enhanced peripheral
content imaging capabilities. The lens provides an en-
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tion or difference in magnification between the central
and peripheral areas of the scene causedbythe lens by
applying appropriate correction criteria to bring the se-
lected portion of the scene into standard viewing format.
The transform processor subsystem can also morefully
compensatefor any aberrations of the enhanced periph-
eral image because of the image's improved resolution
as it covers a larger portion of the image device (in-
creased numberof pixels used to detect and measure
the smallest detail in the periphery,jimage). More pixels
equates to more measurement data, hence more accu-rate data collection.

The stored image can also‘be manipulated by the
transform processor subsystem to display an opera-
tor-selected portion of the’ image through particular
movements, such as pan,’zoom, up/down, tilt, rotation,
etc. .

By emphasizing the peripheral content of a scene,
the visual imaging system can use a single camera to
capture the relevantvisual information within a panoram-
ic field of view existing along the horizon, while being
able to conventionally store and easily display the scene,
or portions thereof, in real-time. Using a single optical
system and,camera is not only cost-effective but keeps
all hemispheric visual data automatically time-synchro-
nized. # ,

One advantage of the present inventionis that the
unique visual imaging system lens can capture informa-
tionfrom a hemispheric scene by emphasizing the pe-
ripheral portion of the hemispheric field of view and thus

provide greater resolution with existing imaging devices

hanced view of the valuable information in the scene's. -
periphery by imagingafield to the image plane suchthat
the ratio of the size of the smallestdetail contained within

the periphery of the sceneto the size of the smallest re-
solving pixel of an image deviceis increased. Forthis to
be accomplished, the peripheral content must map to a
larger percentage of a given image detector area and,
simultaneously, the mapped image of the central area of
the scene must be minimized by the lens-so thatit does
not interfere with the peripheral content now covering a
wider annulusin the image plane. Information in the im-
age planeis then detected by an imagerdevice (either
a photographicfilm or electronic imageror video detector
array). The detected information of the entire hemispher-

ic sceneis then storedas a single image in memory usingtraditional methods.

Whena portion of the sceneis to be displayed, the
image information relating to the relevant portion of the
scene is instantaneously retrieved from memory. A
transform processor subsystem electronically manipu-
lates the scene for display as a perspective-correct im-

‘age on a display device. such as a conventional monitor
or TV, asif the particular portion of the scene had been
photographed with a conventional camera. The trans-
form processor subsystem compensatesfor the distor-
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for the relevant visual information in the scene. As an

example,if an ordinary fish-eye lens focuses the lowest
15 degrees up from the horizon on 10% of the imagerat
the objective plane and the peripheral-enhancinglens fo-
cuses that same 15 degrees on 50%of the imager,there
is a 5-fold increase in resolution using the same imaging
device. Depending on the application and exact formu-
lation of the lens equations, there will be at least a 5X
increase in resolving powerby this lens/imager combi-
nation.

Another advantage of the present invention is that
the captured scene information having an enhanced pe-
ripheral content can be stored as a single image using
conventional storage techniques, allowing post-acquisi-
tion selection of particular views.

Stil] another advantage of the present invention is
that the image can be read out from storage and elec-
tronically manipulated at any time after acquisition to pro-
vide flexibility in display options, as opposed to being
stored in conventional perspective formats only.

Another advantage is that the system can generate
motion video from a reduced setofstill images through
interpolation and inter-scene warping. Still other advan-
tages of the present invention should become apparent
from the following detailed description and appended
claims.

Thefoliowing detailed description is made with ref-
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erence to the accompanying Figures, whereinlike refer-
ence numerals refer to like parts.

in the annexed drawings:

Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of the various
components and organization of the visual imaging
system of the present invention;

Figure 2A is a cross-sectional diagram of a wide
angie lens system of the prior art;

Figure 2B is a box diagram indicating the field input
and output rays and the resulting relative field cov-
erage a lens ofthe prior art typically provides in an
image plane for detection by an imager device;

Figure 2C is across-sectional diagram of a lens sys-
tem of the prior art indicating angular key to visual
field;

a

Figure 3A is a cross-sectional diagram of one
- embodiment of a peripheral image enhancing lens

system of the present invention:

Figure 3Bis a box diagram of the annulusfield input
of a bundled fibre array portion of the lens system of
Figure 3A; -

Figure 3C is a box diagram of the imagerinterface
output of a bundled fibre array portion of the lens
system of Figure 3A;

Figure 4A is a cross-sectional diagram of another
embodiment of a peripheral image enhancing lens
system of the present invention:

Figure 4B is a box diagram indicating thefield input
and output rays indicating the resulting field cover-
age of the lens system of Figure 4A;

Figure 5 is a schematic representation of the map-
ping locations of the lens systems of the present
invention resulting upon an imaging device;

Figure 6 is a schematic block diagram of the image
processing circuitry of the present invention includ-
ing the transform processor subsystem thereof;

Figure 7 is a block diagram schematically indicating
further integration of a portion of the image process-
ing circuitry of Figure 6, and

Figure 8 is an altemate embodiment of the image
processing circuitry of the present invention incor-
porating the integrated circuitry elements of Figure
7.
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The invention will be defined initially with a brief de-

scription of the principles thereof.
The presentinvention stems from the realization by

the inventors that in many of the technical hemispheric
field applications, where the image detectoris parallel! 1o
the horizon, much of the relevant visual information in

the scene (eg trees, mountains, people, etc.) is found
only ina small angle with respect to the horizon. Although
the length of the are from the horizon containingthe rel-
evant information varies depending upon the particular
application, the inventors have determined that in many
situations, almost all the relevant visual information is
contained within about 10 to 45 degrees with respect to
the horizon. .

To maximize data collection and resolution for anal-
ysis and/or display of the relevant visual information lo-
catedin this portion of the hemispheric scene,it is desir-
able to maximize the dedication of the available image
detection areato this peripheralfield portion. To accom-
modate this, it is necessary that the “central” portion of
the scene (from 45 to 90 degrees with respect to the ho-
rizon) coveronly the remaining areasof the imagerplane
so as notto interfere with light from the periphery.

In many cases,since the "central" area contains less
detailed information, such as a solid white ceiling or a

clear or lightly-ciouded sky, it is allowable to maximize
completely the dedication of the available image detec-
tion area to the peripheralfield portion by reducing the
portion of the imager device representing the "central"
area to near zero. Of course, in certain instances,it is
desirable to analyzethis less detailed information, but
this portion of the scene can be minimized to some extent
without significant degradation of such visual informa-
tion. As will be described herein in more detail, the

present invention provides two manners (Example | and
Example Il) for capturing, storing, and selectively dis-
playing thecritical visual information in a scene for many
important applications.

Referring now to the drawings, andinitially to Figure
1, the visual imaging system of the invention includes a
still image or moving picture camera 10, having a lens,
indicated generally at 14, designed to capture and en-
hance the peripheral content of a hemispheric scene.
The captured scene can be stored onto an assortment
of media, eg photographicfilm 16, electronic storage 18,
or other conventional storage means.Electronic storage
18 is preferred becauseof the ease of electronic manip-
ulation thereof. Additionally, photographic film 16 re-—
quires an image scanner 20 or other capture-and-con-
version method to change the imageinto electronic for-
mat before electronic manipulation can be performed.

The stored electronic image datais then selectively
accessed by a transform processor engine 22 and can
be electronically manipulated according to user-defined
criteria,-such as pan, up/down, zoom,etc. The transform
processor22 corrects the imagefor display on a conven-
tional display device 28 in a normalviewer format or on
head-mounted dispiays 30, in which integrated orienta-
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tion-sensing devices having, for example, wearereye fo-
cus detection function, can be used to manipulate and
define the user controls.

| image Acquisition

a. Camera

The camera 10 for the visual imaging system is an
optical device that is capable of receiving a focused im-
age froma lens andtransforming that imageinto an elec-
tronic signal or into hard copy storage such as photo-
graphic film. Various types of cameras for wide-angle
viewing are ‘known to those in the art, such as 35mm
cameras, 8mm cameras, NTSC, RS170 and HDTV-type
cameras. The present invention is designed to be com-

10

18

patible with most commercially-available two-dimen-
sional cameras, with scaling of the lens geometries. It
also has the technological capability to be applied to
three-dimensional cameras. The camera can be mouni-

ed and supportedin a conventional manner.

b. Lens With Enhanced Peripheral Content :

The fundamentalprinciple behind the enhancedpe-
ripheral contentlens is the selective magnification of the
periphery and the focusing of more of that content on the
objective piane. This recognizes the current limitations
of imaging devices andfilm with regard to resolution. As
such,the more of the peripheral content that can be fo-
cused on the objective plane surface, the more pointsof
data that can be resolved with a given density of imaging
device or material. Therefore, for this new class of se-

lective magnification lenses, the surface area of the im-
aging plane reservedfor peripheral contentwill be large
relative to the central content and roughly similarforall
lensesin this class, regardless of whetherthe lens is de-
signed for 1-10 degree peripheral emphasis or 1-45 de-
gree peripheral emphasis. However,it should be noted
that the lens with 1-10 degree emphasis will have much
better resolution for the same objects than the lens with
1-45 degree emphasis.

The lens 14 for camera 10 provides a collection of
data for enhanced digital processing of the peripheral
portion of a given field of view. The lens uniquely
achievesthis byfilling the greater available area of an
imager device with the peripheral areas rather than the
central areas of the captured scene.

A periphery-enhancing optical system suitable for
achieving thegoals of the present invention can be con-
figured in various ways to present an image of the field
free of detrimental values of critical aberrations. Two ex-

amples or embodiments are preferred. Example|, as i+
lustrated by Figures 3A-3C, preferably is amulti-medium
system comprising a wide-angle multi-element optical
lens anc a fibre optic imager device. ExampleII asillus-
trated by Figures 4A-4B,preferably is a cornbination sys-
tem comprised of multiple refractive optical elements,
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oneof whichis of gradient index material and hemispher-
ical in shape. The inventors define that other configura-
tions relying on binary optics could also beutilized to ac-
complish similar results.

The system of Example | is best suited for applica-
tions where the capture of the minimal information con-
tainedin the centralareais irrelevant. A coordinated fibre

bundle array 40, eitherrigid or flexible, carefully aligned
and assembled by methods knownto thoseskilled in the
art, is used to capture a peripheral annulus of the wide
field image provided by the multi-elementwidefield lens.
The multi-element wide field lens 42 therefore, although

covering the samefield as standard widefield lenses,is
required to provide a larger imageof the entirefield. This
can be accomplished bythoseskilled in the art by scaling
a standard tens to a larger focal length until the desired
image size is reached. (REF. Journalof the Optical So-
ciety of America, 1964, Lens Designs Presented by Mi-
yamota; Smith, W.J., Modern Lens Design, Ch. 5.4 .
"Scaling a Design", McGraw-Hill, inc. 1992. Also see
U.S. Patent No. 4,256,373 by M. Horimoto for additional!
wide-field lenses. ) .

The fibres, arranged in a specific mechanical man-
ner, deliver the information in.a geometrically annular
shape from the peripheral image areato either the rec-
tangular orcircular shape of a specific imaging device.
Specific configurations can be devised for desired pe-
ripheral coverage (up to 10 degrees through 45 degrees)
and matched to required image detector plane geometry.
(REF. Sect. 13, Fibre Optics, Handbook of Optics, Mc-
Graw-Hill Inc., 1978.) Referring to Figure 3A, for a de-
sired angle O (theta), a standard wide-field lens design
is-scaled in “f", the focal length, to provide ry’ such that
the minimum pick-up area of the camera imaging device
(2r') is met. In the "Camera/magerInterface" portion of
the figure, the equation for fibre bundle radius is related
to the imager is:

. 2 2 . 2 2
Area at imager = (pir. - (Pir. = (Pi) ry 7 he )

Imager length = 2r', where. r' = rye - ne
-A configuration in the form of Example | achieves an

imagein which the peripheral portion (0-45 degrees with
respect to the horizon)ofthe field of view preferably en-
compasses between approximately 90%to 100%of the
entire usable area of the imager device, rather than the
35% or less that is typical with commercially-available
wide-angle, fish-eye, or other conventional lenses. A
configuration in the form of Example Il achieves an im-
age in which the peripheral portion preferably encom-
passes between 50%to 70%of the usable area of the
imaging device surface. ‘

The system of ExampleIl is.best suited for applica-
tions whereall information containedin the field of view

is relevant, althoughto differing degrees. The combina-
tion system of Example Il relies on the principle use of a
Bravais System where a hemispherical lens 52 or a com-
bination of lenslets magnify an object to an image,
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wherein the object and imagelie in the same plane. tn
this case, the hemispherical lens 52 is made of gradient
index material such that points impinging the image
plane incurdifferent factars of magnification depending
on what index of refraction and what portion of the hem-

ispherical curve or lensiets they pass through. This con-
cept is used in combination with a multi-element refrac-
tive lens 54 that is designed to capture a wide field of
view and also compensatefor the colour aberration in-
ducedbyinsertion of the hemisphericaliens. This colour
compensation can be designed by thoseskilled in the an
by using a computer optimization routine.(REF. M. Hori-

- motoand U’S. Patent No. 4,256,373.) By use of the hem-
ispherical gradient index unit with a wide field multi-ele-
ment lens, the portion of the camera dedicated to the pe-
riphery is increased, thereby increasing the relative res- .
olution of information detectable by the imaging device
sensing elements. With the gradient index hemisphere,
index values decrease from the centre, such that:

nN, <Ny <Ng <ny

The operation of the optical systems is schematical-
ly illustrated in Figures 2A-B, 4A and 4B. In Figure 2A,
arc X represents thefield of view of the “centre” of the
jens system, while the arc Y represents the practically
usable portion of the "peripheral"field. The areas X'.and
Y' in Figure 2A representthe resultant image focal loca-
tions on the imagerat the object plane. Arc Z and area
Z' represent areas outside the normal imaging range of
the tens. (No actual demarcation lines would exist in ac-
tual use: this is merely for explanatory purposes. )

Figure 2A represents a typical wide-angle type lens
82, while Figure 4A represents a lens constructed ac-
cording to the principles of the present invention. As
should be apparent from comparing Figures 2A and 4A,
a typicalwide-angle type lens hasa fairly significant por-
tion of the image surface dedicated to the central field of
the lens: while the lens constructed according to the
presentinvention has a fairly significant portion of the
objective surface dedicated to the peripheral field -- and
consequentlyless of the surface dedicated to the central
field. ,

The portionof the image surface usedfor the periph-
eral portion of the scene (as compared with the central
portion of the scene) can vary depending uponthe par-
ticular prescription of lens specified, which is selected to
capture itemsofinterest for a given application. For ex-
ample,if the imaging system is used to capture a pano-
ramaof an outdoor scene,the relevant visual information

may be contained within 10 degrees of the horizon. The
lens of the present invention can thus be designed to en-
hanceonlythefield of view within 10 degrees of the ho-
rizon. On the other hand,if the imaging system is being
used to capture a room scenewithin a building, the rel
evant visual information may include objects on walls
andthus be contained within about 45 degrees from the
horizon. A peripheral enhancing lens can thus also be
designed to enhancethefield of view up to 45 degrees
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from the horizon. Of course, the enhanced portion of the
field of view depends upon the needs of the particular
application, with the enhanced portion preferably falling
somewhere between these two extremes. In any case,

the principles of the. present invention can be applied to
these types of situations with equal success, with any
appropriate corrections being made with the image
transform processors, as will be described herein in
more detail.

Asillustrated in Figure 3A, a preferred form of the
Example | form of optical system comprises a standard
widefield lens 42 and a coordinatedfibre array 40. The
focal tength of the wide field lens is scaled in order to
match the peripheralfield of view desired. The coordi-
nated fibre array consists of an annular inputface 44 that
collects the image projected from the standard widefield
lens. The fibre bundle array then redirects the informa-
tion from the peripheral view to its output end by total
internal reflection. Fibres capable of 3 micron accuracy,
covering the area of the annular region, are coordinated
into a rectangular or circular shape al their output, de-
pending on the geometry of the corresponding imaging
device. Thesize of outputis also matched to the camera
imaging device used.

Of course, these system configurations and param-
eters are only exemplary in nature and other configura-
tions and parameters of the present invention could be
used to provide enhanced peripheral imaging capabili-
ties, as should be apparent to thoseskilied in the art.

a. Imager Device

An electronic camera 10 used for exemplary purpos-
es includes an imagerdevice that records the opticalim-
age from the lensat the object plane. For a photographic
process, the imaging medium is film, while for an elec-
tronic process, the imaging medium is an electronic de-
vice such as a charge-coupled device (CCD) or
charge-injected device (CID). As indicated previously,
electronic processesare typically preferred over photo-
graphic processes as they are easier to electronically
manipulate. Photographic processes, however, can be
preferred in certain situations. Numerous makes and
modelsoffilm and electronic imaging devices are known
to those skilled in the art that provide uniform resolution
across the receiving surface.

When the imager device is used with a lens con-
structed accordingto the principles of the present inven-
tion, the imager device will collect more information
along the horizon thanit will from the central area of the
hemispheric scene. With only a given limited resolution
of either film emulsions or CCD pixel density, the lens
focuses more useiul information at the objective plane.
The peripheral portion of the scene will therefore havea
higher relative resolution in the resultant transformed im-
age than the central portion. Thus, the details of any ob-
jects along the horizon will be highly accentuated. Fur-
ther, any distortion (eg spherical aberration) that occurs
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in the peripheral regionof the lens will be imaged onto a
larger surface and can thus be more easily and fully com-
pensated for. The image mappedonto the imager device
can be described by a series of concentric circles, as
schematically illustrated in Figure 5. As an example,
each circle a, b, c, d, etc. on the imager device can be
described by radii of arbitrary-units,e.9., 2. 5, 9, 14, etc.,
respectively. The radii of the circles Gepends on the mag-
nification of the different regionsof the hemisphere,with
the sections of the outer circles having a greater area as
the magnification of the peripheral region increases. For
example,in an arbitrarily selectedillustration case, each
concentric circle represents 18 degreesfield of view from
the horizontal plane, with the outer circumference of the
outermost circie being level with the horizon. The inven-
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tors have determined that the arc subtending the two out- |
ercircles (i.e., 36 degrees from the horizon) contains the
relevant information in many hemispheric scenes for
manyapplications (although this value can be varied de-
pending upon the particular application).

Calculating the total circulararea of the entire image
circle yields 1257 units squared. The area ofthe three
inner circles is 254 units squared. Therefore, the two out-
er circles contain about 80%of the usable area on the

imaging device. Note that the image blocks correspond-
ing to the horizon are spread across more area on the
imagerdevice than thoseinthe central area of the image.
Thus, the image blocks of the imager device are domi-
nated by objects along the horizon, and those are the
area ofinterest. This correlates to greater resolution for
the peripheral areas of the scene.

lf for some reason an Example| circular-output op-
tical system is configured with a square or rectangular
imaging device, the corner areas of the imaging device
are not useful for photographic purposes. However,
these areas can be usedto store other information, for
example, such as digitized audio content or other sec-
ondary documentation from the scene,if the imageris
‘radially mapped 1:1 with electronic memory.

i! image Storage

The image received onthe imager device is passed
on to the system components for storage. For photo-
graphic processes, a storage device might be film; while
for electronic processes, the storage device might be
electronic storage in the form of random access memo-
ries, a conventional diskette or hardfile, or video record-
ing tape. The entire display of the scene (alorig with any
secondary documentation) can be stored as a single im-
age on the storage device.The imageis stored in a “warped! form. The warped
image is caused not only by the wide--angle nature of the
lens (i.e. the "keystoning" effect), but also by the en-
hanced peripheral field of view of the lens{i.e., magnifi-
cation along theperiphery). The underlying concept is
thal a partial slice of the scene can be reproduced with
the proper aspectratio for the human visual system (i.e.,
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as a perspective corrected view).
As schematically diagrammedin Figure 6, the stored

image is loadedinto the source imagebuffer 40if it has
been stored in electronic form on a host system such as
a persona! computer or controlier. Alternatively, the im-
age can be brought in for processing without going
through storage. As one option, an analog signa! froma
video camera can connectinto an NTSC-to-digital con-
verter 60. This converts the image from analog informa-
tion into a digital bit map(i.e., into “pixels"). The source
image is then loaded into the source image frame buffer
62. However, as indicated previously, any type of camera
can be used to provide the electronic input to buffer 62.
The buffer preferably operates with sufficient speed so
that real-time viewing is possible.

li! Image Retrieval/Display

The stored image can beselectively accessed and
transformed for display. If the storage is photographic
film, an image scanner may be usedto convert the stored
imageinto an electronic format for subsequent manipu-
lation. In order to recreate a properdisplay of the scene
in two dimensions for perspective correct viewing, proc-
essorlogic in transform processor engine 22 is utilized.
The transform processors may be madeofcollections of
small-scale, medium-scale, large-scale, or
very-large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits, examples of
which are image resampling sequencers such as the
TMC2301 and TMC2302, commercially available trom

Raytheon Semiconductors (formerly TRW LSI Products,
Inc., LaJolla, CA.).

In Figure 6, resampling sequencers control the ad-
dress sequencing of the pixels inthe source image buffer
62 through a multiply/accumulate unit 64, and from there
into the warped image buffer 66. The sequencers contro!
the filtering or remapping of 2-dimensional images from
a set of Cartesian coordinates (x,y) as defined within
each sector“unit"{A1,B1, etc.) ontoanewly transformed
set of coordinates (u,v). The "fish-eye" type of transtor-
mations described in U.S. Patent No. 5,185,667 are
based on non-constant second-order derivatives. A dif-
ferent set of second-order derivatives would be em-

ployed for the transforms associated with the peripher-
al-enhancing configurations of the present invention.
The sequencers can also handle three-dimensionalim-
ages by resampling them from a set of Cartesian coor-
dinales (x,y,z) into a new, transformed set (u,v,w). Typi-
cally these sequencers can support nearest-neighbour,
bilinearinterpolation or convolution resampling, and can
operate at speeds allowing real-time operation.

Remapped pixel locations(i.¢., interpolation “ker-
nels") of more than one pixel in the bit map require an
external interpolation coefficient look-up table 68 and the
multiply/accumulate unit 64. A table "walk"is typically
‘performed on each source pixel, thus providing a
smoother image by summing the products of the original
lens image data with the appropriate interpolation coef-
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ficients. By capturing the hemispheric lens image data
into source imagebuffer 62, the warp engine can bepro-
grammedto perform a perspective correction, muchtike
an inverse keystoning effect. The remappingof the pixel
locations is matched to the diff rential magnification of
the particular periphery-enhancing lens system used.

Direct accessto the interpolation coefficient look-up
table 68 andto the transformation parametersis also de-
sirable to allow dynamic modification of the interpolation
algorithm. Thus,a local interpolation coefficient buffer 70
to update the varying transform parametersis included
to allow for real-time still and motion image transforma-
tions. :

The row and column warming engines 72a, 72b of
the transform processor 22 supply addresses to the

EP 0 695 085 A1
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source image buffer 62. The addresses are determined.
by the interpolation algorithm chosen. The multiply/ac-
cumuiate unit 64 takes the pixels supplied by the source
image buffer 62 under warping engine control and mul
tiplies the pixels logether using combinational logic with
weighting factors dependent on the algorithm.Compen-
sation for aberration (e.g., spherical aberration) can also
be maceatthis point. Finally, the composedinterpolated
pixels are sent to the warped image buffer 66. The ad-
dress location within the warped image buffer is again
determined by the warping. The algorithm parameters
from look-up table 68 are input to the registers ofthe row
and column. warping engines 72a, 72b, as well as into
the interpolation coefficient buffer 70.

The memory controller/clock circuitry 74 provides
refresh control to the source and warped image buffers
62, 66. In addition, all clock sources are synchronized

- through this circuitry. The bus interface and control cir-
cuitry 76 also provide an interface to the host system bus
(ie for MCA,ISA,etc.) and the remappingcircuitry. This
interface logic servesto load control information into the
remapping circuitry and to provide a path to transport
warped imagesto the system display buffer (not shown;
part of host system), or store imagesto disk via the sys-
tem bus prior to warping. An optional random access
memory digital-to-analog converier (RAMDAC) 78 pro-
vides support for a local display connection if desired.

Onefeature of the transform processorsis the valid
source address flag within the transform processor en-
gine. This allows the user to construct abutting subimag-
esin the (x,y) plane without dangerof edgeinterference.
Thus, edge detection of the unused areas outside the
circular image of Figure 5 can alert the system to ignore
these values. "

The image capture function can be accomplished
with eitherstill or motion video devices or as pre-record-

ed digital data. All types of image data are input to the
source image buffer 62 for processing as desired. Note
that while the preferred modeforstill image capture will
-come from previously captured images througha local
host bus interface 76, the NTSCdigitizer 60, for example,
can provide real-time data from an external video cam-
era. Any similar device that converts an image to the ap-
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propriate digital formatfor input to the source image buff-
ercan be substituted for digitizer 60. In the same fashion,
an electronicstill imager, such as an electronic still cam-
era, line scanner, or table scanner, can providestill im-
age data for processing. Prerecorded distorted images
generated through this invention's optical system can
also be input through an additional conversion device to
allow dynamic manipulation of previously recorded im-
age data.

The image transformation performed on the cap-
tured digitized image from modified hemispheric coordi-
nates to planar coordinates for display is one of a multi-
tude of possible image transformations, any of which can
be invoked in real-time for smooth merging of effects.
These transformations include, but are not limited to

pans, up/downs,zooms, tilts, rotations, scaling, cropping
and image shear, which can be controlled using human
or computer input. imagefiltering can be performed as
well as edge detection in associated processes during
the course of manipulation. These services can be ap-
plied to any system image loaded into the source image
buffer, thus providing a host of added features beyond
the simple application of the hemispheric lens and dis-
play system. :

The advantageof the image transformation logic be-
comes apparent when describing particular applications.
A security camera application can be implemented to
view an entire panorama such that the security monitor
will display full-motion rate images in real-time. Source
image coordinates for still images can also be se-
quenced, allowing perceived animation or full-motion
renditions by simply reloading new source image coor-
dinates into the warping engines as frames are drawn
from memory. Details from other stored images can be
utilized to give the effect of full-motion panning of the ho-
rizon within the captured image bythelens.

An additional feature of the present invention isits
ability to create motion video presentations with a re-
ducedsetofstill frames, as compared with the number
of full-motion frames ordinarily required. For exampie,
when a set of building storefronts is filmed with a tradi-
tional motion picture camera from the back of amoving
truck, each frame contains the time-based contentof the
image entering the traditional lens and only onelimited
field of view is available at a time. With the system of the

present invention, motion can be reconstructed from a
greatly reduced subset of frames because the greater
field of captured data already contains picture content
from the next frame and previous frame due toits excep-
tionally wide angle. By analyzing picture content within
a host computer program, intermediate frame equiva-
lents sufficient to complete afull-motion data set can be
constructed and fed to the source image buffer in se-
quence for processing. Alternatively, separate circuits
operating at real-time rat_s can interpolate intermediate
values and supply changes in transformation parame-
ters for existing still images fast enough to synthesize
motion sequences. Preference for one technique over
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anotherwill be dependent on the specific application re-
quirements and other development/market considera-
tions.

Finally, the transform processor subsystem can pro-
duce multiple different outputs simulianeously from indi-
vidual stored or currently-converted images. With the
main transform processorcircuits collected into a simpli-
fied single image processing subsystem 80 as shownin
Figure 7, multiple outputs may be generated from a sin-
gle image source, either motion orstill, with individual
effects for each scene as desired, allowing several
scenes on different display devices or several windows
on a single display. This is accomplished by incorporat-
ing several image processing subsystems 80 within one
overall system, as shownin Figure 8.

In all cases, by having greater resolution of the pe-
ripheralimageof a scene, thedetails of any objects along
the horizon willbe enhanced. Further, aberrations occur-

ring around the periphery of the lens (i.e., spherical ab-
errations) can be morefully and completely compensat-
ed for, as the aberratioris are spread acrossa greater
area on the imager device.

As described above,the present invention provides
a visual imaging system that efficiently captures,stores,
and displays visual information about an enhanced hem-
ispheric field of view existing particularly along the hori-
zon, and that allows electronic manipulation and selec-
tive display thereof even after acquisition and storage,
while minimizing distortion.

The principles, embodiments, and modesof opera-
tion of the present invention have been described in the
foregoing specification. The invention that is intended to
be protected herein should not, however, be construed
to the particular form describedasit is to be regarded as
illustrative rather thanrestrictive. Variations and changes

may be madebythoseskilled in the art without departing
from the spirit of the present invention. Accordingly, the
foregoing detailed description should be exemplary in
nature and not limiting as to the scopeof the invention
as Set forth in the appended claims.

J dabw”
1. Asystem for electronic imaging and manipulation of

a hemispheric field of view, comprising:
a camera for regeiving optical images of a

hemispheric field of view and for producing output
signals or affecting photographic film-based materi-
als corresponding,to the optical images;

an optical imaging device associated with said
camera for producing optical images throughoutthe
hemispheric fidld of view for optical conveyanceto
said camera,ésaid optical system having a configu-
ration adapted to capture and enhancean image of

‘ peripheral fegions of the hemispheric field of view;
an image processing device associated with

said caméra and said optical iniaging system for

Claims
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receiving optical images from said lens and for pro-
viding digitized output signals representative of the
received optical images; i

input image memory for receiving the digitized
46 output signals from said imager device andforstor-

ing the digitized output signals;
imagetransform processing circuitry for selec-

tively accessing and processing thedigitized output
signals from said input image memory according to

10 userdefined criteria;

output image memory for feceiving the proc-
essed signals from the image transform processor,
and Z

an output display or récording device con-
18 nected to said output image smemory for recording

the signals in said output image memory.

2. The system asclaimedin claim 1, wherein said opti-
cal system magnifies a portion of the field of view

20 within a range of approximately zero to forty-five
degrees above the horizon of a captured image of a
hemispheric field of view. ,

3. The system as claimediin claim 1 or 2, wherein said
26 optical system has a/configuration which images a

peripheral portion offthe hemispheric scene onto at
least 50%of an imaging area of an imaging device.

4. The system as claimed in claim 3, wherein said opti-
30 cal system includes a wide field multi-element lens

positioned to direct an imageto a light transmitting
fibre array. i sOf

5. The system asclaimed in claim 4 wherein the fibre
35 array is geometrically arranged to have a generally

annular inputend anda generally rectangular output
end. ff

6 The system as claimed in claim 4, wherein thefibre
40 array isgeometrically arranged to have a generally

annulaf.input end and a generally circular output

end. /
7. The system as claimedin claim 4 wherein the fibres

as of the fibre array have an imaging accuracy on the
orderof three microns./

8. The system as claimedin claim 4 wherein the focal
Jength of the wide field lens is scaled to match a

50 }desired magnification of the peripheralfield of view.
f

9 The system as claimedin any one of claims 1 to 8,
wherein said optical imaging system includesa col-

i our-aberrated multiple element wide field lens in

557 combinationwith a gradient index hemispheric lens.
. A method for electronically capturing, storing, and

manipulating a hemisphericfield of view, comprising

12
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the steps of:

providing an optical system having a configu-
tation that enhances the peripheral portion of the
field of view,

capturing the hemispheric field of view withthe 5
periphery-enhancing optical system and imaging
the field of viewonto an imager device by enhancing
the peripheralfield of view,

storing the captured image as a single image,
selectively accessing a portion of the stored 10

image according to user-defined criteria,
transforming the stored image so that the

stored image can be displayed as a perspective-cor-
rect image, .

displaying the perspective-correct image ina 15
user-defined format.
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[0081] Onefeature of thetransform processorsis the
valid source addressflag within the transform processor
engine.This allowsthe user to construct abutting subim-
agesin the (x,y) plane without danger of edgeinterfer-
ence. Thus, edge detection of the unused areasoutside
the circular image of Figure 5 can alert the system to
ignore these values.
[0082] The image capture function can be accom-
plished with eitherstill or motion video devicesoras pre-
recorded digital ‘data. All typesof image data are input
to the source image buffer 62 for processing as desired.
Note that while the preferred modeforstill image cap-
ture will come from previously captured images through
a local host bus interface 76, the NTSC digitizer 60, for
example, can provide real-time data from an external
video camera. Any similar device that converts an image
to the appropriate digital format for input to the source
image buffer can be substituted for digitizer 60. In the
samefashion, an electronicstill imager, such as an elec-
tranic still camera, line scanner, or table scanner, can
providestitl image data for processing. Prerecordeddis-
torted images generated throughthis inventions optical
system can also be input through an additional conver-
sion device to allow dynamic manipulation of previously
recorded image data.
[G083} The image transforrnation performed on the
captured digitized image from modified hemispheric co-
ordinates to planar coordinates for display is one of a
multitude of possible image transformations, any of
which can be invoked in real-tirne for smooth merging
of effects. These transformations include, but are not

EP 0 695 085 B1
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limited to pans, up/downs, zooms,tilts, rotations, scal- —
ing, cropping and image shear, which can be controlled
using human or computer input. Imagefiltering can be
pertormed as well as edge detection in associated proc-
esses during the course of manipulation. These servic-
es can be applied to any system image loadedinto the
source imagebuffer, thus providing a host of added fea-
tures beyond the simple application of the hemispheric
lens and display system.
[0084] The advantage of the image transformation
logic becomes apparent when describing particular ap-
plications. A security camera application can be imple-
mented to view an entire panorama suchthat the secu-
rity monitor will display full-motion rate images in real-
time. Source image coordinatesforstill images can also"
be sequenced, allowing perceived animation or full-mo-
tion renditions bysimply reloading new source image
coordinates into the warping engines as frames are
drawn from memory. Details from other stored images
can be utilized to give the effect of full-motion panning
of the horizon within the captured imageby the lens.
[0085] An additional feature of the present invention
is its ability to create motion video presentations with a
reduced setofstill frames, as compared with the number

of full-motion frames ordinarily required. For example,
when a set of building storefronts is filmed with a tradi-
tional motion picture camera from the back of a moving

22

truck, each frame contains the time-based contentof the
imageentering the traditional lens and only one limited
tield of view is available at a time. With the system of
the present invention, motion can be reconstructed from
a greatly reduced subsetof frames becausethe greater
field of captured data already contains picture content
from the next frame and previous frame dueto its ex-
ceptionaily wide angie. By analyzing picture content’
within a host computer program, intermediate frame
equivalentssufficient to complete a full-motion data set
can be constructed and fed to the source image buffer
in sequence for processing. Altematively, separatecir-
cuits operating at real-time rates can interpolate inter- -
mediate values and supply changesin transformation
parametersfor existing still images fast enough to syn-
thesize motion sequences. Preference for one tech-
nique over anotherwill be dependent on the specific ap-
plication requirements and other developmentimarket
considerations.

{Q08&6] Finally, the transform processor subsystem .
can produce multiple different outputs simuftaneousty
from individual stored of currently-converted images.
With the main transtorm processorcircuits collected into
a simptified single image. processing subsystem 80 as
shown in Figure 7, multiple outputs may be generated
from a single image source, either motion orstill, with
individual effects for each scene as desired, allowing
several scenes on different display devices or several

windows on a single display. This is accomplished by
incorporating several image processing subsystems 80
within one overall system, as shown in Figure 8.
[G087]_Inall cases,by having greater resolution of the
peripheral image of a scene, the details of any objects

* along the horizon willbe enhanced. Further, aberrations
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- occurring around the periphery ofthe lens(i.e., spherical
aberrations) can be morefully and completely compen-
sated for, as the aberrations are spread across a greater
area on the:imagerdevice.
{0088} As.described above,the present invention pro-
vides a visual imaging system that efficiently captures,
stores, and displays visual information about an en-
hanced hemispheric field of view existing particularly
along the horizon, and that allows electronic manipula-
tion and selective display thereof even after acquisition
and storage, while minimizing distortion.

Claims —

1. Avisual imaging system for electronic imaging and
manipulation of a hemispheric field of view, com-
prising:

a camera(10) for receiving optical images of a
hemispheric field of view and for producing out-
put signals or affecting photographicfilm-based
materials corresponding to the optical images;
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an optical imaging device (14,42,54) associat-
ed with said camera (10) for producing optical
images throughout the hemispheric field of
view for optical conveyance to said camera
(10);

an image processing device (10,20) associated
with said camera (10) and said optical imaging
device for providing digitized output signais
representative of the received optical images;

an input image memory (18) for receiving the
digitized output signals from said image
processing device and for storing the digitized
output signals;

an image transform processor (22) for selec-
tively accessing and processing the digitized
output signals from said input image memory
according to user defined criteria:

an output image memory for receiving the proc-
essed signals from the image transform proc-
essor, and

an output display (28,30) or recording device
connected to said.output image memory fordis-
playing or recording the signals stored in said
output image memory;

characterised by said optical imaging device
. having a configuration adapted to capture and

enhancean imageof peripheral regions of the
hemispheric field of view and for magnifying a
portion of the fieid of view within a range of ap-

proximatelyoneto forty five degrees above the
horizonofacaptured image of a hemisphencalfield of view.

The system asclaimed in claim 1 wherein said op-
tical imaging device has a configuration which im-
ages a peripheral portion of the hemispheric scene
onto at least 50% of an imaging area of an imaging
device.

The system asclaimedin claim 2, whereinsaid op-
tical imaging device includes a widefield mutti-ele-
ment lens (42) positioned to direct an image to a
light transmitting fibre array (40).

‘The system as claimed in claim 3 wherein the fibre
array (40) is geometrically arranged to have a gen-
erally annular input end and a generally rectangular
output end.

The system as claimedin claim 3, wherein the fibre
array (40) is geometrically arranged to have a gen-
erally annular input end and a generally circular out-
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put end.

‘The system as claimed in claim 3 wherein the fibres

of the fibre array (40) have an imaging accuracy onthe order of three microns. .

The system as claimed in claim 3 wherein the focal
length of the widefield lens (42) is scaled to match
a desired magnification of the peripheral field of
view.

The systern as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 7,
wherein said optical imaging device inciudes a col-
our-aberrated multiple element wide field lens in
combination with a gradient index hemispheric lens.

A method for electronically capturing, storing, and
manipulating a hemispheric field cf view, compris-
ing the steps of:

providing an optical system having a configura-
tion that enhancesthe peripheral portion of the
field of view,

capturing the hemispheric field of view with the
periphery-enhancing optical system and imag-
ing thefield of view onto an imager device while
enhancing the peripheralfield of view by selec-
tively magnifying the visual content within an
arc of betweenoneto forty five degrees up from
the horizon,

storing the captured image as a single image,

Selectively accessing a portion of the stored im-
age according to user-definedcriteria,

transtorming the stored image so that the
stored image can be displayed as a perspec-
tive-correct image,

displaying the perspective-correct image in a
user-defined format.
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Visueilles Abbildungssystem zur elektronischen Ab-

bildung und Bearbeitung eines haibkugelférmigen
Sichtfeides, das Folgendes umfasst:

eine Kamera (10), um optische Bilder eines
haibkugelf6rmigen Sichtfeides zu emptangen
und Ausgangssignale zu erzeugen oder Mate-
rialien auf der Grundlage von fotografischem
Film, die den optischen Bildern entsprechen, zu
beeinflussen; :
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Abstract  

A system for electronic imaging of a hemispheric field of view includes a camera for receiving optical imagesofthefield of vie
and for producing output data correspondingto the optical images. The cameraincludes an optical assembly for producing

F| images throughout a hemisphericfield of view for optical conveyance to an imaging device or photographic film. The optical
| system assembly has lens components that selectively emphasize the peripheral content of the hemispheric field of view. An

electronic imaging device within the cameraora film-to-digital data conversion system providesdigitized output signalsto inp
image memory or electronic storage devices. A transform processorselectively accesses and processes the digitized output
signals from the input image memory according to user-defined criteria and stores the signals in output image memory. The
signals in the output image memory can then be displayed according to the user-definedcriteria. 
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(54) Imagepick-up device, image displaydevice and information recording medium comprising
a fisheye lens

(57) Animageis picked up by a camera (2) compris- image data of which is output from the camera (2), is
ing a fisheye lens (1) having a relationship of converted into a plane image by an imagedata process-
hen-f-tan(6/m), whereinhis the height of an image ing unit (3), and this converted imageis then output toa
of a subject at a certain point, f is the focal distance of monitor unit (4). Preferably, n and m both equal2.
the fisheye lens,6 if a field angle, m has a value of 1.6s
m8, and n has a value of m-0.4 <n < m+ 0.4, and the
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Description

[oco1) The present invention relates to an image
pick-up device comprising a fisheye lens, an image dis-
play device and an information recording medium,all of
which can obtain a high-quality converted image when
an imagepicked up bythefisheye lensis converted into
a plane image. -
[0002] A monitoring system using a camera which
enables product examination at a plant or construction
work at a construction site to be monitored from a

remote place has recently been developed.In this mon-
itoring system, depending on whatis monitored, capa- -
bility of monitoring a wide range at a limited numberof
camerasis desired. To realize this, ihe development of

a monitoring system comprising a fisheye lens which
can pick up an imageofall the directions of the field of
view around the optical axis at a field angle of at least
90° in each direction with respect to the optical axis is
underway.
[0003] Use of this fisheye lens makesit possible to
obtain an imageof all the space with a single camera.
That is, the space is regarded as a single sphere, a
camerais installed at the center of the sphere, an image
of half of the sphereis picked up bythe fisheye lens, the
camerais turned at an angle of 180° from that position,

an.image of the other half of the sphere in the opposite
direction is picked up, and the two images are combined
together to obtain an imageof all the.directions of the
field of view in the space of 360°, that is, the sphere.
This image is converted into a plane image.
[0004] As the monitoring system comprising a fish-
eye lens of the prior art, there is a system disclosed by
Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. Hei6-
-501585 (to be referred to as "prior art” hereinafter), for

- example. AKhoughthis prior art makesit possible to pick
up an imageofall the directions of the field of view, the
lens used in the prior art is a fisheye lens having a rela-
tionship of h=f - 6 (wherein h is the height of an
image of a.subject at a certain point obtained by the
fisheye lens, f is the focal distance of the fisheye lens
and @ is afield angle). This is obvious from the fact that
Nikon's 8-mm f/2.8 lens is used as the fisheye lens in
the above Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No.
Hei6-501585. Conventional fisheye lenses generally
have a relationship of h=f - 6 and Nikon's 8-mm f/2.8
fisheye lens has the aboverelationship of h=f + @.
[0005] The method of picking up an imagebya fish-
eye lens having this relationship of h =f «@ and con-
verting the image into a plane image is called
"equidistant projection". Since an image picked up by a
fisheye lens having the above characteristics has a
small volume of image data on its peripheral portion
(field angle of around 90° with respect to the optical axis
of the fisheye lens), when the image is converted into a
planeimage, there are many missing portions of image

‘ data on the peripheral portion of the image and the
missing portions must beinterpolated. in addition, the
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image picked up by the fisheye lens having the above
characteristics involves such a problem that the periph-
eral portion of the imageis distorted.

[0006] An object of the present invention is to pro-
vide an imagepick-up device comprising a fisheye lens,
an image display device and an information recording
medium, which minimize missing portions of image data
by extracting a large volume of image data at a field
angle of around 90° with respect to the optical axis of
the fisheye lens to reduce interpolating of the missing
portions and can obtain a natural plane image when
imagesof all the directions of the field of view around

the optical axis are picked up at a field angle of at least
* 90° with respect to the optical axis and are converted

into plane images.
[0007] Various other objects, advantages and fea-
tures of the presentinvention will become readily appar-
ent to those.of ordinary skill in the art, and the novel
features will be particularly pointed out in the appended °
claims. -

[0008] To attain the above object, according to a
first aspect of the present invention, there is provided an
image pick-up device comprising a fisheye lens for pick-
ing up an imageofall the directions of the field of view
around the optical axis of the fisheye lens at a field
angle of at least 90° in each direction with respect to the
optical axis, wherein the fisheye lens has a relationship-
of h=nf + tan(@/m) (wherein h is the height of an
image of a subject at a certain point obtained by the
fisheye lens, f is the focal distance of the fisheye lens,
1.6<m<3, m-0.4 <n< m+ 0.4, and 6 isafield angle).
[0009] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, the fisheye lens is constructed by a master
lens provided on an existing image pick-up device and
by an attachmentlensto be attached to the masterlens.
[0010] Further, according to a third aspect of the
present invention, there is provided an image display
device comprising an image data processing unit for
converting an image obtained by the image pick-up
device of the first or second aspect of the present inven-
tion into a plane image and a display unit for displaying
the converted plane image. .
[0011] According to a fourth aspect of the present
invention, there is provided an information recording
medium that records a program having at least the step
of converting an image obtained bya fisheye lens hav-
ing aretationship of h= nf - tan(@/m) (whereinhis the
height of an imageof a subject at a certain point, f is the
focal distance of the fisheye lens, 6 is a field angle,
1.6<m<3. and m-0.4<n<m-+0.4 ) into a plane image,the
step of displaying a predetermined portion of the con-
verted plane image on a display unit and the step of
changing continuously the predetermined portion with
instruction means.

[0012] Oneof the fisheye lens used in the present
invention has the relationship of h=2f + tan(@/2).
Compared with an ordinary fisheye lens having a rela-
tionship of h =f * 6, an image at a peripheral portion
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(field angle of around 90°.with respect to the optical axis
of the fisheye jens) is enlarged and missing portions of
image data on the peripheral portion can be minimized
with the fisheye lens in accordance with the present
invention. With this, when a picked-up image is to be
converted into a plane image,the interpolating of image
data can be reduced, thereby making it possible to
obtain a more natural plane image. /

[0013) The fisheye lens according to the present
invention may be constructed by attaching an attach-
mentlens to a master lens provided on an existing cam-
era so that the fisheye lens can be attached to almost all
the existing cameras. In addition, only the attachment
fens is newly produced, thereby makingit possible to
reduce costs.

[0014] Further, the image display device for display-

EP 1 004 915 Ai

10

15

ing a plane image converted from an image picked up
by the image pick-up device having the abovefisheye
lens on a display unit makes the displayed image easy
to be seen, thereby improving the value of the device.
Whenthe information recording medium recording the
above steps is read by a computer and the program is
executed, a more natural plane image can be displayed
on the display unit and the displayed portion can be
freely shifted within the range of the image picked up by
the image pick-up device. ,
[0015]|Embodiments of the invention will now be
described, by way of example, with reference to the
drawings, wherein like reference numerals denote like
elements and parts, in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic structural diagram of an image
processing system using an image pick-up device
comprising a fisheye lens according to the present
invention;

Figs. 2 are a structural diagram of the fisheye !ens

20
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35

shownin Fig. 1 and a corresponding diagram sche- |
matically showing lens intervals (lens intervals and
lens thicknesses);

Fig. 3(A) is a diagram showing the relationship
between field angle © and image height h with
respect to fisheye lenses having relationships of
h=f- 06 , he2ft-sin(e/2), he=f-sine,
h=f-tan0®, h=3f + tan(0/3), h=2f- (tan 0/1.6)
and one of the fisheye lenses of the present inven-
tion having a relationship of h = 2f + tan(9/2);

Fig. 3(B) is a diagram showing the relationship
between field angie @ and image height h with
respect to fisheye lenses having relationships of
h=2f = tan(@/1.6), h= 2.4f + tan(6/2),
h=3.4f + tan(@/3), h= 1.2f + tan(6/1.6).
h=1.6f + tan(6/2) and h=f- 0.

Figs. 4(A) to 4(D) are views illustrating, in concen-
tric circles each centering around the optical axis of

40
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each fisheye lens shown in Fig. 3, changes of
image heights when thefield angle is changed in
10° with respect to the optical axis of eachfisheye
lens;

Fig. 5 is a diagram for explaining a method of polar-
coordinate converting a hemispherical image
obtained by a fisheye lens;

Fig. 6 is a diagram for explaining a method of
obtaining the position of an image formation point
on the surface of CCD image pick-up elements in
the polar coordinate conversion of Fig. 5;

Fig. 7 is a flow chart for explaining the steps of
processing an image using the image processing
system of Fig. 1;

Figs. 8(A) and 8(8) are diagrams showing another
application example of the image pick-up device of
the present invention, wherein Fig. 8(A) is a sche-
matic diagram showing the side thereof and Fig.
8(B)-is a diagram when seen from a direction indi-
cated by an arrowBin Fig. 8(A);

Figs. 9(A) and 9B) are diagrams showingstill
another application example of the image pick-up
device of the present invention, wherein Fig. 9(A) is
a schematic diagram showing the side thereof and
Fig. 9(B) is a diagram when seen from a direction
indicated by an arrowBin Fig. 9(A); and

Fig. 10 is a diagram showing another example of an
image processing system utilizing the image pick-
up device comprising a fisheye lens of the present
invention. ,

[0016] Preferred embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be described hereinafter with reference to Figs.
1 to 10.

[0017] Fig. 1 schematically shows an image
processing system utilizing an image pick-up device
comprising a fisheye lens of the present invention. This
image processing system comprises a camera (such as
a video camera) 2 that is an image pick-up device
equipped with a fisheye lens 1, an image data process-
ing unit 3 for processing image data from the camera2,
and a monitor unit 4 for displaying an image processed
by the image data processing unit 3. The image data
processing unit 3 has a CPU, memory means and the
like and performs various processing using image data
output from the camera 2. In the case of the present
invention, the image data processing unit 3 also con-
verts an image picked up by the fisheye lens 1 into a
plane image.
[0018] As shownin Fig. 2,the fisheye lens 1 used in
this embodiment roughly consists of a lens unit (called
master lens unit) 10 provided on the camera 2 and a
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lens unit (called attachment lens unit) 20 that can be
attached to and detached from the masterlens unit 10.

Thefisheye lens 1 of the present invention functions as
a fisheye lens when the attachment lens unit 20 is
attached to the masterlens unit 10.

[0019] The attachment lens unit 20 consists of a
first lens 21,.a second lens 22, a third lens 23, a fourth
lens 24 and a plate 25. The masterlens unit 10 consists
of a fifth lens 11, a sith lens 12, a seventh lens 13, an

eighth lens 14, a ninth lens 15 and a diaphragm 26inter-
posed betweenthesixth lens 12 and the seventh tens
13.

{0020} The curvature R (diameter of the curved sur-
face of the lens) of each lens andinterval D (lens thick-
nessorlensinterval) in this embodimentare as follows.
That is, beginning with the curvature Rt of the left
curved surface ofthefirst lens 21 on the leftmost side of

Figs. 2, in turn, the curvatures R1 and R2 ofthefirst
lens 21 are 40.0 mm and 9.0 mm,the curvatures R3
and R4 of the second lens 22 are -26.0 mm and 80.0

mm, the curvatures R5 and Ré6ofthethird lens 23 are-
36.0 mm.and -20.0 mm, and the curvatures R7 and R8&

of the fourth lens 24 are -81.0 mm and -27.0 mm,
respectively. -
[0021] Further, the curvatures R9.and R10 of the
fifth lens 11 are 14.0 mm and 68.0 mm,the curvatures
R11 and R12 of the sixth lens 12 are 9.0 mm and 3.0
mm,the curvatures R13 and R14 of the.seventh lens 13
are 0.0 mm and -8.0 mm, the curvatures R15 and R16

of the eighth lens 14 are 10.0 mm and -6.0 mm,and the
curvatures R17 and R18 of the ninth lens 15 are 11.0

mm and -9.0 mm, respectively.
[0022] Meanwhile, the thickness D1 ofthefirst lens
21 on the leftmostside of Figs. 2 is 1.2 mm,theinterval
D2 betweenthefirst lens 21 and the second lens 22 is
10.00 mm, andthe thickness D3 of the second lens 22
is 1.2 mm. The interval D4 between the second lens 22

andthe third lens 23 is 14.0 mm,the thickness D5 of the
third lens 23 is 2.0 mm,the interval D6 betweenthethird
lens 23 and the fourth lens 24 is 3.0 mm, and the thick-

ness D7 ofthe fourth lens 24 is 5.0 mm.
[0023] Further, the interval D8 between the fourth
lens 24 and thefifth lens 11 is 7.0 mm,the thickness D9
of the fifth lens 11 is 2.0 mm,the interval D10 between
thefifth lens 11 and the sixth lens 12 is 0.3 mm, and the
thickness D11 of the sixth lens 12 is 0.8 mm. The sev-

enth lens 13, the eighth lens 14 and the ninth lens 15
can be moved in the direction of the optical axis to
change magnification, and the intervals between.adja-
cent lenses to be described hereinafter are maximum
values thereof. The interval D12 between the dia-

phragm 26 and the seventh lens 13 is 4.0 mm, the thick-
ness D13 of the seventh lens 13 is 1.0 mm,the interval

D14 of the seventh lens 13 and the eighth lens 14 is 1.0
mm, and the thickness D15 of the eighth lens 14 is 4.0
mm. .

[0024] ‘The interval-D16 betweenthe eighth lens 14
and the ninth lens 15 is 2.0 mm, and the thickness D17
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[0028]

of the ninth lens is 4.0 mm.Parallel plates 16 and 17 are

arranged ontheright side in Figs. 2 of the ninth lens 15.
[0025] In this arrangement, light incident upon the
first lens 21 passes throughthefirst to fourth lenses 21
to 24, further through thefifth to ninth lenses 11 to 15
and is input into CCD image pick-up elements 30 in the
camera 2. In this attachment lens unit 20, parallel rays
input into thefirst lens 21 are output from the fourth lens
24 as parallel rays. Therefore, this attachment lens unit
20 can be attached to almost all the cameras. The width

of the parallel pencil of rays output from the faurth lens
24 of the attachment lens unit 20 (shawn by "w” in the
figure) is set to 4%or less the effective diameter of the
master lens 10 of the camera to which the attachment

lens unit 20 is attached. In Fig. 2, the spherical surface
40 at the front of the first lens 21 represents a virtual
subject surface of the picked up image.
{0026] As described above, the present invention is
characterized in that a desired fisheye lens 1 is con-
structed by the masterlens unit 10 and the attachment
lens unit 20 and hasa relationship of h = 2f = tan(6/2)
(wherein h is the height cf an image of a subject at a
certain position, f is the focal distanceof the fisheye lens
and @ is a field angle). It is noted that atthough the pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention has the
above-indicated relationship, the present invention also
embodies fisheye ienses having the relationship of
hen ° f * tan(@/m), where m hasthe value of 1.6< m
<3, andnhasthe value of m - 0:4 <n < m+ 0.4. Also,

the present invention contemplates such a retationship
when m= equals on. Also, the_relationship
h=1.2f + tan(6/m), m = 1.6 also is embodied by the
present invention. However, for purposes of discussion
herein, m and n both equalto 2.

[0027} The fisheye lens that has been generally
used in the prior art has a relationship of h=f-6 as
described above. These functions are used to map a
spherical image as a polar-coordinate converted image.
The relationship, other than that, may be
h= 2f-sin(o/2), h= 2f-sine orh=f-*tane.

Fig. 3(A) is a diagram showing relationships
betweenfield angle @ and image height h whenfisheye
lenses having relationships of h = 2f-+tan(e/2),
h=f-6, he=f-+sin(@/2), h=f-sine
andh=f-tan 6, etc. are used. Here, @ = 90° shows a

field angle with respect to the optical axis (the field
angie of the optical axis is 0°).
{0029] In Fig: 3(A), a curve C1 showsthe relation-
ship betweenfield angle 6 and image height h when the
fisheye fens of the present invention having the relation-
ship of h = 2f - tan(6/2) is used, and a curve C2 shows
the relationship betweenfield angle 6 and image height

h when a fisheye lens having the relationship of
h=f-® is used. A curve C3 showsthe relationship

betweenfield angle 6 and image height h whena fish-
eye lens having the relationship of h = 2f » sin(9/2) is
used, a curve C4 showsthe relationship betweenfield
angle 6 and image height h whenafisheye lens having

ts
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the relationship of h = 2f* sin@ is used, anda curve C5
shows the relationship betweenfield angle 6 and image
height h when a fisheye lens having the relationship of
h=f-tan@ is used. A curve C1' shows the relationship
of h=3f + tan (6/3) and a curve C" showstherelation-
ship of h = 2f + tan (6/1.6) .

[0030] Fig. 3(B), is a diagram showing the relation-
ship between field angle 6 and image height whenfish-
eye lenses having relationships of h = 2f + tan (6/1.6),
h=2.4f + tan(@/2), h=3.4f -tan (0/3),
h= 1.2f = tan (6/1.6), h= 1.6f + tan (0/2) and
h=f + 6. Allof these fisheye lenses, excepth =f: 6,
are embodied by the present invention.
[0031] As is evident from Fig. 3, an increase in
image height h at a field angle 6 of about 90° is targest
when the fisheye lens having the relationship of

10

1S

h=f- tan@ is used and is second largest whenthefish- ©
eye lens having the relationship of h = 2f- tan(6/2) is
used. Changes in image height h with respect to
changesin field angle 6 becomelinear when the fisheye
lens having the relationship of h = f- © is used and fur-
ther an increase in image height h tends to be smaller
as the field angle becomes closer to 90° whenthefish-
eye lenses having the relationships of h = 2f « sin(@/2)
and h=f-sin@ are used.

[0032] An increasein image height becomeslarger
toward the peripheral portion (field angle of 90°) when
the fisheye lens having the relationship of h =f « tan®@ is

- used and more image data can be obtained. However,
at a field angle @ of 90°, tané becomesintinite. Since
the fisheye lens is required to obtain an imageof all the
directions of the field of view around the optical axis at a
field angle of at least 90° with respect to the opticalaxis,
it can be said that the fisheye lens having the relation-
ship of h =f - tan@ is not suitable.
[0033] Therefore, the fisheye lenses having rela-
tionships of h = 2f - tan(@/2), h={+6, h = 2f + sin(6/2)
and h=f-+sin® may be used. Figs. 4(A) to 4(D) show,
in concentric circles each centering around the optical
axis of each fisheye lens, image heights h whenthefield
angle 6 is changed in 10° with respect to the optical axis
of each fisheye lens. Fig. 4(A) shows the image height
in the fisheye lens having the relationship of
-h = 2f - tan(6/2) , Fig. 4(B) shows the image heightin
the fisheye lens having the relationship of h = f- @, Fig.
4(C) shows the image heightin the fisheye lens having
the relationship of h = 2f-sin(@/2), and Fig. 4(D)
shows the imageheight in the fisheye lens having the
relationship of h = f « sin@ . In Figs. 4(A) to 4(D), h, rep-
resents the height of an image M, near the optical axis
of each fisheye lens and h, represents the height of an
image NM,at a field angle of around 90°.
[0034] As is understood from Figs. 4(A) to 4(D),
image height at a field angle of around 90° when the:
fisheye lens having the relationship of h = 2f + sin(@/2)
or the fisheye lens having the relationship of h = f+ sin@
is used is smaller than image height near the optical
axis and only a small volume of image data can be
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obtained. The image height h, of an image M, at a
peripheral portion of the fisheye lens that has been gen-
erally used and has therelationship of h=f-@ is the
same as the imageheight h, of an image M, near the
optical axis and the imageis distorted.

[0035] From thesefacts, it can be said that the fish-
eye lenses having relationships of h = 2f + sin(6/2) and
h =f+sin@ are not preferred in view that how large vol-
ume of data can be obtained atafield angle of 90° or
therearound. Even with the fisheye lens that has been
generally used and has the relationship of h=f-°9@ is
not satisfactory.
[0036] In contrast to that, the image height h, of the
image M, at a peripheral portion of the fisheye lens 1
having the relationship of h = 2f > tan(@/2) in accord-
ance with the present invention is enlarged andlarger
than the image height h, of the image M, nearthe opti-
cal axis, a larger volume of image data can be obtained
in comparison with the conventional fisheye lens, and
the obtained imageis not distorted.
[0037] Whena single spherical image obtained by
combining two hemispherical images of ail the direc-
tions of the field of view around the optical axis of the
fisheye lens 1, which are picked up at a field angle of
90° with respect to the optical axis is converted into a
plane image by the image data processing unit 3, it is
necessary to interpolate missing image data on the
peripheral portion (field angle of around 90° with
respect to the optical axis) of the image. According to
the present invention, since an imageat the peripheral
portion is enlarged and a large volumeof data on the
peripheral portion can be extracted, the volume of
image data to be interpolated can be greatly reduced,
when compared with the conventional system.
[0038] An imageof all the directions of the field of
view around the optical axis is picked up at a field angie
of at least 90° with respect-to the optical axis and is
polar-coordinate converted into a plane imagein the fol-
lowing manner.
[0039] An X, Y and Z coordinate system as shown
in Fig. 5 is imagined in subject space. At this point, the
optical axis of the fisheye lens 1 is made Z axis. The
coordinates of a certain point p are represented as (X1,
Y1, 21) and the elevation angle of the point p trom the
origin O of the coordinates with respect to the XZ plane
is represented by 6. The elevation angle of the point p
from the position of Z1 on the Z axis with respect to the
XZ plane is represented by ¢.
[0040] When an x and y coordinate system having
the optical axis (Z axis) as an origin o is imagined on the
surface of CCD imagepick-up elements 30 as shownin
Fig. 6 and the focal!distance ofthe fisheye lens 1 is rep-
resented byf, the image formation point (p') for the point
Pp is located as shownin Fig.6. In Fig. 6, x is added to
because an image formed at the point p’is inverted ver-
tically and horizontally with respect to the image of the
subject surface (point p). The optical axis in Fig. 6 is
present in a direction perpendicular to the paper from
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the origin o of the x and y coordinates.

[0041] The position of the point p’ is expressed as
polar coordinates with a length (h) betweenthe origin o
and the point p’ and an angle o + x formed by op’ and
the x axis. When the polar coordinates are expressed
onthe x and y rectangular coordinates, the position (x1,
y1) on the x and y rectangular coordinates are
expressed asfollows.

x1 =h-cos(p + x) (1)

yi =h-sin($ + x) (2)

In addition, the image height h of the point p' is repre-
sented by h = 2f- tan(6/2), hence, when
h = 2f+tan(6/2) is substituted into the above expres-
sions (1) and (2), the coordinates (x1, y1) of the image
formation point p’ on the surface of the CCD image pick-
up elements 30 are as follows.

(3)

(4)

X1 = 2f « tan(@/2) + cos($+2)

y1 =2f - tan(6/2) = sin(o+7:)

As a result, they are expressed asfollows.

x1 = -2f » tan(6/2) + cosh - (5)

y1 = -2f + tan(@/2) > sind (6)

In the above expressions, 6 and 6 are defined as fol-
lows.

(x1? 41?e=tan”' /Z1)

stan‘AY1/X1)

[0042] — Thus, the position of the point p’ on the sur-
face of CCD image pick-up elements 30 can be
obtained for the point p on the surface of the subject.
[0043] Thereafter, a description is subsequently
given, with reference to Fig. 7, of steps required when
the sphere(all directions) is photographed by the cam-
era 2 comprising the fisheye lens 1 and an image
thereof is displayed on the monitor unit 4 that is the dis-
play unit. .
[0044] ._ Briefly the steps S1 to S7 are.as follows:

$1 photographing a hemisphere with a camera 2
equipped with a fisheye lens

$2. photographing the other hemisphere with the
camera 2 equipped with a fisheye lens

S3 combining two imagesthat are polar-coordinate
displayed and converting the combined imageinto
a plane image on the surface of the CCD image
pick-up elements 30 as a polar-coordinate con-
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verted image.

[0045] The above two images are then combined
together and the combined image is converted into a
plane image by the image data processing unit 3 (step
$3). At this point, an area corresponding to a connec-
tion portion between these hemispheres must be cor-
rected. Since the polar-coordinate converted image
obtained by the fisheye lens 1 has a large volume of
information on a peripheral portion, the processing of
combining these images is easy. Thereafter, a predeter-
mined portion of the thus obtained plane image is
extracted and displayed on the monitor unit 4 (step S4).
[0046] ~ A user shifts the screen with instruction
means such as a mouse whenthe userlikes to change

the displayed predetermined portion. This shifting can
be made continuously in any direction of 360° around
the portion displayed on the monitor unit 4 (step $5).
[0047] The above steps are for picking up an image
ofa spherein all the directions of 360°. Whenonly a sin-
gle hemisphere is photographed, the same steps are
taken. However, step S2 is unnecessary and the
processing of combining two imagesin step S3 is also
unnecessary.

[0048] In the present invention, since the volume of
information on the peripheral portion of an image
obtained by the fisheye lens 1 is large, that is, an image
at the peripheral portion is enlarged, it is convenient
when the presentinvention is used for the examination
of a product. For example, when the inner surface 52 of
a cylindrical body 51 is photographed at the condition
that the optical axis of the fisheye lens 1 of the present
invention is aligned with the central axis of the cylindri-
cal body 51 as shown ‘in Figs. 8(A) and 8(B), a periph-
eral portion of an image can be extracted as an image
having a larger volumeof information than a central por-
tion in the present invention. Therefore,it is easy to find
that a scratch has been generated in the inner surface
52. Consequently, this can be used for the examination
ot a pipe-like body such as a water pipe or gas pipe and
further for the monitoring of a crack that has been gen-
erated in the wall surface of a tunnel!orthelike. ,
(0049) It can also be used for the examination of the
connection condition of a small part such as an [C. That
is, when a part 71 is fixed to a substrate 74 by a solder
73 onits both sides 72 and 72 as shownin Figs. 9(A)

and 9(B), the soldering. state of the part must be
checked fromits side direction in the prior art. However,
when anotherpart 75 is existent in a side direction, the
solder 73 on the part 75 side cannot be seen througha
camera, thereby making automatic examinationdifficult.
On the other hand, even when the fisheye lens 1 is
installed right over the pari 71 as shownin Fig. 9{A), the
side direction of the part 71 can be sufficiently photo- —
graphed by the camera 2 comprising the fisheye lens 1

of the present invention, thereby enabling automatic-examination with the camera 2.- -

[0050] Although each foregoing embodiment is an
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example of a preferred embodiment ofthe invention, itis
to be understood that the inventionis notlimited thereto

and that various changes and modifications may be
made in the invention. For example, the fisheye lens
may be constructed by the attachment lens unit 20
alone without the master lens 10, or contrariwise may
be constructed by an integrated unit of the master lens
unit 10 and the attachment lens unit 20. Also, the con-
struction and numerical values of the fisheye lens 1
shownin the above embodimentare just examples and
a fisheye lens having other construction and numerical
values may be used.

[0051] Further, as the system comprising the fish-
eye lens 1 of the present invention, an image process-
ing system 81 shown in Fig. 10 may be used. This

EP 1004 915 Al
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15

image processing system 81 is mainly constructed with -
a camera 2 equipped with a fisheye lens 1 and an image
data processing unit/monitor 5 connected to the camera
2 by a cable. The image data processing unit/monitor 5
is a personal computer equipped with a monitor, and a
key board Sa and a mouse 5b are connected to the
computer asinstruction means. "
[6052] Also, this image data processing unit/moni-
tor 5 has a hard disk (not shown)in that the contents of
an information recording medium (floppy disk) 6 record-
ing a program for executing the steps S3, S4 and S5
shownin Fig. 7 are to be installed. By installing this pro-
gram in the image data processing unit/monitor 5, the
image data processing unit/monitor 5 carries out the
same function as the image data processing unit 3
which has been described in the foregoing.
[0053] Image pick-up data may be transferred from
the camera 2 to the image data processing unit/monitor
5 by a memory card such asa flash card or wireless
communication such as infrared communication,

besides a cable. Further, the program maybeinstalled
not from the floppy disk 6 but other recording medium
such as a CD-ROM,or transferred from other storage
unit over a network. When the program is transferred
over a network, the storage unit of a transmitter or the
hard disk (storage unit) of the image data processing
unitmonitor 5 serves as the information recording

medium of the present invention.
[0054] As having been described above, in the
image pick-up device comprising the fisheye lens
according to thefirst aspect of the present invention, the
fisheye lens has the relationship of h = nf - tan(@/m)
(wherein h is an image height, f is a focal distance, and
@ is a field angle). With this, compared with the ordinary
fisheye lens having the relationship of h = f+ @ (wherein
h is an image height,f is a focal distance, and6is a field
angle), an image at a peripheral portion (field angle of
around 90° with respect to the optical axis of the fisheye
lens) is enlarged and the volumeof informationis large,
thereby makingit possible to minimize the missing por-
tions of image data on the peripheral portion. When the
picked-up imageis to be converted into a plane image,
interpolating of image data can be thereby minimized
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and a more natural plane image can be obtained.

[0055] Also, according to the second aspect of the
present invention, by attaching the attachment lensdif-
ferent irom the master tens provided on the existing
image pick-up device (camera) to the master lens, the
fisheye lens is constructed by this master lens and the
attachment lens. Therefore, the fisheye lens can be
attached to almost all the existing image pick-up
devices (cameras) and further, only the attachment lens
is newly produced, thereby reducing costs.
[0056] Further, according to the third aspect of the
present invention, the image display device can convert
a spherical imageinto a plane image with ease and can
display a more natural plane image.In addition, accord-
ing to the fourth aspect of the present invention, when
the program recorded in the information recording
medium is read and executed by a computer, a more
natural plane image can be formed.

Claims

1. Animagepick-up device, comprising:

a fisheye lens for picking up an image ofall
directions of a field of view around an optical
axis of said fisheye lens at afield angle of at
least 90° in each direction with respect to the
optical axis
the fisheye lens having a relationship of
h=n -f- tan(9/m), h being a height of an
image of a subject at a predetermined point
obtained by the fisheyelens, f being a focal dis-
tanceof the fisheye lens, @ being a field angle, ©
m having a value of 1.6 <ms 3, andn having a
value of m- 0.4< n < m+0.4.

The image pick-up device of Claim 1, wherein the
fisheye lens is constructed by a master lens pro-
vided on an existing image pick-up device and an
attachment tens to be attached to the masterlens.

An imagedisplay device, comprising:

an image data processing unit for converting
an image obtained by the image pick-up device
of Claim 1 into a plane image; and
a display unit for displaying the convertedplane
image.

The image display device of Claim 7, further com-
prising a fisheye lens for picking up an imageofall
directions of a field of view around an optical axis of
said fisheye lens at a field angle of at least 90° in
each direction with respect to the optical axis, the
fisheye lens having a_ relationship of
h=n «f+ tan(@/m), h being a height of an image
of a subject at a predetermined point obtained by
the fisheye lens, f being a foca! distanceof thefish-
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eye lens, 6 being a field angle, m having a value of
1.6 <m <3, and n having a value of m-0.4
snsm+0.4

wherein said image data processing unit
receives the image picked up bysaid fisheye lens. 5

5. A method of converting into a plane image an
image generated by a fisheye lens comprising the
stepsof:

converting into a plane image an image
obtained by a fisheye lens having a relationship
of h=n °f* tan(6/m), h being a height of an
image of a subject at a predetermined point
obtained by the fisheye lens, {being a focal dis- 15
tanceof the fisheye lens, @ being a field angle,
m having a value of 1.6 sm <3, and n having a
value of m-0.4 <n <m+0.4;

displaying a predetermined portion of the con-
verted plane image on a display unit; and 20
changing continuously the predetermined por-
tion with instruction means. ~

6. The imagepick-up device of claim 1, image ‘display
device of claim 3 or method of claim 5 wherein m 25

and n are substantially equal. :

7. The image pick-up device of claim 1, image dispiay
device of claim 3 or method of claim 5S wherein m
and n both substantially equal 2. 30

8. The imagepick-up device of claim 1, image display
device ofclaim 3 or method of claim 5 wherein m

and n both equal 2 such that the fisheye lens has a
relationship of h = 2f + tan (6/2). 35

9. A recording medium having recorded thereon a
program for implementing the method of any of
claims 5 to 8.

40

-10. An optical system for attachment to an optical
device to form an image pick-up device as claimed .
in any of claims 1 to 2 or 6 to 8.

11. An image pick-up device, comprising: 45

a fisheye lens for picking up an imageofall
directions of a field of view around an optical
axis of said fisheye lens at afield angle of at
least 90° in each direction with respect to the 50
optical axis
the fisheye lens having a relationship of
h=1.2f- tan(@/m), h being a height of an
image of a subject at a predetermined point
obtained by the fisheye lens, f being a focal dis- 55
tance of the fisheye lens, 6 being a field angle,
and m having a value of ms 1.6.
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Fig. 4
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U.S. provisional application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of Title 35, United

States Code, Section 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose information material to

patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 1.56, which

occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT intemational

filing date of this application:
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PCT/FRO2/01588 10/05/2002 Pending
(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status) (patented, pending, abandoned)

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status) (patented, pending, abandoned)

And I hereby appoint the registered attorneys and agents associated with

AKIN, GUMP, STRAUSS, HAUER & FELD, L.L.P., Customer No. 000570, as my

attomeys or agents with full power of substitution and revocation, to prosecute this

application and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected

therewith.

Address all correspondence to Customer No. 000570, namely,

AKIN, GUMP, STRAUSS, HAUER & FELD, L.L.P., One Commerce Square,

2005 Market Street, Suite 2200, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103. Please direct

all communications and telephonecalls to at

(215) 965-

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true

and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that

these statements were made with the knowledgethat willful false statements and the like so

made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the

United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the

application or any patent issuing thereon.
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This Page Is Inserted by IFW Operations
and is not a part of the Official Record

BEST AVAILABLE IMAGES

Defective images within this documentare accurate representations of
the original documents submitted by the applicant.

Defects in the images may include (but are notlimited to):

e BLACK BORDERS

e TEXT CUT OFF AT TOP, BOTTOM ORSIDES

e FADED TEXT

e ILLEGIBLE TEXT

e - SKEWED/SLANTED IMAGES

e COLORED PHOTOS

e BLACK OR VERY BLACK AND WHITE DARK PHOTOS

e GRAY SCALE DOCUMENTS

IMAGES ARE BEST AVAILABLE COPY.

As rescanning documents will not correct images,

please do not report the images to the
Image Problem Mailbox.
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PROCEDE DE CAPTURE ET D'AFFICHAGE D'UNE IMAGE PANORAMIQUE

NUMERIQUE A RESOLUTION VARIABLE

La présente invention concerne l'obtention d'images

panoramiques numériques et l'affichage d'images panoramiques

sur des 6écrans d'ordinateurs.

La figure 1 représente un dispositif classique

permettant de réaliser une image panoramique numérique et de

la présenter sur un @écran d'tordinateur. Le dispositif

comprend un appareil de prise de vue numérique 1 équipé d'un

objectif panoramique 2 de type "fish-eye", ayant un angle

d'ouverture de l'ordre de 180°. L'appareil 1 est connecté“ a
un calculateur 5, par exemple un micro-ordinateur, pourvu
@'un 6cran 6. La connexion au micro-ordinateur 5 peut étre
permanente, par exemple lorsque l'appareil 1 est une caméra
vidéo numérique, ou temporaire, par exemple | lorsque
l'appareil 1 est un appareil photographique numérique pourvu
d'une: mémoire d'images, la connexion Gétant alors faite,.auo

moment ot des fichiers image doivent é6tre transférés dansle-
micro-ordinateur. wee

La figure 2 représente schématiquement l'aspect d'une

image panoramique 3 obtenue au moyen de ltobjectift

panoramique 2. L'aspect rond de l'image est caractéristique

de la symétrie axiale des objectifs panoramiques et l'image

présente des bords sombres 4 qui seront supprimés

ultérieurement. Cette image panoramique numérique est

délivrée par l'appareil 1 sous forme d'un fichier

informatique contenant des points image codés RVBA agencés

dans une table A deux dimensions, "R" étant le pixel rouge

d'un point image, "V" le pixel vert, "B" le pixel bleu, et

"A" le paramétre Alpha ou transparence, les paramétres R, V,

B, A 6étant généralement codés sous 8 bits.

Le fichier image est transféré dans le micro-ordinateur

5 qui transforme l'image initiale en une image numérique a
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trois dimensions, puis présente a l'utilisateur un secteur de
l'image A trois dimensions dans une fenétre d'affichage 7

occupant tout ou partie de 1'écran 6.

La figure 3 illustre schématiquement des étapes

classiques de transformation de l'image panoramique a deux

dimensions en une image panoramique offrant un effet de

perspective réaliste. Aprés suppression des bords noirs de

l'image, le micro-ordinateur dispose d'un ensemble de points

image formant un disque image 10 de centre O et d'axes OX et

OY. Les points image du disque image sont transférés dans un

espace A trois dimensions défini par un repére orthogonal

d'axes O'X'Y'Z, l'taxe O'Z G6tant perpendiculaire au plan du

‘disque image. Le transfert est assuré par une fonction

mathématique mise en oeuvre par ‘un algorithme exécuté par le
micro-ordinateur, et conduit A l'obtention d'un ensemble de

points image référencés dans’ le repére O'X'Y'Z. Ces points

image sont par exemple codés en coordonnées sphériques

RVBA(9,9), @ @étant la latitude et 9 la longitude d'un point

image, les angles » et 0 étant codés sur 4 a 8 octets (norme

IEFE). Ces points image forment une demi-sphére 11 lorsque

l'objectif panoramique -utilisé présente une ouverture de

180°, sinon une portion de demi-sphére. Le micro-ordinateur
dispose ainsi d'une image virtuelle en forme de demi-sphére

dont un secteur 12, correspondant a la fenétre d'taffichage 7,

est présenté sur 1'écran (fig. 1) en considérant - que

' l'observateur se trouve sur le point central ©O' du systéme”

aiaxes O'X'Y'Z, qui définit avec le centre O" du secteur

d'timage 12, une direction 0'O" appelée "position du regard".

Afin d'éviter que le secteur d'image affiché 12

présente des déformations géométriques désagréables pour

‘l'observateur, les objectifs panoramiques classiques doivent

présenter une fonction de répartition des points image’ en

‘fonction de l'angle de champ dés points objet d'un panorama
‘qui soit la plus linéaire: possible. Ainsi, si l'on considére

deux points A', B' situés* sur un méme méridien de la demi-

sphére 11, et les points correspondants A, B: sur le disque

‘image 10, le rapport -entre’les angles (A'O'Z) et (B'0O'!Z) doit
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€tre €égal. au rapport entre les distances OA et OB sur le

disque image.

En raison de cette propriété de linéarité d'un objectif

panoramique classique, des points image correspondant a des
points objet ayant un angle de champ identique forment sur le
disque image 10 des cercles concentriques C10, C20... C90,
comme cela est représenté .en figure 4A. On désigne

classiquement par "angle de champ d'un point objet" l'angle
que présente un rayon lumineux incident passant par le point
objet considéré et par le centre du panorama photographié,
relativement 4. l'axe optique de l'objectif. L'angle de champ

d'un point objet peut 6tre compris entre 0 et 90° pour un

objectif ayant une ouverture de 180°. Ainsi, le cercle C10

est formé par les points image .correspondant a des, points

objet ayant un. angle de champ de 10°, le cercle C20 est formé
par des points image correspondant a des points objet ayant
un angle de champ de 20°, etc., le cercle C90 étant formé: par
les points image ayant un angle de champ de 90°. es

La figure 4B xreprésente l'allure de la fonction de

répartition Fdc d'un objectif panoramique classique, qui
détermine la distance .relative dr ad@'un point image par

-yapport au centre du disque image en fonction de l'angle de

champ o@ du point objet correspondant. La distance relative. dr
est comprise entre 0 et 1 et est égale A la distance du point

image par rapport au centre de l'image divisée par le rayon

du disque image. La forme idéale de la fonction Fdc est une

droite de pente K :

dr = Fdc (@) = Ka

dans laquelle la constante K est é@gale a 0,111 degré
(1/90°).

Cette technique d'affichage sur un écran d'ordinateur

d'un secteur d'image numérique panoramique présente divers

avantages, notamment la possibilité "d'explorer" l'image

panoramique.en faisant glisser le secteur d'image présenté 4
l'écran vers la gauche, la droite, le haut ou le bas, jusqu'a

atteindre les limites de l'image panoramique. Cette technique
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permet également d'‘effectuer ‘des -rotations complétes de

l'image lorsque deux images numériques complémentaires ont

été prises et fournies au micro-ordinateur, ce dernier

reconstituant alors une sphére’ panoramique compléte par

assemblage de deux demi-sphéres. Un autre avantage offert par

la présentation d'une image panoramique sur é&6cran est de

permettre A l’observateur d'effectuer des grossissements ou

zooms sur des parties de l'image. Les zooms sont effectués de

fagon numérique, par rétrécissement du secteur d'image

affiché et dilatation de la répartition des points image sur

les pixels de 1'écran.

Divers exemples d'images panoramiques interactives

‘peuvent @&étre trouvés sur le Web. On pourra notamment se

reporter au site central "http://www.panoguide.com"® ("the

guide to panoramas and panoramic photography") qui donne un

apercu exhausti£ de l'ensemble des produits 4 la disposition

du public pour réaliser de. telles images. Des logiciels

permettant de transformer des photographies panoramiques

numériques en ‘images panoramiques interactives sont proposés

au public sous forme de programmes téléchargeables ou de’ CD-.

ROM disponibles dans le commerce.

Malgré les divers avantages qu'offre cette technique

d'affichage d'images numériques, les grossissements

numériques présentent l'tinconvénient d'étre limités par la

résolution. du capteur d'image utilisé lors de la prise

ad'image initiale et la résolution d'un capteur d'image est

généralement trés ainférieure A celle d'une photographie

classique. Ainsi, lorsque le grossissement augmente, la

granulosité de l’image apparait car on -arrive aux limites de

la résolution du capteur d'image.

Pour pallier: cet inconvénient, il est connu de procéder

Aa des interpolations de pixels afin de retarder l'apparition

des pavés de couleur qui trahissent les: limites de la
résolution du capteur. Toutefois, cette méthode ne fait

qu'améliorer l'aspect du secteur d'image. grossi. et ne permet

aucunement. d'apporter un surcrofit de définition. Une autre

solution, évidente, est ‘de prévoir un capteur d'image

présentant une résolution Glevée, supérieure a la résolution
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nécessaire pour la présentation d'un secteur d'image sans
grossissement, de sorte qu'il reste une marge de définition
pour les zooms. Cette solution est toutefois cofiteuse car le
prix de revient d'un capteur d'image augmente rapidement avec
le nombre de pixel par unité de surface.

Afin d'améliorer la qualité des grossissements,

certaines tentatives ont été faites en modifiant les

propriétés optiques des objectifs panoramiques eux-mémes.
Ainsi, le brevet US 5710661 enseigne de capturer une image

panoramique avec deux objectifs imbriqués grace 4 un jeu de
miroirs. Un premier jeu de miroir permet d'offrir une vue
d'ensemble, et un miroir central mobile permet d'offrir une

vue en détail sur une zone déterminée du_ panoramique.

Toutefois cette solution n'offre pas la méme souplesse que
les zooms numériques, notamment lorsque l'image n'est pas

affichée en temps réel, l'observateur n'ayant plus «la

possibilité de choisir la portion d'image qu'il veut agrandir
une fois la photographie réalisée.- k

Ainsi, la présente invention vise un procédé permettant
de contourner les limites physiques des capteurs d'image et.
d'améliorer la définition offerte par des grossissements

numériques portant sur certaines - parties d'une image
panoramique numérique, sans qu'il soit nécessaire d'augmenter
le nombre de pixels par unité de surface d'un capteur d'image
ni de prévoir un systéme de grossissement optique imbriqué:
dans un objectif panoramique.

Pour atteindre cet objectif, la présente invention se

fonde sur la constatation selon laquelle, dans de nombreuses

applications, seules certaines zones d'une image panoramique
présentent un intérét pratique et sont susceptibles d'étre
dilatées par l'tobservateur au moyen d'un zoom numérique.
Ainsi, dans des applications comme la vidéosurveillance, la
vidéoconférence, la visioconférence, une caméra panoramique

peut &6tre installée contre un mur ou au plafond et l'on n'a
généralement aucun intérét & faire des grossissements sur les
zones de l'image panoramique correspondant au mur ou au

plafond. De méme, dans le cadre d'une vidéoconférence faite
au moyen d'une caméra panoramique, la zone la plus
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intéressante est généralement située A un endroit spécifique

qui est situé vers le centre de l’image (dans le cas d'une

utilisation individuelle) ou sur les bords de l'image (dans

le cas d'une utilisation collective ou visioconférence). Par

ailleurs, dans le domaine’des loisirs, la plupart des images
panoramiques comprennent des parties moins intéressantes que

d'autres, par exemple les parties représentant le ciel ou un

plafond, la partie la plus utile se trouvant généralement au

voisinage du centre de l'image.

Ainsi, la présente invention se base sur le postulat

selon lequel une image panoramigque présente des zones peu

utiles qui peuvent souffrir une définition passable au profit

d'autres zones de l'image.

Sur le fondement de ce postulat, l'idée de la présente
invention est de réaliser des photographies panoramiques au

moyen d'un objectif£ panoramique qui n'est pas linéaire, qui

‘dilate certaines zones: de l'image et comprime d'autres zones

de ltimage. L'effet technique obtenu’ est que les zones

dilatées de l'image couvrent un nombre de pixels du ‘capteur

d'timage plus important que si elles n'étaient pas dilatées,

et bénéficient par conséquent d'une meilleure définition. En

choisissant un objectif assurant une dilatation des zones les

plus utiles d'une image (qui dépendent de l'application

visée), on bénéficie d'une excellente définition dans les ces

zones et d'une définition médiccre dans les zones de moindre

importance.

Ainsi, la ‘présente invention propose un procédé de

capture d'une image panoramique numérique, par projection

d'un panorama sur un capteur d'image au moyen:d'un objectif

panoramique, dans lequel l'objectif panoramique présente une

“fonction de répartition -de points image qui n'est pas

linéaire relativement a> l'angle de champ de points objet du

panorama, la fonction de répartition présentant ‘une

‘divergence maximale d'au moins +10% par ‘rapport a une

fonction de répartition linéaire, de telle: sorte que l'image

panoramique obtenue présente au moins une zone sensiblement

dilatée et au moins une’ zone sensiblement comprimée.
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Selon un mode de réalisation, l'objectif présente une

fonction de répartition non linéaire qui est symétrique

relativement a l'axe optique de l'objectif, la position d'un

point image relativement au centre de l'image é6tant fonction
de l'angle de champ du point objet correspondant .

Selon un mode de réalisation, Jl'objectif dilate le
centre de l'image et comprime les bords de l'image.

Selon un mode de réalisation, l'tobjectif dilate les

bords de l'image et comprime le.centre de l'image.

Selon un mode de réalisation, l'objectif£ comprime le

centre de l'image et les bords de l'image, et dilate une zone
intermédiaire de l'image se trouvant entre le centre et les
bords de l'image.

Selon un mode de réalisation, l'objectif comprend un
jeu de lentilles formant apodiseur.

Selon un mode de réalisation, le jeu de lentilles

formant apodiseur comprend au moins une lentille asphérique.

Selon un mode de réalisation, le jeu de lentilles
formant apodiseur comprend au moins une lentille diffractive.

Selon un.mode de réalisation, l'objectif comprend. un

jeu de miroirs comprenant au moins un miroir déformant. ...

La présente invention concerne également un procédé

dtaffichage d'une image panoramique initiale obtenue
conformément au procédé décrit ci-dessus, comprenant- une
étape de correction de la non-linéarité de l'image initiale,
faite au moyen d'tune fonction réciproque de la fonction de

répartition non linéaire de l'objectif ou au moyen de la

fonction de répartition non linéaire.

Selon un mode de réalisation, l'étape de correction

comprend une é6étape, de transformation de l'image initiale en

une..image numérique corrigée comprenant un nombre de points
image supérieur au nombre de pixels que comprend le capteur

d'image.

Selon un mode de réalisation, le procédé comprend - une

étape de calcul, au moyen de la fonction. réciproque de la
fonction de répartition, de la taille de l'image corrigée, de

maniére que l’image corrigée ait une résolution Gquivalente a

la zone la plus dilatée de l’image initiale, et une étape
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consistant A parcourir chaque point image de 1l’image

corrigée, A chercher la position d'un point jumeau du point
image sur l'image initiale et 4 attribuer la couleur du point
jumeau au point image de l'image corrigée

Selon un mode de réalisation, l'image initiale et

l'image corrigée comprennent un disque image.
Selon un modé de réalisation, le procédé comprend une

étape de transfert des points image de l'image corrigée dans
un espace A trois dimensions et une étape de présentation sur
un moyen d'iaffichage d'un secteur de_l'image A trois
dimensions obtenue.

Selon un mode de réalisation, le procédé comprend une

étape de détermination de la couleur de points image d'une
fenétre d'affichage, par projection des points image de la
Fenétre d'taffichage sur l'image initiale au moyen de la

fonction de répartition non linéaire, et attribution a chaque

point image de la fenétre d'taffichage de la couleur d'un
point image le plus proche sur l'image initiale.

Selon un mode de réalisation, la projection des points

image de la fenétre d'affichage sur l'image -initiale
comprend une étape de projection des points image de la
fenétre d'affichage sur une sphére ou une portion de sphére,

une 6tape de détermination de l'tangle par rapport au centre

de la sphére ou de la portion de sphére de chaque point image
projeté, et une étape de projection sur l'image initiale de
chaque point image projeté sur la sphére ou la portion de
sphére, la projection 6tant faite au moyen de la fonction de
répartition non linéaire en considérant ltangle de champ que
présente chaque point’ A projeter par rapport au centre de la
sphére ou de la portion de sphére.

La présente invention concerne également un objectif
panoramique comprenant des moyens optiques pour projeter un
panorama dans un plan image de l'objectif, liobjectif
panoramique présentant une fonction de répartition de points
image gui n'est pas linéaire relativement a l'angle de champ.
de points objet du panorama, ila fonction de répartition
présentant une divergence maximale d'au moins +10% par

rapport A une fonction de répartition linéaire, de telle
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sorte qu'une image panoramique obtenue au moyen de l'objectif
comprend au moins une zone sensiblement Gilatée et au moins
une zone sensiblement comprimée.

Selon un mode de réalisation, l'objectif panoramique

présente une fonction de répartition non linéaire qui est
symétrigue relativement 4 l'axe optique de l'objectif, la
position d'un point image relativement au centre a'tune image
obtenue étant fonction de l'angle de champ du point objet

correspondant. a,

Selon un mode de réalisation, l'objectif panoramique

dilate le centre d'une image et comprime les bords de

l'image. .
Selon un mode de réalisation, l'objectif panoramique

dilate les bords d'une image et comprime le centre de

l'image. .

Selon un mode de réalisation, l'objectif panoramique
comprime le centre d'une image et les bords de l'image; ,et
dilate une -zone intermédiaire de l'image. se trouvant entre,le
centre et les bords de l'image. , -

Selon un mode de réalisation,. l'objectif£ panoramique
comprend un jeu de lentilles formant apodiseur. -wie

Selon un mode de réalisation, le. jeu de lentilles.
formant apodiseur comprend au moins une lentille asphérique..7 Te

Selon .un mode de. réalisation, le jeu de lentilles
formant apodiseur comprend au moins une lentille diffractive..

Selon un mode de réalisation, l'objectif panoramique
comprend des lentilles en polyméthacrylate.

Selon un mode de réalisation, l'objectif panoramique

comprend un jeu de miroirs .comprenant au moins un miroir
déformant.

Ces objets, caractéristiques et avantages ainsi que
d'autres de la présente invention seront exposés plus en

détail dans la description suivante du procédé selon

l'invention | et d'exemples de réalisation d'tobjectifs

panoramiques non, linéaires selon l'invention, faite A titre
non limitatif en relation avec les figures jointes parmi

lesquelles
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- la figure 1 précédemment décrite représente: un systéme
d'affichage sur un 6cran d'une image panoramique numérique,

- la figure 2 précédemment décrite représente une image

panoramique avant son traitement par un ordinateur,
- la figure 3 précédemment décrite illustre un procédé

classique de transformation d'une image panoramique a deux

dimensions en une image panoramique numérique aA trois

dimensions,

- les ‘figures 4A et 4B précédemment décrites illustrent la

linéarité d'un objectif panoramique classique,

- les figures 5 et 6 illustrent un aspect du procédé selon

l'’invention et représentent respectivement une répartition de

points image obtenue avec un objectif panoramique classique
et: une répartition de points image obtenue avec un objectif
panoramique non linéaire selon 1'invention,
- les figures 7A et 7B illustrent un premier exemple de non-

linéarité d'un objectif panoramique selon 1l'invention,

- la figure 8 illustre un second exemple de non-linéarité

d'un objectif panoramique selon 1l'invention,
- la figure 9 illustre un troisiéme exemple de non-linéarité

d'un objectif panoramique selon l'invention,

- la figure 10 représente un systéme d'affichage d'une image

panoramique numérique au moyen duquel est mis en cuvre un

procédé de correction selon l'invention de l'image

panoramique,

“2 lafigure 11 illustre schématiquement un premier mode de

réalisation du procédé de correction selon l'invention,

- la figure 12 est un organigramme décrivant un procédé

d'affichage d'une image panoramique incorporant le premier

procédé de correction selon l'invention,

- la figure 13 illustre schématiquement un second mode de

réalisation du procédé de correction selon 1'invention,

- la figure 14 est un organigramme décrivant un procédé

d'affichage d'une: image panoramique incorporant le- second

procédé de correction selon l'invention,

- la figure 15 est une’ vue en coupe d'un premier mode de

réalisation @'un objectif panoramique non linéaire selon

l'tinvention,
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- la figure 16 est une vue éclatée en coupe d'un systéme de
lentilles présent dans l'objectif panoramique de la figure
15,

- la figure 17 est une vue de profil d'une lentille présente
dans l'objectif panoramique de la figure 15, et

- la figure 18 est le schéma d'un second mode de réalisation
d'un objectif panoramique non linéaire selon l'invention.

I - Description du procédé selon l'invention

I.1 - Compression/dilation d'une image initiale
Principe général de l'invention

La figure 5 représente schématiquement un systéme
classique de prise de vues panoramiques, comprenant un

objectif panoramique 15 d'axe optique OZ et un capteur
d'image numérique 17 agencé dans le plan image de l'objectif
15. On considére ici quatre points objet a, bb, Cc, a

appartenant A un panorama PM se trouvant en face .,de
l'objectif- et présentant respectivement des angles
d'incidence a1, a2, -a@2, -a@1. Comme cela a été indiqué.au

-préambule, l'angle de champ d'un point objet est l'angle .que
présente relativement A l'axe optique OZ de liobjectif un
rayon lumineux »incident passant par le point objet considéré
et par le centre du panorama PM, repéré par un point "p" sur
la figure. Dans cet exemple, l'angle al est égal a deux fois
l'angle a2. Sur le capteur d'image 17, des points image a',
bt, c', da’ correspondant aux points objet a, b, ¢c, dad se

trouvent A des distances du centre de l'image égales

respectivement 4 dal, a2, -d2, -dl. Comme la répartition des
points image en fonction de l'angle de champ des points objet
est linéaire avec un objectif panoramique classique, les
distances di et d2 sont liées par la relation suivante:

dlfol = d2/a2

L'angle ai étant ici 6égal A 2a2, il vient que

al = 202
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Comme cela est bien connu de l'homme de l'art, le terme

"linéarité" désigne ici un rapport de proportionnalité entre

la distance d'un point image mesurée relativement au centre

de l'image et l'angle de champ du point objet correspondant.
La notion de "linéarité" en matiére d'objectifs panoramiques

est donc différente de celle qui prévaut dans le domaine de

l'optique paraxiale (au voisinage de l'axe optique) lorsque

les conditions de Gauss sont remplies.

La figure 6 représente un systéme de prise de vue du

méme type que le précédent, mais dans lequel l'objectif

panoramigque classique 15 est remplacé par un objectif 18

selon l'invention, le capteur d'image 17 é6étant agencé dans le

plan image de l'tobjectif 15. On considére A nouveau la

projection.sur le capteur d'image 17 des points: objet a, b,

c, d présentant des angles d'incidence al, o2, -a@2 et -al

relativement Aa l'axe OZ de l'objectif et au centre "p" du

panorama. Sur le capteur d'image 17, les points image

correspondants a", b", ec", dad" se trouvent a des distances du

centre de l'image respectivement 6égales a4 dl', d2', -d2',
-dl’.

Selon l'invention, l'objectif 18 présente une fonction

de répartition des points image qui n'est pas linéaire et le

rapport des distances di', d2’', -d2', -d1' n'est pas égale au

rapport des angles d'tincidence al, a2, -Q2, -Q@1. -Sur

l'exemple représenté, la distance d2! est nettement

supérieure A dl1'/2, de sorte que la partie ‘centrale de
l'image panoramique projetée sur le capteur d'image 17, qui

correspond a4 un angle:‘solide 2a2 centré sur l'axe optique OZ,

“occupe une surface ‘plus importante sur le capteur d'‘image 17

que la surface qu'elle occupe en figure 5. avec l'objectif.

panoramique classique (zone hachurée). Cette partie centrale

de l'image panoramique est ainsi projetée sur le capteur

d'image avec dilatation de sa surface, par rapport A la

surface. qu'elle occuperait si l'objectif était linaire. Il en

‘résulte que le nombre de pixel du capteur d'image couvert par

cette partie de l'image est plus important que dans l'art

antérieur et que.la ‘définition obtenue est- améliorée. En

contrepartie, la partie de l'image délimitée par deux cercles
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passant respectivement par les points a", da" et par les
points b", cc" est comprimée relativement a la partie
correspondante en figure 5, et la définition sur les: bords de
l'image est inférieure a celle que l'on obtient avec un
objectif linéaire classique, au bénéfice de la partie
centrale de l'image.

. En appliquant ce principe selon l'invention, qui
consiste A dilater une partie de l'image et compresser une

autre partie de l'image, il vient. que l'on peut choisir la
partie A dilater et la partie aA compresser en fonction de
l' application visée, en réalisant plusieurs types d'objectifs
non linéaires et en choisissant un objectif convenant a

l'application visée. Selon l'application visée, la partie la
-plus utile d'une image panoramique peut se trouver au centre
de l'image, en  bordure de l'image, dans une zone.
intermédiaire située entre le centre et le bord de l'image,

etc. . Vt
Exemples de fonctions de répartition selon 1'invention

Les figures 7A et 7B, 8 et 9 illustrent trois exemples
de fonctions de répartition non linaires selon 1l'invention.

"La fonction de répartition illustrée sur les figures;7A

et 7B correspond 4 l'exemple de la figure 6, a savoir..un
objectif panoramique assurant une dilatation de l'imagey.au

‘centre. La figure 7A représente des cercles concentriques
équidistants C10, C20... C90 présents sur un disque image, ..

‘chaque cercle é6tant formé par des points image correspondant
aA des points objet ayant le méme angle de champ. Le cercle
C10 est formé par les points image correspondant a des points
objet ayant un angle de champ de 10°, le cercle C20 est formé

- par des points image correspondant a des points objet ayant
un angle de champ de 20°, etc.. En comparant la figure 7A
avec la figure 4A décrite au préambule, il apparait que les
cercles C10 et C20 sont plus éloignés du centre de l'image et

plus éloignés l'un de l'autre que les cercles C10 et C20
obtenus avec un objectif classique, tandis que les cercles

C30 A C80 sont plus proches les uns des autres. Une telle

image panoramique présente ainsi une zone dilatée au. centre
‘et une zone comprimée en bordure du disque image.
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La figure 4B représente la courbe de la ‘fonction de

répartition Fdl correspondante. La fonction de répartition

linéaire classique, d'expression Fdc = Ka et en’ forme de

droite de pente K, est également représentée en tant que

point de repére (la constante K étant égale 4 1/90 pour -un

objectif ayant une ouverture de 180°, soit une pente de 0,111

degré"). L'angle de champ @ des points objet est représenté

en abscisse et est compris entre O et 90°. La distance

relative dr d'un point image par rapport au centre du disque

image est représentée sur l'axe des ordonnées et est comprise.

entre 0 et 1. On voit que la courbe de la fonction Fdl

présente une pente plus forte que la droite Fdc -pour des

angles a compris entre 0 et 20°, puis une pente plus faible

au-dela des 20° et jusqu'a 90°. Une forte pente signifie une

“dilatation de l'image et une faible pente signifie une

compression de l'image.

Tl apparait sur cet exemple que 1a courbe Fdi présente

un point de divergence maximale Pd a ltangle a = 20°. On,

‘entend par "point de ‘divergence maximale" le point image

Pd(a) ot l'on observe le plus grand écart en distance

relative dr par rapport A un point correspondant Pdl(a) sux

la droite de répartition linaire Ka. Dans cet exemple, le

point Pd(a@=20°) présente une distance relative dr égale a 0,5

relativement au centre de l'image tandis que le point

correspondant Pdl(a=20°) sur la courbe linaire Fdc présente
une distance relative dr de 0,222. La divergence maximale

DIVmax de la fonction de répartition Fdl selon l'invention

peut @6tre calculée par une formule du type

DIiVmax% = [{{dxr(Pd) - dr(Pdl)]/[dr(Pd1)]]*100

soit:: , ,
|

DIVmax% = {{dr(Pd) - K*a(Pd)]/[K*a(Pd)]]*100

Dans 'laguelle dr(Pd) est la distance relative par rapport au

centre du point de divergence maximale Pd, dr(Pdl) est la

distance relative par rapport au centre dus point

correspondant sur la droite de répartition linéaire Fdc,
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a(Pd) @étant l'abscisse du point Pd soit l'tangle de champ du

point objet correspondant.

Dans l'exemple considéré ici, la divergence maximale

est donc égale A +125%. Cette valeur de divergence maximale

selon l'invention est nettement supérieure A celle due aux

erreurs de conception éventuelles ou aux erreurs. de

fabrication d'un objectif panoramique classique, qui est de

quelques pour-cent. De facon générale, un objectif non

linéaire selon l'invention présente une divergence maximale
de l'ordre de 10% au moins, pour obtenir une dilatation des
parties utiles de l'image qui se traduise par un net
accroissement du. nombre de pixels du capteur d'image couvert

par les parties utiles et une amélioration sensible de la
aéfinition obtenue.

On définit également, selon l'invention, un taux moyen

de dilatation/compression TX d'une partie de l'image comprise

entre deux cercles passant par des points Pdl et Pd2. Ce taux

moyen de dilatation/compression TX est le rapport entre la

surface délimitée par les deux cercles passant par les points

Pd1, -Pd2 et la surface délimitée par deux cercles passant par

des -points Pdll, Pdl2 de méme abscisse appartenant a.la
fonction de répartition linéaire Fdc. Le taux TX peut étre
déterminé par une formule du type Eset”

TX = [dr(Pdi)* - dr(Pd2)* ]/ [(dr(Pdl1))* - (dr(Pd12))*]

soit

TX = [dr(Pdl)? - dr(Pd2)? ]/ [K’?[(a(Pdl))}*? - (a(Pd2))7)}]

Un taux TX supérieur a 1 indique une dilatation de la

partie d'image considérée tandis qu'un taux TX inférieur a 1
indique une compression de la partie d'image considérée. Dans

l'exemple de fonction Fdil considéré ici, le taux moyen de

dilatation/compression TX de la partie centrale de l'image, .,

délimitée par le cercle C20, est égal aA 5,07, soit une

- dilatation moyenne par un facteur 5 de la partie centrale de

l'image et par conséquent une amélioration de 500% de la
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définition obtenue pour un nombre de pixels constant du

capteur d'image.

La figure 8 représente un autre exemple de fonction de

répartition Fd2 selon l'invention, présentant ici un point de

divergence maximale Pd a l'angle a@=70°, ayant une distance

relative par rapport au centre de l'image de 0,3. ‘La

divergence maximale de la courbe Fd2 est ici de -61,4 %, et

le taux moyen de dilatation/compression TX de la partie

centrale de l'image délimitée par le cercle C70 (non

représenté) est de 0,15, soit une compression moyenne par un

facteur de 0,15 de la partie centrale de l'image. La partie

dilatée de l'image se trouve ainsi ici sur le bord de

l'image, entre le cercle C70 et le cercle C90, et présente un

taux moyen de dilatation/compression de 2,3. Ainsi, un disque
image obtenu avec un objectif panoramique ayant une fonction

de répartition conforme a4 la fonction Fd2, présente une zone

a haute d@éfinition sur ses bords, se prétant bien aux

grossissements numériques, et une zone a faible définition

dans sa partie centrale.

La figure 9 représente un troisiéme exemple de fonction

de répartition Fd3 selon l'invention, présentant un premier

point de divergence maximale Pdl (a=30°, dr=0,1) et un second

point de divergence maximale Pd2 (a@=70°, dr=0,9). On observe

donc deux divergences maximales, l'une négative et G&égale a

-~70%, l'autre positive et égale a 15,8%. On observe également

une zone d'image comprimée entre le centre O de l'image et le.

cercle C30 passant par le point Pdl, une zone d'image dilatée

entre le cercle C30 et le cercle C70 passant par le point

Pd2, et une zone d'image comprimée entre le cercle C70 et le

cercle C90 formant le bord du disque image. Les taux moyens

de dilatation/compression TX(0,C30), TX(C30, C70), TX(C7O,
C90) pour chacune de ces zones sont respectivement égaux

aA 0,09, 1,6 et 0,48. Un disque image obtenu avec un objectif

panoramique ayant une fonction de répartition conforme a la

fonction Fd3, présente dans sa partie intermédiaire une zone

a haute définition, se prétant bien aux grossissements

numériques, et deux zones a faible définitiondans sa partie

centrale et sur ses bords.
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1.2. - Correction de la non-linéarité de l'image

initiale

On a décrit dans ce qui précéde un premier aspect de
Ll'invention, selon lequel on prévoit une répartition non

linéaire de points image sur une image numérique afin
d'améliorer la définition de l'image dans des zones dilatées,

par augmentation du nombre de pixels du capteur d'image
couvert par les zones dilatées. Avant de décrire des exemples

de réalisation dtobjectifs panoramiques non linéaires selon
l'invention, on décrira un deuxiéme aspect de l'invention qui

consiste A corriger la non-linéarité du disque image obtenu
afin de présenter A l'observateur une image dépourvue de

‘déformation optique.

Ce deuxiéme aspect de l'invention est mis en cuvre au

stade du traitement par ordinateur de l'image initiale, pour
la présentation d'une image panoramique interactive sur..un
écran. Les moyens de mise en euvre du procédé de 1' invention
sont illustrés en figure 10 et sont en soi classiques. fore
distingue un appareil de prise de vue numérique 20 équipé
d'un objectif panoramique non .linéaire 21 et connecté A un
micro-ordinateur 22 comprenant un Gécran 23. Les images
numériques IMi prises au moyen de l'appareil 20 sont~

transférées au micro-ordinateur pour étre traitées _.et
affichées sur 1’écran 23, dans une fenétre d'affichage 24. Un
programme de . traitement comprenant un algorithme de
transformation et d'taffichage des images est préalablement
chargé dans le micro-ordinateur, par exemple au moyen d'un

CD-ROM 25 ou par téléchargement via le réseau Internet.

L'appareil 20 peut 6tre un appareil photographique numérique
ou une caméra vidéo numérique et la connexion au micro-

ordinateur peu é6tre permanente ou non. Dans le cas d'une

caméra vidéo, le micro-ordinateur regoit un flux d'images

qu'il traite en temps réel pour les afficher sur 1'écran.Dp Pp

Dans ce contexte, le procédé de correction selon

l'tinvention peut étre exécuté selon deux modes de

réalisation. Un premier mode de réalisation consiste 4a

effectuer une correction de l'image initiale au moyen d'une

fonction Fd* qui est: la fonction réciproque de la fonction
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de répartition Fd selon 1'invention. La fonction de

répartition Fd 6tant connue et déterminée au moment de la

conception de l'objectif non linéaire, il est ‘aisé d'en

déduire la fonction réciproque Fd. Cette étape de

correction permet d'obtenir une image corrigée dans laquelle

“les non linéarités dues A l'objectif selon 1'invention sont

supprimées. L'image corrigée est éEquivalente 4 une image

prise au moyen d'un objectif panoramique classique et peut

ensuite @&tre traitée par tout logiciel d'affichage classique

disponible dans le commerce, prévu pour transférer les points:

image d'un disque image dans un espace a trois dimensions et

pour procéder a4 l'affichage interactif d'un secteur de

l'image obtenue.

La seconde variante du procédé consiste aA faire

intervenir la fonction de répartition Fd dans un algorithme

d'affichage d'image travaillant a rebours, c'est-a-dire

définissant en temps réel la couleur des pixels d'une fenétre

d'iaffichage a partir des points image du -disque image.

Premier mode de réalisation du procédé de correction

La figure 11 illustre le premier mode de réalisation du

procédé selon l'tinvention. On suppose ici que l'on dispose

d'une image initiale Imgl comportant un disque image non

linéaire ID1l de rayon R1, ayant par exemple une zone de

dilatation au centre (cereles C10 et C20). On transforme

l'image initiale Imgl en une image corrigée Img2 comportant

un disque image linéaire ID2 de rayon R2. Le rayon R2 du
disque image ID2 est supérieur au rayon R1 du disque image

initial ID1l et le disque image ID2 présente une résolution

égale ou sensiblement égale a larésolution offerte par'la .

zone du disque image Imgl ott se trouve la plus grande densité

d'information (soit la zone’ ott l'image est la plus dilatée).

Tl stagit ici de la partie centrale de l'image délimitée par
le cercle C20.

Les principales étapes de ce procédé § sont les
Suivantes :

- on calcule dans un premier temps, au moyen de la fonction

réciproque Fd", la taille R2 du disque image linéarisé ID2
en considérant sur le disque image initial ID1 l’endroit ou
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l'image est la plus dilatée, de maniére que l’image corrigée
Img2 ait une résolution égale ou sensiblement @6gale a la
résolution offerte par la zone de l’image Img1l ot se trouve

la plus grande densité d'information,
- on parcourt ensuite chaque pixel de l’image a calculer
Img2, et on cherche la position de son point jumeau sur
l'image Imgl1, puis

- on affecte au point de la nouvelle image Img2 la couleur du

point correspondant sur l'image initiale imgl.
Ce procédé est mis en oeuvre au moyen d'un algorithme

décrit ci-aprés (algorithme 1), dans lequel

- A est lL'angle d’ouverture de l’objectif,
- D est la distance d'un point image relativement au centre

du disque image initial ID1,

- Rl est la taille en pixels du rayon du disque image initial

ID1 (soit le nombre de pixels entre le centre et le bord_.,du

disque image) et es
- R2 est la taille en pixels du. rayon du disque image
linéarisé ID2, -
- I et J sont les coordonnées d'un point image dans 1’image

d'arrivée, le point de coordonnées (0,0) étant au centre , de
1‘ image, , .
- U et V sont les coordonnées d'un point jumeau dans 1’ image
de départ, le-point de coordonnées (0,0) €6étant au centre de

. L‘ image,

"Anglecourant" et "Angleprécédent" sont des paramétres
itératifs .
~ DAM est la différence angulaire minimale entre deux points

objets correspondants. A deux points image adjacents sur le
disque image initial ID1 (soit la résolution maximale du
disque image ID1 exprimée en différence d'angle).

Algorithme 1 :

{recherche de DAM]

1/ DAM = A/2

2/ Anglecourant = 0

3/ Pour D = 1 A R1 favec des incréments de 1]

4/ Angleprécédent = Angle_courant
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5/ Anglecourant = Fd’ (D/R1) ‘

6/ Si DAM > (Anglecourant - Angle_précédent) alors

7/ DAM = (Anglecourant - Angle_précédent)

8/ Fin si

9/ Fin pour

‘(détermination du rayon R2 du disque ID2]

10/ R2 = {A/2)/DAM

{calcul de la nouvelle image]

[parcours de chaque pixel de l’image 4 calculer Img2]

11/ Pour I =-R2 A +R2 favec un incrément de i]

12/ Pour J =-R2 4 +R2 [avec un incrément de 1]

[recherche des coordonnées polaires (R’,@) du point jumeau

sur ltimage Imgi Aa partir des coordonnées (R,@) du point de

-l'image Img2]

13/ R = V(I2+d2)

14/- Si R < R2 alors

15/ Si J < O alors

16/ @ = arc cosinus(I/R) «

17/ Sinon

18/ 0 = -~arce cosinus(I/R)

19/ Fin si

‘[conversion du rayon R pour trouver le rayon R’]

20/ R’=R*R1/R2

[retour aux coordonnées cartésiennes ] «

21/ ue - U = R‘*cos (0)

22/ : V = R‘*sin(@)

faffectation de la couleur du point]

23/ Img2[I,J] = Imgi1[U,Vv]

24/ Sinon 2

{attribution de la couleur noire aux points en dehors du

disque image]

25/ Img2[1,J] = Noir

26/ , Fin si

27/ Fin pour

28/ Fin pour

On notera que l'étape 14 permet d'éviter de calculer

tous les points situés en dehors du disque image {on se
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trouve aA l'extérieur du disque image quand R > R2). D'autre

part, l'ialgorithme 1 peut 6étre amélioré en effectuant a
posteriori une interpolation bilinéaire sur l’image Img2, en
soi bien connue de l’homme de l’art, afin de lisser 1’image

finale.

La figure 12 est un organigramme donnant un apercgu
général des étapes d'un procédé de capture et de présentation
interactive d'une image panoramique sur un 6écran. Cet

organigramme est décrit par le tableau 1 figurant en Annexe,
faisant partie intégrante de la description. Les étapes Sl et
$2, respectivement d'acquisition de l'image et de transfert
de l'image dans un calculateur, sont en soi classiques.
L'étape de linéarisation du disque image S3 est exécutée
conformément au procédé de l'invention, par exemple au moyen

de l'talgorithme décrit ci-dessus. L'étape S4, dite de
"“numérisation", est également classique. Cette étape consiste
A transférer les points image du disque image corrigé Img 2
dans un espace Aa trois dimensions d'axes Oxyz dans lequel les
points image sont par exemple référencés en coordonnées
sphériques. L'étape $5 est également classique, et consiste a
afficher sur un @écran un secteur de l'image a trois

dimensions appelé fenétre d'affichage. La fenétre d'taffichage
est déplacée vers le haut ou vers le bas en fonction des
actions de l'utilisateur, ou fait l'objet d'un grossissement
sur demande de l'utilisateur. Lors d'un grossissement, on
bénéficie d'une meilleure définition que dans l'art antérieur

dans les zones correspondant aux parties dilatées de l'image
initiale.

Second mode de réalisation du procédé de correction

Le deuxiéme mode de -réalisation du procédé de

correction selon l'invention est illustré en figure 13. De

facon schématique, ce procédé consiste a projeter sur le
disque image ID1 de l'image initiale Imgl les points image
d'un secteur d'image correspondant a une fenétre d'affichage

DW. Ce procédé ne nécessite pas le calcul d'un disque image
corrigé, contrairement au mode de réalisation précédent.

Les points image de la fenétre d'affichage DW sont

réfé6érencés E(i,j) dans le repére de la fenétre d'affichage,
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exprimé en coordonnées de lignes i. et en coordonnées

colonnes j. Les points E(i,j) sont tout d'abord projetés
une portion de sphére HS de centre © et d'axes OX, OY,

de

sur

OZ,

pour obtenir des points image P(px, py, pz) appartenant a la

portion de sphére. Cette portion de sphére couvre un. angle

solide qui correspond 4 l'ouverture de l'objectif utilisé. On

a considéré Jusqula présent  l'exemple Q@'un . objectif

panoramique ayant une ouverture de 180° et la portion de

sphére HS considérée ici est donc une demi-sphére. Les points

image P ainsi déterminés sont ensuite projetés sur le disque

image Imgl au moyen de la fonction de répartition nom

linéaire Fd selon l'invention, ce qui nécessite le calcul

préalable de l'tangle de champ a des points P par rapport

centre O de la semi-sphére. Le centre O de la demi-sphére

au

est

l'équivalent’ virtuel du centre "p" du panorama, ayant servi

de référence, dans ce qui précéde, pour déterminer les angles

d'incidence a des points objet et l'allure de la fonction

La projection des points image P sur le disque. image

Fd.

ID1

permet d'obtenir des points image p(pu, pv) sur le: disque

image, dans un repére de centre O' (correspondant au centre

du disque image) et d'taxes O'U et O'V. L'axe OZ dans le

référentiel de la demi-sphére HS est perpendiculaire au plan

image, de sorte que les axes O'Z et O% sont confondus.~

Comme cela apparaitra clairement A l'homme de l'art,

“du disque image ID1 et passe par le centre O' du disque

la

correction de la non-linéarité du disque image est implicite,

‘ici puisque: l'on va "chercher" sur le disque image ID1; au

moyen de -la fonction Fd, les points image p(pu,_ pv)

correspondant aux points imageE(i, 3) de la fenétre:..

d'affichage DW.

Le procédé selon l'invention est mis en.euvre au moyen

d'un algorithme décrit ci-aprés (algorithme 2), dans lequel

- i et j sont les coordonnées d'un point E(i, j) de

fenétre d'affichage,

- Imax et Jmax sont le nombre de colonnes-et le nombre

lignes de la fenétre d'affichage, correspondant

dimensions en nombre de pixels de la fenétre d'affichage

180
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- Ex, Ey et Ez sont les coordonnées cartésiennes dans le
repére OXYZ d’un point E(i,j) de la fenétre. d'affichage DW,
- Px, Py et Pz sont les coordonnées cartésiennes d’un point P
sur la demi-sphére HS,

pu et pv sont les coordonnées cartésiennes d'un point image
p dans le repére O'UV du disque image,
- L est la taille du disque image, en nombre de pixels,

-~ Mest le centre de la fen&tre d'affichage DW,

- la "direction regard" est la direction matérialisée par le
point O et le centre de la fenétre d'affichage M, la fenétre
d'affichage formant la base d'une pyramide de vision de
l'observateur dont le sommet est le point O (position de

l‘observateur),

- 80 et gO sont les longitudes et latitudes correspondant a
la direction du regard depuis le point O vers le centre M de

la fenétre d'affichage, whe

~ pixel_Ecranli,j] est la couleur (RVBA) d'un point E (1,9)
de la fenétre d'affichage DW, on

- PixelImage[i,j] est la couleur du point P(i,j) de la demi- _
sphére HS correspondant au disque image, le point de oo. 4
coordonnées (0,0) 6étant situé au centre du disque image, —»
-~ R est le rayon de la demi-sphére HS (valeur arbitraire
choisie de maniére A améliorer la précision des calculs,R

est par exemple choisi égal a 10000),
- @ est l'angle par rapport au centre O d'un point image ‘P
situé sur la demi-sphére (représente langle de champ au

moment de la prise de vue du point objet correspondant), et

- auxl, aux2 sont des variables intermédiaires,

"Zoom" est une variable définissant le grossissement, ayant

une valeur par défaut égale a R.

- »v¥" est la fonction racine carrée.

Algorithme 2

1/ Pour i=-Imax/2 A i=Imax/2 faire fpar incréments de i]

2/ Pour j=-Jmax/2 A j=dmax/2 faire [par incréments de 1]
[calcul des coordonnées cartésiennes Ex, Ey, Ez du point E de

la fenétre d'affichage dans le systéme OxYZ]

3/ Ey = j*cos(@0) - Zoom*sin(0)
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Af Ez = Zoom*cos (po) + jJ*sin(go)

S/ auxl = Ez

6/ EZ = Ez*cos(@0) - i*sin(@0)

7/ Ex = i*cos(80) + auxl*sin(60)

[calcul des coordonnées du point’ P correspondant au point E]
‘8/ - aux2 = R/V(EX*Ex + Ey*Ey + Ez*Ez)
“of Px = Ex*aux2

10/ Py = Ey*aux2

11/ Pz = Ez*aux2

{calcul des coordonnées du point p correspondant au point P,

dans le repére (O'UV), au moyen de la fonction Fd]

12/ X = Px/R

13/ Y = Py/R

“qa/ r= V(X*X% + Y¥*Y)

‘15/ a® = arcsinus(r)

16/ U = X/r

17/ v= Y¥/r

18/ pu = L*U*Fd(a) ba

19/ py = L*v*Fd(a):

~ 20/ PixelEcran[i,j] = Pixel_Image[pu,pv]

21/ fin pour

22/ £in pour

Unedemande de grossissement (zoom) par l'utilisateur
conduit’ ‘l'algorithme & modifier le paramétre "Zoom". Lorsque

le paramétre "Zoom" est 6égal au rayon R de la demi-sphére, la

fenétre d'dffichage DW est tangentielle A la demi-sphére

{figure 13). Lorsque le paramétre "Zoom" est supérieur a R,

la fenétre DW s'@éloigne.de la demi-sphére (en: suivant l'axe

donné par la position du regard 0M), ce qui correspond a4 un

rétrécissement de la pyramide de vision et un grossissement

du secteur d'timage présenté dans la fenétre DW. Le

grossissement du secteur d'image présenté Aa l'observateur est

donc 6égal au rapport du paramétre "Zoom" par le rayon R.

Lorsque les é6tapes 18 et 19 sont effectuées avec un

paramétre "Zoom" supérieur a R, on gagne en définition dans

les zones ot l'image a été dilatée lors de la prise de vue

car il existe toujours, tant que la limite de résolution
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n'est pas atteinte, deux pixels adjacents sur le disque image

qui correspondent a deux pixels adjacents de la fenétre
a@'affichage. Dans les zones comprimées de l'image, la

recherche du pixel le plus proche au moyen des relations

L*U*Fad(a) et L*V*Fd(a) conduit au contraire l'algorithme a

trouver sur le disque image le méme pixel image pour

plusieurs pixels adjacents de la_fenétre ad'affichage.
Toutefois ces zones d'image comprimées bénéficiant d'une

moindre définition sur le disque image, sont considérées

comme secondaires pour l'application visée, conformément au
postulat sur lequel se fonde la présente invention.

De fagon générale, toute autre méthode de projection

est susceptible d'étre utilisée, l1'étape essentielle selon
liinvention 6étant de retrouver l’angle de champ a des points
objet sur la demi-sphére, par rapport au centre de la demi-

sphére, afin de faire intervenir dans les calculs la fonction
de répartition Fd. |

L'algorithme 2-est bien entendu applicable lorsque lon
dispose de deux disques image- complémentaires, l'un
correspondant aA une photographie avant et l'autre a une
photographie arriére d'un panorama a 360°, la deuxiéme
photographie @6tant prise en faisant pivoter L'objectif
panoramique de 180° autour d'un axe passant par le centre du
panorama. On définit dans ce cas deux demi-sphéres et deux

points image appelés “PixelImage,.Devant" . et

"PixelImage_Derriere"
~ PixelImageDevant[i,j] : couleur d'un point E(i,j) sur la
demi-sphére correspondant A la photo avant, le point de

- coordonnées (0,0), 6étant situé au centre du disque. image,

- PixelImageDerriere[i,j] : -couleur d'un point E(i,j) sur
la demi-sphére correspondant 4-la photo arriére, le point de
coordonnées (0,0) @6étant situé au centre du disque image.

Les 6tapes 18 et suivantes de l'algorithme 2 sont alors
modifiées ainsi :

18/ pu L*U*Fd (a)

19/ pv L*V*Fd (a)

20/ Si Pz >= 0 alors

ul
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21/ PixelEcran[{i,j] = Pixel_Image_Devant [pu, pv]

22/ Sinon Pixel_Ecran[i,j] = Pixel_Image_Derriere[L-pu, pv]

23/ Fin si

24/ fin pour

25/ fin pour

La figure 14 est un organigramme donnant un aper¢u

général des é6tapes d'un procédé de capture et de présentation

interactive d'une ‘image panoramique sur un Gécran. Cet

organigramme est décrit par le tableau 2 figurant en Annexe,
faisant partie intégrante de la description. On y retrouve

les 6tapes d'acquisition S1 et de transfert S2 décrites plus

haut. L'étape S2 est suivie d'une étape dtaffichage

‘interactif' S3' faite conformément, au procédé qui vient d'étre

décrit, incorporant implicitement une correction des non-

linéarités du disque image grace a l'utilisation de la

fonction de répartition Fd pour retrouver sur le disque image

les points correspondants aux pixels de la fenétre

d'affichage.

II - Exemples de réalisation d'un objectif panoramique

non linéaire selon l'invention

Un objectif de la présente invention est ici de prévoir

un objectif panoramique présentant une fonction de

répartition Fd non linéaire, qui soit d'une structure simple

et d'un faible prix de revient. On décrira dans ce qui suit

deux exemples de réalisation d'objectifs panoramiques non:

'linéaires selon l'‘invention, le premier 6tant un objectif de

type direct et le second de type indirect, c'est-a-dire
utilisant des miroirs.

Premier mode de réalisation

Les apodiseurs sont des systémes optiques bien connus

de l'homme de l'art, utilisés pour modifier la répartition

énergétique (quantité de lumiére) au niveau de la pupille

d’une source de lumiére. Ils sont notamment utilisés pour

uniformiser 1’énéergie dans un faisceau laser ou encore, dans
le domaine de la photographie, pour limiter la diffraction de
la liumiére a travers les lentilles. Il est 6galement connu

d'utiliser un apodiseur en tant que filtre, pour couvrir
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lL'ouverture d'un instrument optique afin de supprimer les

anneaux secondaires d'une figure de diffraction. Lorsque l'on

veut séparer les images de deux sources ponctuelles voisines,

ces anneaux secondaires sont gé6énants et réduisent la

résolution. On peut alors "‘apodiser", c'est-a-dire supprimer

ces anneaux secondaires en plagant un filtre adéquat dans le

plan de la pupille.

Ici, l'idée de l'invention est d'utiliser un apodiseur

dans un but différent : le principe de l'apodiseur est
utilisé pour contréler la répartition angulaire d'un objectif

panoramique et obtenir la non-linéarité recherchée.

La figure 15 représente par une vue en coupe un exemple

de réalisation d'un objectif non linéaire 30 selon

-ltinvention. La fonction de répartition Fd obtenue au moyen

de l'objectif .30 est la fonction Fdi décrite plus haut en

relation avec la figure 7B, l'objectif 30 assurant ainsi une

dilation de l'image au centre. a

L'objectif:.30 comprend un systéme de lentilles qui est

également représenté en figure 16 par une vue é6clatée. -On

distingue un groupe optique divergent formé par des lentilles

Lil, L2, L3, un groupe optique convergent formé par des
lentilles L4, LS, L6, L7, un diaphragme Dl é6étant agencé entre
les lentilles L6 et L7. its

~ =

Des piéces Bl a B4 et des piéces 13 a I6 sont prévues

pour maintenir les lentilles. La piéce Bl forme le corps de

l'tobjectif et comprend une cavité cylindrique dans laquelle

sont agencées les lentilles L2 A L6. La piéce B2 est vissée

sur le corps Bl et permet de fixer la lentille frontale Ll

contre la face avant de la piéce Bl, la face arriére de la

lentille Ll étant au contact de la face avant de la lentille
L2. Les piéces B3 et B4 sont fixées par des vis (non

représentées) contre la partie arriére du corps Bl. La piéce

B3 maintient le diaphragme Dl et comprend une cavité de

réception de la lentille arriére L7. La piéce B4 plaque la

lentille L7 dans la piéce B3 et comporte un manchon arriére

Fi pourvu d'un filetage permettant de fixer un capteur.

d'image, par exemple un capteur CCD. Les piéces I3 a I6 sont

des intercalaires permettant d'ajuster avec précision les
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distances entre les lentilles L2 & L6 4 l'intérieur du corps

Bl.

Le groupe optique divergent Ll, L2, L3 définit l'angle

de champ de l'objectif 30, ici de 180°. La lentille frontale

Ll est un ménisque divergent en PMMA 4 face avant asphérique

et face arriére concave. Rappelons que le PMMA ou

polyméthacrylate est un verre’ organique 4 faible prix de

revient, appartenant a la catégorie des matiéres plastiques.

La slentille L2 est de type plan-concave et est en

borosilicate BK? (verre minéral optique standard). Sa face

avant (face plane) est plaquée contre une partie plate de la

face’ arriére de la lentille L1, qui s'étend a4 la périphérie

de la partie concave (partie utile) de la face arriére de la

lentille Lil. La lentille 13 est également de type plan-

concave et est en BK?. Sa face concave est orientée vers

l'avant, en regard de la face arriére de la lentille L2.

Le groupe optique convergent L4, LS, L6, L? forme un

apodiseur au sens de la présente invention et détermine la

fonction de répartition Fd non linéaire, qui est obtenue ici

au moyen de lentilles asphériques et d'une lentille
diffractive.

La lentille L4 est de type plan-concave et est en PMMA.

Sa face avant concave est asphérique. La lentille L5 est de

type plan-convexe et est en BK7, sa face plane 6tant orientée

vers l'avant. La lentille L6é est un ménisque en PMMA ayant

une face avant concave et asphérique et une face arriére:

convexe diffractive. Cette face arriére diffractive présente

un réseau de diffraction constitué de zones diffractives

circulaires centrées sur l'axe optique de la lentille, dont

le profil est représenté en figure 17. Enfin, la lentille

arriére L7 est de type biconvexe et est en BK7. Elle focalise

le flux lumineux sur le plan image, a l'emplacement prévu

pour le capteur d'image.

Les faces avant asphériques des lentilles Li, L4 et L6

sont déterminées au moyen d'une formule du type

z(r) = [(c*r) /(1 + V(1- (14k) Cr?) ] + Ay? + Ax + Ar’ + Ax’ + Ax’?
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dans laquelle

“k" est une constante de conicité,

"AIL", “"A2", HAZ", "A4", "AS" sont des constantes d'ajustement
au coefficient de conicité en fonction de la position,

"2" est la forme de la surface,

"r" est le rayon au centre, et

"c" est le rayon de courbure.

La face arriére diffractive de la lentille L6 permet de

réduire le nombre de lentilles nécessaire a la réalisation de

l'objectif 30. Dans le présent mode de réalisation, elle
permet par exemple d'éviter la prévision d'au moins trois
lentilles complexes supplémentaires. Elie est déterminée au

moyen d'une formule du type

p(x) = a1 (r/RO)? + a2 (r/RO)*
warewea.

dans laquelle : ae
"r" est la distance par rapport au centre de la lentille djiun

point considéré,. se trouvant A la surface de la: lentille, -
al et @2 sont des constantes définissant le déphasage de la.
surface d’onde, :: ;

"RO" est une constante permettant de normaliser r, et Bo

"Oo" est le déphasage introduit par la surface diffractive~au
point ‘considéré. .

Les lentilles en PMMA Li, L4 et L6 sont. fabriquées

‘grace A un procédé dit de "diamond turning" bien connu de
l'homme de l'art, qui consiste 4 fraiser la surface des

lentilles en suivant un maillage de points.

L'angle solide de propagation des rayons lumineux dans
chaque lentille est repéré sur la figure 15 par des traits
noirs. Les rayons lumineux traversent le groupe optique Li,

L2, L3, passent a travers l‘apodiseur L4, LS, Le, L7 tout en

6étant diaphragmés par D1.

La détermination des paramétres définissant les faces

asphériques mentionnées ci-dessus, la formule du réseau de
Qiffraction de la lentille L6, le calcul des Giamétres des

lentilles et des distances entre les lentilles, sont a la
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portée de l'homme de l'art en utilisant les outils classiques
de conception de lentille assistée par ordinateur.

Second mode de réalisation

La figure 18 représente schématiquement un objectif 40

non linéaire utilisant un miroir déformant. L'objectif 40

comprend en entrée un groupe optique divergent constitué par

exemple par les trois lentilles Li, L2, L3 décrites ci-

dessus, définissant l’angle de champ de l'objectif. En regard

du groupe optique se trouve un miroir plan Ml qui renvoie le
faisceau lumineux sur un miroir déformant M2 de forme concave

asphérique. Le faisceau réfléchi par le miroir M2 est envoyé
sur un capteur d'image 43.

Dans un tel mode de réalisation, les irrégularités de

sphéricité que présente la partie concave du miroir

déterminent la fonction de répartition angulaire Fd
recherchée pour l'application visée (déformation au centre,

sur les bords...). Le résultat obtenu est équivalent 4 celui

du systéme optique décrit plus haut. wL'obtention de la’
fonction de répartition Fd est Aa la portée de l'homme de

l'art grace aux outils de conception de lentilles. assistée

par ordinateur qui permettent, outre la conception de

lentilles, la conception et la mise au point de surfaces
réfléchissantes.

Une variante de ce mode de réalisation consiste Aa

prévoir plusieurs miroirs déformants afin de combiner des

déformations ou de simplifier des déformations complexes en
Caractérisant un type de déformation par miroir, ce qui
présente l'avantage de faciliter les travaux d'ingénierie.

Encore une autre variante consiste A utiliser un ou

plusieurs miroirs déformables pour réaliser un systéme

optique dit "adaptatif". Les miroirs déformables comprennent
une couche de micro-pistons piézoélectriques couverte par une

couche réfléchissante. Chaque piston piézoélectrique est

activé individuellement, de sorte que l'on contrdle les

déformations du miroir en plusieurs points afin d’obtenir la

forme désirée. Un tel dispositif peut @&tre piloté par un

circuit intégré comprenant dans Sa mémoire plusieurs
configurations des micro-pistons, afin d'obtenir une fonction
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de répartition Fd ajustable en fonction de l’utilisation

visée, ce qui évite de prévoir plusieurs objectifs.

De facon générale, les optiques adaptatives sont en soi

connues de l'homme de l'art et utilisées dans les télescopes
de haute précision afin de corriger les défauts optiques des

lentilles ou des déformations atmosphériques. Les miroirs

déformables existent également dans le domaine des disques

optiques, si lton se référe par exemple aux brevets

US 5 880 896 et US 57 45 278.

Ainsi, ici. également, on utilise des moyens en soi
conhus a des fins différentes, non pas pour corriger une

lentille mais pour obtenir au contraire une fonction de

répartition angulaire non linéaire.

La présente invention est bien entendu susceptible de

diverses autres variantes de réalisation. Notamment, bien que

l'on ait décrit dans ce gui précéde des objectifs
panoramiques non linéaires Aa symétrie axiale relativement, a
l'axe optique, dans lesquels la position d'un point image ést
uniquement fonction de l'angle de champ relativement a cet

axe -du point objet correspondant {ce qui - donne une

distribution de points en cercles concentriques, comme vu

plus haut), il entre dans le cadre de la présente invention
de prévoir des objectifs dont la non-linéarité n'est ‘pas
symétrique relativement a l'axe optique, de sorte que les
parties dilatées de l'image peuvent, dans ce cas, n'étre pas

calées sur le centre de l'image.
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ANNEXE (faisant partie intégrante de la description)

Tableau 1

S1 - Acquisition

- Prise d'une image panoramique au moyen d'un appareil

photographique numérique ou d'une caméra vidéo numérique

Equipé (e) d'un objectif panoramique ayant fonction de

répartition Fd non linéaire

S2 - Transfert du fichier image dansun calculateur
~ Transfert du fichier image (disque image) dans un micro-

ordinateur

; Stockage en mémoire de masse (optionnel) 
‘is |S83 -Linéarisationdu disque image

- Transfert des points image du disque image initial dans un

second disque image virtuel comprenant plus de points image

que le disque image initial, au moyen de.la fonction Fd”

=> Obtention d'un disque image linéaire

 

S4 - Numérisation

- Transfert des points image du second disque image dans un

systéme d'axes OXYZ en coordonnées sphériques = Obtention

d'une image panoramique en demi-sphére

 
 

S5 - Affichage Interactif

- Détermination des points image d'un secteur d'image a

 
afficher

- Affichage du secteur d'image sur une fenétre d'affichage

- Détection des actions de l'utilisateur sur un pointeur

a'écran ou tout autre moyen de commande,

- Détection des actions de l'utilisateur sur des touches de

grossissement d'image,
- Modification du secteur affiché (glissement du secteur

dtimage affiché aA la surface de la demi-sphére et/ou

rétrécissement/dilatation du secteur d'image affiché)
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Tableau 2  

Sl - Acquisition

- Prise d'une image panoramique au moyen d'tun appareil

photographique numérique ou d'une caméra vidéo numérique

équipé (e) d'un _objectif panoramique ayant fonction de

répartition Fd non linéaire

$2 ~ Transfert du fichier image dans un calculateur

- Transfert du fichier image (disque image) dans un micro-

ordinateur

- Stockage en mémoire de masse (optionnel)
 

S3' - Affichage interactif avec correction implicite de la
non-linéarité de l'image initiale

A - Détermination de la couleur des points E(i, j) dun
secteur ‘d'image A afficher 4 partir des points p(pu, pv) ,du

disque image

1 - dadétermination des coordonnées Ex, Ey, Ez dans le repére

OXYZ de chaque point E(i, j) du secteur a afficher,. ~

2 - détermination: des coordonnées Px, Py, Pz de points R.,de

la demi-sphére correspondant aux points E(i, j),

3 - calcul des coordonnées, dans le repére O'UV du disque

image, de points p(pu, pv) correspondants aux points P de la
demi-sphére, au moyen de la fonction Fd,

B -. Présentation du secteur d'image dans une fenétre

d'affichage,

Cc - Détection des actions de l'utilisateur sur un pointeur

da'écran ou tout autre moyen de commande

D ~ Détection des actions de l'utilisateur sur des touches de

grossissement ;

E - Modification du secteur d'image affiché (déplacement

et/ou rétrécissement/grossissement du secteur d'image)
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REVENDICATIONS

1. Procédé de capture d'une image panoramique

numérique, par projection d'un panorama (PM) sur un capteur

d'timage (17) au moyen d'un objectif panoramique, caractérisé

.en ce que lL'objectif panoramique (18, 30, 40) présente une

fonction (Fd, Fdi, Fd2, Fd3)} de répartition de points image

(a"-d") qui n'est pas linéaire relativement a l'angle de

champ de points objet (a-d) du panorama, la fonction de
répartition présentant une divergence maximale d'au moins

+10% par rapport A une fonction de répartition linéaire

(Fdc), de telle sorte que l'image panoramique obtenue

présente au moins une zone (C10, C20) sensiblement dilatée et
au moins une zone (C30-C90) sensiblement comprimée.

2. .Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans=lequel

l'objectif présente une fonction de répartition non linéaire

qui est symétrique relativement a. .l'axe optique de.

l'objecti£, la position d'un point image relativement au

centre de l'image étant fonction de l'angle de champ du point

objet correspondant.

3. Procédé selon l'une des revendications 1 et 2, dans

lequel l'objectif dilate le centre de l'image et comprime les

bords de l'image.

4. Procédé selon l'une des revendications 1 et 2, dans

lequel l'objectif dilate les bords de l'image et comprime le

centre de l'image. -

.5. Procédé. selon l'une des revendications 1 et 2, dans

lequel liobjectif comprime le centre de l'image et les bords
de l'image, et dilate une zone intermédiaire de l'image se

trouvant entre le centre et les bords de l'image.

‘6. Procédé selon l'une des revendications 1 4 5, dans

lequel l'objectif (30). comprend un jeu de lentilles (L4-L7)

formant apodiseur.
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REVENDICATIONS

1. Procédé de capture d'une image panoramique

numérique, par projection d'un panorama (PM) sur un capteur

dtimage (17) au moyen d'un objectif panoramique, caractérisé
en ce que l'tobjectif panoramique (18, 30, 40) comprend un jeu
de lentilles (L4-L7) formant apodiseur et comportant au moins

une lentille asphérique (L4, L6) et au moins une lentille

diffractive (L6), agencées pour présenter une fonction (Fd,

Fdl, Fd2, Fd3) de répartition de points image (a"-d") qui
n'est pas linéaire relativement a l'tangle de champ de points

objet (a-d) du panorama, la fonction de répartition
présentant une divergence maximale d'au moins +10% par
rapport @& une fonction de répartition linéaire (Fdc), de

telle sorte que l'image panoramique obtenue présente au moins

une zone (C10, C20) sensiblement dilatée et au moins une zone
(C30-C90) sensiblement comprimée.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel

l'objectif présente une fonction de répartition non linéaire

qui est symétrique relativement a l'axe optique. de
l'objectif, la position d'un point image relativement | au

centre de l'image étant fonction de l'angle de champ du péint
objet correspondant.

3. Procédé selon l'une des revendications 1 et 2, dans

lequel l'objectif dilate le centre de l'image et comprime les

bords de l'image.

4. Procédé selon l'une des revendications 1 et 2, dans

lequel l'objectif dilate les bords de l'image et comprime le

centre de l'image.

5. Procédé selon l'une des revendications 1 et 2,-dans

lequel l'tobjectif comprime le centre de l'image et les bords

de l'image, et dilate une zone intermédiaire de l'image se
trouvant entre le centre et les bords de l'image.
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7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le jeu

de lentilles formant apodiseur comprend au moins une lentille

asphérique (L4, L6).

8. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le jeu

de lentilles formant apodiseur comprend au moins une lentille
diffractive (L6).

9, Procédé selon l'une des revendications 1A 5, dans

lequel l'objectif (40) comprend un jeu de miroirs (M1, M2)
comprenant au moins un miroir déformant (M2).

10. Procédé ad'affichage d'une image panoramique
initiale (Imgl) obtenue conformément au procédé selon l'une
des revendications 1 4 9, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend

une €tape (S53, $S3') de correction de la non-linéarité de
l'image initiale, faite au moyen d'une fonction (Fd)
réciproque de la fonction (Fd) de répartition non linéaire de
lL'objectif ou au moyen de la fonction (Fd) de répartition non
linéaire.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, dans lequel

1'étape de correction (S3)} comprend une étape de
transformation de l'image initiale (Imgl) en une image

numérique corrigée (Imgl) comprenant un nombre de points
image supérieur au nombre de pixels que comprend le capteur

ad'image (17).

_ 12. Procédé selon la revendication 11, comprenant
- une étape de calcul, au moyen de la fonction réciproque de
la fonction de répartition, de la taille (R2) de l'image

corrigée, de maniére que l’image corrigée ait une résolution

équivalente A la zone la plus dilatée de l’image initiale, et

- une étape consistant A parcourir chague point image de
l‘ image corrigée, A chercher la position d'un point jumeau du

point image sur l'image initiale et A attribuer la couleur du

point jumeau au point image de l'image corrigée
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6. Procédé selon l'une des revendications 1 a 5, dans

lequel l'tobjectif (40) comprend un jeu de miroirs (Ml, M2)
comprenant au moins un miroir déformant (M2).

7. Procédé d'affichage d'une image panoramique initiale

(Imgl)_ obtenue conformément au procédé selon l'une’ des
revendications 1 A 6, comprenant une étape (S3, S$3') de

correction de la non-linéarité de l'image initiale, faite au

moyen d'une fonction (Fd!) réciproque de la fonction (Fd) de

répartition non linéaire de l'objectif ou au moyen de la

fonction (Fd) de répartition non linéaire, caractérisé en ce

que l'étape de correction (S3) comprend une étape de

transformation de l'image initiale (Imgl) en une image

numérique corrigée (Imgl) comprenant un nombre de points
: a 4 . ay
image supérieur au nombre de pixels que comprend le capteur2

d"image (17). ve¥o“ade

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, comprenant :

= une.étape de calcul, au moyen de la fonction réciproque de
la fonction de répartition, de la taille (R2) de l'image
corrigée, de maniére que 1l’image corrigée ait une résolution

“équivalente 4a la zone la plus dilatée de 1’image initiale?et
- une étape consistant a Parcourir chaque point image de
l’image corrigée, Aa chercher la position d'un point jumeau du
point image sur L'image initiale et a attribuer la-couleur du
point jumeau au point image de l'image corrigée

9. Procédé selon l'une des revendications 7 et 8, dans

lequel ‘l'image ‘initiale et l'image corrigée comprennent un

disque image (iDl1, ID2).

10. Procédé selon l'une des revendications 7 4 9,

comprenant une étape (S4) de transfert des points image de

l'image corrigée dans un espace a trois dimensions et une

@eétape de présentation sur un moyen d'affichage d'un secteur

de L’'image a trois dimensions obtenue. -
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“13. Procédé selon l'une des revendications 11 et 12,
dans lequel l'image initiale et l'image corrigée comprennent

un disque image (ID1, ID2).

14. Procédé selon l'une des revendications 11 A 13,

comprenant une 6étape (S4) de transfert des points image de

l'image corrigée dans un espace 4 trois dimensions et une

6tape de présentation sur un moyen d'affichage d'un secteur

ade l'image A trois dimensions obtenue.

15. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant une

étape (S3') de détermination de la couleur de points image

d'une fenétre d'affichage (DW), par projection des points
image de la fenétre d'affichage sur l'image initiale au moyen
de la fonction de répartition non linéaire, et attribution Aa

chaque point image de la fenétre d'affichage de la couleur

d'un point image le plus proche sur l'image initiale.

16. Procédé selon la revendication 15, dans lequel la

projection des points image de la fenétre d'affichage sur
lLiimage initiale comprend

- une €6tape de projection des points image de la fenétre

d'affichage sur une sphére (HS) ou une portion de sphére,

- une 6tape de détermination de l'angle (a) par rapport au

centre (0) de la sphére ou de la portion de sphére de chaque
point image projeté, et
- une 6tape de projection sur l'image initiale de chaque

point image projeté sur la sphére ou la portion de sphére, la:

projection 6étant faite au moyen de la fonction de répartition

non linéaire (Fd) en considérant l'angle de champ (a) que
présente chaque point A projeter par rapport au centre de la

sphére ou de la portion de sphére.

17. Objectif panoramique (30, 40) comprenant des moyens
optiques pour projeter un panorama dans un plan image de
l'objectif, caractérisé en ce qu'il présente une fonction

(Fd, Fdl, Fd2, Fda3) de répartition de points image (a"-d")
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11. Procédé selon la revendication 7, comprenant une

étape (S3') de détermination de la couleur de points image

d'une fenétre d'affichage (DW), par projection des points

image de la fenétre d'affichage sur l'image initiale au moyen

de la fonction de répartition non linéaire, et attribution a
chaque point image de la fenétre d'taffichage de la couleur

d'un point image le plus proche sur l'image initiale.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 11, dans lequel la

projection des points image de la fenétre d'affichage sur

l'image initiale comprend :

- une étape de projection des points image de la fenétre
d'affichage sur une sphere (HS) ou une portion de sphére,
~ une €étape de détermination de l'angle (a@) par rapport au

centre (0) de la sphére ou de la portion de sphére de chaqueAe
point image projeté, et .
- une étape de projection sur l'image initiale de chaque
point image projyété sur la sphére ou la portion de sphére;: la
projection étant faite au moyen de la fonction de répartition

non linéaire (Fd) en considérant l'angle de champ (a) que

présente chaque point a projeter par rapport au centre de la
sphére ou de la portion de sphére. .

k.

13. Objectif panoramique (30, 40) comprenant des moyens
optiques ‘pour projeter un panorama dans un plan image de
l'objectif, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend un jeu de

lentilles (L4-L6) formant apodiseur et comportant au moins

une lentille asphérique (L4, L6) et au moins une lentille

diffractive (L6), et en ce qu'il présente une fonction (Fd,
Fdil, Fd2, Fd3) de répartition de points image (a"-d") qui
n'est pas linéaire relativement a l'angle de champ de points
objet (a-d) du panorama, la fonction de répartition

présentant une divergence maximale d'au moins +103 par
rapport a une fonction de répartition linéaire (Fdc), de

telle sorte qu'une image panoramique obtenue au moyen de
l'objectif comprend au moins une zone (C10, C20) sensiblement

dilatée et au moins une zone (C30-C90) sensiblement

comprimée.
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qui n'est pas linéaire relativement Aa l'angle de champ de

points objet (a-d) du panorama, la fonction de répartition

présentant une divergence maximale d'tau moins +10% par

rapport a une fonction de répartition linéaire (Fdc), de

telle sorte qu'une image panoramique obtenue au moyen de

l'objectif comprend au moins une zone (C10, C20) sensiblement

Gilatée et au moins une zone (C30-C90) sensiblement

comprimée.

18. Objectif panoramique selon la revendication 17,

présentant une fonction de répartition non linéaire qui est

symétrique relativement a l'axe optique de l'objectif, la

position d'un point image relativement au centre d'une image

obtenue étant fonction de l'tangle de champ du point objet
correspondant.

19. Objectif panoramique selon l'une des revendications

17 et 18, caractérisé en ce qu'il dilate le centre d'une

image et comprime les bords de l'image.

20. Objectif panoramique*selon l'une des revendications

17 et 18, caractérisé en ce qu'il dilate les bords d'une

image et comprime le centre de l'image.

21. Objectif panoramique selon l'une des revendications

17 et 18, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprime .le centre d'une
image et les bords de l'image, et dilate une zone

intermédiaire de l'image se trouvant entre le centre et les
bords de l'image.

22. Objectif panoramique selon l'une des revendications

17 a 21, comprenant un jeu de lentilles (L4-L6) formant

apodiseur.

23. Objectif panoramigque selon la revendication 22,

dans lequel le jeu de lentilles formant apodiseur comprend au

moins une lentille asphérique (L4, L6).
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14. Objectif panoramique selon la revendication 13,

présentant une fonction de répartition non linéaire qui est

symétrique relativement a4 l'axe optique de l'objectif, la

position d'un point image relativement au centre d'une image

obtenue étant fonction de l'angle de champ du point objet

correspondant.

15. Objectif panoramique selon l'une des revendications

13. et 14, caractérisé en ce qu'il dilate le centre d'une

image et comprime les bords de l'image.

16. Objectif panoramique selon l'une des revendications

13 et 14, caractérisé en ce qu'il dilate les bords d'une‘

image et comprime le centre de l'image.

17. Objectif panoramique selon l'une des revendicat*ions
13 et 14, caraétérisé en ce qu'il comprime le centre d"une

image et les bords’ de l'image, et dilate une’ zone

aintermédiaire de l'image se trouvant entre le centre et les

bords de l'image.

18. Objectif panoramique selon l'une des revendications

13 4 17, comprenant des lentilles en polyméthacrylate.

“19. Objectif panoramique selon l'une des revendications

13 a 17, comprenant un jeu de miroirs (M1, M2) comprenant au

moins un miroir déformant (M2).
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Objectif panoramique selon l'une des revendications

dans lequel le jeu de lentilles formant apodiseur

au moins une lentille diffractive (L6).

Objectif panoramique selon l'une des revendications

comprenant des lentilles en polyméthacrylate.

Objectif panoramique selon l'une des revendications

comprenant un jeu de miroirs (M1, M2) comprenant au

miroir déformant (M2).
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81 - Acquisition

- Prise d'une image panoramique au moyen d'un appareil
photographique numérique ou d'une caméra vidéo numérique
équipé(e) d'un objectif panoramique ayant fonction de répartition
Fd nonlinéaire
 
 
  
 

 

 S2 - Transfert du fichier image dans un calculateur
- Transfert du fichier image (disque image) dans un micro-
ordinateur

- Stockage en mémoire de masse (optionnel)

 

S3 -Linéarisation du disque image 
 
  

  

 
 - Transfert des points image du disque imageinitial dans un second |

disque image virtuel comprenantplus de points image que le disque
- imageinitial, aa moyen dela fonction Fd!

=> Obtention d'un disque imagelinéaire

S4 - Numérisation

- Transfert des points images du second disque image dans un
systeme d'axes OXYZ en coordonnées sphériques = Obtention
d'une image panoramique en demi-sphére 
 
 

 
 

  
  
  
  

  

; S5 - Affichage Interactif
- Détermination des points image d'un secteur d'image a afficher
- Affichage du secteur d'image sur une fenétre d'affichage
- Détection des actions de l'utilisateur sur un pointeur d'écran ou
tout autre moyen de commande,
- Détection des actions de Iutilisateur sur des touches de
prossissement d'image,
- Modification du secteur affiché (glissement du secteur d'image
affiché a la surface de la demi-sphére et/ou rétrécissement/dilatation
du secteur d'imageaffiché)
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S1 - Acquisition

- Prise d'une image panoramique au moyen d'un appareil
photographique numérique ou d'une caméra vidéo numérique
équipé(e) d'un objectif panoramique ayant fonction de répartition
Fd non linéaire

S82 - Transfert du fichier image dans un caiculateur
- Transfert du fichier image (disque image) dans un micro-
ordinateur

-~ Stockage en mémoire de masse.(optionnel)

 

S3 -Linéarisation du disque image

- Transfert des points image du disque imageinitial dans un second
disque image virtuel comprenantplus de points image quele disque

imageinitial, au moyen de la fonction Fd?
Obtention d'un disque image linéaire
 

S4 - Numérisation

- Transfert des points images du second disque image dans un
systéme d'axes OXYZ en coordonnées sphériques Obtention
d'une image panoramique en demi-spheére

 

S5 - Affichage Interactif
- Détermination des points image d'un secteur d'image a afficher
- Affichage du secteur d'image sur une fenétre d'affichage
- Détection des actions de l'utilisateur sur un pointeur d'écran ou
tout autre moyen de commande,
- Détection des actions de l'utilisateur sur des touches de

grossissement d'image,
- Modification du secteur affiché (glissement du secteur d'image
affiché a la surface de la demi-sphére et/ou rétrécissement/dilatation
du secteur d'image affiché)
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S1 - Acquisition

- Prise d'une image panoramique au moyen d'un appareil
photographique numérique ou d'une caméra vidéo numérique
équipé(e) d'un objectif panoramique ayant fonction de répartition
Fd non linéaire

S2 - Transfert du fichier image dans un calculateur
- Transfert du fichier image (disque image) dans un micro-
ordinateur

- Stockage en mémoire de masse (optionnel)

S3° - Affichage interactif avec correction implicite de la non-
linéarité de l'imageinitiale

A - Détermination de la couleur des points E(i, j) d'un secteur
d'imagea afficher a partir des points p(pu, pv) du disque image:

1- détermination des coordonnées Ex, Ey, Ez dans le repére OXYZ |-
de chaque point E(i, j}) du secteur 4 afficher,
2- détermination des coordonnées Px, Py, Pz de points P de la
demi-sphére correspondant aux points E(]i, j),
3- calcul des coordonnées, dans le repére O'UV du disque image,}-
des points p(pu, pv) correspondants aux points P de la demi-sphére,
au moyen dela fonction Fd,

B - Présentation du secteur d'image dans une fenétre d'affichage,
C - Détection des actions de l'utilisateur sur un pointeur d'écran ou
tout autre moyen de commande
D - Détection des actions de l'utilisateur sur des touches de

grossissement
E - Modification du secteur d'image affiché (déplacement et/ou
rétrécissement/grossissement du secteur d'image)
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Fig. 14 S1 - Acquisition

- Prise d'une i 1image panoramique au moyen d'un appareil
photographique numérique ou d'une caméra vidéo numérique
équipé(e) d'un objectif panoramique ayant fonction de répartition
Fd non linéaire   

S2 - Transfert du fichier image dans un calculateur
- Transfert du fichier image (disque image) dans un micro-
ordinateur

- Stockage en mémoire de masse (optionnel)
 

83° ~ Affichage interactif avec correction implicite de la non-
linéarité de l'image initiale

A - Détermination de la couleur des points E(i, j) d'un secteur
d'image a afficher 4 partir des points p(pu, pv) du disque image:

l- détermination des coordonnées Ex, Ey, Ez dans le repére OXYZz
de chaque point EG,j) du secteur a afficher,
2- détermination des coordonnées Px, Py, Pz de points P de la
demi-sphére correspondant aux points E(i, j),
3- calcul des coordonnées, dans le repére O'UV du disque image,
des points p(pu, pv) correspondants aux points P de la demi-sphére,
au moyen de la fonction Fd,

B - Présentation du secteur d'image dans une fenétre d'affichage,

C - Détection des actions de l'utilisateur sur un pointeur d'écran ou
tout autre moyen de commande
D - Détection des actions de l'utilisateur sur des touches de
grossissement
E - Modification du secteur d'image affiché (déplacement et/ou
rétrécissement/grossissementdu secteur d'image)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address; COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.usplo.gov

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE  
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEAND FEE(S) DUE

AKIN GUMP STRAUSS HAUER & FELD L.L.P. SUGARMAN,SCOTT J

ONE COMMERCE SQUARE
2005 MARKETSTREET, SUITE 2200 PAPER NUMBER
PHILADELPHIA,PA 19103-7013 873

DATE MAILED:09/14/2004

10/706,513 11/12/2003 Jean-Claude Artonne 10000-25US 8287
100137/US/WO

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD FOR CAPTURING AND DISPLAYING A VARIABLE RESOLUTION DIGITAL PANORAMIC IMAGE

SMALLENTITY ISSUE FEE PUBLICATION FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

NOnonprovisional $1330 $300 $1630 12/14/2004

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATEN

ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEIS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHT
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPO
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM TH
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED.

STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOV
REFLECTS A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE APPLIED IN THIS APPLICATION. THE PTOL-85B (O
AN EQUIVALENT) MUST BE RETURNED WITHIN THIS PERIOD EVENIF NO FEE IS DUE OR THE APPLICATION WIL
BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED.

F

HOW TO REPLYTO THIS NOTICE:

I, Review the SMALL ENTITYstatus shownabove.

If the SMALL ENTITYis shown as NO:If the SMALL ENTITYis shown as YES,verify your current
SMALLENTITYstatus: ,

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown
above.

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B -
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE(if required)
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above,or

A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUEshown above,or

B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITYstatus before, or is n
claiming SMALL ENTITYstatus, check box 5a on Part B - Fee
Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE(if required) and 1
the ISSUE FEE shown above.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTALshould be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) w
your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATIONFEE(if required). Even if the fee(s) have already been paid, Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should
completed and retumed. If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should
completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted.

Il. All communications regarding this application mustgive the application number. Please direct all communicationsprior to issuance
Mail Stop ISSUE FEEunless advisedto the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER:Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment
maintenancefees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.
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PART B- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and sendthis form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or Fax (703) 746-4000
INSTRUCTIONS:This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed wh
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"maintenance fee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS(Note: Use Block 1 for any change of address) Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings ofFee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompany
papers. Eachadditional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, m

 

 

000570 7590 09/14/2004 ave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

AKIN GUMP STRAUSS HAUER & FELD L.L.P. Certificate of Mailing or TransmissionI hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the Un
ONE COMMERCE SQUARE States Postal Service with octeet postage for first class mail in an envel
2005 MARKET STREET, SUITE 2200 addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsim
PHILADELPHIA. PA 19103-7013 transmitted to the USPTO (703) 746-4000, on the date indicated below.>

(Depositor’s na 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

10/706,513 11/12/2003 Jean-Claude Artonne 10000-25US 8287
190137/US/WO

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD FOR CAPTURING AND DISPLAYING A VARIABLE RESOLUTIONDIGITAL paN RAMIC IMAGE

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE PUBLICATION FEE TOTALFEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

NO :nonprovisional $1330 $300 $1630 12/14/2004

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

SUGARMAN,SCOTT J 2873 359-725000

2. Forprinting on the patentfrontpage,list
(1) the names of up to 3 registered patent attomeys 1
or agents OR, alternatively,

(2) the name ofa single firm (having asa membera 2
registered attorney or agent) and the namesof up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. Ifnonameis 3
listed, no namewill be printed.

CFR 1.

(_} Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached.

QO "Fee Address"indication (or "Fee Address” Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATATO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(printor type)

PLEASE NOTE:Unlessan assigneeis identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has beenfiled
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOTa substitute for filing an assignment.

1. ehoecorrespondenceaddressor indication of "Fee Address" (37

 
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed onthe patent) : CD individual O Corporation or otherprivate group entity (J Governm 

4a. The following fee(s) are enclosed: 4b. PaymentofFee(s):

(Dissue Fee (A check in the amountof the fee(s) is enclosed.
(} Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) / Ly Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
() Advance Order - # ofCopies (_} The Directoris hereby authorized by charge the required fee(s), or credit any overpayment

Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form). 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)
a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITYstatus. See 37 CFR 1.27. Cp. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITYstatus. See 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2).

The Director of the USPTO is requested to apply the Issue Fee and Publication Fee(if any) or to re-apply any previously paid issue fee to the application identified above.NOTE:TheIssue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyoneother than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or otherpart
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

 

 

Authorized Signature Date

Typed or printed name Registration No. 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain orretain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the USPTOto procan application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C, 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take I2 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing,
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO.Timewill va depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to comthis form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce,Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 14
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCEUnited States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSP.O. Box

Alexandra,‘ini 22313-1450uspto.

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
10/706,513 11/12/2003 Jean-Claude Artonne 10000-25US 8287

100137/US/WO
000570 7590 osni4/2004

AKIN GUMP STRAUSS HAUER& FELD L.LP. SUGARMAN, SCOTT J

ONE COMMERCE SQUARE
2005 MARKETSTREET,SUITE 2200 .
PHILADELPHIA,PA 19103-7013 2873

DATE MAILED:09/14/2004

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C.154 (b)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 0 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three monthsafter t
mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a ha
months)after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustmentwill be 0 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date th
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retriev
(PAIR) WEBsite (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office
Patent Legal Administration at (703) 305-1383. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at (703) 305-8283.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www,uspto.gov

 
10/706,513 11/12/2003 Jean-Claude Artonne 10000-25US 8287

100137/US/WO

AKIN GUMP STRAUSS HAUER & FELD L.L.P. SUGARMAN,SCOTT J

ONE COMMERCE SQUARE
2005 MARKET STREET, SUITE 2200
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103-7013 a7

DATE MAILED:09/14/2004

Notice of Fee Increase on October 1, 2004

If a reply to a "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due"is filed in the Office on or after October 1, 2004, then t
amount due will be higher than that set forth in the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" because some fees w
increase effective October 1, 2004. See Revision of Patent Fees for Fiscal Year 2005; Final Rule, 69 Fed. Reg. 5260
52606 (May 10, 2004).

The current fee schedule is accessible from WEBsite (http://www.uspto.gov/main/howtofees.htm).

If the fee paid is the amount shown on the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" but not the correct amountin vie
of the fee increase, a "Notice of Pay Balance of Issue Fee" will be mailed to applicant. In order to avoid processi
delays associated with mailing of a "Notice of Pay Balance of Issue Fee," if the response to the Notice of Allowan
is to be filed on or after October 1, 2004 (or mailed with a certificate of mailing on or after October 1, 2004), t
issue fee paid should be the fee that is required at the time the fee is paid. See Manual of Patent Examining Procedu
(MPEP), Section 1306 (Eighth Edition, Rev. 2, May 2004). If the issue fee was previously paid, and the response
the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due” includes a request to apply a previously-paid issue fee to the issue f
now due, then the difference between the issue fee amountat the time the responseis filed and the previously-pa
issue fee should be paid. See MPEPSection 1308.01.

Effective October 1, 2004, 37 CFR 1.18 is amended byrevising paragraphs(a) through (c) to readas set forth below

Section 1.18 Patent post allowance (including issue) fees.

(a) Issue fee for issuing each original or reissue patent,
except a design or plant patent:

By a small entity (Sec. 1.27(a)).........:ccee $685.00
Byother than a small entity.......0.0....0..0 $1,370.00

(b) Issue fee for issuing a design patent:
By a small entity (Sec. 1.27(a)).........eecee $245.00
By other than a smallentity... $490.00

(c) Issue fee for issuing a plant patent:
By a small entity (Sec. 1.27(a)).........:ee $330.00
By other than a small entity...ee $660.00

Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be directed to the Customer Service Center of t
Office of Patent Publication at (703) 305-8283.
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Application No. Applicant(s)

. aye 10/706,513 ARTONNE ETAL.
Notice of Allowability Examiner T Art Unit

Scott J. Sugarman 2873

-- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS [S (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDin this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANTOF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. (1 This communication is responsive to

2. &] The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-26.

3. [x] The drawingsfiled on 12 November 2003 are accepted by the Examiner.

4. Xj Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
a) K) All b)[1 Some* c)[J None_ofthe:

1, X] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. CJ Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. CJ Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies notreceived:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE”of this communication tofile a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. LA SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER’S AMENDMENTor NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

6. kX] CORRECTED DRAWINGS (as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.
(a) C0 including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PTO-948)attached

1) C1 hereto or 2) to PaperNo/Mail Date.

(b) XJ) including changes required by the attached Examiner's dsnendeeentY Cornmentarin the Office action of
Paper No./Mail Date herewith.

Identifying indicia such as the application number(see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

7. (J DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATIONabout the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL mustbe submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1. IX] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. [1 Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)
2. (7 Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 6. (Interview Summary (PTO-413),

Paper No./Mail Date .
3. & Information Disclosure Statements (PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/08), 7. & Examiner's Sererenrent/Comment

Paper No./Mail Date 11-12-03
4. (] Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirementfor Deposit 8.XJExaminer's Statement of Reasonsfor Allowance

of Biological Material 9. (J Other .

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 1-04) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 200409
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Application/Control Number: 10/706,513 Page 2
Art Unit: 2873

DETAILED ACTION

Priority

Receipt is acknowledged of papers submitted under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-(d), which

papers have beenplaced of record in thefile.

Examiner’s Comments: Drawings

Figure 5 should be designated by a legend such as --Prior Art-- because only

that whichis oldis illustrated. See MPEP § 608.02(g). Corrected drawingsin

compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required in reply to the Office action to avoid

abandonmentof the application. The replacement sheet(s) should be labeled

“Replacement Sheet” in the page header (as per 37 CFR 1.121(d)) so as not to obstruct

any portion of the drawing figures. If the changes are not accepted by the examiner, the

applicant will be notified and informed of any required corrective action in the next Office

action. The objection to the drawingswill not be held in abeyance.

Allowable Subject Matter

Claims 1-26 are allowed.

Thefollowing is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance:

The prior art taken either singularly or in combination fails to anticipate or fairly

suggest thelimitations of the independent claims, in such a mannerthat a rejection

under 35 U.S.C. 102 or 103 would be proper. Theprior art fails to teach a combination
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Application/Contro! Number: 10/706,513 Page 3

Art Unit: 2873

of all the claimed features as presented, for example, in independent claims 1 and 17,

which include a panoramic objective lens having an image point distribution function

that is not linear relative to the field angle of object points of the panorama, the

distribution function having a maximum divergenceofat least +/-10% compared to a

linear distribution function, such that the panoramic image obtained has at least one

substantially expanded zoneand at least on substantially compressed zone.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later

than the paymentof the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably

accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on

Statement of Reasons for Allowance.”

Conclusion

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. Charles (US 6,449,103) and (US 6,333,826) both teach a

panoramic system, but do not teach the distinguishing limitations noted above. Note

that Charles (‘826) teachesthat “...expansion of the image can be accomplished by

adding pixels which repeatorinterpolate the data of those immediately surrounding

them...” and “...the expansion can be accompanied or replaced by progressive

circumferential compression of the outer zonesof the image...” (col. 45, lines 49-53).

However, this is not accomplished with a lens having the distinguishing features.
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Application/Contro] Number: 10/706,513 Page 4
Art Unit: 2873

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Scott J. Sugarman whose telephone numberis

(571)272-2340.

The fax phone numberfor the organization wherethis application or proceeding

is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic
Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). .

cott Jf Bugafmian
Primary Exanvner

Art Unit 2873

sjs
September 3, 2004
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BY ‘ DATE )

MAIL STOP ISSUE FEE - DRAWINGS

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re: Patent Application of : Attn: Official
Jean-Claude Artonneet al. : Draftsperson

: Group Art Unit 2873
Conf. No.: 8287

Allowed September 14, 2004
AppIn. No. 10/706,513

Filed: November 12, 2003

: Attorney Docket
For: METHOD FOR CAPTURING AND : No. 10000-25 (100137/US/WO)

DISPLAYING A VARIABLE

RSOLUTION DIGITAL PANORAMIC

IMAGE

TRANSMITTAL OF FORMAL DRAWINGS

In accordance with the Notice of Allowability accompanying the Notice of Allowance

mailed September 14, 2004, enclosed is one (one) sheet of formal drawings, Figs. 5 through 7B,

concerning the above-identified application.

It is respectfully submitted that the enclosed copies of formal drawingsplacethis

application in condition to be issued, the issue fee being paid concurrently herewith.

Respectfully submitted,

 
 

Yecebe- 6, 2qv4_ By:
(Date)

  

OHN D. SIMMONS

Registration No. 52,225
AKIN GUMP STRAUSS HAUER & FELD LLP

One Commerce Square
2005 MarketStreet, Suite 2200
Philadelphia, PA 19103-7013
Direct Dial: 215-965-1268

Facsimile: 215-965-1210

E-Mail: jsimmons@akingump.com
JDS:DCM

Enclosures
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re Patent of: Jean-Claude Artonneetal.

Patent No.: 6,844,990 B2 : Issue Date: January 18, 2005

AppIn. No.: —10/706,513 : Filing Date: November 12, 2003

Title: METHOD FOR CAPTURING AND : Attorney Docket No.:
DISPLAYING A VARIABLE : 10000-25 (100137 US/WO)
RESOLUTION DIGITAL ;

PANORAMIC IMAGE

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
ATTN: Decision and Certificate of
Correction Branchof the Patent Issue Division

REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION OF PATENT
FOR PTO MISTAKE (37 C.E.R. § 1.322(a))

Attached, in duplicate, is PTO/SB/44 (also Form PTO-1050), with at least one copy being

suitable for printing.

It is submitted that the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is responsible for the errors since

the noted errors to the specification appearcorrectly in the application as filed. Accordingly, no fee

should be charged to the patentees ortheir assignee for the correction.

Issuance of a Certificate of Correctionis believed appropriate and is respectfully solicited.
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Please sendthe Certificate to the undersigned.

Respectfully submitted,

 
  OHN D. SIMMONS

Registration No. 52,225
AKIN, GUMP, STRAUSS, HAUER & FELD, LLP
One Commerce Square
2005 MarketStreet- Suite 2200

Philadelphia, PA 19103
Telephone: (215) 965-1268
Facsimile: (215) 965-1210
E-Mail: jsimmons@akingump.com

 

JDS/DCM

Enclosures
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‘ (Also Form PTO-1050)

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO: 6,844,990 B2

DATED : January 18, 2005

INVENTOR(S) ; Jean-Claude Artonneetal.

 _ It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent
is hereby corrected as shownbelow:

In the Specification:

Column 2,line 34, “ax” should be replaced with -- a --;

Column13,line 17 and column 14,line 65, “a” should be replaced with -- « --;

Column16,line 62, the formula should read:

-- z(r) = [(C#r’ +V(1-(1+k)*C7*r?)] + Aur? + Aor’ + Agr’ + Agr® + Acr!® ..,

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER:John D. Simmons PATENT NO.6,844,990 B2
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld, L.L.P. -
One Commerce Square, Suite 2200 No. of additional copies
2005 MarketStreet

Philadelphia, PA 19103

P1S/REVO2
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO._: 6,844,990 B2 Page 1 of 1
DATED : January 18, 2005
INVENTOR(S)_: Jean-Claude Artonneetal.

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patentis
hereby corrected as shownbelow:

Column 2

Line 34,“ax” should be replaced with -- o --;

 

Column 13

Line 17, “a” should be replaced with-- a --;

 

Column 14

Line65,“a” should be replaced with-- a --;

 

Column 16

Line 62, the formula should read:

 

n° BCC) = (CHC + (1-4)C282) 4 Age? + Aart + Age’ + Aur! + Agr”? —,

Signed and Sealed this

Twenty-fourth Day of May, 2005

WD

JON W. DUDAS

Director ofthe United States Patent and Trademark Office
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Case 1:16-cv-00002-SLR Document 3 Filed 01/05/16 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #: 203
AG 120 (Rev. 08/ 

 
 

10: Mail Stop 8 REPORTON THE
: Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office—| FELING OR DETERMENATION OF AN

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1456 TRADEMARK

in Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a conrt action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court District of Delaware on the following

] Frademarks or ff Patents. ( (7 the patent action inveives 35 ULS.C. § 292.}:

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED [u.S. DISTRICT COURT
1/4/2016 District of Delaware

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

6115187 Canada,inc., d/b/a Immervision, Inc. Samsung Techwin America, Samsung Techwin Co., Lid.,
i and KLM Marketing, LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT — RATTRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT ORT EMARK

i US 6,844,990 B2 /18/2005 6115187 Canada Inc.

DATE INCLUDED

Li} Cress Bilt [] Other Pleading
PATENTOR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK 
tn the above-—-entitied case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECTISIONAUDGEMENT

(BY) DEPUTY CLERE 
Copy1--Upon initiation of action, mail this copy te Director Cepy 3—-Upon termination of action, mail this copy te Director
Copy 2--Uponfiling document adding palent(s), mail this capy lo Direclor Copy 4—-Case We copy
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503908534 07/11/2016

PATENT ASSIGNMENT COVER SHEET

Electronic Version v1.1 EPASID: PAT3955186

Stylesheet Version v1.2

SUBMISSION TYPE: NEW ASSIGNMENT

NATURE OF CONVEYANCE: SECURITY INTEREST

CONVEYING PARTY DATA

Name Execution Date

IMMERVISION INC. 07/06/2016

RECEIVING PARTY DATA

Name—SSC*dOGSOUPS
Street Address: 426 SAINTE-HELENE STREET, SUITE 1

City: MONTREAL

State/Country: CANADA

Postal Code: H2Y 2K7

PROPERTY NUMBERSTotal: 12

[PropertyType|(Number

Patent Number: 6865028

Application Number:

CORRESPONDENCE DATA

Fax Number: (312)876-7934

Correspondencewill be sent to the e-mail addressfirst; if that is unsuccessful, it will be sent
using a fax number, if provided; if that is unsuccessful, it will be sent via US Mail.
Phone: 312-876-8000

Email: patents.us@dentons.com, dianetatiana.filatov@dentons.com

Correspondent Name: DENTONS US LLP
AddressLine 1: P.O. BOX 061080

AddressLine 2: WACKER DRIVE STATION, WILLIS TOWER
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AddressLine 4: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60606

ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER: ACG360_R.TSIBULEVSKIY

NAME OF SUBMITTER: ROMAN TSIBULEVSKIY

SIGNATURE: /roman tsibulevskiy/

DATE SIGNED: 07/11/2016

 

[FisocurnentservesasanOathiDeclaraionG7CFRTSS).
Total Attachments:4

source=Notice of Security Interest in IP (USPTO) - ACG 360 and ImmerVision (2)#page1 .tif

source=Notice of Security Interest in IP (USPTO) - ACG 360 and ImmerVision (2)

source=Notice of Security Interest in IP (USPTO) - ACG 360 and ImmerVision (2)#page3.tif

source=Notice of Security Interest in IP (USPTO) - ACG 360 and ImmerVision (2)#page4.tif

#pagee.tif 
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ATTACHMENT 4

UNITED STATES PATENTS AND PATENT APPLICATIONS
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panoramic image
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resolution Cigital panoramic image 2003
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| Shape
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Case 1:16-cv-00002-SLR Document 10 Filed 08/03/16 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #: 213

AO120 (Rev. 08/10

 
  

 

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S, Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATIONOF AN

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

TO:

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C, § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been
filed in the U.S. District Court District of Delaw on the following

(J Trademarks or [W Patents. ( (1 the patent action involves 3

  

 
 

 
 
 

DOCKETNO.

 
 

District of Delaware
~

OCA
PLAINTIFF

 

DEFENDANT

   6115187 Canada, Inc., d/b/a Ilmmervision, Inc. Samsung Techwin America, Samsung Techwin Co., Ltd.,
and KLM Marketing, LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT SD ATENT ART

OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

| US 6,844,990 B2 1/18/2005 6115187 CanadaInc. 
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In the above—entitled case, the following patcnt(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

(1 Amendment LJ Answer LJ Cross Bill (1 Other Pleading

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT ; ATYEM J
TRADEMARKNO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK
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In the above-—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgementissued:

Nohens of Voluntary Hismissel Ald.
(BY) DEPUTY CLERK fy

athe Arg 313)/2.616
Copy 1—Uponinitiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon terminationof action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Uponfiling document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Casefile copy
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Case 1:18-cv-01630-LPS Document 3

AG 120 (Rev. 08/10}

Mail Stop 8
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

TO:

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1456

in Compliance with 35 U.S.C.
filed in the U.S. District Court

Filed 10/19/18 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #: 39

REPORTON THE

FELING OR DETERMENATION OF AN

ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

TRADEMARK 
§ 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1136 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

United States District Court, District of Delaware ou the following 

iPatents.

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED
10/19/2018

PLAINTIFF

6115187 CANADA, INC., d/b/a IMMERVISION

ademarks or

PATENT OR
TRADEMARK NO.

6,844,990 B2

DATE OF PATENT
OR TRADEMARK

8/2005

i} Amendment

( (2 the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.3:

lars. DISTRICT COURT _
United States District Court,

| DEFENDANT

LG ELECTRONICS ULS.A., INC. and LG
ELECTRONICS, INC.

District of Delaware

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

immervsion

Ld Answer CL] Cross Bal [] Other Pleading 
tn the above-—-entitied case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECTISIONAUDGEMENT

(BY) DEPUTY CLERE

Copy1--Upon initiation of action, mail this copy te Director
Copy 2---Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail lhis capy lo Director

 
Cepy 3--Upon termination of action, mail this copy te Director

Copy 4—-Case We copy
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Case 1:18-cv-01631-LPS Document 3

AG 120 (Rev. 08/10}

Mail Stop 8
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

TO:

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1456

in Compliance with 35 U.S.C.
filed in the U.S. District Court

Filed 10/19/18 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #: 39

REPORTON THE

FELING OR DETERMENATION OF AN

ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

TRADEMARK 
§ 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1136 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

United States District Court, District of Delaware ou the following 

iPatents.

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED
10/19/2018

PLAINTIFF

6115187 CANADA, INC., d/b/a IMMERVISION

ademarks or

PATENT OR
TRADEMARK NO.

6,844,990 B2

DATE OF PATENT
OR TRADEMARK

8/2005

i} Amendment

( (2 the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.3:

lars. DISTRICT COURT _
United States District Court,

| DEFENDANT

LG ELECTRONICS ULS.A., INC. and LG
ELECTRONICS, INC.

District of Delaware

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

immervsion

Ld Answer CL] Cross Bal [] Other Pleading 
tn the above-—-entitied case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECTISIONAUDGEMENT

(BY) DEPUTY CLERE

Copy1--Upon initiation of action, mail this copy te Director
Copy 2---Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail lhis capy lo Director

 
Cepy 3--Upon termination of action, mail this copy te Director

Copy 4—-Case We copy
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505549655 06/28/2019

PATENT ASSIGNMENT COVER SHEET

Electronic Version v1.1 EPASID: PAT5596456

Stylesheet Version v1.2

SUBMISSION TYPE: NEW ASSIGNMENT

NATURE OF CONVEYANCE: SECURITY INTEREST

CONVEYING PARTY DATA

Name Execution Date

IMMERVISION INC. 06/26/2019

RECEIVING PARTY DATA
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Internal Address: SUITE 2925

State/Country: CANADA

Postal Code: M5K 1K7
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Application Number: 16432180
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Patent Number: 6895180

Patent Number 6865028

Patent Number: 8016426
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Fax Number:

Correspondencewill be sent to the e-mail addressfirst; if that is unsuccessful, it will be sent
using a fax number, if provided;if that is unsuccessful, it will be sent via US Mail.
Phone: 2159651330

Email: abennett@panitchlaw.com
Correspondent Name: JOHN D. SIMMONS
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have csused these Presents to be executed
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IMMERVISION INC.

 Per:  

Name: Pasoule Nin
Tule: President and CBO
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Trials@uspto.gov Paper 6
571-272-7822 Entered: May 13, 2020

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

LG ELECTRONICSINC.,
Petitioner,

V.

IMMERVISION,INC.,
Patent Owner.

IPR2020-00195

Patent 6,844,990 B2

Before KRISTINA M. KALAN, WESLEY B. DERRICK,and

KIMBERLY McGRAW,Administrative Patent Judges.

DERRICK,Administrative Patent Judge.

DECISION

Granting Institution ofInter Partes Review
35 U S.C. § 314
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I. INTRODUCTION

On November 27, 2019, LG Electronics Inc. (‘‘Petitioner” or “LG

Electronics”) filed a Petition requesting an inter partes review of claim 21
(“the challenged claim”) of U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990 B2 (Ex. 1001,

“the °990 patent”). Paper 2 (“Pet.”). ImmerVision, Inc. (“Patent Owner’ or

“ImmerVision”) filed a Preliminary Responseto the Petition. Paper 5

(Prelim. Resp.”).

Wehave authority to determine whetherto institute an inter partes

review. See 35 U.S.C. § 314(b) (2018); 37 C.F.R. § 42.4(a). To institute an

inter partes review, we must determine that the information presented in the

Petition showsthat there is “a reasonable likelihood that the petitioner would

prevail with respect to at least 1 of the claims challenged in the petition.”

35 U.S.C. § 314(a). Applying that standard, for the reasons set forth below,

weinstitute an inter partes review asto all groundsraisedin the Petition.

Il. BACKGROUND

A. Real Parties in Interest

Petitioner LG Electronics Inc. identifies LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc.

and LG Innotek Co. Ltd. as additional real parties-in-interest. Pet. 2. Patent

Owner ImmerVision,Inc., identifies itself as the real party-in-interest.

Paper 4, 2. The parties do not raise any issue aboutreal parties-in-interest.

B. Related Proceedings

The parties identify two pending district court cases involving

the *990 patent as related matters: ImmerVision, Inc. v. LG Electronics

U.S.A., Case No. 1-18-cv-01630 (D. Del.) and ImmerVision, Inc. v. LG

Electronics U.S.A., Case No. 1-18-cv-01631 (D. Del.). Pet. 2; Paper 4, 2-3.
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Petitioner concurrently filed another petition that challenges claim 5

of the °990 patent. See LG Electronics Inc. v. Immervision, Inc., IPR2020-

00179, Paper 2.

In addition, Petitioner states the ’990 patent: (1) was the subject of

Ex Parte Reexamination Control No. 90/013,410; (2) was challenged in an

inter partes proceeding, Panasonic System Networks Co., Ltd. v. 6115187

CANADA INC., IPR2014-01438; and (3) was the subject of three other

district court cases, now closed. See Pet. 2-3; see also Panasonic System

Networks Co., Ltd. v. 6115187 CANADA INC., IPR2014-01438, Paper 11

(PTAB Nov. 26, 2014)(terminating proceeding priorto institution following

settlement).

C. The '990 Patent (Ex. 1001)

The ’990 patentis titled “Method for Capturing and Displaying a

Variable Resolution Digital Panoramic Image”and issued on Jan. 18, 2005,

from an application filed on Nov. 12, 2003. Ex. 1001, code (22), (45), (54).

The application for the ?990 patent is a continuation of application No.

PCT/FR02/01588, filed on May 10, 2002, and claimspriority to foreign

application FR 01 06261, filed May 11, 2001. Jd. at code (30),(63).

The °990 patentis directed to capturing a digital panoramic image that
includes using a panoramic objective lens having “a distribution function of

the image points thatis not linear relative to the field angle of the object

points of the panorama.” Ex. 1001, Abstract. The image obtained using

such a panoramic objective lens has at least one zone that is expanded and

another zone that is compressed. /d. The patent further provides for

correcting the non-linearity of the panoramic imageinitially obtained. Jd.

The °990 patent was the subject of an ex parte reexamination. Id.

at 25-27 (Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate (10588th)). The

3
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Reexamination Request—Control No. 90/013,410—wasfiled

November26, 2014. Jd. at 25; Ex. 1003, 328-339 (“Request by Patent

Ownerfor Ex Parte Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990”). A

preliminary amendment,inter alia, canceling certain claims and amending

others wasfiled with the request for reexamination. See Pet. 17—18; Ex.

1003, 328-354. The preliminary amendmentdid not amendor cancel claim

17—the base claim for claim 21. Ex. 1001, 21:7—11; Ex. 1003, 342-343.

The Patent Office granted Patent Owner’s request for reexamination of the

identified claims. Ex. 1003, 52-63. The Patent Office declined to

reexamine claims 5, 8, 9, 12-14, 21, 24, and 26 on the basisthat “the

requester did not request reexamination of . . . and did not assert the

existence of a substantial new question of patentability for those claims.” Jd.

at 56 (citing 35 U.S.C. § 311(b)(2)). The Patent Office issued an Office

Action on January 29, 2015, rejecting, inter alia, independent claim 17—the

base claim for claim 21—as anticipated by Nagaoka (US 6,128,145

“Ex. 1004”) and Baker (US 5,686,957 “Ex. 1005”), which are assertedin the

present proceeding, and Fisher (US 3,953,111 “Ex. 1006”). Jd. at 30, 32,

36-39. Patent Ownerfiled an Amendment on February 12, 2015, canceling,

inter alia, claim 17 and amending certain other claims. /d. at 19-25. At the

conclusion of the reexamination proceeding, the Patent Office issued an

Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate cancelling claims 1, 6, 7, 17-20, 22, 23,

and 25; determining claims 2-4, 10, and 15 to be patentable as amended;

determining claims 11 and 16 dependent on an amended claim to be

patentable; and adding and determining to be patentable new claims 27-47.

Ex. 1001, 25-27; Ex. 1003, 1-3.
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D. Claimed Subject Matter
Challenged claim 21 incorporates the limitations of cancelled

claim 17, from which it depends. See MPEP § 2260.01(“the content of the

canceled baseclaim.. . [is] available to be read as part of the confirmed or

allowed dependent claim’). Both claims are reproduced below.

17. A panoramic objective lens comprising:

optical means for projecting a panoramainto an image plane of
the objective lens, the optical means having an imagepoint
distribution function that is not linear relative to the field angle
of object points of the panorama,the distribution function
having a maximum divergence ofat least +10% compared to a
linear distribution function, such that a panoramic image
obtained by meansofthe objective lens comprises at least one
substantially expanded zone andat least one substantially
compressed zone.

Ex. 1001, 20:51-61.

21. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17,
wherein the lens compressesthe center of the image and the
edges of the image, and expands an intermediate zoneof the
image located between the center and the edgesof the image.

Ex. 1001, 21:7-11.

E. Evidence

Petitioner relies upon the following prior art references in the asserted

grounds of unpatentability:

Reference [Date—sExhibit No.

US 5,861, 999 (“Tada”) Jan. 19, 1999,filed 1007
Aug. 21, 1997

US 6,128,145 (‘Nagaoka’) Oct. 3, 2000, filed 1004
Apr. 28, 1999

US 5,686,957 (“Baker”) Nov. 11, 1997, filed|1005
Jun. 30, 1995
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Petitioner also relies on the Declaration of Russell Chipman, Ph.D.

(Ex. 1008).

“F. The Asserted Grounds of Unpatentability

Petitioner contends that the challenged claim is unpatentable based on

the following grounds:cingGedSUSET[wasn] 
 
  

103 Tada, Baker
 
 

IH. ANALYSIS

A. Level ofOrdinary Skill in the Art i

Petitioner contends that a person of ordinary skill in the art “would

have hadat least a bachelor’s degree in Physics, Optical Engineering, and/or

Electrical Engineering, and at least five years’ experience in developing and

designing optical products or systems and have familiarity with image

processing algorithms and optical design software.” Pet. 20 (citing Ex. 1008

q 41).

Patent Ownerneither disputes Petitioner’s articulation of the level of
ordinary skill in the art nor presents its ownarticulation of the level of skill

in the art, stating that “‘[a]t this stage of the proceeding, . . . for purposes of

[the] Preliminary Response, Patent Ownerdoesnot object to Petitioner’s

proposedskill level.” Prelim. Resp. 16.

! The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (“AIA”), Pub. L. No. 112-29, 125
Stat. 284, 287-88 (2011), revised 35 U.S.C. § 103 effective March 16, 2013.
Becausethe challenged patent was filed before March 16, 2013, we refer to
the pre-AIA version of 35 U.S.C. § 103.

6
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On this record, we have no reasonto fault Petitioner’s definition of

the level of ordinary skill and, therefore, adopt it for the purposesofthis

Decision. Wefurther note that the prior art itself demonstrates the level of

skill in the art at the time of the invention. See Okajima v. Bourdeau,

261 F.3d 1350, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (explaining that “specific findings on

the level of skill in the art .. . [are not required] ‘where the priorart itself

reflects an appropriate level and a need for testimony is not shown’”

(quoting Litton Indus. Prods., Inc. v. Solid State Sys. Corp., 755 F.2d 158,

163 (Fed. Cir. 1985))).

B. Claim Construction

1. Standard of Construction

Forpetitions filed on or after November 13, 2018, we apply the claim

construction standard from Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303 (Fed.

Cir. 2005) (en banc). 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b) (2019).

Claim termsare generally given their ordinary and customary

meaning as would be understood by one with ordinary skill in the art in the

context of the specification, the prosecution history, other claims, and even

extrinsic evidence including expert and inventor testimony,dictionaries, and

learnedtreatises, although extrinsic evidenceis less significant than the

intrinsic record. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1312-1317. Usually, the specification

is dispositive, and it is the single best guide to the meaning of a disputed

term. Jd. at 1315.

Only those claim terms that are in controversy need to be construed

and only to the extent necessary to resolve the controversy. Nidec Motor

Corp. v. Zhongshan Broad Ocean Motor Co., 868 F.3d 1013, 1017 (Fed.

Cir. 2017); see also U.S. Surgical Corp. v. Ethicon, Inc., 103 F.3d 1554,

1568 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (holding claim construction is not necessary whenitis
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not “directed to, or has been shownreasonably to affect, the determination

of obviousness”).

2. Proposed Constructions

Petitioner proposes constructions for eight claim terms. See Pet. 21—

29. Petitioner contendsthat “‘[p]anoramic objective lens’ should be

construed to mean a super-wide orultra-wide angle objective lens.” Jd. at 21

(citing Ex. 1001, 1:18—20; Ex. 1008 4 44). Petitioner contends that “[o]bject

points ofthe panorama’ should be construed as points of the object in the

panoramabeing viewedbythe lens.” /d. at 25 (citing Ex. 1001, 7:2—5,

Fig. 5; Ex. 1008 9 52). Petitioner contends that “‘{i]Jmage point’ should be

construed as a point of light projected by the lens onto an image plane, said

light coming from the corresponding object point of a viewed object in the

panorama.” Jd. at 26 (citing Ex. 1001, 7:11—14, Fig. 5; Ex. 1008 {[ 52).

Petitioner contendsthat ““‘[flield angle of object points’ should be construed

as the angles of incidentlight rays passing through the object points and
through the center of the panorama photographed,relative to the optical axis

of the objective lens.” Jd. at 26—27 (citing Ex. 1001, 2:18—22; Ex. 1008

4 52). Petitioner contends that “maximum divergence”is defined by
the ’990 patent according to the formula “DIWVmax %=[[dr(Pd)-

dr(Pdl)}/[dr(Pdl)]]* 100, in which dr(Pd)is the relative distance in relation to

the center of the point of maximum divergence Pd, and dr(Pdl) is the relative

distance in relation to the center of the corresponding point on the linear

distribution line.” Id. at 27 (citing Ex. 1001, 8:57-65; Ex. 1008 § 57).

Petitioner contendsthat “[e]xpanded zone’ should be construed as the

portion of the image point distribution function where the gradientis higher

than the gradient of the linear distribution function.” /d. at 27-28 (citing

Ex. 1001, 8:38-43, Fig. 9; Ex. 1008 J 63). Petitioner contends that
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“(c]ompressed zone’ should be construedas the portion of the image point

distribution function where the gradient is lower than the gradient of the

linear distribution function.” Jd. at 28 (citing Ex. 1001, 8:38-43, Fig. 9;

Ex. 1008 { 63).

Petitioner also addresses the “opticalmeans for projecting . . .”

limitation of cancelled claim 17, contending that “this limitation should be

construed as a means-plus-function limitation under § 112(6),” and then

identifying the recited function and the structure from the specification for

performingthe function. See id. at 22-24. Petitioner contends that “the

‘optical meansfor projecting . . .” should be construed as: ‘a series of

optical elements, e.g., as shown in Figs. 15, 16, and 18, and equivalents

thereof” for performing the claimed function.” Jd. at 24.

Patent Owner does not contest the proposed constructions of the claim

terms at this stage of the proceeding,stating that “for purposes ofthis

Preliminary Response, Patent Owner does not object to the definitions set

out by Petitioner.” Prelim. Resp. 16.

Based on the current record, and for the purpose of this decision, we

adopt the constructions set forth by Petitioner, because these appear

reasonable and are not contested. Any further construction, is not necessary

at this time for the purposeofthis decision.

C. Principles ofLaw

A claim is unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103if “the differences

between the subject matter sought to be patented andthe prior art are such

that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the

invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said

subject matter pertains.” KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 406

(2007). The question of obviousnessis resolved onthe basis of underlying
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factual determinations, including: (1) the scope and contentof the priorart;

(2) any differences between the claimed subject matter and the priorart;

(3) the level of skill in the art; and (4) if in evidence, objective evidence of

nonobviousness,i.e., secondary considerations. See Graham v. John Deere

Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17-18 (1966).

“Tn an [inter partes review], the petitioner has the burden from the

onset to show with particularity why the patent it challengesis

unpatentable.” Harmonic Inc. v. Avid Tech., Inc., 815 F.3d 1356, 1363

(Fed. Cir. 2016) (citing 35 U.S.C. § 312(a)(3)as “requiring interpartes

review petitions to identify ‘with particularity . . . the evidence that supports

the groundsfor the challenge to each claim’”); cf Intelligent Bio-Systems,

Inc. v. Illumina Cambridge, Ltd., 821 F.3d 1359, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2016)

(quoting 35 U.S.C. § 312(a)(3)) (addressing “the requirement that the initial

petition identify ‘with particularity’ the evidence that supports the grounds

for the challenge to each claim’”). This burden never shifts to Patent Owner.

See Dynamic Drinkware, LLC v. Nat’l Graphics, Inc., 800 F.3d 1375, 1378

(Fed. Cir. 2015) (citing Tech. Licensing Corp. v. Videotek, Inc., 545 F.3d

1316, 1326-27 (Fed. Cir. 2008)) (discussing the burden of proofin inter

partes review). Furthermore, Petitioner cannotsatisfy its burden of proving

obviousness by employing “mere conclusory statements.” In re Magnum

Oil Tools Int'l, Ltd., 829 F.3d 1364, 1380 (Fed. Cir. 2016).

D. Asserted Obviousness over Tada

Petitioner challenges claim 21 as unpatentable for having been

obvious over Tada. Pet. 29-52.

1. Tada (Ex. 1007)

Tada discloses a method for capturing a digital panoramic image,

including by use of “a super wide angle lens system which can be used for a

10
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monitoring camera (CCTV) etc.” Ex. 1007, 1:7-9. Tada states that “[i]t is

an object . . . to provide a retrofocus type super wide angle lens system...

[having] an angle of view of approximately 120° to 140°.” Jd. at 1:48-50.

Tada identifies Figure 11 as “show[ing] a third embodiment of a super wide

angle lens system.” Jd. at 8:59-64; Fig. 11. The third embodiment,as.

depicted in Figure 11 below,“is substantially the same as the second

embodiment,” depicted in Figure 6, which “is substantially the sameas that

of the first embodiment,” depicted in Figure 1. /d. at 6:2—3, 7:36—-43, 8:58—

62.

FIG. 11
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Tada’s Figure 11 (reproduced above) depicts the lens arrangement of a super

wide angle lens system. Jd. at 3:44-46, Fig. 11. The depicted super wide

angle lens system consists of front lens group 10 and rear lens group 20. See

id. at 6:4—5 (identifying elements in reference to Figure 1). Figure 11 also
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depicts features of a CCD? (charge-coupled device) used to capture an

image; elementC refers to “a glass cover of the CCD”and “surface No. 15

refers to the image pickup surface of the CCD.” Seeid. at 6:26-32

(identifying elements in reference to Figure 1). Tada’s Figures 5 and 6

disclose numerical data regarding the third embodiment, including “[t]he

surface figure, paraxial spherical amount and aspherical amount of surface

No.3.” Id. at 8:63-9:57.

2. Analysis

Claim 21, which incorporates the limitations of cancelled claim 17

from which it depends,is directed to an improved panoramic objective lens.

In general, claim 17 requires that the panoramic objective lens has optical

meansfor projecting a panoramainto an imageplaneof the objective lens,

the optical means having an imagepoint distribution function thatis not

linear to the field angle of the object points of the panorama,the image point

distribution function having a maximum divergencethatis at least +10%

comparedto a linear distribution function, and that the panoramic image has

at least one substantially expanded zone andat least one substantially

compressed zone. See Ex. 1001, 20:51-61. Claim 21 further requires that

“the lens compressesthe center of the image and edges of the image, and

expands an intermediate zone of the image located between the center and

the edges of the image.” Jd. at 21:7—11.

a) Petitioner’s Contentions

Petitioner contends that Tada discloses a panoramic objective lens that

compresses the center of the image and edges of the image and expands an

? Although neither Tada northe Petitioner define “CCD,” we understand
CCD to be a “charge-coupled device.”

12
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intermediate zone of the image located between the center and edgesofthe

image. Pet. 33-42. Petitioner relies on Tada’s third embodiment,as set

forth in Figure 11 and Table 5, and calculations based on the disclosure for

the distribution function of image points for different wavelengthsofvisible

light. Id. at 35-42 (citing Ex. 1007,Fig. 11, Table 5). Petitioner further

contends that the objective lens has a distribution function of image points

that deviates from being linear to the field angle of the object points by an

amountsufficient to meet the +10% limitation of claim 17, and that, if not

meeting the limitation outright, it would have been obviousto a personof.

ordinary skill in the art to modify the lens system to increase the maximum

deviation in the expansion zonein order to increase the resolution of the

acquired image. /d. at 42-51. Petitionerrelies, in effect, on Tada’s third

embodimentrendering the objective lens with the +10% deviation limitation

primafacie obvious onthe basis that it would have been expected to have

‘the same properties and on the basis that the deviation amounts to nothing

more than a result effective variable that is subject to routine optimization.

Petitioner addressesthelimitations of base independent claim 17 and
of claim 21 in turn.

Petitioner contends that Tada teaches the recited “panoramic objective

lens” having “optical means for projecting a panoramainto an image plane

of the objective lens” in its disclosure of a super wide angle lens system for a

monitoring CCTV camera, including the third embodiment depicted in

Figure 11. See id. at 33-37 (citing Ex. 1007, 1:7—9, 1:48—50, 6:2—5, 6:26—

32, 7:36-43, 8:58—64, Fig. 11; Ex. 1008 9] 4445, 48). Petitioner also

contendsthat its expert, Dr. Chipman,“reconstructed”the third embodiment

using the information from Table 5. /d. at 35-37 (citing Ex. 1008 § 48);

see Ex. 1008 {| 46.

13
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Petitioner contends that Tada teachesthe recited “optical means

having an imagepoint distribution functionthat is not linear relative to the

field angle of object points of the panorama.” See Pet. 37-42 (citing

Ex. 1007, 5:46-53, 8:59-64, 9:1-24 (Table 5), Fig. 11; Ex. 1008 {Jj 49-54).

Petitioner relies on Dr. Chipman’s testimony that Tada’s disclosure of

“schematic views of the lens arrangements, diagrams of the aberrations,

astigmatism and distortion experienced by the particular lens systems

disclosed, and tables of measurements of the lens” allows“one of ordinary

skill in the art to reconstruct the exact lens systems described in Tada.” Id.

at 37; Ex. 1008 9 49. In addition, Petitioner details the numerical data from

Table 5 and contendsthat a person of ordinary skill in the art “at the relevant

time period would have used a [computer] program . . . to mathematically

calculate the characteristics of the lens system to test and show how itwill

function by providing plots of the various characteristics of the lens system.”

Pet. 38-39 (citing Ex. 1007, 5:46—53, 8:59-64, 9:1-24; Ex. 1008 4] 50-51).

The data relied on includes W specified in Table 5 of Tada,the half angle

field of view, indicating the angular extent from the optical axis of the lens

of a scenethat is imaged. See id. at 34-36, 39-41. The value for W in

Table 5 is 58.5 degrees. Ex. 1007, 9:5.

Asto calculating lens system characteristics, Petitioner and

Petitioner’s expert Dr. Chipman contend that a particular computer

program—Code V software—“merely performs mathematical calculations

applying well knownprinciples of optics and physics”and that these well-

knownprinciples “have not changed in any material respects since atleast

the early 2000s.” Pet. 39; Ex. 1008 51. Petitioner and Dr. Chipman —

further contend that the Code V program “has been aroundsinceat least the

mid-1960’s and was capable of performing the analysis used herein by at

14
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least 1980.” Pet. 39; Ex. 1008 4 51. Petitioner relies on Dr. Chipman’s

calculations using the Code V software to modelthe lens system of Tada’s

third embodiment(depicted in Figure 11) using the information from Tada’s

Table 5. Pet. 39-42. Petitioner contends that a person of ordinary skill

would have understoodthe recited lens system to be for use with a video

camera and, thus, for the claim to be directedto visible light. /d. at 40

(citing Ex. 1008 9 52). Petitioner details that Dr. Chipman, using the

definitions of “object points of the panorama,” “image point,” and “field

angle of object points,” and the data from Table 5, “plotted the relative

distance of image points produced by the lens system of the third

embodimentofTada inrelation to the field angle of the corresponding

object point”for six different wavelengthsoflight representative of visible

light—violet (380 nm, 400 nm), blue (450 nm), yellow (587 nm), andred
(700 nm, 740 nm}—using the Code V program. /d. at 39-40 (citing

Ex. 1008 4 52; Ex. 1012, 3 (American Heritage Dictionary of Science

definition of “visible light’)). Petitioner relies on these plots overlaid with a

linear distribution and on the percent divergence calculated using the °990

patent’s DIVmax equationto illustrate that “the image pointdistribution

functionis not linear relative to the field angle of object points of the

panorama. /d. at 40-41 (citing Ex. 1008 §{ 52-53; Ex. 1013 (Code V

analysis of Tada’s third embodiment)). The plot obtained for 380 nm

illustrates the contended deviation.

15
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Reproduced above from page 41 of the Petition, the plot of the lens

prescription, based on Table 5 and Figure 11, for 380 nm wavelength light

illustrates the deviation fromalinear distribution. Petitioner highlights, in

particular, that the slope of the image pointdistribution is less than that for a

linear distribution over the lower object point field angles (orange) and the

higher object point angles (green) and greater than that for a linear

distribution over intermediate object point field angles (blue). /d. at 48-50.

Petitioner contends that, “[a]s described in the °990 patent, a higher gradient

of the image point distribution function compared to the linear distribution

function indicates an expansion of the image and a lower gradient means a

compression of the image.” Jd. at 49; Ex. 1001, 8:41-43; Ex. 1008 { 63.

Thus, Petitioner contends that Tada teaches the recited“optical means

having an image pointdistribution function that is not linear relative to the

field angle of object points of the panorama.”

16
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Petitioner contends that Tada teaches, or renders obvious, “the

distribution function having a maximum divergenceofat least +10%

compared to a linear distribution function, such that the panoramic image

obtained hasat least one substantially expanded zone and at least one

substantially compressed zone.” See Pet. 42-51. Petitioner relies on two

theories for the maximum divergenceofat least +10% comparedto a linear

distribution. First, Petitioner contends that the maximum divergence value

of Tada’s third embodimentitself establishes a primafacie case of

obviousnessbecauseit is sufficiently close to +10%. See id. at 42-46.

Second, Petitioner contends that it would have been obvious to a person of

ordinary skill in the art to modify Tada’s third embodimentlens system to

increase the maximum deviation in the expansion zone in order to increase

the resolution of the acquired image, including as a matterof routine

optimization. Jd. at 46-48. As to the obtained panoramic image having “at

least one substantially expanded zone andat least one substantially

compressed zone,” Petitioner relies, respectively, on the higher and lower

gradients of portions of the plot of the lens prescription, discussed above.

Id. at 48-51.

In arguing the disclosed maximum divergencevalueis sufficiently

close to establish a prima facie case, Petitioner contendsthat the ’990 patent

does notattribute any special characteristic to the 10% value, but rathersets

forth thatit “is sufficient ‘to obtain an expansion ofthe useful parts of the

image ... result[ing] in a clear increase in the numberofpixels covered by

the useful parts and a substantial improvementin the definition obtained.’”

Id. at 42 (citing Ex. 1001, 9:7-12; Ex. 1008 4 56). Petitioner further relies

on the ’990 patent “describ[ing] the 10% value as a mere approximation”

and that “such a maximum divergence value ‘on the order of 10% at least’

17
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merely needsto be higher than that due to the possible design errors in

manufacturing errors . . . ‘which is of a few percent.’” Jd. (citing Ex. 1001,

9:2—6, 9:8; Ex. 1008 § 56).

Petitioner contendsthat its calculated plots for various wavelengths

demonstrates that the third embodiment of Tada’s lens system meets, or

renders obvious,the recited limitations as to the maximum divergence with

respectto the linear distribution and the substantially expanded and

compressed zones. Jd. at 44-45. Petitionerrelies on its calculations

indicating, depending on the wavelength ofvisible light, a maximum

divergence of -8.12% to -9.88% occurring at or near 25—28 degrees and of

+0.37 to +1.44% occurring at or near 52-55 degrees. Id. at 43-44(citing

Ex. 1001, 8:57; Ex. 1008 ¥ 57). - Petitioner highlights the maximum

divergence of -9.88% at 27.6 degrees and of +0.37% at 55.2 degrees for a

380 nm wavelength (violet light) (éd.) and that violetlight suffices as the

claims do not require that the visible light be of any particular wavelength

(id. at 40, 44).

Petitioner contends, thus, that “Tada’s 8.12% to 9.88% maximum

divergenceeither is ‘on the order of 10% oris at least sufficiently closeto it

such that there is no meaningful difference from 10% in the impactofthe
maximum divergence.” Jd. at 44-45 (citing Ex. 1008 § 58). Petitioner
further contendsthat, “[a]ccordingly, the disclosure in Tada renders [the at

least 10% divergence] limitation obvious because the maximum deviation

is ‘close enough’ to the claimed maximum deviation ‘such that one skilled in

the art would have expected[it] to have the same properties.” Id. at 45

(citing In re Peterson, 315 F.3d 1325, 1329 (Fed. Cir. 2003); Titanium

Metals Corp. ofAm. v. Banner, 778 F.2d 775, 778 F.2d 783 (Fed. Cir. 1985).

18
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In arguing it would have been obviousto increase the maximum

deviation, Petitioner contends that

it would have been obviousfor a [person of ordinary skill in the
art]. . . to modify Tada’s third embodimentlens system through
routine experimentation to add an additional divergence of
only 0.12% (for violet light) to this lens system’s 9.88%
maximum divergence (or up to 1.88% added to 8.12% for red
light) to further expand the useful parts of the image and
improve the definition in the already expanded zone of Tada’s
third embodiment.

Pet. 46. Petitioner relies on Jn re Aller, 220 F.2d 454, 456 (CCPA 1955), for

the principle that “where the general conditions of a claim are disclosed in

the priorart, it is not inventive to discover the optimum or workable ranges

by routine experimentation.” Pet. 47. In effect, Petitioner relies on Tada as

disclosing a lens system, including its third embodiment, and argues that

reaching a workable lens meeting the claim limitations requires nothing

more than routine experimentation. Petitioner supports its contention by

identifying that, in lens design, there are design tradeoffs, including image

quality, which includes“the definition of the image captured in different

zonesofthe field of view,” and that “[d]epending on the application of the

lens, it may be desirable that a particular zone have higherdefinition at the

expense of lowerdefinition in less important zones.” Jd. (citing Ex. 1008

] 60). Petitioner further contends that ““Tada’s third embodiment shows a

lens system with an intermediate zone of enhanced definition compared to

the center and edges of the system”and highlights that further enhancement

of the intermediate zone by adding a further “0.12-1.88% deviation . . .

would have been well within the skill of a [person of ordinary skill in the

art]” and that adding such further deviation “would have been undertaken as

part of routine engineering optimization techniques with a reasonable
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expectation that it would have lead [sic] to further improved definition in the

intermediate zone while maintaining acceptable image quality.” Id. at 47-48

(citing Ex. 1008 ff] 60-61).

As to claim 21 itself, Petitioner contends that Tada’s third

embodimentlens system of Figure 11 together with Table 5 meets the

furtherlimitation that “the lens compresses the center of the image and the

edges of the image, and expandsan intermediate zone of the image located

between the center and the edges of the image.” Jd. at 52-57(citing

Ex. 1008 J] 63-64, 68-72). Petitionerrelies, as discussed above, on the

plots of the distribution function of Tada’s third embodiment. Petitioner

highlights that Tada’s third embodimentlens system has a similarly shaped

distribution function to that of Figure 9 of the ’990 patent. Jd. at 53-54

(citing Ex. 1001, Fig. 9; Ex. 1008 { 69).

b) Patent Owner’s Contentions and Our Conclusions

Patent Ownerraises a number of arguments as to why Petitioner has

not shown Tada renders claim 21 unpatentable. Prelim. Resp. 17-36. Patent
Owneridentifies some as applicable to all grounds. Jd. at 17-29. Patent

Owneridentifies others as specific to the ground of obviousness over Tada

alone. Jd. at 30-36. We have considered the parties evidence and argument

and determine that Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonablelikelihood that

it would prevail in establishing that claim 21 would have been obvious over

Tada, notwithstanding Patent Owner’s arguments to the contrary. We focus

our analysis on the issues that are disputed by Patent Owner.

Patent Owner contendsthat Petitioner failed to establish that the Code

V analysis “could have been done by a [person of ordinary skill in the art]

... to recreate this same analysis at the time ofthe invention.” Id. at 19-20.

Patent Owner argues that Dr. Chipman’s declaration testimony is
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insufficient to establish that the Code V program wasavailable, and capable

of providing the necessary calculations, at the time of invention, and that

there is no other evidence of record to support Petitioner’s argument. Seeid.

at 20-22 (citing Pet. 39; Ex. 1008 J 46, 51-52). Patent Ownerrelies on the

rule that “[e]xpert testimony that does not disclose the underlying facts or

data on whichthe opinionis basedis entitled to little or no weight.” Jd.

at 21-22 (quoting 37 C.F.R. § 42.65).

Based on our review ofthe current record, we are persuaded Petitioner

has sufficiently shown that Tada renders obviousthe limitations of claim 21.

Petitioner contends, with supporting testimony by Dr. Chipman,that a

personskilled in the art at the relevant time period would have used a

computer program,such as the “Code V” program to mathematically

calculate the characteristics of the lens system. See Pet. 39; Ex. 1008 ¢ 51.

Petitioner further asserts the “software merely performs mathematical

calculations applying well knownprincipals [sic] of optics and physics”

(Pet. 39; Ex. 1008 4 51), and Patent Owner provides no discernable basis for

any changein the principles and the mathematical calculations necessary to

apply those principles in the relevant time period (see generally Prelim.

Resp.). Applying those would reasonably allow, as Dr. Chipman testifies, “a

[person of ordinary skill in the art] at the relevant time period . . . to

mathematically calculate the characteristics of the lens system to test and

show howit will function by providing plots of the various characteristics of +

the lens system.” Pet. 39; Ex. 1008 951. We find Petitioner’s arguments

and evidenceare sufficient at this stage of the proceeding. Patent Owner’s

argumentsraise factual disputes that are best resolved uponafull record.

Further, as to the unpatentability of claim 21 grounded on the maximum

divergence of Tada’s third embodimentsufficing to meet the +10%,there is
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no need for the calculation if the limitation simply follows as a consequence

of a lens system that is otherwise rendered obvious by Tada’sthird

embodimentsuchthat the limitation is met.

Patent Owneralso contends that the use of Tada is based on

impermissible hindsight. Prelim. Resp. 22—28. Patent Owner arguesthat the

selection of Tada itself constitutes hindsight because “Tada does not provide

any imagepoint distribution function information for any of its lens systems

or describe image heights as a function of object point field angles, let alone

acknowledgethese concepts in its text.” /d. at 23. PatentOwner arguesthat

selection of Tada as the base reference where“otherprior art references

explicitly discussing image point distribution functions exist,” as

demonstrated by the citation to Nagaoka and Baker,“can only be the result

of impermissible hindsight.” Id. at 23-24.

Patent Owner’s argument is grounded too narrowly on the point

distribution function to be persuasive in this circumstance. As discussed

above, Tada discloses a super wide angle lens system for capturing a digital

panoramic image,includingthatofits third embodiment, one of only four

particular embodimentsit sets forth in its disclosure. See generally

Ex. 1007. Patent Ownerprovides no cogent argumentto rebut Petitioner’s

position that one of ordinary skill in the art would look to Tada for such a

method of capturing a digital panoramic image anda suitable lens system,

evenif it is only one reference of many disclosing such systems. See

generally Prelim. Resp.; Pet. 33-34, 36-37.

Patent Owneralso contends that Petitioner’s Code V analysis

constitutes impermissible hindsight. Prelim. Resp. at 24-27. Patent Owner

argues, in particular, that there is no evidence provided that a person of

ordinary skill in the art would have sought to obtain Tada’s imagepoint
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distribution function data or to determine an imagepoint distribution

function for any of Tada’s lens. /d. at 24-26. Patent Ownerdiscounts

Dr. Chipman’s testimony becauseit refers generally to “lens characteristics”

for what a person of ordinary skill in the art would have calculated, tested, or

plotted, and the actual calculations were only undertaken by Dr. Chipmanin

2019. Id. at 24—25 (citing Ex. 1008 ff 51-52). Patent Owner contendsthat

“the only reason to analyze Tadain this fashion comes from impermissible

hindsight reconstruction.” /d. at 26. Patent Ownerfurther argues that

Petitioner’s focus on the third embodimentalone constitutes impermissible

hindsight, where there are three other lens system embodiments,andthat
“Tijt is impermissible . . . to pick and choose from any one reference only so

muchofit as will support a given position, to the exclusion of other parts

necessary to the full appreciation of what such referencefairly suggests to

one of ordinary skill in the art.” Jd. at 26—27 (citing Pet. 34; Ex. 1007, 6:1—

33, 7:35-48, 8:55-67, 9:58-67; Ex. 1008 9] 52-53) (quoting Zn re Hedges,

783 F.2d 1038, 1041 (Fed. Cir. 1986)).

Based on our review of the present record, Petitioner has sufficiently

established that a person of ordinary skill in the art at the relevant time

period would have been able to calculate the characteristics of the lens

system to discern how it will function, including by providing plots of

various characteristics. Pet. 37, 39; Ex. 1008 J7 49, 51. Petitioner’s

argument, supported by the testimony by Dr. Chipman,is also sufficient to

showat this stage of the proceeding that a person of ordinary skill in the art

would have sought to determine (or calculate) the characteristics of Tada’s

lens systems to understandtheir function. See Pet. 39; Ex. 1008 951. The

specific issue raised by Patent Ownerhere is whether a person of ordinary

skill in the art would have sought to obtain such information, and more
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particularly, would have sought to undertake the same analysis conducted by

Dr. ChipmanthatPetitioner relies on for showing the imagepoint

distribution of Tada’s third embodiment. See Prelim. Resp. 24-26. Patent

Ownerprovides no cogent argument, however, that the image point

distribution function, or an equivalent measure of a lens system’s function, is

not required to fully understand how the lens system will function, such that

Petitioner’s evidenceis not sufficient. Jd. Nor does Patent Owner provide

any soundbasis for Dr. Chipman’s testimony not reasonably encompassing

calculations that include, or are an equivalent measureto, the image point

distribution, where he states that a person ofskill in the art would have

“mathematically calculate[d] the characteristics of the lens system.”

Ex. 1008 951. We note here, again,that if the maximum divergence of

Tada’s third embodiment suffices to meet the respective claim limitation,

and lens system andits use is otherwise obvious, there is a reasonable

likelihood that the lens system and its use would be established to be

unpatentable over Tada’s third embodimentevenif one of ordinary skill in

the art would not have appreciated its image point distribution function.

Cf. In re Spada, 911 F.2d 705, 709 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (“Whenthe claimed

compositions are not novel they are not rendered patentable by recitation of

properties, whether or not these properties are shownor suggested in the

priorart.”).

Moreover, on this record, even if Tada’s third embodimentis not

preferred over the other embodiments, we determinethat the disclosureis

sufficient because each of the four embodiments constitutes a basis for what

Tada explicitly discloses as useful for capturing a digital panoramic image.

Prelim. Resp. 27-28. In sum, Tada appears to disclose whatis suggested by

each ofthe four embodiments, and Patent Ownerfails to explain how a
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different image point distribution function for the other three embodiments |
would undercutthat of the third embodiment, or Petitioner’s reliance onit.

Id.

Patent Owner contendsthatall groundsfall short on the basis that

“[t]here is no reason to modify a priorart reference if the proposed

modification would render the reference unsatisfactory for its intended

purpose.” /d. at 28-29. Patent Ownerargues that “Tada presentsalist of

conditionsthat its lens system mustsatisfy else it will suffer from various

deficiencies in the resulting image” and that “Petitioner never considered

whether the modified version of Tada’s third embodiment would meet each

of the express conditions.” Jd. (citing Ex. 1007, 2:7-67, 4:48-5:38). Patent

Ownerargues, in particular, that “Petitioner did not discuss whether the

required changes would keep the lens system within the condition ranges

that Tada requires for a satisfactory image”andthat it is not enough,in this

circumstance, for Petitioner to rely on “increasing the maximum divergence

in Tada’s third example embodiment. . . [as being] mere ‘routine

engineering optimization’ . . . [that] would maintain ‘acceptable’ image

quality.” Id. at 29.

Patent Owner’s argumentis not persuasive of any shortcoming in

Petitioner’s challenge. First, it is not clear that the conditions Patent Owner

relies on are, in fact, required such that the lens would be unsatisfactory for

Tada’s purposes if they are not met. Tada discusses the cited parameters as

conditions that are “preferably satisfie[d]” (Ex. 1007, 2:9, 2:50-S1) and

describes how failure to meet these leads only to reduced performance(id.

at 4:48-5:38). Second, Patent Ownerfails to set forth that these parameters

would not be met with Tada as modified. Prelim. Resp. 28-29. Third,

Patent Owneroffers no cogent argumentthat such changes, as might be
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required, actually amount to anything more than “routine engineering

optimization,” but only argues that Petitioner failed to account for the

changesin its analysis. Jd. However close certain parameters in Tada may

be to what may be considered unacceptable, on this record, Petitioner

_ adequately showsthat increasing the maximum divergence in Tada’s third

example embodiment would be a matter of routine engineering optimization.

Turning to arguments specific to the challenge based on Tadaalone,

Patent Ownercontendsthat Petitioner’s theory of obviousness based on the

disclosure of maximum divergence valuesthat are “close enough”to those

claimedis legally incorrect (id. at 30-32) and that based on routine

experimentation to modify Tada is conclusory and based on hindsight rather

than evidence (id. at 32-36).
Patent Ownerargues that Petitioner’s reliance on Peterson and

Titanium Metals as supporting the primafacie obviousnessof ranges over

non-overlapping prior art ranges is not well founded. Prelim. Resp.30.

Patent Owner contendsthat “Petitioner relied on dicta from cases where the

claimed andprior art ranges all overlapped.” Jd. Patent Owner

characterizes Titanium Metals as an overlapping range case on the basis that

individual values in the prior art bounded individual values recited in the

claims, stating that the claimed alloy “with a single point for each metal, ...

whichfell between the single amounts disclosed by the priorart,” such that

“the claimed values overlapped with the priorart.” Jd. at 31. Patent Owner

then contendsthat Jn re Patel, 566 Fed. Appx. 1005 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (non-

precedential), is more applicable andthatit “[rJeject[s] the dicta of In re

Peterson, . . . [in] that proximity alone is not enough to render non-

overlapping ranges obvious — there must be some‘teaching in the prior art

that the end points of the prior art range are approximate, or can be flexibly
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applied.’” Jd. at 31-32 (citing Patel, 556 Fed. Appx. at 1009-1010). Patent

Ownerfurther contendsthat ‘[n]o such prior art teaching exists here.” Id.

at 32.

In Peterson, the Federal Circuit expressly recognized “that a prima

facie case of obviousness exists when the claimed range andthe prior art

range do not overlap but are close enough suchthat one skilled in the art

would have expected them to have the same properties.” Peterson, 315 F.3d

at 1329 (citing Titanium Metals, 778 F.2d at 783). Further, Titanium Metals

does notset forth that there was an overlapping range rendering the

composition unpatentable, but rather that “[t]he proportions are so close that

prima facie one skilled in the art would have expected them to have the same

properties.” Titanium Metals, 778 F.2d at 783. Patent Owner’s reliance on

the non-binding holding in Patel similarly falls short, as the Federal Circuit

recognized that Patel “does not stand for the proposition . . . that a claimed

range andprior art range must overlap . . . to find a primafacie case.” In re

Brandt, 886 F.3d 1171, 1177 (Fed. Cir. 2018). Still further, contrary to

Patent Owner’s reliance on Patel for the notion that there must be evidence

from the prior art that the purported rangeis flexible, Brandtrelies on “the

claimed range andthe prior art range abut[ting] one another” and

Appellants’ concession “that there [was] no meaningful distinction between

the two ranges,” as “the insignificance of the range difference between the

claimsandprior art [could] be gleaned from the ’858 applicationitself.” Jd.

at 1177-79. Here the ’990 patent itself likewise supports Petitioner’s

position that there is no meaningful distinction between the maximum

divergence values of Tada’s third embodimentand the 10% value, asit is

characterized as a mere approximation in the ’990 patent itself. Pet. 42
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(citing Ex. 1001, 9:2-12; Ex. 1008 ¢ 56); Ex. 1001, 9:7-8 (“a maximum

divergence on the order of 10% atleast’’).

Onthis record, we determine that Petitioner has sufficiently

established a basis for aprimafacie case for this limitation on the closeness

of the maximum divergence of Tada’s third embodimentto the recited

maximum divergence ofat least +10% where the divergenceis characterized

as an approximation. Cf E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co. v. Synvina C.V.,

904 F.3d 996, 1006 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (applying the concept ofprimafacie

obviousness based on overlapping ranges in the context of an inter partes
review trial). The closeness of the values, including the -9.88% maximum

deviation, to the recited “at least +10%,” dependsin part on whether the

trailing zero in 10% is significant. While not necessary to support our

decisionto institute inter partes review, as we determine a reasonable basis

for doing so based on the values as expressly written, but characterized as an

approximation, the parties may wish to address this issue in further briefing.

Patent Ownerarguesthat Petitioner’s reliance on modifying Tada’s

third embodimentas a matter of routine experimentation falls short, because

the rationale merely presumes that a person of ordinary skill in the art would
have foundthe allegedly expanded intermediate zone in Tada’s third

embodiment to be important and worth expanding throughincreasing the

maximum divergence point. Prelim. Resp. 33 (citing Pet. 46-48). Patent

Ownerfurther argues that Petitioner’s presumption that the intermediate

zone is of primary importance overlooks that Tada’s specification

emphasizes the importanceofresulting image edges. /d. at 33-34 (citing

Ex. 1007, 1:11—27, 1:39-41, 1:48-2:6, 4:9-20, 5:3-7, 6:6—12). Patent

Ownerfurther arguesthat Petitioner also ignored examining Tada’s third

embodimentlens within the context in which it was identified, instead
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relying on a generalassertionthat “/d]/epending on the application of the

lens, it may be desirable that a particular zone have higherdefinition at the

expense of lower definition in less important zone” withoutever identifying

the particular application. /d. at 34-35 (quoting Pet. 47; citing Pet. 46-48;
Ex. 1007, 1:7—9) (alteration in original). Patent Owner further contendsthat,

at best, all Petitioner establishes is that a person of ordinary skill in the art

could have modified Tada in the fashion claimed, and not that they would

have doneso, andthatthis is insufficient to establish obviousness. Jd. at 35

(citing Belden Inc. v. Berk-Tek LLC, 805 F.3d 1064, 1073 (Fed. Cir. 2015)).

Patent Owneralso argues that Dr. Chipman’s declaration falls short of

establishing a “reason to modify Tada.” Jd. at 35-36.

Based on our review ofthe current record, we are persuaded Petitioner

has sufficiently articulated a reason with somerational underpinning to

modify Tadato arrive at the subject matter of claim 21. Petitioner asserts

the divergenceis a result effective variable in the functioning of the lens

system, or reflects such, in that deviation from a linear function results in

compression or expansion of the projected image zone relative to the
panoramabeing viewed. Pet. 46—48 (citing Ex. 1008 4] 59-61). Moreover,

Petitioner and Dr. Chipmantie this to the definition of the image captured in

different zones of the field of view. Jd. (citing Ex. 1008 4 60). For purposes

of institution, the recited range is reasonably established as primafacie

obvious as a matter of routine experimentation. Jd. at 48; see also Aller,

220 F.2d at 456 (“[W]here the general conditions of a claim are disclosed in

the priorart, it is not inventive to discover the optimum or workable ranges

by routine experimentation.”) (cited at Pet. 47).

Thus, what Patent Owner contendsis not established by Petitioner, the

particular importance of the intermediate zone anda particular teaching to
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further expand it, is not necessary under this obviousness theory set forth by

Petitioner. Further, Patent Owner’s emphasis on the contendedfailure by

Petitioner to identify what would be an optimal lens system fails to address

that workable ranges meeting the claim reasonably would be within the

grasp ofthe skilled artisan through no more than routine experimentation.

See Aller, 220 F.2d at 456; Pet. 46-48.

Forthe foregoing reasons, Petitioner has sufficiently demonstrated a

reasonable likelihood that it would prevail in establishing the unpatentability

of claim 21 as obvious over Tada.

Having determined that Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonable

likelihood of success in proving that at least one claim of the ’990 patentis

unpatentable, we institute a reviewas to all challenged claims,i.e., claim 21,

andall groundsraised in the Petition. See SAS Inst., Inc. v. lancu, 138 S.Ct.

1348, 1359-60 (2018); USPTO, Guidance on the Impact ofSAS on AIA

Trial Proceedings (April 26, 2018), https://www.uspto.gov/patents-

application-process/patent-trial-and-appeal-board/trials/guidance-impact-

sas-aia-trial (“As required by [SAS], the PTAB will institute as to all claims

or none,” and “[a]t this time, if the PTAB institutesa trial, the PTAB will

institute on all challenges raised in the petition.”); PTAB Consolidated Trial

Practice Guide (Nov. 2019) (“Consolidated Guide”), 5—6 (available at

https://www.uspto.gov/TrialPracticeGuideConsolidated).

Weoffer the following views on the remaining groundsfor the

parties’ consideration.

E. Asserted Obviousness over Tada in View ofNagaoka

Petitioner challenges claim 21 as unpatentable for having been

obvious over the combined teachings of Tada and Nagaoka. Pet. 57-68.
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Nagaokais directed to a monitoring system using a camera having a

fisheye lens. Ex. 1004, 1:6-10, 1:11-14. Nagaoka discloses a number of

different fisheye lenses having a nonlineardistribution function of image

points relative to the field angle of the object points of the panorama. Jd.,

Figs. 3A—3B.

Petitioner contendsthat Nagaokateachesthe limitations of claim 17

(Pet. 58-63 (citing Ex. 1004, 1:38-41, 1:50-57, 2:44-53, 5:28-29, Figs. 3A,

3B; Ex. 1008 9§ 75—82)), and that Patent Owner “provided a clear and

unambiguous admission in the reexamination that claim 17 is taught by

Nagaoka”(id. at 58 (citing Ex. 1003, 245-46, 331)). Despite this, Petitioner

largely relies on Tadaas set forth above for the ground with Tada alone

(compare id. at 63-65, with id. at 33-57) and further on Nagaoka for

teaching the maximum deviation of at least +10% (id. at 63-68).

Petitioner relies on Nagaoka’s disclosure of a fisheye lens having a

nonlineardistribution function, including two examples—h=1.2f-tan(6/1.6)

and h=1.6f-tan(6/2). Jd. at 59-63 (citing Ex. 1004, Fig. 3B). Petitioner

calculates “a plot of the relative distance of an image pointin relation to the

center of the image accordingto the field angle of the corresponding object

point” for these functions “with a focal length of f=1” and overlays these

with a linear distribution to demonstrate that the lens having the function

h=1.2f-tan(6/1.6) has a maximum divergence -24.19% anda lens having the

function h=1.6f-tan(6/2) has a maximum divergenceof atleast -14.76%. Jd.

at 61-63 (citing Ex. 1008 J 79-82).

Petitioner contendsthat it would have been obvious to combine Tada

with the teachings of Nagaoka, as “Tada and Nagaokaare in the samefield

of endeavor,e.g., super wide angle lenses and imaginglenses.” Jd. at 63

(citing Ex. 1007, 1:6—9, 6:29-33, 7:36—-44, 8:59-64; Ex. 1004, Fig. 2, 3:36—
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40, 4:66-5:2, 7:11-16, 7:31-35, 7:50—-52, 7:60-67; Ex. 1008 { 83).

Petitioner further contends that “Nagaoka teaches the use of non-linear

curvesfor fisheye lens[es] to increase the resolution of an area of interest,

which in Nagaokais at the edge or periphery of the image.” /d. at 66 (citing

Ex. 1008 { 88); see id. at 65—66 (citing Ex. 1004, 1:50—57, 1:61—-2:4, 2:43-

53, 6:53-65, 9:30—44; Ex. 1008 §] 87). .

Petitioner contends that “[i]n Tada’s third embodiment, the area of

interest is the intermediate zone,” and that a person of ordinary skill in the

art “with the teachings of Nagaoka would have been motivated to increase

the maximum deviation of the lens in Tada from approximately between

8.12 and 9.88% to at least +10% in orderto increasethe resolution in Tada’s

area ofinterest, i.e., the intermediate zone of the image.” Pet. 66 (citing

Ex. 1008 4 88). In effect, Petitioner relies on the fact that the intermediate

zone in Tada’s third embodiment has enhanced definition comparedto the

center and edges of the system as indicating thatit is the area of interest. Id.

at 64 (citing Ex. 1008 { 85).

As discussed above, Patent Ownerargues that Petitioner cites no

underlying facts or data in support of the idea that the expanded intermediate

zone in Tada’s third embodimentis important. Prelim. Resp. 33 (citing

Pet. 46-48). Patent Owner further argues that Nagaoka teaches away from

use of an “objective lens [that] compresses . . . the edges of the image, and

expands an intermediate zone of the image located between the center and

the edges of the image”(claim 21) in that “Nagaoka explicitly teaches that

enhancementor expansion is neededat the peripheral portion (as opposed to

a central or intermediate portion) due to image distortion and ‘many missing

portions of image data’ there which ‘mustbe interpolated.’” Jd. at 38 (citing

Ex. 1004, 1:48-60); see id. (citing Ex. 1004, 1:61—2:4, 6:30-52, 6:60-65).
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Patent Owner’s general arguments appear more cogent here than

whenapplied to the ground based on Tada alone. Petitioner’s further

reasoninghererelies on the intermediate expanded zone of Tada’s third

embodimentbeingaparticular area of interest, and then on further

expansion ofthat based on the teachings of Nagaoka. Pet. 64 (citing

Ex. 1008 § 85), 66 (citing Ex. 1008 § 88). As such, this further reasoning

requires a sufficient showing that a person ofordinary skill in the art would
have recognized the importance of the expanded intermediate zone, a

showing that Patent Owner contends Petitioner has not made. Prelim.

Resp. 33 (citing Pet. 46-48). Patent Owner’s arguments that Nagaoka

teaches away mayalso have some merit because ofNagaoka’s apparent

focus on enhancement or expansion of the imageat the peripheral portion.

Id. at 38 (citing Ex. 1004, 1:48—2:4, 6:30—52, 6:60-65).

F. Asserted Obviousness over Tada in View ofBaker

Petitioner challenges claim 21 as unpatentable for having been

obvious over the combined teachings of Tada and Baker. Pet. 68-77.

Bakeris directed to a videoconference system using a lens system that

provides a panoramic display. Ex. 1005, Abstract. Baker discloses wide

angle lenses that have “a fairly significant portion of the imaging surface

dedicated to the peripheralfield [ofthe field of view], and consequently less

of the surface dedicated to the centralfield” than “typical with commercially

available wide-angle, fish-eye, or other conventional lenses.” Jd. at 11:47—

48, 12:30-32.

Petitioner contends that Baker teaches the limitations of claim 17

(Pet. 68-72 (citing Ex. 1005, 6:48—56, 8:32-36, 12:6-11; Ex. 1008 {J 92,

94—96)) and that Patent Owner “provided a clear and unambiguous

admission in the reexamination that claim 17 is taught by Baker’(id. at 68—
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69 (citing Ex. 1003, 331); see also id. at 71—72 (citing Ex. 1003, 240), 76-77

(citing Ex. 1003 at 19, 37, 239-41)). Despite this, Petitioner largely relies

on Tadaasset forth above for the ground with Tada alone (compareid. at

72-74, with id. at 33-57) and further on Baker for teaching the maximum

deviation of at least 10% (id. at 74-76).

Petitioner relies on Baker’s disclosure of a fisheye lens having a

nonlinear distribution function, and on a plot of such a lens showingits

nonlinearity. Id. at 69-71 (citing Ex. 1005, 6:48—-56, 8:32-36, 12:6—-11;

Ex. 1008 ff 92, 94-96). Petitioner relies on Baker’s disclosure that “using a

‘hemispherical gradient index unit with a wide field multi-elementlens’

such that ‘the portion of the camera dedicated to the periphery is increased,

thereby increasing the relative resolution of information detectable by the

imaging device sensing elements”(id. at 69 (citing Ex. 1005, 12:6—-11)) and

its statementthat ‘‘[t]o maximize data collection and resolution for analysis

and/or display . . . , it is desirable to maximize the dedication of the available

image detection area to this peripheral field portion’”(id. (citing Ex. 1005,

8:32—36)). Petitioner also relies on the testimony of Dr. Chipman “‘that these

goals are achieved by use of a non-linear function.” /d. at 69-70 (citing

Ex. 1008 4 92). Petitioner relies particularly on a plot it contends

“correspondsto the description of the lens in Baker” and “would have a

maximum deviation of 15.1%.” Jd. at 70-71 (citing Ex. 1008 4 95).

Petitioner contendsthat it would have been obvious to combine Tada

with the teachings of Baker, because “Tada and Bakerare in the samefield

of endeavor, e.g., wide angle lenses and imaging lenses.” Pet. 72 (citing

Ex. 1007, 1:6—-9, 6:29-33, 7:36-44, 8:59-64; Ex. 1005, 13:11-17; Ex. 1008

{ 97). Petitioner further contends Baker provides motivation for one of skill

in the art to increase the maximum deviation in its teachings and disclosure
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of a non-linear lens “designed to capture and enhance the peripheral content

of a hemispheric scene.” /d. at 74—75 (citing Ex. 1005, 2:59-61, 2:65—3:3,

6:44—48, 8:32-36, 8:60-62, 10:38-41, 12:48—55, Fig. 3BA; Ex. 1008

qJ 101, 103). In sum, Petitioner contends that “Baker teaches the use of

non-linear curves for fisheye lens [sic] to increase the resolution of an area

of interest, which in Bakeris the periphery of the lens system” andthat

“Baker also teaches that the area of interest can vary based on the needs of

the application.” Jd. at 75 (citing Ex. 1008 4 103).

Petitioner contendsthat “[i]n Tada’s third embodiment, the area of

interest is the intermediate zone, rather than the edge or periphery of the

image”andthat a person of ordinary skill in the art “with the teachings of

Baker would have been motivated to increase the maximum deviation of the

lens in Tada from approximately between 8.12 and 9.88% to at least 410%

in order to increase the resolution in Tada’s area ofinterest, i.e., the

intermediate zone of the image.” Pet. 75—76 (citing Ex. 1008 4 103). In

effect, Petitioner again relies on the fact that the intermediate zone in Tada’s

third embodimenthas enhanced definition comparedto the center and edges

of the system as indicating thatit is the area of interest. Jd. at 72—73 (citing

Ex. 1008 99).

Asdiscussed above, Patent Ownerarguesthat Petitioner cites no

underlying facts or data in support of the idea that the expanded intermediate

zone in Tada’s third embodimentis important. Prelim. Resp. 33 (citing

Pet. 46-48), 40 (citing Pet. 67-69 [sic, 72—74]). Patent Ownerfurther

argues that Baker teaches away from use of an “objective lens [that]

compresses . . . the edges of the image, and expandsan intermediate zone of

the image located between the center and the edges of the image” (claim 21)

in that “Baker, as a whole, teaches that it is important to enhance or expand
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the periphery of an image based on degradation experienced from

conventional lenses.” /d. at 40-41 (citing Ex. 1005, 3:60-4:14, 10:38—

12:55). Patent Ownerfurther faults Petitioner’s reliance on a selective quote

from a more complete citation as support for Baker teaching that the

enhancedfield of view can be anything other than the peripheral region.
Prelim. Resp. 41-42 (citing Pet. 75; Ex. 1005, 12:33-51).

For similar reasons as with the combination of Tada and Nagaoka,
Patent Owner’s general arguments appear more cogent here than when

applied to the ground based on Tada alone. As with the combination of

Tada and Nagaoka, Petitioner’s further reasoning here relies on the

intermediate expanded zone of Tada’s third embodimentbeing a particular

area of interest (Pet. 72—73 (citing Ex. 1008 4 99), 75-76 (citing Ex. 1008

{ 103)), and then on further expansion of that based on the teachings of a

further reference, here, Baker (id. at 74—75 (citing Ex. 1005, 2:59-61, 2:65-

3:3, 6:4448, 8:32-36, 8:60-62, 10:38-41, 12:48-55, Fig. 3BA; Ex. 1008

{7 101, 103)). And again, Patent Owner contendsthat Petitioner has not

madea sufficient showing that a person of ordinary skill in the art would

have recognized the importance of the expanded intermediate zone. Prelim.

Resp. 33 (citing Pet. 46-48), 40 (citing Pet. 67-69 [sic, 72-74]). Patent

Owner’s arguments that Baker teaches away may also have some merit

because of Baker’s apparent focus on enhancementor expansion ofthe

periphery of an image. /d. at 40-41 (citing Ex. 1005, 3:60-4:14, 10:38—

12:55).

IV. CONCLUSION

For the reasonsset forth above, we determinethat Petitioner has
demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing with respect to the one

challenged claim of the 990 patent. Thus, weinstitute an inter partes
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review on the one challenged claim and onall grounds presented in the

Petition.

V. ORDER

Accordingly,itis:

ORDEREDthat pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), an inter partes

review is hereby instituted as to claim 21 of the 990 patent with respect to

the groundsset forth in the Petition; and

FURTHER ORDEREDthat pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(c) and

37 C.E.R. § 42.4, notice is hereby givenoftheinstitution ofa trial

commencingonthe entry date of this decision.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
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LG ELECTRONICSINC.,
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Patent Owner.
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KIMBERLY McGRAW,Administrative Patent Judges.

DERRICK,Administrative Patent Judge.
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Granting Institution ofInter Partes Review
35 U.S.C. $314
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I. INTRODUCTION

On November 27, 2019, LG Electronics Inc. (“Petitioner” or “LG

Electronics”) filed a Petition requesting an inter partes review of claim 5

(“the challenged claim’) of U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990 B2 (Ex. 1001,

“the °990 patent”). Paper 2 (“Pet.””). ImmerVision,Inc. (“Patent Owner”or

“ImmerVision”) filed a Preliminary Responseto the Petition. Paper 5

(“Prelim. Resp.”).

Wehaveauthority to determine whetherto institute an inter partes

review. See 35 U.S.C.§ 314(b) (2018); 37 C.F.R. § 42.4(a). To institute an

inter partes review, we must determine that the information presented in the

Petition showsthat there is “a reasonable likelihood that the petitioner would

prevail with respectto at least 1 of the claims challenged in the petition.”

35 U.S.C. § 314(a). Applying that standard, for the reasonsset forth below,

weinstitute an inter partes review asto all groundsraisedin the Petition.
ll. BACKGROUND

A. Real Parties in Interest

Petitioner LG Electronics Inc. identifies LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc.

and LG Innotek Co.Ltd. as additional real parties-in-interest. Pet. 2. Patent

Owner ImmerVision,Inc., identifies itself as the real party-in-interest.

Paper 4, 2. The parties do not raise any issue aboutreal parties-in-interest.

B. Related Proceedings

The parties identify two pending district court cases involving

the 990 patent as related matters: ImmerVision, Inc. v. LG Electronics

' US.A., Case No. 1-18-cv-01630 (D. Del.) and ImmerVision, Inc. v. LG

Electronics U.S.A., Case No. 1-18-cv-01631 (D. Del.). Pet. 2; Paper 4, 2-3.
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Petitioner concurrently filed another petition that challenges claim 21

of the °990 patent. See LG Electronics Inc. v. Immervision, Inc., TPR2020-

00195, Paper 2. |
In addition, Petitioner states the °990 patent: (1) was the subject of

Ex Parte Reexamination Control No. 90/013,410; (2) was challenged in an

inter partes proceeding, Panasonic System Networks Co., Ltd. v. 6115187

CANADA INC., IPR2014-01438; and (3) was the subject of three other

district court cases, now closed. See Pet. 2-3; see also Panasonic System

Networks Co., Ltd. v. 6115187 CANADA INC., IPR2014-01438, Paper 11

(PTAB Nov.26, 2014) (terminating proceeding prior to institution following

settlement).

C. The °990 Patent (Ex. 1001)

The 990 patentis titled “Method for Capturing and Displaying a

Variable Resolution Digital Panoramic Image”and issued on Jan. 18, 2005,

from an application filed on Nov. 12, 2003. Ex. 1001, code (22), (45), (54).

The application for the ?990 patent is a continuation of application No.

PCT/FR02/01588, filed on May 10, 2002, and claimspriority to foreign

application FR 01 06261, filed May 11, 2001. Jd. at code (30), (63).

The ’990 patent is directed to capturing a digital panoramic imagethat

includes using a panoramic objective lens having “a distribution function of

the image points that is not linear relative to the field angle of the object

points of the panorama.” J/d., Abstract. The image obtained using such a

panoramic objective lens has at least one zone that is expanded and another

zone that is compressed. Jd. The patent further provides for correcting the

non-linearity of the panoramic imageinitially obtained. Id.

The 7990 patent was the subject of an ex parte reexamination. Id.

at 25-27 (Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate (10588th)). The
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Reexamination Request—Control No. 90/013,410—wasfiled November26,

2014. Id. at 25; Ex. 1003, 328-339 (“Request by Patent Owner for Ex Parte

Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990"). Patent Owner cancelled,
inter alia, claim 1 by wayofpreliminary amendmentthat accompaniedits

request for ex parte reexamination of claims 1-4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15—20, 22, 23,

and 25. See Pet. 17-18; Ex. 1003, 330, 341. The Patent Office granted

Patent Owner’s request for reexamination of the identified claims. Ex. 1003,

52-63. The Patent Office declined to reexamine claims 5, 8, 9, 12—14, 21,

24, and 26 on the basis that “the requester did not request reexamination of

... and did notassert the existence of a substantial new question of

patentability for those claims.” Jd. at 56 (citing 35 U.S.C. § 311(b)(2)). At

the conclusion of the proceeding, the Patent Office issued an Ex Parte

Reexamination Certificate cancelling claims 1, 6, 7, 17-20, 22, 23, and 25;
determining claims 2-4, 10, and 15 to be patentable as amended;

determining claims 11 and 16 dependent on an amendedclaim to be

patentable; and adding and determining to be patentable new claims 27-47.

Ex. 1001, 25-27; Ex. 1003, 1-3.

D. Claimed Subject Matter

Challenged claim 5 incorporates the limitations of cancelled claim 1,

from which it depends. See MPEP § 2260.01 (“the content of the canceled

base claim .. . [is] available to be read as part of the confirmed or allowed

dependent claim”). Both claims are reproduced below.

1. A method for capturing a digital panoramic image, by
projecting a panorama onto an image sensor by means of a
panoramic objective lens, the panoramic objective lens having
an imagepointdistribution functionthatis not linearrelative to
the field angle of object points of the panorama,the distribution
function having a maximum divergenceofat least 10%
comparedto a linear distribution function, such that the
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panoramic image obtained hasat least one substantially
_compressed zone.

Ex. 1001, 19:28-37.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the objective lens
compressesthe center of the image and the edges of the image
and expandsan intermediate zone of the image located between
the center and the edges of the image.

Ex. 1001, 19:49-52.

E. Evidence

Petitioner relies upon the following prior art references in the asserted

grounds of unpatentability:

 
 

 

 Reference Date ‘1 Exhibit No.

US 5,861, 999 (“Tada”) Jan. 19, 1999, filed 1007
; Aug. 21, 1997

US 6,128,145 (“Nagaoka”) Oct. 3, 2000, filed 1004
Apr. 28, 1999

US 5,686,957 (“Baker”) Nov.11, 1997, filed|1005
Jun. 30, 1995

Petitioner also relies on the Declaration of Russel! Chipman, Ph.D.

(Ex. 1008).

F. The Asserted Grounds of Unpatentability

  
  

  
  

Petitioner contendsthat the challenged claim is unpatentable based on

the following grounds:

Claim(s) Challenged  
 

 

35 U.S.C. §!

103

 Reference(s)/Basis  
 5

! The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (“AIA”), Pub. L. No. 112-29, 125
Stat. 284, 287-88 (2011), revised 35 U.S.C. § 103 effective March 16, 2013.
Because the challenged patent was filed before March 16, 2013, werefer to
the pre-AIA version of 35 U.S.C. § 103.

5
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Claim(s) Challenged | 350U.S.C.§' | -Reference(s)/Basis

i. ANALYSIS

A. Level ofOrdinary Skill in the Art

   

    

Petitioner contends that a person of ordinary skill in the art “would

have hadat least a bachelor’s degree in Physics, Optical Engineering, and/or
Electrical Engineering andat least five years’ experience in developing and

designing optical products or systems and have familiarity with image

processing algorithms and optical design software.” Pet. 20 (citing Ex. 1008

q 41).

Patent Ownerneither disputes Petitioner’s articulation of the level of

ordinary skill in the art nor presents its own articulation of the level of skill

in the art, stating that “[a]t this stage of the proceeding, . . . for purposes of

[the] Preliminary Response, Patent Ownerdoes not object to Petitioner’s
proposedskill level.” Prelim. Resp. 16.

On this record, we have no reasonto fault Petitioner’s definition of

the level of ordinary skill and, therefore, adopt it for the purposesofthis

Decision. Wefurther note that the prior art itself demonstrates the level of

skill in the art at the time of the invention. See Okajima v. Bourdeau,

261 F.3d 1350, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (explaining that “specific findings on

the level ofskill in the art . . . [are not required] ‘wherethe prior art itself

reflects an appropriate level and a need for testimony is not shown’”

(quoting Litton Indus. Prods., Inc. v. Solid State Sys. Corp., 755 F.2d 158,
163 (Fed. Cir. 1985))).
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B. Claim Construction

1. Standard ofConstruction

Forpetitions filed on or after November 13, 2018, we apply the claim

construction standard from Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303 (Fed. Cir.

2005) (en banc). 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b) (2019).

Claim terms are generally given their ordinary and customary

meaning as would be understood by one with ordinary skill in the art in the

context of the specification, the prosecution history, other claims, and even

extrinsic evidence including expert and inventor testimony, dictionaries, and

learnedtreatises, although extrinsic evidenceis less significant than the

intrinsic record. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1312-1317. Usually, the specification

is dispositive, andit is the single best guide to the meaning of a disputed

term. /d. at 1315.

Only those claim terms that are in controversy need to be construed

and only to the extent necessary to resolve the controversy. Nidec Motor

Corp. v. Zhongshan Broad Ocean Motor Co., 868 F.3d 1013, 1017 (Fed.

Cir. 2017); see also U.S. Surgical Corp. v. Ethicon, Inc., 103 F.3d 1554,

1568 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (holding claim construction is not necessary whenit is

not “directed to, or has been shownreasonably to affect, the determination

of obviousness”).

2. Proposed Constructions

Petitioner proposes constructions for seven claim terms. See Pet. 21—

25. Petitioner contendsthat “‘[p]anoramic objective lens’ should be

construed to mean a super-wideor ultra-wide angle objective lens.” Jd. at 21

(citing Ex. 1001, 1:18-20; Ex. 1008 ¢ 44). Petitioner contends that “[o]bject

points of the panorama’ should be construed as points of the object in the

panoramabeing viewed bythe lens.” Jd. at 21-22 (citing Ex. 1001, 7:2—5,
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Fig. 5; Ex. 1008 J 52). Petitioner contends that ‘“‘[i]mage point’ should be

construed as a pointoflight projected by the lens onto an image plane,said

light coming from the corresponding object point of a viewed object in the

panorama.” /d. at 22 (citing Ex. 1001, 7:11-—14, Fig. 5; Ex. 1008 § 52).

Petitioner contends that “‘[flield angle of object points’ should be construed

as the angles of incident light rays passing through the object points and

through the center of the panorama photographed,relative to the optical axis

of the objective lens.” /d. at 23 (citing Ex. 1001, 2:18-22; Ex. 1008 § 52).

Petitioner contends that “maximum divergence”is defined by the ’990

patent according to the formula “DIVmax %=[[dr(Pd)-

dr(Pdl)]/[dr(Pdl)]]* 100, in which dr(Pd)is the relative distance in relation to

the center of the point of maximum divergence Pd, and dr(Pdl) is the relative

distancein relation to the center of the corresponding point on the linear

distribution line.” Jd. at 23-24 (citing Ex. 1001, 8:57-65; Ex. 1008 57).

Petitioner contendsthat “[e]xpanded zone’ should be construed as the

portion of the image point distribution function wherethe gradient is higher

than the gradient of the linear distribution function.” Jd. at 24 (citing

Ex. 1001, 8:38—43, Fig. 9; Ex. 1008 4 63). Petitioner contends that

“[c]ompressed zone’ should be construedas the portion of the image point

distribution function where the gradient is lower than the gradient ofthe

linear distribution function.” Jd. at 24—25 (citing Ex. 1001, 8:38—43, Fig. 9;

Ex. 1008 § 63).

Patent Owner does not contest the proposed constructions of the claim

termsat this stage of the proceeding, stating that “for purposes ofthis

Preliminary Response, Patent Owner does not object to the definitions set

out by Petitioner.” Prelim. Resp. 16.
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Basedonthe current record, and for the purpose ofthis decision, we

adopt the constructions set forth by Petitioner, because these appear

reasonable and are not contested. Any further construction is not necessary

at this time for the purpose ofthis decision.

C. Principles ofLaw

A claim is unpatentable under 35 U.S.C.§ 103 if “the differences

between the subject matter sought to be patented and the priorart are such

that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the

invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said

subject matter pertains.” KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 406

(2007). The question of obviousness is resolved on the basis of underlying

factual determinations, including: (1) the scope and contentof the priorart;

(2) any differences between the claimed subject matter and the priorart;

(3) the level of skill in the art; and (4) if in evidence, objective evidence of

nonobviousness,i.e., secondary considerations. See Graham v. John Deere

Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17-18 (1966).

“In an [inter partes review], the petitioner has the burden from the

onset to show with particularity why the patentit challengesis

unpatentable.” Harmonic Inc. v. Avid Tech., Inc., 815 F.3d 1356, 1363

(Fed. Cir. 2016) (citing 35 U.S.C. § 312(a)(3) as “requiring inter partes

review petitions to identify ‘with particularity . . . the evidence that supports
the groundsfor the challenge to each claim’”); cf: Intelligent Bio-Systems,

Inc. v. Illumina Cambridge, Ltd., 821 F.3d 1359, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2016)

(quoting 35 U.S.C. § 312(a)(3)) (addressing “the requirementthat theinitial

petition identify ‘with particularity’ the evidence that supports the grounds

for the challenge to each claim’”). This burden never shifts to Patent Owner.

See Dynamic Drinkware, LLC v. Nat’! Graphics, Inc., 800 F.3d 1375, 1378
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(Fed. Cir. 2015) (citing Tech. Licensing Corp. v. Videotek, Inc., 545 F.3d

1316, 1326-27 (Fed. Cir. 2008)) (discussing the burden of proof in inter

partes review). Furthermore, Petitioner cannotsatisfy its burden of proving

obviousness by employing “mere conclusory statements.” Jn re Magnum

Oil Tools Int’l, Ltd., 829 F.3d 1364, 1380 (Fed. Cir. 2016).

D. Asserted Obviousness over Tada

Petitioner challenges claim 5 as unpatentable for having been obvious

over Tada. Pet. 29-52.

1. Tada (Ex. 1007)

Tada discloses a method for capturing a digital panoramic image,

including by use of “a super wide angle lens system which can be used for a

monitoring camera (CCTV)etc.” Ex. 1007, 1:7-9. Tadastates that “[iJt is

an object... to provide a retrofocus type super wide angle lens system...

[having] an angle of view of approximately 120° to 140°.” Jd. at 1:48—50.

Tada identifies Figure 11 as “show[ing] a third embodimentof a super wide

angle lens system.” Jd. at 8:59-64; Fig. 11. The third embodiment, as

depicted in Figure 11 below,“is substantially the same as the second

embodiment,” depicted in Figure 6, which “is substantially the sameas that

of the first embodiment,” depicted in Figure 1. Jd. at 6:2—3, 7:36—-43, 8:58—

62.

10
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FIG. 11

10 | 20

apowe ttrei“ P a9 r5 6 718 OO ri0 11 112 113 14
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did2 43 d4 d5 d6 d7d8d9 d10d11 d12 d13

Tada’s Figure 11 (reproduced above) depicts the lens arrangementof a super

wide angle lens system. Jd. at 3:44—-46, Fig. 11. The depicted super wide

angle lens system consists of front lens group 10 and rear lens group 20. See

id. at 6:4-5 (identifying elements in reference to Figure 1). Figure 11 also

depicts features of a CCD? (charge-coupled device) used to capture an

image; elementC refersto “a glass cover of the CCD”and “surface No. 15

refers to the image pickup surface of the CCD.” Seeid. at 6:26-32

(identifying elements in reference to Figure 1). Tada’s Figures 5 and 6

disclose numerical data regarding the third embodiment, including “[t]he

surface figure, paraxial spherical amount and aspherical amount of surface

No. 3.” Jd. at 8:63-9:57.

? Although neither Tada northe Petitioner define “CCD,” we understand
CCD to be a “charge-coupled device.”

11
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2. Analysis

Claim 5, which incorporates the limitations of cancelled claim 1 from

whichit depends, is directed to a methodof capturing a digital panoramic

image by use of a panoramic objective lens to project a panorama onto an

image sensor. In general, claim 1 requires that the panoramic objective lens

used to capture the image hasa distribution function of the image points that

is not linear to the field angle of the object points of the panorama,having a

maximum divergencethatis at least 10% comparedto a linear distribution

function. Ex. 1001, 19:28-37. Claim 5 further requires that “the objective

lens compressesthe center of the image and edges of the image and expands

an intermediate zoneof the image located between the center and the edges
of the image.” Jd. at 19:49-52.

a) Petitioner’s Contentions

Petitioner contends that Tada discloses a method ofcapturing a digital

panoramic image using a panoramic objective lens that compresses the

center of the image and edges of the image and expandsan intermediate

zone of the image located between the center and edges of the image.

Pet. 29-37. Petitioner relies on Tada’s third embodiment,as set forth in

Figure 11 and Table 5, and calculations based on the disclosure for the

distribution function of image points for different wavelengths of visible

light. /d. at 31-37 (citing Ex. 1007, Fig. 11, Table 5). Petitioner further

contendsthat the objective lens has a distribution function of image points

that deviates from beinglinearto the field angle of the object points by an

amountsufficient to meet the +10% limitation of claim 1, and that, if not

meeting the limitation outright, that it would have been obviousto a person

of ordinary skill in the art to modify the lens system to increase the

maximum deviation in the expansion zonein order to increase the resolution

12
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of the acquired image. /d. at 37-46. Petitioner relies, in effect, on Tada’s

third embodimentrendering the objective lens with the +10% deviation

limitation primafacie obvious onthebasis that it would have been expected

to have the same properties, and on the basis that the deviation amounts to

nothing more than a result effective variable that is subject to routine

optimization. Jd.

Petitioner addresses the limitations of base independent claim 1 and of

claim 5 in turn.

Petitioner contends that Tada teachesthe recited “method for

capturing a digital panoramic image by projecting a panorama onto an image

sensor by meansof a panoramic objective lens” in its disclosure of a super

wide angle lens system for a monitoring CCTV camera, including the third

embodiment depicted in Figure 11. See id. at 29-32 (citing Ex. 1007, 1:7-9,

1:48-50, 6:2-5, 6:26-32, 7:36-43, 8:58-64, Fig. 11; Ex. 1008 J] 44-45, 47).

Petitioner also contendsthat its expert, Dr. Chipman,“reconstructed” the

third embodimentdepicted in Figure 11 using the information from Table 5.

Id. at 31-32 (citing Ex. 1008 4 47); see Ex. 1008 § 46.

Petitioner contends that Tada teachesthe recited “panoramic objective

lens having an imagepoint distribution function that is not linear relative to

the field angle of object points of the panorama.” See Pet. 32-37 (citing
Ex. 1007, 5:46-53, 9:1-24 (Table 5), Fig. 11; Ex. 1008 ff] 49-54).

Petitioner relies on Dr. Chipman’s testimony that Tada’s disclosure of

“schematic viewsof the lens arrangements, diagramsofthe aberrations,

astigmatism and distortion experienced by the particular lens systems

disclosed, and tables of measurements of the lens” allows “one of ordinary

skill in the art to reconstruct the exact lens systems described in Tada.” /d.

at 32; Ex. 1008 4 49. In addition, Petitioner details the numerical data from

13
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Table 5, and contendsthat a person of ordinary skill in the art “‘at the

relevant time period would have used a [computer] program. . . to

mathematically calculate the characteristics of the lens system to test and

show howit will function by providing plots of the various characteristics of

the lens system.” Pet. 33-34 (citing Ex. 1007, 5:46—53, 8:59-64, 9:1—24;

Ex. 1008 J 50-51). The data relied on includes W specified in Table 5 of

Tada, the half angle field of view, indicating the angular extent from the

optical axis of the lens of a scene that is imaged. See id. at 30-31, 35-36.

The value for W in Table 5 is 58.5 degrees. Ex. 1007, 9:5.

As to calculating lens system characteristics, Petitioner and

Petitioner’s expert Dr. Chipman contendthat a particular computer

program—Code V software—“merely performs mathematical calculations

applying well knownprinciples of optics and physics” and that these well-

knownprinciples “have not changed in any material respects since at least

the early 2000s.” Pet. 34; Ex. 1008 4/51. Petitioner and Dr. Chipman

further contend that the Code V program “has been aroundsince at least the

mid-1960’s and was capable of performing the analysis used herein by at

least 1980.” Pet. 34; Ex. 1008 951. Petitioner relies on Dr. Chipman’s

calculations using the Code V software to modelthe lens system of Tada’s

third embodiment (depicted in Figure 11) using the information from Tada’s

Table 5. Pet. 34-37. Petitioner contends that a person of ordinary skill

would have understoodthe recited lens system to be for use with a video

camera and, thus, for the claim to be directed to visible light. Jd. at 35

(citing Ex. 1008 { 52). Petitioner details that Dr. Chipman,using the

definitions of “object points of the panorama,” “image point,” and “field

angle of object points,” and the data from Table 5, “plotted the relative

distance of image points produced by the lens system ofthe third

14
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embodiment of Tadain relation to the field angle of the corresponding
object point” for six different wavelengths of light representative of visible
light—violet (380 nm, 400 nm), blue (450 nm), yellow (587 nm), and red

(700 nm, 740 nm)—using the Code V program. Id. at 34—35 (citing

Ex. 1008 9 52; Ex. 1012, 3 (American Heritage Dictionary of Science

definition of “visible light”). Petitioner relies on these plots overlaid with a
linear distribution and on the percent divergence calculated using the °990
patent’s DIVmax equationtoillustrate that “the image point distribution

function is not linear relative to the field angle of object points of the

panorama. /d. at 35-36 (citing Ex. 1008 J 52-53; Ex. 1013 (Code V

analysis of Tada’s third embodiment)). The plot obtained for 380 nm

illustrates the contended deviation.

Ohlet Ray Heights

fmage Point Disinsuten Fanchon
Jada Embodiment 2

RetelweOmtanee(eh 
ADI facwets

——— Reat Chief Ray Image Height (380 am)

Reproduced above from page 36 ofthe Petition, the plot of the lens ©
prescription, based on Table 5 and Figure 11, for 380 nm wavelength light
illustrates the deviation from a linear distribution. Petitioner highlights, in

1
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particular, that the slope of the image point distribution is less than that for a

linear distribution over the lower object point field angles (orange) and the

higher object point angles (green) and greater than that for a linear

distribution over intermediate object point field angles (blue). Jd. at 43-45.

Petitioner contendsthat, “[a]s described in the ’990 patent, a higher gradient

of the image pointdistribution function compared to the linear distribution

function indicates an expansion of the image and a lower gradient means a

compression ofthe image.” Jd. at 44; Ex. 1001, 8:41-43; Ex. 1008 { 63.

Thus, Petitioner contends that Tada teaches the recited “panoramic

objective lens having an image pointdistribution function that is not linear

relative to the field angle of object points of the panorama.”

Petitioner contends that Tada teaches, or renders obvious,“the

distribution function having a maximum divergenceofat least +10%

comparedto a linear distribution function, such that the panoramic image

obtained hasat least one substantially expanded zone andat least one

substantially compressed zone.” See Pet. 37-46. Petitioner relies on two

theories for the maximum divergence ofat least +10% comparedtoalinear

distribution. First, Petitioner contends that the maximum divergence value

of Tada’s third embodimentitself establishes a primafacie case of

obviousness becauseit is sufficiently close to +10%. See id. at 37-41.
Second, Petitioner contends that it would have been obviousto a person of

ordinary skill in the art to modify Tada’s third embodimentlens system to

increase the maximum deviation in the expansion zonein order to increase

the resolution of the acquired image, including as a matter of routine

optimization. Jd. at 41-43. As to the obtained panoramic image having “at

least one substantially expanded zoneandat least one substantially

compressed zone,” Petitioner relies, respectively, on the higher and lower

16
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gradients of portions of the plot of the lens prescription, discussed above.

Id. at 43-46.

In arguing the disclosed maximum divergencevalueis sufficiently

close to establish a primafacie case, Petitioner contends that the °990 patent

does not attribute any special characteristic to the 10% value, but rather sets

forth thatit “is sufficient ‘to obtain an expansionofthe useful parts of the

image . . . result[ing] in a clear increase in the numberofpixels covered by

the useful parts and a substantial improvementin the definition obtained.”

Id. at 37 (citing Ex. 1001, 9:7—-12; Ex. 1008 4 56). Petitioner furtherrelies

on the ’990 patent “describ[ing] the 10% value as a mere approximation”

andthat “such a maximum divergence value ‘on the order of 10% atleast’

merely needsto be higher than that due to the possible design errors in

manufacturingerrors .. . ‘which is of a few percent.’” Jd. (citing Ex. 1001,

9:2-6, 9:8; Ex. 1008 56).

Petitioner contendsthat its calculated plots for various wavelengths

demonstrates that the third embodiment of Tada’s lens system meets, or

renders obvious, the recited limitations as to the maximum divergence with

respect to the linear distribution and the substantially expanded and

compressed zones. /d.’at 39-40. Petitionerrelies onits calculations
indicating, depending on the wavelength ofvisible light, a maximum

divergence of -8.12% to -9.88% occurring at or near 25—28 degrees and of

+0.37 to +1.44% occurring at or near 52-55 degrees. Id. at 38-39 (citing

Ex. 1001, 8:57; Ex. 1008 4 57). Petitioner highlights the maximum

divergence of -9.88% at 27.6 degrees and of +0.37% at 55.2 degrees for a

380 nm wavelength (violet light) (id.) and thatviolet light suffices as the

claims do notrequire that the visible light be of any particular wavelength

(id. at 35, 38).

17
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Petitioner contends, thus, that “Tada’s 8.12% to 9.88% maximum

divergenceeitheris ‘on the order of 10% oris at least sufficiently closeto it

such that there is no meaningful difference from 10% in the impactof the

maximum divergence.” Jd. at 39-40 (citing Ex. 1008 { 58). Petitioner

further contends that, “[a]ccordingly, the disclosure in Tada renders [the at

least +10% divergence] limitation obvious because the maximum deviation
is ‘close enough’ to the claimed maximum deviation ‘suchthat one skilled in

the art would have expected[it] to have the same properties.” Jd. at 40

(citing In re Peterson, 315 F.3d 1325, 1329 (Fed. Cir. 2003); Titanium

Metals Corp. ofAm. v. Banner, 778 F.2d 775, 778 F.2d 783 (Fed. Cir. 1985).

In arguing it would have been obviousto increase the maximum

deviation, Petitioner contendsthat

it would have been obviousfor a [person of ordinary skill in the
art]... to modify Tada’s third embodimentlens system through
routine experimentation to add an additional divergence of only
0.12% (for violet light) to this lens system’s 9.88% maximum
divergence(or up to 1.88% added to 8.12% forred light) to
further expand the usefulparts of the image and improve the
definition in the already expanded zone of Tada’s third
embodiment.

Pet. 41. Petitioner relies on In re Aller, 220 F.2d 454, 456 (CCPA 1955), for

the principle that “where the general conditions ofa claim are disclosed in

the priorart, it is not inventive to discover the optimum or workable ranges

by routine experimentation.” Pet. 42. In effect, Petitioner relies on Tada as

disclosing a lens system, including its third embodiment, and argues that

reaching a workable lens meeting the claim limitations requires nothing

morethan routine experimentation. Petitioner supports its contention by

identifying that, in lens design, there are design tradeoffs, including image

quality, which includes “the definition of the image capturedin different

18
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zonesof thefield of view,” and that “[d]Jepending on the application of the

lens, it may be desirable that a particular zone have higherdefinition at the

expense of lower definition in less important zones.” Jd. (citing Ex. 1008

{ 60). Petitioner further contends that “Tada’s third embodiment shows a

lens system with an intermediate zone of enhanced definition compared to

the center and edges of the system” and highlights that further enhancement

of the intermediate zone by adding a further“0.12-1.88% deviation ...

would have been well within the skill of a [person of ordinary skill in the

art]” and that adding such further deviation “would have been undertaken as

part of routine engineering optimization techniques with a reasonable

expectation that it would havelead [sic] to further improved definition in the

intermediate zone while maintaining acceptable image quality.” Id. at 42-43

(citing Ex. 1008 J] 60-61).

Asto claim 5 itself, Petitioner contends that Tada’s third embodiment

lens system of Figure 11 together with Table 5 meets the further limitation

that “the objective lens compresses the center of the image and the edges of

the image and expands an intermediate zone of the image located between

the center and the edges of the image.” /d. at 47-52 (citing Ex. 1008 Jj 63—

64, 68-72). Petitioner relies, as discussed above,on the plots of the

distribution function of Tada’s third embodiment. Petitioner highlights that

Tada’s third embodiment lens system has a similarly shapeddistribution

function to that of Figure 9 of the °990 patent. Jd. at 48-49 (citing Ex. 1001,

Fig. 9; Ex. 1008 69).

b) Patent Owner’s Contentions and Our Conclusions

Patent Ownerraises a numberof arguments as to why Petitioner has

not shown Tadarenders claim 5 unpatentable. Prelim. Resp. 17-36. Patent

Owneridentifies some as applicable to all grounds. Jd. at 17-29. Patent
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Owneridentifies others as specific to the ground of obviousness over Tada

alone. Id. at 30-36. We have considered the parties’ evidence and argument

and determine that Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood that

it would prevail in establishing that claim 5 would have been obvious over

Tada, notwithstanding Patent Owner’s arguments to the contrary. We focus

our analysis on the issues that are disputed by Patent Owner.

Patent Owner contendsthat “Petitioner failed to establish that the

Code V analysis could have been done by a [person ofordinary skill in the

art] . . . to recreate this same analysis at the time ofthe invention.”” Id. at 19-

20. Patent Ownerargues that Dr. Chipman’s declaration testimonyis

insufficient to establish that the Code V program wasavailable, and capable

of providing the necessary calculations,at the time of invention, and that

there is no other evidence of record to support Petitioner’s argument. See id.

at 20—22 (citing Pet. 34; Ex. 1008 JJ] 46, 51-52). Patent Ownerrelies on the

rule that “[e]xpert testimony that does not disclose the underlying facts or

data on which the opinionis basedis entitled to little or no weight.” Jd. at

21-22 (quoting 37 C.F.R. § 42.65).

Based on ourreview of the current record, we are persuaded Petitioner

has sufficiently shown that Tada renders obviousthe limitations of claim 5.

Petitioner contends, with supporting testimony by Dr. Chipman,that a

person skilled in the art at the relevant time period would have used a

computer program, such as the “Code V” program to mathematically

calculate the characteristics of the lens system. See Pet. 34; Ex. 1008 951.

Petitioner further asserts the “software merely performs mathematical

calculations applying well knownprincipals [sic] of optics and physics”

(Pet. 34; Ex. 1008 § 51), and Patent Ownerprovides no discernable basis for

any changein the principles and the mathematical calculations necessary to
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apply thoseprinciples in the relevant time period (see generally Prelim.

Resp.). Applying those would reasonably allow, as Dr. Chipmantestifies, “a

[person of ordinary skill in the art] at the relevant time period . . . to

mathematically calculate the characteristics of the lens system to test and

show howit will function by providing plots of the various characteristics of
the lens system.” Pet. 34; Ex. 1008 751. Wefind Petitioner’s arguments

and evidenceare sufficient at this stage of the proceeding. Patent Owner’s

argumentsraise factual disputes that are best resolved uponafull record.

Further, as to the unpatentability of claim 5 grounded on the maximum

divergence of Tada’s third embodimentsufficing to meet the +10%,thereis

no need for the calculation if the limitation simply follows as a consequence

of a lens system that is otherwise rendered obvious by Tada’s third

embodimentsuchthat the limitation is met.

Patent Owneralso contendsthat the use of Tada is based on

impermissible hindsight. Prelim. Resp. 22-28. Patent Owner arguesthat the

selection of Tada itself constitutes hindsight because “Tada does not provide

any image pointdistribution function information for any of its lens systems

or describe image heights as a function of object pointfield angles, let alone

acknowledge these concepts in its text.” /d. at 23. Patent Owner arguesthat

selection of Tada as the base reference where “otherprior art references

explicitly discussing image point distribution functions exist,” as

demonstrated by the citation to Nagaoka and Baker, “can only be the result

of impermissible hindsight.” Id. at 23-24.

Patent Owner’s argumentis groundedtoo narrowly on the point

distribution function to be persuasive in this circumstance. As discussed

above, Tadadiscloses a method for capturing a digital panoramic image

using a super wide angle lens system,includingthat ofits third embodiment,
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one of only four particular embodimentsit sets forth in its disclosure. See

generally Ex. 1007. Patent Ownerprovides no cogent argumentto rebut

Petitioner’s position that one of ordinary skill in the art would look to Tada

for such a method of capturing a digital panoramic imageand a suitable lens

system, evenifit is only one reference of many disclosing such systems.

See generally Prelim. Resp.; Pet. 29-30, 32.

Patent Owneralso contendsthat Petitioner’s Code V analysis

constitutes impermissible hindsight. Prelim. Resp. 24-27. Patent Owner

argues, in particular, that there is no evidence provided that a person of

ordinary skill in the art would have sought to obtain Tada’s image point

distribution function data or to determine an image pointdistribution

function for any of Tada’s lens. Jd. at 24-26. Patent Owner discounts

Dr. Chipman’s testimony becauseit refers generally to “lens characteristics”

for what a person of ordinary skill in the art would havecalculated, tested, or

plotted, andthe actual calculations were only undertaken by Dr. Chipman in

2019. Id. at 24-25 (citing Ex. 1008 Ff 51-52). Patent Owner contendsthat

“the only reason to analyze Tadain this fashion comes from impermissible

hindsight reconstruction.” Jd. at 26. Patent Owner further argues that

Petitioner’s focus on the third embodimentalone constitutes impermissible

hindsight, where there are three other lens system embodiments, and that

“i]t is impermissible . . . to pick and choose from any onereference only so

muchofit as will support a given position, to the exclusion of otherparts

necessary to the full appreciation of what such reference fairly suggests to

one of ordinary skill in the art.” Jd. at 26-27 (citing Pet. 30; Ex. 1007, 6:1—

33, 7:35-48, 8:55-67, 9:58-67; Ex. 1008 ff 52-53) (quoting In re Hedges,

783 F.2d 1038, 1041 (Fed. Cir. 1986)).
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Based on our review of the present record, Petitioner has sufficiently

established that a person of ordinary skill in the art at the relevant time

period would have beenable to calculate the characteristics of the lens

system to discern howit will function, including by providing plots of

various characteristics. Pet. 32, 34; Ex. 1008 9 49, 51. Petitioner’s

argument, supported by the testimony by Dr. Chipman,is also sufficient to

showat this stage of the proceeding that a person ofordinary skill in the art

would have sought to determine(or calculate) the characteristics of Tada’s

lens systemsto understand their function. See Pet. 34; Ex. 1008 451. The

specific issue raised by Patent Ownerhere is whether a person of ordinary

skill in the art would have sought to obtain such information, and more

particularly, would have sought to undertake the same analysis conducted by

Dr. ChipmanthatPetitioner relies on for showing the image point

distribution of Tada’s third embodiment. See Prelim. Resp. 24—26. Patent

Ownerprovides no cogent argument, however,that the image point

distribution function, or an equivalent measure of a lens system’s function,is

not required to fully understand how the lens system will function, such that

Petitioner’s evidenceis not sufficient. Jd. Nor does Patent Owner provide

any sound basis for Dr. Chipman’s testimony not reasonably encompassing

calculations that include, or are an equivalent measure to, the image point

distribution, where he states that a person ofskill in the art would have

“mathematically calculate[d] the characteristics of the lens system.”

Ex. 1008 9 51. We note here,again, that if the maximum divergence of

Tada’s third embodimentsuffices to meet the respective claim limitation,

and lens system andits use is otherwise obvious, there is a reasonable

likelihood that the lens system and its use would be established to be

unpatentable over Tada’s third embodimentevenif one of ordinary skill in
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the art would not have appreciated its image point distribution function.

Cf In re Spada, 911 F.2d 705, 709 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (“Whenthe claimed

compositions are not novel they are not rendered patentable by recitation of

properties, whether or not these properties are shown or suggested in the

prior art.”).

Moreover, on this record, even if Tada’s third embodimentis not

preferred over the other embodiments, we determinethat the disclosure is

sufficient because each of the four embodiments constitutes a basis for what

Tada explicitly discloses as useful for capturing a digital panoramic image.

Prelim. Resp. 27-28. In sum, Tada appears to disclose what is suggested by

each of the four embodiments, and Patent Ownerfails to explain how a

different image point distribution function for the other three embodiments

would undercutthat of the third embodiment, or Petitioner’s reliance onit.

Td.

Patent Owner contendsthatall groundsfall short on the basis that

“(t]here is no reason to modify a prior art reference if the proposed

modification would render the reference unsatisfactory for its intended

purpose.” Jd. at 28-29. Patent Ownerarguesthat “Tada presentsalist of

conditionsthat its lens system mustsatisfy else it will suffer from various

deficiencies in the resulting image” and that “Petitioner never considered

whether the modified version of Tada’s third embodiment would meet each

of the express conditions.” /d. (citing Ex. 1007, 2:7-67, 4:48-5:38). Patent

Ownerargues,in particular, that “Petitioner did not discuss whether the

required changes would keep the lens system within the condition ranges

that Tada requires for a satisfactory image”andthatit is not enough,in this

circumstance, for Petitioner to rely on “increasing the maximum divergence

in Tada’s third example embodiment. . . [as being] mere ‘routine
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engineering optimization’ . . . [that] would maintain ‘acceptable’ image

quality.” Jd. at 29.

Patent Owner’s argumentis not persuasive of any shortcoming in

Petitioner’s challenge. First, it is not clear that the conditions Patent Owner

relies on are, in fact, required such that the lens would be unsatisfactory for

Tada’s purposesif they are not met. Tada discusses the cited parameters as

conditionsthat are “preferably satisfie[d]” (Ex. 1007, 2:9, 2:50—-51) and

describes how failure to meet these leads only to reduced performance(id.

at 4:48-5:38). Second, Patent Ownerfails to set forth that these parameters

would not be met with Tada as modified. Prelim. Resp. 28-29. Third,

Patent Owneroffers no cogent argument that such changes, as might be

required, actually amount to anything more than “routine engineering

optimization,” but only argues that Petitioner failed to accountfor the

changesin its analysis. Jd. However close certain parameters in Tada may

be to what maybe considered unacceptable, on this record, Petitioner

adequately showsthat increasing the maximum divergencein Tada’s third

example embodiment would be a matter of routine engineering optimization.

Turning to arguments specific to the challenge based on Tadaalone,

Patent Owner contendsthat Petitioner’s theory of obviousness based on the

disclosure of maximum divergence values that are “close enough” to those

claimedis legally incorrect (id. at 30-32) and that based on routine

experimentation to modify Tada is conclusory and based on hindsight rather

than evidence (id. at 32-36).

Patent Ownerarguesthat Petitioner’s reliance on Peterson and

Titanium Metals as supporting the primafacie obviousnessofranges over

non-overlapping prior art ranges is not well founded. Prelim. Resp. 30.

Patent Owner contends that “Petitioner relied on dicta from cases where the
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claimed andprior art rangesall overlapped.” Jd. Patent Owner

characterizes Titanium Metals as an overlapping range case on the basis that

individual values in the prior art boundedindividual valuesrecited in the

claims, stating that the claimed alloy “with a single point for each metal, . . .

which fell between the single amounts disclosed bythe prior art,” such that

“the claimed values overlapped with theprior art.” Jd. at 31. Patent Owner

then contendsthat Jn re Patel, 566 Fed. Appx. 1005 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (non-

precedential), is more applicable andthatit “[rJeject[s] the dicta of In re

Peterson, . . . [in] that proximity alone is not enough to render non-

overlapping ranges obvious — there must be some ‘teaching in the prior art

that the end points ofthe prior art range are approximate, or can be flexibly

applied.’” Jd. at 31-32 (citing Patel, 556 Fed. Appx. at 1009-1010). Patent

Ownerfurther contendsthat “{nJo such prior art teaching exists here.” Jd.

at 32.

In Peterson, the Federal Circuit expressly recognized “that a prima

facie case of obviousness exists when the claimed range andthe priorart

range do not overlap but are close enough suchthat one skilled in theart

would have expected them to have the same properties.” Peterson, 315 F.3d

at 1329 (citing Titanium Metals, 778 F.2d at 783). Further, Titanium Metals

does not set forth that there was an overlapping range rendering the

composition unpatentable, but rather that “[t]he proportions are so closethat

primafacie one skilled in the art would have expected them to have the same

properties.” Titanium Metals, 778 F.2d at 783. Patent Owner’s reliance on

the non-binding holding in Patel similarly falls short, as the Federal Circuit

recognized that Patel “does not stand for the proposition . . . that a claimed

range andprior art range must overlap . . . to find a primafacie case.” In re

Brandt, 886 F.3d 1171, 1177 (Fed. Cir. 2018). Still further, contrary to
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Patent Owner’s reliance on Patel for the notion that there must be evidence

from the prior art that the purported rangeis flexible, Brandt relies on “the

claimed range andthepriorart range abut[ting] one another” and

Appellants’ concession “that there [was] no meaningful distinction between

the two ranges,”as “the insignificance of the range difference between the

claimsandpriorart [could] be gleaned from the °858 applicationitself” Id.

at 1177-79. Here the °990 patent itself likewise supports Petitioner’s

position that there is no meaningful distinction between the maximum

divergence values of Tada’s third embodimentand the 10% value,as it is

characterized as a mere approximation in the ’990 patent itself. Pet. 37

(citing Ex. 1001, 9:2—12; Ex. 1008 4 56); Ex. 1001, 9:7-8 (“a maximum

divergence on the order of 10% at least”).

On this record, we determinethat Petitioner has sufficiently
established a basis for a primafacie case for this limitation on the closeness

of the maximum divergence of Tada’s third embodimentto the recited

maximum divergence ofat least +10% where the divergence is characterized

as an approximation. Cf EI. DuPont de Nemours & Co. v. Synvina C.V.,

904 F.3d 996, 1006 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (applying the concept ofprimafacie

obviousness based on overlapping rangesin the contextof an inter partes

review trial). The closeness of the values, including the -9.88% maximum

deviation, to the recited “at least +10%,” depends in part on whetherthe

trailing zero in 10% is significant. While not necessary to support our

decision to institute inter partes review, as we determine a reasonable basis

for doing so based on the values as expressly written, but characterized as an

approximation, the parties may wish to addressthis issue in further briefing.

Patent Ownerarguesthat Petitioner’s reliance on modifying Tada’s

third embodiment as a matter of routine experimentation falls short, because
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the rationale merely presumesthat a person of ordinary skill in the art would

have found the allegedly expanded intermediate zone in Tada’s third

embodimentto be important and worth expanding through increasing the

maximum divergence point. Prelim. Resp. 33 (citing Pet. 41-43). Patent

Ownerfurther arguesthat Petitioner’s presumption that the intermediate

zoneis of primary importance overlooks that Tada’s specification

emphasizes the importance of resulting image edges. Jd. at 33-34 (citing

Ex. 1007, 1:11-27, 1:39-41, 1:48-2:6, 4:9-20, 5:3-7, 6:6-12). Patent

Ownerfurther argues that Petitioner also ignored examining Tada’s third

embodimentlens within the context in which it was identified, instead

relying on a generalassertion that “/d/epending on the application of the

lens, it may be desirable that a particular zone have higherdefinition at the

expense of lowerdefinition in less iniportant zone” withouteveridentifying

the particular application. Jd. at 34—35 (quoting Pet. 42; citing Pet. 41-43;

Ex. 1007, 1:7-9) (alteration in original). Patent Owner further contendsthat,

at best, all Petitioner establishes is that a person of ordinary skill in the art

could have modified Tadain the fashion claimed, and not that they would

have doneso, and that this is insufficient to establish obviousness. Jd. at 35

(citing Belden Inc. v. Berk-Tek LLC, 805 F.3d: 1064, 1073 (Fed. Cir. 2015)).

Patent Owneralso argues that Dr. Chipman’s declaration falls short of

establishing a “reason to modify Tada.” Jd. at 35-36.

Based on ourreview of the current record, we are persuaded Petitioner

has sufficiently articulated a reason with somerational underpinning to

modify Tada to arrive at the subject matter of claim 5. Petitioner asserts the

divergenceis a result effective variable in the functioning of the lens system,

or reflects such, in that deviation from a linear function results in

compression or expansion of the projected image zonerelative to the
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panoramabeing viewed. Pet. 41-43 (citing Ex. 1008 ff 59-61). Moreover,

Petitioner and Dr. Chipmantie this to the definition of the image captured in

different zones ofthe field of view. Jd. (citing Ex. 1008 { 60). For purposes

of institution, the recited range is reasonably established as primafacie

obvious as a matter of routine experimentation. Jd. at 43; see also Aller,

220 F.2d at 456 (“[W]here the general conditions of a claim are disclosed in

the priorart, it is not inventive to discover the optimum or workable ranges

by routine experimentation.”) (cited at Pet. 42).

Thus, what Patent Owner contendsis not established by Petitioner, the

particular importance of the intermediate zone andaparticular teaching to

further expandit, is not necessary under this obviousness theory set forth by

Petitioner. Further, Patent Owner’s emphasis on the contendedfailure by

Petitioner to identify what would be an optimal lens system fails to address

that workable ranges meeting the claim reasonably would be within the

grasp of the skilled artisan through no more than routine experimentation.

See Aller, 220 F.2d at 456; Pet. 41-43.

For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner has sufficiently demonstrated a

reasonable likelihood that it would prevail in establishing the unpatentability

of claim 5 as obvious over Tada.

Having determined that Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonable

likelihood of success in proving that at least one claim of the ’990 patentis

unpatentable, we institute a review as to all challenged claims,i.e., claim 5,

and all groundsraised in the Petition. See SAS Inst., Inc. v. lancu, 138 S. Ct:

1348, 1359-60 (2018); USPTO, Guidance on the Impact of SAS on AIA

Trial Proceedings (April 26, 2018), https://www.uspto.gov/patents-

application-process/patent-trial-and-appeal-board/trials/guidance-impact-

sas-aia-trial (“As required by [SAS], the PTAB will institute as to all claims
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or none,”and “{ajt this time, if the PTAB institutesa trial, the PTAB will

institute on all challenges raised in the petition.”); PTAB Consolidated Trial

Practice Guide (Nov. 2019) (“Consolidated Guide”), 5—6 (available at

https://www.uspto.gov/TrialPracticeGuideConsolidated).

Weoffer the following views on the remaining groundsfor the

parties’ consideration.

E. Asserted Obviousness over Tada in View ofNagaoka

Petitioner challenges claim 5 as unpatentable for having been obvious

over the combined teachings of Tada and Nagaoka. Pet. 52-63.

Nagaokais directed to a monitoring system using a camera having a

fisheye lens. Ex. 1004, 1:6-10, 1:11-14. Nagaokadiscloses a number of

different fisheye lenses having a nonlinear distribution function of image

points relative to the field angle of the object points of the panorama. /d.,

Figs. 3A—3B.

Petitioner contends that Nagaokateachesthe limitations of claim 1

(Pet. 53-58 (citing Ex. 1004, 1:38-41, 1:50—57, 2:44—53, 5:28-29,Figs. 3A,

3B; Ex. 1008 9] 75—82)), and that Patent Owner “provided a clear and

unambiguous admission in the reexamination that claim | is taught by

Nagaoka”(id. at 53 (citing Ex. 1003, 244, 331)). Despite this, Petitioner

largely relies on Tada asset forth above for the ground with Tada alone

(compareid. at 58-60, with id. at 29-52) and further on Nagaokafor

teaching the maximum deviationofat least +10% (id. at 58-62).

Petitioner relies on Nagaoka’s disclosure of a fisheye lens having a

nonlinear distribution function, including two examples—h=1.2f-tan(6/1.6)

and h=1.6f-tan(6/2). Jd. at 54-58 (citing Ex. 1004, Fig. 3B). Petitioner

calculates “a plot ofthe relative distance of an image pointin relation to the

center of the image accordingto the field angle of the corresponding object
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point” for these functions ‘“‘with a focal length of f=1” and overlays these

with a linear distribution to demonstrate that the lens having the function

h=1.2f-tan(6/1.6) has a maximum divergence -24.19% and a lens having the

function h=1.6f:tan(6/2) has a maximum divergenceofat least -14.76%. Id.

at 56-58 (citing Ex. 1008 ff] 79-82).

Petitioner contends that it would have been obvious to combine Tada

with the teachings ofNagaoka, as “Tada and Nagaokaare in the samefield

of endeavor, e.g., super wide angle lenses and imaginglenses.” Jd. at 58

(citing Ex. 1007, 1:6-9, 6:29-33, 7:36-44, 8:59-64; Ex. 1004, Fig. 2, 3:36—
40, 4:66-5:2, 7:11-16, 7:31-35, 7:50-52, 7:60-67; Ex. 1008 4 83).

Petitioner further contends that “Nagaokateaches the use ofnon-linear

curvesfor fisheye lens[es] to increase the resolution of an area of interest,

which in Nagaokais at the edge or periphery of the image.” /d. at 61 (citing

Ex. 1008 4 88); see id at 60-61 (citing Ex. 1004, 1:50-57, 1:61—2:4, 2:43—
53, 6:53-65, 9:30-44; Ex. 1008 { 87).

Petitioner contends that “{iJn Tada’s third embodiment, the area of

interest is the intermediate zone,” and that a person of ordinary skill in the

art “with the teachings ofNagaoka would have been motivated to increase

the maximum deviation of the lens in Tada from approximately between

8.12 and 9.88% to at least +10% in order to increase the resolution in Tada’s

areaofinterest, i.e., the intermediate zone of the image.” Pet. 61 (citing

Ex. 1008 § 88). In effect, Petitioner relies on the fact that the intermediate

zone in Tada’s third embodiment has enhanced definition compared to the

center and edges of the system as indicating that it is the area of interest. Jd.

at 59 (citing Ex. 1008 4 85). .

Asdiscussed above, Patent Ownerarguesthat Petitioner cites no

underlying facts or data in support of the idea that the expanded intermediate
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zone in Tada’s third embodimentis important. Prelim. Resp. 33 (citing

Pet. 41-43). Patent Owner further argues that Nagaoka teaches away from

use of an “objective lens [that] compresses . . . the edges of the image and

expandsan intermediate zone of the image located between the center and

the edges of the image”(claim 5) in that “Nagaoka explicitly teaches that

enhancementor expansion is needed at the peripheral portion (as opposed to

a central or intermediate portion) due to image distortion and ‘many missing

portions of image data’ there which ‘mustbe interpolated.’” /d. at 38 (citing

Ex. 1004, 1:48-60); see id. (citing Ex. 1004, 1:61—2:4, 6:30-52, 6:60-65).

Patent Owner’s general arguments appear more cogent here than

whenapplied to the ground based on Tada alone. Petitioner’s further

reasoning hererelies on the intermediate expanded zone of Tada’s third

embodimentbeing a particular area ofinterest, and then on further

expansion ofthat based on the teachings ofNagaoka. Pet. 59 (citing

Ex. 1008 J 85), 61 (citing Ex. 1008 7 88) As such, this further reasoning

requires a sufficient showing that a person of ordinary skill in the art would

have recognized the importance of the expanded intermediate zone, a

showing that Patent Owner contends Petitioner has not made. Prelim. Resp.

33 (citing Pet. 41-43). Patent Owner’s arguments that Nagaoka teaches

away may also have some merit because of Nagaoka’s apparent focus on

enhancementor expansion of the imageat the peripheral portion. Jd. at 38

(citing Ex. 1004, 1:48—2:4, 6:30—52, 6:60-65).

F. Asserted Obviousness over Tada in View ofBaker

Petitioner challenges claim 5 as unpatentable for having been obvious

over the combined teachings of Tada and Baker. Pet. 63-72.

Bakeris directed to a videoconference system using a lens system that

provides a panoramic display. Ex. 1005, Abstract. Baker discloses wide
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angle lenses that have “afairly significant portion of the imaging surface

dedicated to the peripheral field [of the field of view], and consequently less

of the surface dedicated to the central field” than “typical with commercially

available wide-angle, fish-eye, or other conventional lenses.” Jd. at 11:47—

48, 12:30-32.

Petitioner contends that Baker teaches the limitations of claim 1 (Pet.

63-67 (citing Ex. 1005, 6:48-56, 8:32—36, 12:6-11; Ex. 1008 {{{ 92, 94—

96)), and that Patent Owner“provided a clear and unambiguous admission
in the reexamination that claim 1 is taught by Baker”(id. at 63-64 (citing

Ex. 1003, 331); see alsoid. at 66-67 (citing Ex. 1003, 237), Petitioner

largely relies on Tadaas set forth above for the ground with Tada alone

(compare id. at 67-69, with id. at 29-52) and further on Baker for teaching

the maximum deviationof at least 10% (id. at 69-71).

Petitioner relies on Baker’s disclosure of a fisheye lens having a

nonlinear distribution function, and onaplot of such a lens showingits

nonlinearity. Id. at 64-66 (citing Ex. 1005, 6:48—56, 8:32—36, 12:6-11;

Ex. 1008 ¥§ 92, 94-96). Petitioner relies on Baker’s disclosure that “using a

‘hemispherical gradient index unit with a wide field multi-element lens’

such that ‘the portion of the camera dedicated to the periphery is increased,

thereby increasing the relative resolution of information detectable bythe

imaging device sensing elements’”(id. at 64 (citing Ex. 1005, 12:6—-11)) and

its statement that “[t]o maximize data collection and resolution for analysis

and/or display . . . , it is desirable to maximizethe dedication ofthe available

image detectionareato this peripheral field portion” (id. at 64-65 (citing

Ex. 1005, 8:32—36)). Petitioner also relies on the testimony of Dr. Chipman

“that these goals are achieved by use of a non-linear function.” Jd. at 65

(citing Ex. 1008 § 92). Petitioner relies particularly on a plot it contends
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“correspondsto the description of the lens in Baker” and “would have a

maximum deviation of 15.1%.” Jd. at 65-66 (citing Ex. 1008 4 95).

Petitioner contends that it would have been obvious to combine Tada

with the teachings of Baker, as “Tada and Bakerarein the samefield of

endeavor, e.g., wide angle lenses and imaging lenses.” Pet. 67 (citing

Ex. 1007, 1:6—-9, 6:29-33, 7:36-44, 8:59-64; Ex. 1005, 13:11-17; Ex. 1008

97). Petitioner further contends Baker provides further motivation for one

of skill in the art to increase the maximum deviation in its teachings and

disclosure of a non-linear lens “designed to capture and enhance the

peripheral content of a hemispheric scene.” Jd. at 69—70 (citing Ex. 1005,

2:59-61, 2:65-3:3, 6:44-48, 8:32-36, 8:60-62, 10:38-41, 12:48-55,

Fig. 3BA; Ex. 1008 ff 101, 103). In sum, Petitioner contends that “Baker
teaches the use of non-linear curvesfor fisheye lens[sic] to increase the

resolution of an area of interest, which in Bakeris the periphery ofthe lens

system” andthat “Baker also teaches that the area of interest can vary based

on the needsofthe application.” Jd. at 70 (citing Ex. 1008 4 103).

Petitioner contends that “[i]Jn Tada’s third embodiment, the area of

interest is the intermediate zone, rather than the edge or periphery of the

image” and that a person of ordinary skill in the art “with the teachings of

Baker would have been motivated to increase the maximum deviation of the

lens in Tada from approximately between 8.12 and 9.88% to at least +10%

in order to increase the resolution in Tada’s area ofinterest, i.e., the

intermediate zone of the image.” Pet. 70-71 (citing Ex. 1008 4 103). In

effect, Petitioner again relies on the fact that the intermediate zone in Tada’s

third embodiment has enhanced definition compared to the center and edges

of the system as indicating that it is the area of interest. Jd. at 67-68 (citing

Ex. 1008 4 99).
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Asdiscussed above, Patent Ownerarguesthat Petitioner cites no

underlying facts or data in support of the idea that the expanded intermediate

zone in Tada’s third embodimentis important. Prelim. Resp. 33 (citing

Pet. 41-43), 40 (citing Pet. 67-69). Patent Ownerfurther argues that Baker

teaches away from useofan “objective lens [that] compresses. . . the edges

of the image and expandsan intermediate zone of the image located between

the center and the edges of the image” (claim 5) in that “Baker, as a whole,
teachesthat it is important to enhance or expand the periphery of an image

based on degradation experienced from conventional lenses.” Jd. at 40-41

(citing Ex. 1005, 3:60-4:14, 10:38-12:55). Patent Ownerfurther faults

Petitioner’s reliance on a selective quote from a more complete citation as

support for Baker teaching that the enhancedfield of view can be anything

other than the peripheral region. Prelim. Resp. 41-42 (citing Pet. 70;

Ex. 1005, 12:33-51).

For similar reasons as with the combination of Tada and Nagaoka,

Patent Owner’s general arguments appear more cogent here than when

applied to the ground based on Tada alone. As with the combination of

Tada and Nagaoka,Petitioner’s further reasoning here relies on the

intermediate expanded zone of Tada’s third embodiment being a particular

area of interest (Pet. 67-68 (citing Ex. 1008 ¥ 99), 70-71 (citing Ex. 1008

{ 103)), and then on further expansion of that based on the teachings of a

further reference, here, Baker (id. at 69-70 (citing Ex. 1005, 2:59-61, 2:65—
3:3, 6:4448, 8:32-36, 8:60-62, 10:38-41, 12:48-55, Fig. 3BA; Ex. 1008

{7 101, 103)). And again, Patent Owner contendsthat Petitioner has not

made a sufficient showing that a person of ordinary skill in the art would

have recognized the importance of the expanded intermediate zone. Prelim.

Resp. 33 (citing Pet. 41-43), 40 (citing Pet. 67-69). Patent Owner’s
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arguments that Baker teaches away mayalso have some merit because of

Baker’s apparent focus on enhancementor expansion ofthe periphery of an

image. Jd. at 40-41 (citing Ex. 1005, 3:60-4:14, 10:38-12:55).

IV. CONCLUSION

Forthe reasonsset forth above, we determine that Petitioner has

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing with respect to the one

challenged claim of the °990 patent. Thus, weinstitute an inter partes

review on the one challenged claim and on all grounds presented in the

Petition.

V. ORDER

Accordingly,it is:

ORDEREDthat pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), an inter partes

review is hereby instituted as to claim 5 of the 990 patent with respect to the

groundsset forth in the Petition; and |

FURTHER ORDEREDthat pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(c) and

37 C.F.R. § 42.4,notice is hereby given ofthe institution ofa trial

commencingonthe entry date of this decision.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this inter partes review, LG ElectronicsInc. (“Petitioner’’)

challenges the patentability of claim 21 of U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990 B2

(Ex. 1001, “the ’990 patent”), owned by ImmerVision,Inc. (“Patent

Owner’).

Wehavejurisdiction to hear this inter partes review under 35 U.S.C.

§ 6. This Final Written Decision is issued pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 318(a)

and 37 C.F.R. § 42.73. For the reasons discussed herein, Petitioner has not

shown, by a preponderanceofthe evidence, that claim 21 of the 990 patent

is unpatentable.

A. Procedural History

On November27, 2019, Petitioner requested an inter partes review of

claim 21 of the *990 patent. Paper 2 (‘‘Pet.”). Patent Ownerfiled a

Preliminary Response. Paper 5 (“Prelim. Resp.”). On May 13, 2020, we

instituted an inter partes review of the challenged claim on all grounds

raised in the Petition. Paper 6 (“Dec.”). Following institution, Patent Owner

filed a Patent Owner Response (Paper 12, “PO Resp.”), Petitioner filed a

Reply to the Patent Owner Response (Paper16,“Pet. Reply”), and Patent

Ownerfiled a Sur-Reply to Petitioner’s Reply (Paper 17, “PO Sur-Reply).

Petitioner relies on the declaration testimony of Russell Chipman,

Ph.D. (Exs. 1008, 1017, 1019) to support the Petition. Patent Owner took

cross-examination via deposition of Dr. Chipman (Ex. 2002). Patent Owner

relies on the declaration testimony of David Aikens (Ex. 2009). Petitioner

took cross-examination via deposition of Mr. Aikens (Ex. 1018).

Oral hearing was requested by both parties. Papers 18, 19. We heard

argument on February 8, 2021, and a transcript of the hearing has been

entered into the record. Paper 25 (“Tr.”).
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B. Real Parties-in-Interest

Petitioner LG Electronics Inc. identifies LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc.

and LG Innotek Co. Ltd. as additionalreal parties-in-interest. Pet. 2. Patent

Owner ImmerVision,Inc., identifies itself as the real party-in-interest.

Paper 4, 2. The parties do not raise any issues aboutreal parties-in-interest.

C. Related Proceedings

Theparties identify two pending district court cases involving

the °990 patent: ImmerVision, Inc. v. LG Electronics U.S.A., No. 1-18-cv-

01630 (D. Del.) and JmmerVision, Inc. v. LG Electronics U.S.A., No. 1-18-

cv-01631 (D. Del.). Pet. 2; Paper 4, 2-3. The ’990 patentis also the subject

of an inter partes review in IPR2020-00179. See IPR2020-00179, Paper 6.

In addition, the ’990 patent: (1) was the subject of Ex Parte

Reexamination Control No. 90/013,410; (2) was challenged in an inter

partes proceeding, Panasonic System Networks Co., Ltd. v. 6115187 Canada

Inc., YPR2014-01438; and (3) was the subject of three other district court

cases that are no longer pending. See Pet. 2-3; see also Panasonic System

Networks Co., Ltd. v. 6115187 Canada Inc., IPR2014-01438, Paper 11

(PTAB Nov.26, 2014) (terminating proceedingprior to institution following

settlement).

D. The '990 Patent (Ex. 1001)

The °990 patentis titled “Method for Capturing and Displaying a

Variable Resolution Digital Panoramic Image”and issued on January 18,

2005, from an application filed on November 12, 2003. Ex. 1001, codes

(22), (45), (54). The application for the ’990 patent is a continuation of

application No. PCT/FR02/01588, filed on May 10, 2002, and claims

priority to foreign application FR 01 06261, filed May 11, 2001. /d. at

codes (30), (63).
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The ’990 patent relates to capturing a digital panoramic imagethat

includes using a panoramic objective lens having “a distribution function of

the image points that is not linear relative to the field angle [a] of the object

points of the panorama,” wherethe “distribution function Fdc . . . determines

the relative distance dr of an imagepoint in relation to the center of the

image disk accordingto the field angle ao of the corresponding object point.”

Id. at code (57), 2:30-34 (as corrected by Jan. 18, 2005, Cert. of Correction).

The image obtained using such a panoramic objective lens hasat least one

zone that is expanded and another zone that is compressed. /d. at code (57).

The ’990 patent further explains that an image zone is “expanded” whenit

covers a greater numberof pixels on an image sensor than it would with a

linear distribution lens. Jd. at 3:66-4:10. The 990 patent also provides that

an “expanded”zone and “compressed” zone canbeillustrated by

comparisontoalinear distribution function, with a slope greater than that of

the linear distribution indicating an expanded zoneanda lesser slope

indicating a compressed zone. Jd. at 9:13-35; see also id. at 2:30-42

(describing how “Figure 4B represents the shape of the distribution function

Fdc of a classical objective lens,” of ideal form, “‘a straight line of gradient

K....in which the constant K is equal to 0.111 degree"! (1/90°)”). Figure 9,

reproduced below, depicts an imagepoint distribution of a lens having a

compressed zone between a=0° and a=30°, an expanded zone between o=30°

and o=70°, and a compressed zone between 0=70° and a=90°.
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dr

Pd2(dr=0.9)

 
30° 70° 90

Fig.9

Id., Fig. 9 (depicting plot of a non-linear distribution function of a panoramic

objective lens). The patent further provides for correcting the non-linearity

of the panoramic imageinitially obtained when using such lens. /d.at

code (57).

The ’990 patent was the subject of an ex parte reexamination. Jd.

at 25-27 (Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate (10588th)). The

Reexamination Request—Control No. 90/013,410—wasfiled November 26,

2014. Id. at 25; Ex. 1003, 328-339 (“Request by Patent Owner for Ex Parte

Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990”). Patent Owner requested an

ex parte reexamination of claims 1-4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15-20, 22, 23, and 25,

which request was granted. Pet. 17-18; Ex. 1003, 52-63, 330, 341. The

Patent Office issued an Office Action on January 29, 2015, rejecting —

independent claim 17—the base claim for claim 21. Ex. 1003, 30, 36-39.

Patent Ownerfiled an Amendment on February 12, 2015, canceling

claim 17. Jd. at 19.
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E. The Challenged Claim

Challenged claim 21 incorporates the limitations of cancelled

claim 17, from which it depends. See MPEP § 2260.01 (‘the content of the

canceled base claim.. . [is] available to be read as part of the confirmed or

allowed dependentclaim”). Both claims are reproduced below.

17. A panoramic objective lens comprising:

optical means for projecting a panoramainto an image plane of
the objective lens, the optical means having an image point
distribution function that is not linear relative to the field angle
of object points of the panorama,the distribution function
having a maximum divergenceofat least +10% compared to a
linear distribution function, such that a panoramic image
obtained by meansofthe objective lens comprises at least one
substantially expanded zone andat least one substantially
compressed zone.

Ex. 1001, 20:51-61,

21. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17,
wherein the lens compresses the center of the image and the
edges of the image, and expands an intermediate zone ofthe
image located between the center and the edgesof the image.

Id, at 21:7-11.
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F. Instituted Grounds of Unpatentability at Issue

Weinstituted trial on all grounds of unpatentability proposed by

Petitioner, as shown below:

  

 

 Claim Ch allenged 35 U.S.C. §' Reference(s)/Basis

Tada, Nagaoka?

Tada, Baker*

 

     
II. ANALYSIS

A. Principles ofLaw

A claim is unpatentable under § 103if “the differences between the

subject matter sought to be patented andtheprior art are such that the

subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the invention

was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to whichsaid subject
matter pertains.” KSR Int'l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 406 (2007).

The question of obviousnessis resolved on the basis of underlying factual

determinations, including: (1) the scope and contentof the priorart; (2) any

differences between the claimed subject matter and the priorart; (3) the level

of skill in the art; and (4) whenin evidence, objective evidence of

nonobviousness,i.e., secondary considerations. See Graham v. John Deere

Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17-18 (1966).

' The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (“AIA”), Pub. L. No. 112-29, 125
Stat. 284, 287-88 (2011), revised 35 U.S.C. § 103 effective March 16, 2013.
Becausethe challenged patent was filed before March 16, 2013, werefer to
the pre-AIA version of 35 U.S.C. § 103.
2 US 5,861,999, issued January 19, 1999 (Ex. 1007).
3 US 6,128,145, issued October 3, 2000 (Ex. 1004).
4US 5,686,957, issued November 11, 1997 (Ex. 1005).
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Regarding the scope and content ofthepriorart, “[w]hat a reference

teaches is a question of fact.” Jn re Beattie, 914 F.2d 1309, 1311 (Fed. Cir.

1992). A referenceis prior art for what it discloses, evenif it is in error,

unless the error is an “obvious error,” in which case “it cannot be said to

describe or suggest [whatis disclosed in error] to those in the art.” Jn re

Yale, 434 F.2d 666, 668-69 (CCPA 1970) (holding that an error in the

statement of a chemical formula would have been obviousto one of ordinary

skill in the art and thus would not have put them in possession ofthe

compound because they, would have disregardedit as an error or replacedit

with the correct chemical formula); see also In re Clark, 420 F. App’x 994,

998 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (nonprecedential) (holding that “absent an obvious

error on the face of a reference, a referenceis prior art for what it discloses”

and that the Board did noterr in relying on such a disclosure where there

was “nothing in the .. . publication indicating that the [relied-on] statements

... Were in error.’”’).

Additionally, the obviousness inquiry typically requires an analysis of

“whether there was an apparent reason to combine the known elementsin

the fashion claimed bythe patent at issue.” KSR, 550 U.S. at 418 (citing

In re Kahn, 441 F.3d 977, 988 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (requiring “articulated

reasoning with somerational underpinning to support the legal conclusion of

obviousness”)); see In re Warsaw Orthopedic, Inc., 832 F.3d 1327, 1333

(Fed. Cir. 2016) (citing DyStar Textilfarben GmbH & Co. Deutschland KG

v. C.H. Patrick Co., 464 F.3d 1356, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2006)).

The Petition guides the proceeding. See Koninklijke Philips N.V. v.

Google LLC, 948 F.3d 1330, 1335-36 (Fed. Cir. 2020). Our reviewing court

explains that “[f]rom the outset, we see that Congress choseto structure a

process in whichit’s the petitioner, . .. who gets to define the contours of
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the proceeding,” and that “the statute envisions that a petitioner will seek an

inter partes review of a particular kind—oneguidedbya petition describing

each claim challenged and the grounds on which the challenge to each claim

is based.” Jd. at 1335 (quoting SAS Inst. Inc. v. Jancu, 138 S. Ct. 1348, 1355

(2018) (internal quotations omitted)) (alterations in original). “[T]he

petitioner’s petition, not the Director’s discretion is supposed to guide the

life of the litigation,” and that “the petitioner’s contentions, not the

Director’s discretion, define the scope of the litigation all the way from

institution through to conclusion.” Sirona Dental Sys. GmbHv. Institut

Straumann AG, 892 F.3d 1349, 1356 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (quoting SAS,

138 S. Ct. at 1356—57 (internal quotations omitted)).

To prevail, Petitioner must demonstrate by a preponderanceofthe

evidence that the claims are unpatentable. 35 U.S.C. § 316(e); 37 C_-F.R.

§ 42.1(d) (2019). “In an [inter partes review], the petitioner has the burden

from the onset to show with particularity why the patent it challengesis

unpatentable.” Harmonic Inc. v. Avid Tech., Inc., 815 F.3d 1356, 1363 (Fed.

Cir. 2016) (citing 35 U.S.C. § 312(a)(3) (requiring inter partes review

petitions to identify “with particularity .. . the evidence that supports the

groundsfor the challenge to each claim’’)). This burden nevershifts to

Patent Owner. See Dynamic Drinkware, LLC v. National Graphics, Inc.,

800 F.3d 1375, 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (citing Tech. Licensing Corp.v.

Videotek, Inc., 545 F.3d 1316, 1326-27 (Fed. Cir. 2008)) (discussing the

burden of proof in inter partes review).

B. Level ofOrdinary Skill in the Art

In the Institution Decision, we adopted Petitioner’s description of the

level of ordinary skill in the art, not contested at that time by Patent Owner,

and determined that a person of ordinary skill in the art “would have hadat
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least a bachelor’s degree in Physics, Optical Engineering, and/or Electrical

Engineering, andat least five years’ experience in developing and designing

optical products or systems and have familiarity with image processing

algorithms and optical design software.” Dec. 6; Pet. 20 (citing Ex. 1008

q 41).

Patent Ownerneither disputes Petitioner’s articulation of the level of

ordinary skill in the art nor presents its own articulation ofthe level of skill

in the art, stating that “for purposes of this Response, Patent Owner does not

object to Petitioner’s proposed skill level.” PO Resp. 20.

On this record, we have no reasonto fault Petitioner’s definition of

the level of ordinary skill. We further note that the prior art itself

demonstrates the level of skill in the art at the time of the invention, and

there is no apparent inconsistencywith Petitioner’s definition. See Okajima

v. Bourdeau, 261 F.3d 1350, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (explaining that “specific

findings onthe level of skill in the art . . . [are not required] ‘where the prior

art itself reflects an appropriate level and a need for testimonyis not

shown’” (quoting Litton Indus. Prods., Inc. v. Solid State Sys. Corp.,

755 F.2d 158, 163 (Fed. Cir. 1985))). Accordingly, we adopt the level of

ordinary skill set forth by Petitioner.

C. Claim Construction

Weapply the same claim construction standard that would be used to

construe the claim in a civil action under 35 U.S.C. § 282(b), following the

standard articulated in Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303 (Fed.

Cir. 2005) (en banc). 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b). Under Phillips, claim terms

are afforded “their ordinary and customary meaning.” Phillips, 415 F.3d

at 1312. “[T]he ordinary and customary meaning of a claim term is the

meaning that the term would haveto a person of ordinary skill in the art in

10
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